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Preface and Acknowledgments

he arguments of this book have been in the making for more than a decade,
particularly since 2009, when they became an almost permanent staple in my
course offerings at Columbia University. Throughout these intellectual exercises, I
have come to learn that there is no single important aspect of modernity that is not
touched, to one degree or another, by the issues that the problem of Orientalism raises.
This, then, is a book that is as much about modernity as it is about Orientalism, just as the
concerns of my The Impossible State were as much about this condition as they were
about the state. More importantly, and as this book intends to show, I have learned that
Orientalism euphemizes a series of theoretical and substantive inquires that pertain to the
constitution of the modern self as much as they are about a supposed “Other,” historical
or otherwise. Although I am largely unconcerned with the modalities of Europe’s selfformation against an Orient, the constitution of the modern self—whose sources certainly
transcend the Orient—remains for me a prime concern. In all the colonialisms and
genocides that it contributed to, Orientalism emerges as a symptom, rather than the
cause or chief culprit, of a psychoepistemic disorder plaguing modern forms of knowledge
to the core. I have learned that in the very act of setting up this discipline as an analytical
category, Orientalism itself undergoes considerable diminution and expansion, all at once.
The relative demotion of Orientalism complicates rather than simplifies our analytical
task. Although this field of discourse is symptomatic of a pervasive psychoepistemic
disorder, and as such could be treated like any other field of knowledge, it remains the
most obvious corridor through which knowledge about the Other is transmitted. This
crucial fact imposes on us a situation in which Orientalism must be recognized as both an
accomplice to oppression and violence and, once liberated from its present condition, a
necessary bridge to a different conception of the Other. The argument that those parts of
academia that stand in the service of modern forms of capitalism, colonialism, and
hegemonic power must eventually be made to vanish cannot, and must not, include
Orientalism without qualification.
The tension between rejecting and retaining Orientalism requires a set of analytical
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procedures and resources that must reckon with certain givens. Essential to these givens
is Edward Said’s important work, most especially his remarkable Orientalism. Although my
book is not, at the end of the day, about his work as a terminus ad quem, and despite the
sustained and vigorous—but hopefully fair-minded—critique I direct at it, I record my
gratitude to him and to his staying memory, and do so with the full recognition of his
influence on my early formation. Without his contributions, I very much doubt that this
book would have been possible, just as much as his celebrated book has spun, and thus
made possible, an entire field of discourse. On a psychological level, Said provided a
model of nearly unmatched intellectual courage that has stayed with me since 1979, when
I was first exposed to his work.
I have incurred a large debt to several people whose suggestions helped in sharpening
the book’s arguments. Gil Anidjar and Sudipta Kaviraj, both of Columbia, read the book
with great care and provided detailed critique. Their intellectual companionship has been
enriching in more than one way, and beyond the bounds of the present project. Humeira
Iqtidar, of King’s College, London, subjected the book to a thoroughly constructive critique,
from which I derived great benefit. No less generous with his attention to an earlier draft
was Omar Farahat, of McGill University’s Law School. His warnings, among other things,
as to how some of the book’s arguments might be misconstrued were invaluable, and will,
I hope, minimize the sort of misconceived reactions that befell The Impossible State.
Dariouche Kechavarzi-Tehrani, one of Columbia’s most brilliant students, read two
successive drafts of the manuscript, each time providing various insights and extensively
engaging me over cognate questions that have arisen in Latin American postcolonial
literature. Abed Awad read the manuscript from a jurist’s perspective and offered a
number of valuable comments. His generous help and support over the years have been
inestimable. During the year or two preceding the writing of this book, I benefited from
discussions with Sohaib Khan, who was an exemplary and challenging interlocutor. Finally,
parts of the last chapter were presented as a lecture at Yale Law School in November
2015. Gerhard Böwering, Owen Fiss, Frank Griffel, Paul Kahn, Anthony Kronman, and
Daniel Markovits engaged me in intense, fruitful discussions during the lecture and
afterward. To all colleagues named, to Robert Demke for his competent editing, as well as
to the anonymous but perspicacious readers of the press, I record my sincere gratitude.
Needless to say, any error or weakness that this book may continue to harbor remains
mine alone.
A word about the intellectual genealogy of this book. Unlike most commentators
addressing the problem of Orientalism and other forms of knowledge, I come to the
present project from within the field of Orientalism, having written in it and about it for
nearly four decades. In some strong sense, it seems to me that most issues I have written
about throughout this period, whether in the legal, historical, or philosophical fields, have
been a series of engagements that are woven together around a single thread, despite
the sometimes rather dissimilar materials and varied scholarly problems I have studied.
While this book is far from being the culmination of my work, it is nonetheless the latest
installment in this project, which is to say that it continues much of the work I have
produced over the last two decades. What I say here therefore issues from, and often

presupposes, earlier deliberations, and by necessity I could only invoke these deliberations
with extreme brevity, if not merely gesture to them with citations. Of particular relevance
are two books that lay the grounds for the present work, and the reader whose purpose is
to genuinely engage the present book is strongly advised to read these works before
poring over this one. The first of these, offering a fairly comprehensive background, is
Shariʿa: Theory, Practice, Transformations (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
2009), while the second is The Impossible State (New York: Columbia University Press,
2013). Indeed, I regard the present book as a sequel to the latter, both together making a
particular segment of my larger project more, though by no means entirely, complete.
While The Impossible State was intended to interrogate the Muslim self and its place in,
and exit from, modernity, the present project is about the place of the Western self in the
modern project, as well as about possible exits from this condition. Yet, to confuse the two
Selves, to argue that one entirely depends on the other, will amount, by the logic of this
book, to denying the particularity and uniqueness, and thus autonomy, of cultures. I shall
insist that while the colonized Other and its historical legacies and traditions provide a rich
heuristic repertoire for ethicizing the colonizer’s self (partly the concern of The Impossible
State), the ultimate challenge facing Western modernity must be met from within the
Western self, whose first act of self-liberation resides in the shedding of sovereignty over
all that exists. The two books therefore complement each other and stand within a
mutually enhancing dialectic.
Finally, a recommendation about the modality of reading this book is in order. It so
happens that the discussions and arguments it proffers gain in expansion and density as
the book proceeds. A case in point is the theory of the author, whose full elucidation
extends over the introduction and the first three chapters. The same is the case with the
concept of sovereignty, to the elaboration of which the whole book is in effect dedicated.
There is no complete treatment of any central concept that can be gleaned from a single
chapter or part of the book. The reader is therefore urged to suspend judgment of the
merits of each argument or concept until the entire book has been perused.

Introduction

I
Anyone familiar with debates on Orientalism comes to the realization that there is a
profound ambiguity in the meaning of the term that designates this field of scholarship.1
Essential to this confusion is the matter of classification. Is Orientalism an academic
scholarly field or is it an ideological construction, to be treated no different than one would
treat any bias-laden discourse? The assumption guiding both the question and the quest
for classification is that scholarly discourse is not and should not be ideological, that
ideology in fact stands at the other extreme end of dispassionate, objective scholarship.
This is what seems to have driven one author, in his own quest to avoid the “volatility”
of the term, to “follow a simple expedient.” He decided to employ the “nonpejorative” form
“orientalism” to refer to the “ongoing Western tradition of intellectual inquiry into an
existential engagement with the ideas, practices and values of the East, particularly in the
religious field,” whereas capitalized “Orientalism” would be reserved for the “ideologicallymotivated ‘epistemic construction’ and ‘corporate institution’ ” that Anouar Abdel-Malek, A.
L. Tibawi, Edward Said, and several others have criticized.2 Operating on the assumption
that there is such a thing as objective and biased Orientalism, this author attempts to
show that because there are “orientalists” (mostly Indologists) who seriously engaged the
spirituality of the Orient and often condemned colonialism, Said’s case was “overstated,”3
hence the allowance for the nonpejorative form “orientalism.” The cause for “overstating”
the case is said to have originally been Michel Foucault’s problem, which Said replicated,
in disallowing individual “agency” in the formation of power discourses. Leaving aside for
the moment the issue of misunderstanding Foucault (by both this author and Said
himself), nothing more, in effect, is proffered in the way of rendering this confused and
confusing designation of “Orientalism” analytically or theoretically intelligible. Once we
succeed in subtracting “Orientalism” from “orientalism,” which is what our author wants us
to do, we are supposed to attain a balance that stands in refutation of Said’s sweeping
generalization, thereby exonerating “orientalists” from Said’s incriminations.
Empirically, this act of subtraction may be legitimate, but the balance sheds not an iota

of light on the problematic term itself. It merely makes exceptions to Said’s categorical
brush, but does not harness the exceptions for further understanding or precision. When
all is said and done, and after the subtraction is fully completed, the term in fact gains in
substantive ambiguity and diminishes further in theoretical clarity. If there are exceptions,
then what are the theoretical parameters that one can employ for distinguishing the norm?
And once this operation of distinguishing-cum-classifying has been accomplished, what is
the ultimate theoretical significance of it? How do we understand the “Orientalism
phenomenon” and the reality that surrounds it? I shall take up the theoretical issues in
detail as I proceed, but for now it is the ambiguity of the term in current discourse that
interests me.
This author and his otherwise remarkable book nonetheless fare better than the
average discussions of the subject. A highly representative and prolific recent scholarly
exchange4 equated the position of Bernard Lewis, on the one hand, and that of the
anthropologist Talal Asad and mine, on the other. Scholars whom few would ever
associate with what our author above designated as “Orientalism” or for that matter with
the faintest “Orientalist” leaning have been charged with “Orientalism,” meaning not only
that these scholars write within a “Western” scholarly tradition, but that they commit errors
that are fundamentally associated with a scholarly discursive tradition that has, since the
pioneering writings of the Marxist political scientist Anouar Abdel-Malek, been normatively
regarded as pejorative, negative, exoticizing, or otherwise harmful—in some seriously
interpretive sense—to Islam and the Orient.
A scholar need not say or write anything pejorative or negative about the “Orient” to
invite such charges. Nor does she even need to imply any negativity in the least. An
argument, for instance, that the various intellectual traditions in Islam—Shariʿa, Sufism,
Kalam, philosophy, or adab—stood for discursive moral paradigms or represented a
benchmark that insisted on robust ethical foundations that one is hard-pressed to find in
modernity may instigate virulent charges of “Orientalist” attitudes, charges as vehement
as any leveled against negative stereotypes, political, racist, or otherwise. For, the
argument goes, to represent Islam as having an advantage over any major aspect of
modernity automatically implies idealizing or exoticizing the Orient, this having the grave
consequence of deeming Islam unmodern, antimodern, a mismatch with the modern
world, or a Utopia fantasy. To the critics who espouse this position, Islam can be neither
good nor bad, and the only way to escape the charge of Orientalism, it would seem, is to
construct a vision of Islam and Islamic history consistent with, though perhaps not a
replica of, modernity, and most especially its liberalism. This much, it will be my argument,
was Said’s legacy, although he advanced his case with some subtlety. Thus any scholar
who depicts Islam negatively or positively is an Orientalist, the former emerging as a bigot,
the latter as an exoticizer. Such criteria, as rudimentary as they are, are furthermore
applied to historiographical and historical research, generating questions, for instance,
about whether or not Sir William Jones and his likes were “Orientalists,” as Edward Said
charged, given that these figures in fact valued Indian civilization and were critics of
empire and the Enlightenment.5 Such debates are many; the one regarding the Orientalist
Louis Massignon is perhaps the best known.

It would seem that there is a correlation between such charges and the perceived or
real ethnic and religious backgrounds of the authors associated or charged with Orientalist
leanings. The more distant such backgrounds are from the object of study, the more
vulnerable authors are to this charge. Correlatively, the more the authors hail from
perceived or real “Oriental” cultures—whatever that may mean—the less they seem to
suffer from accusations of Orientalist misconduct. It is more likely for a white Christian
scholar from Houston to suffer the charge than for a Muslim scholar teaching in Cairo, or
Toronto, for that matter. This is confusion at its best.
It is the argument of this book that both the simple term and the complex concept of
Orientalism have been severely misunderstood, that they have in effect been rendered,
partly due to Said’s writings, into rudimentary political slogans and catchwords that
operate extensively in a field of ideological semantics. Labeling a scholar an “Orientalist”
has become a mode of condemnation, a negative epithet, whereas the designation
“historian,” “engineer,” “economist,” or even “anthropologist” remains predominantly, but
falsely, neutral. The politicization of the term and concept has eviscerated its real meaning
and denotations, masking its complicity in the deeper structures of thought and action,
thereby making it a largely superficial and in fact wholly useless category for serious
scholarly, much less intellectual, debate. Confined as it has been to prejudice,
condescension, cultural bias, colonialism, and imperial domination, the concept has
remained straightjacketed in a strictly political framework that could not transcend its own
field of vision, thus leaving it insulated from the very substructures of thought that gave
rise to it in the first place. I shall insist that whatever charge the Orientalist may be made
to bear, it is one that equally attaches to his or her cognates, be it a scientist, journalist,
historian, philosopher, or economist, among academic others.
Defining the world through binaries of the Self and Other, of enemy and friend, the
political unconsciously subordinates all other discursive domains to its own imperatives—
including pathologies that give it its own raison d’être. To begin and end with politics as a
conventional category, as Said has done, is to overlook the premises through which the
political itself can be critiqued, premises whose trajectory starts at the genealogical
foundations that give rise to it but that finally harness for critique those intellectual
positions that stand outside those foundations. Which is to say that a true political critique
of Orientalism must begin with the foundations that gave rise to a particular conception of
nature, liberalism, secularism, secular humanism, anthropocentrism, capitalism, the
modern state, and much else that modernity developed as central to its project. Said’s
critique remained political in the (conventional) sense that it questioned none of these
categories of thought and action as fundamental and foundational to the construction of
the problem that is Orientalism, and to much else that has been left intact. In other words,
it continued to plow conventional, if not rudimentary, political terrains because his critical
narrative assumed and wholly left in place the same political subject, the modern subject,
as the undivided matrix and locus of these categories. To place the subject at the front
and center of critique is to inquire, de novo, into the constitution of the subject as a
phenomenon whose measure is ethical formation.
That the problem originated in part in the literary approach Said adopted, and that as a

result the central problems of Orientalism remained untouched or shallowly addressed,
leave us with a simple, if not simplistic, explanation. Foucault had already understood that
oppositions and resistances to late modernity make for what he called “ ‘immediate’
struggles” because they look not for the “chief enemy” but for the “immediate enemy.”6 I
think that Said’s work and the various reactions to it, positive as well as “neutral,” have
been preoccupied with the “immediate enemy.” There are, as I shall try to show, deeper
reasons why Said (and the vast field of discourse his writings generated) could not
undertake a profound investigation, one that would have militated against, if not sharply
contradicted, his own positions as a liberal critic and scholar, and no less as a secular
humanist. For it is my argument that secular humanism, like liberalism, is not only
anthropocentric, structurally intertwined with violence, and incapable of sympathy with the
nonsecular Other,7 but it is also anchored, per force, in a structure of thought wholly
defined by modes of sovereign domination.8 Secular humanism is not just a name for a
particular type of discourse, of “analyzing” the world; it is the psychoepistemic
substantiation of a particular subject who articulates the world wholly through
disenchanted modern categories that are inherently incapable of appreciating intellectually,
and much less sympathizing spiritually with, non-secular-humanist phenomena.
Orientalism’s canonicity and “popular” reception may thus be attributed to its ability to
provide a highly flammable fuel to the fire of what the moral philosopher Alasdair
MacIntyre called liberalism’s “interminable disagreement,”9 a discursive strategy whose
structure and teleology are intended to bar the definitive (ethical) resolution of perceived
problems and crises within liberalism and the liberal subject, but that is liberalism
nonetheless. The liberal subject, as this book argues, is never the locus or focus of a
restructuring critique, however much this subject has been culpable and complicit in
contributing to modernity’s crises. The problems are always seen to lie elsewhere,
threatening and endangering that subject, but are never inextricably and structurally linked
to that subject’s constitution.
Yet, it must be clear that the present book is not about Said’s writings on culture, and
much less so on literature. Nor is it exclusively or primarily intended to be a critique of
Said’s writings on Orientalism. The criticisms of his work, fair and unfair, have been legion
and I cannot claim credit for any contribution to that repertoire. His chief work on the
subject, my main focus and concern, has been shown to be replete with problems,
however productive these turned out to be. I point only to those problems and
contradictions that permit me an entry into their meaning that can serve my purpose in
trying to go beyond his, and the current, understanding of the issues that have thus far
been construed and constructed. Both Said’s critics and his followers remained largely
within the boundaries and terms of debate that he set, at times even exacerbating his
imprecisions and outright errors. And it is this current state of affairs, not just Said’s work,
that this book aims to interrogate. That Said’s work remains relevant for my critique (as
evidenced in the frequency with which I invoke it) has precisely to do with the fact that the
terms of debate he set have not changed much in almost four decades,10 and this despite
the many brilliant critiques that have been registered against his work. Put differently, his
book remains the most learned and sophisticated summa exhibiting the persistent—should

I say canonical?—misconceptions regarding Orientalism.
In the process of scapegoating Orientalism, Said and the very discursive field his work
has created have left untouched the structural anchors of the sciences, social sciences,
and humanities, as well as their political manifestations in the larger modern project. The
historical anthropologist James Clifford prudently hints at this absence, unfortunately in
passing: Said, he avers, adopted the self-conscious position of “oppositionality” that
“writes back” against “imperial discourse from the position of an oriental whose actuality
has been distorted and denied.” Yet, it is clear that “a wide range of Western humanist
assumptions escape Said’s oppositional analysis, as do the discursive alliances of
knowledge and power produced by anticolonial and particularly nationalist movements.”11
Clifford is ingenious in his assertion that the problem with which Orientalism deals “should
not be closely identified with the specific tradition of Orientalism.… Said abandons the
level of cultural criticism proposed by Foucault and relapses into traditional intellectual
history. Moreover … he does not question anthropological orthodoxies based on
mythology of fieldwork encounter and a hermeneutically minded cultural history—
orthodoxies he often appears to share.”12 Nonetheless, Clifford’s judicious expansion itself
remains constrained.
Said’s was an indispensable work, timely for the decade or two after its publication,
both for the study of Islam in the West and for several other academic fields. He lifted
Orientalism from its uninterrogated subterranean normativity to a focus of critique, if not
doubt. Yet, Said’s problematic framing of Orientalism has invited countless critiques,
ranging from the serious to the apologetic. The critiques have mainly been made on the
following grounds: (1) Orientalism adopts the deterministic Foucauldian theory of
discursive formations13 that does not account for authorial individuality and individualistic
contribution; (2) it does not give due credit to predecessors who had leveled weighty
critical attacks on the discipline, notably Anouar Abdel-Malek and A. L. Tibawi;14 (3) it
commits the same fallacies of essentializing and totalizing as that which it critiques; (4) it
is profoundly lacking in historical and historiographical method, Said himself being a
literary critic who had no historical training; (5) it relies on divergent theoretical
apparatuses that stem from contradictory epistemological assumptions; (6) it fails to take
into account large bodies of writing by the prolific German Orientalists, by women, and by
“Orientals” themselves; (7) it does not account for distinguishing features in the various
types of Orientalism, again the German component being particularly noted for its
formidable output within an alleged context of lack of empire; and (8) it harbors ideological
biases against Zionism and Judaism.
I do not intend to engage these criticisms by affirming or negating their thrust; I will
have an occasion to discuss the substance of some of them as my argument requires and
as I proceed. What is worth noting, however, is their general nature: critiques 1, 3, and 5
take aim at methodology, but do not even come close to providing an alternative, since
those who take these stances are a great majority that tends to reject the very premise
Said adopts, and since they seem to have made their critiques in the first place exclusively
to refute Said’s premise. Critique 2 is formal and does not address the substantive issues,
for the validity of the critiques proffered by Said’s unacknowledged predecessors would

remain intact irrespective of their authorial provenance. This, in some sense, is an ad
hominem attack. Critique 4 is solid, but as in the cases of critiques 1, 3, and 5, it does not
make clear how historiographical or theoretical competence can offer an alternative critical
assessment of Orientalism. Critiques 6 and 7 are formal as well, intended to demonstrate
absence in Said’s work, but they do not articulate how this lack—if we grant it in the case
of German Orientalism15—can be fertile ground for constructing a vigorous critical
appraisal of the discipline. Finally, critique 8 is highly polemical, itself motivated by the
same bias that it levels against Orientalism.
These critiques, I think, are a comprehensive and accurate representation of the
response to Said’s work. Much of what they deploy is valuable as scholarly engagement,
but some is plainly intended to discredit the work on political grounds. Yet, none attempts
to provide an account that improves on or displaces Said’s work, much less set new terms
for the debate. Indeed, none of these critiques has etched itself in scholarly memory as
Said’s Orientalism did. As problematic as it is, the book remains canonic. But canonicity
neither excludes the possibility of the work being transcended or supplanted, nor is it an
eternal confirmation of the truth of its propositions. Said’s work therefore provides me with
the flare, though not the tools, to navigate my seas. If the metaphor is at all apt, I might
say that in this work I hijack Said’s ship to reequip it for the exploration of oceans that he
could see dimly from afar, if at all.
Accordingly, I shall insist that the problems underlying Orientalism are so expansive
and profound that the entire discipline, along with the emerging critique and defense of it,
has functioned as a discursive mask to cover up serious crises in late-modern
epistemology. Surely not to be exonerated in the least, Orientalism has nonetheless been
structurally and systemically scapegoated, a phenomenon that I regard as having the
function of emplotment that is aimed at suppressing the real forces that precipitate the
actions that it is accused of performing and the attributes that it is accused of having. To
anticipate some of my conclusions, it is with the structure and system that have produced
and enveloped Orientalism that, I argue, we must begin and end. Which is also to say that
it is no less the modern subject and its constitution as the agent underwriting modern
structures that must be at the center of our analytical scrutiny. For Orientalism, like any
single field of academic discourse, is demonstrably a derivative, and derivatives by
definition must have progenitors from which they derive. But if Orientalism must be our
point of departure, it is the successive layers of the system and structure undergirding it
that we must peel back, the first layer being that which the entire debate has revealed:
that Orientalism involves a particular kind or kinds of bias, and that we have thus far failed
to develop a proper critical apparatus for the diagnosis of this bias—hence the confusion
and arbitrary ascriptions and distribution of the charge. Viewing our subject in this manner
therefore explains why chapters 4 and 5—not to mention the thrust of chapter 3—depart
from a relatively narrow focus on Orientalism in general and on Said’s work in particular,
expanding the narrative to virtually the entire range of modern knowledge structures.

II

The substance and effect of Said’s critique were that Orientalism represented a structured
discourse, one that exhibited a penchant for self-referentiality and a self-enclosed body of
knowledge. The method he employed to demonstrate the collusion of Orientalism with
power amounted to a series of dissections of individual scholars’ writings.16 These
individual dissections always stood in a dialectical relationship to an overarching discourse
that gave them unity, but were then corralled back into the overarching discursive
tradition. The dialectic, in other words, remained confined to the space between the
individual text and the organizing suprastructure. How this suprastructure established welldefined and concrete relationships of power with colonialism and other manifestations of
dominance was never made clear. Even less clear was the entire set of forces and
formations that undergirded colonialism, which left Said’s account largely limited to a
critique of the text as power. A glance at Orientalism reveals an obsession with individual
texts, marshaled seriatim and analyzed ad nauseam, without any increase in the thickness
and depth of analysis. An author’s individual work was for Said a fundamental unit of
discourse, through which he presumably uncovered the workings of the structured
system. He seems to have believed that the more authors one studied, the more “the
historical experience of imperialism” would be uncovered.17
The author, I will argue, is indeed a fundamental category but not in the sense that
Said understood it. His conception of the author may be said to lie behind most, if not, by
implication, all of the problems that engulfed his Orientalism. In registering his
disagreement with Foucault about the “determining imprint” of individual authors, Said, in a
mere two sentences, revealed the limitations of his book in its entirety: “Foucault believes
that in general the individual text or author counts for very little.… Yet, I do believe in the
determining imprint of individual writers upon the otherwise anonymous collective body of
texts constituting a discursive formation like Orientalism” (23).18 This statement amounted
to what I call a “genetic slice”: it included all the traits, approaches, methodologies, and
lines of analysis that were to manifest themselves in full-fledged form in the body of the
book. Yet, Said’s misapprehensions about the author are not, on their own, the reason for
my insistence that a robust concept of the author is necessary. Unlike Said, I will argue
that Orientalism is not just a structured system but also, and far more crucially, a systemic
structure, which is to say that it was embedded in, defined by, corralled into, and driven by
a larger structure that extended horizontally and vertically throughout the modern project
and its Enlightenment (notwithstanding the fact that the latter was neither a single event
nor, by any means, a host of consistent narratives).19 The horizontality and verticality are
not only substantive dimensions; they are intrinsically temporal ones. And since so much
has been made of who is a (“good”) “Orientalist” and who is a (“bad”) “orientalist,” an
undertaking such as the one I am proposing will require attention to the concept of the
author. My purpose is not to shed light on the often-shallow controversy that has raged in
the field over this issue (obviously a sensitive one, if for no other reason than its having
been taken by many as a personal affront). Rather, it is to situate the concept of the
author and its potentialities in the systemic structure I have just mentioned.
To do this, I begin in chapter 1 with a critique of Said’s choice of the historical and
geocultural range from which he selected his subject authors. In my account, the choices

do not merely indicate arbitrariness or lack of discrimination (which certainly was the case
and for which he was deservedly critiqued heavily),20 but more importantly, Said does not
work with a theory of the author, much less a coherent one, and this very lack was in turn
not merely a symptom of the problematic critique that he made, but indeed nothing less
than a function of the very discursive formation he purported to critique. In other words, it
is my contention that Said unwittingly reinforced this formation, and hence reasserted its
power at the expense of Orientalism. Scapegoating Orientalism and failing to situate it in
its larger epistemological context—that is, systemic thought structure—are not only,
through absence, the most defining feature of his work; they also indicate Said’s failure to
appreciate the full force of Orientalism’s destructive power as a modern form of power.
While situating Orientalism in its proper place within the configurations of the modern
project is an important component of my aim here, I do so without attaching central
importance to the contributions of individual Orientalists. On my view, the idea of a “bad”
or “good” Orientalist is largely, if not entirely, irrelevant. An Orientalist is never “bad” just
because of what he or she says, teaches, or writes in the way of misrepresenting the
Orient. Nor is she “good” just because her portrayal of the Orient is positive. Orientalism
hinges not on its discursive appearance as positive or negative, but rather on the quality
with which it moors itself in a particular thought structure.
In order to bring out the full thrust of my argument, I first situate the author, through a
reinterpretation of Foucault, within what I call paradigms or central domains, a concept
that serves my purposes in at least three ways: First, paradigms enable the specific
assignment of the author’s location within the larger context of a discursive tradition, and
this in turn within a still-larger framework of power systems. Second, paradigms offer a
method through which one can speak cogently about two different and even historically
and culturally distinct phenomena, each constituting its own paradigmatic structure, in a
comparatively instructive way—a “comparativity” that is necessary, among other things,
for delimiting the nature and internal dynamics of Orientalism, so that its distinguishing
features are methodically identified as disconnected, by virtue of their epistemic location,
from what may mistakenly appear to be a forerunner. And third, this sort of handling of
such temporally and spatially different paradigmatic domains prevents false analogies and
uneven comparisons, where a secondary feature of a peripheral domain or an exception
in a central domain is compared to a principal or dominant feature in that domain or,
alternatively, to one belonging to another central paradigm, say, in another culture. (This
feature is furthermore pregnant with significance for a proper interpretation and
assessment of the very arguments I marshal here in constructing a theory of paradigms, a
theory that insists on a conception of reality that sharply distinguishes between driving—
and therefore paradigmatic—forces and what might be called exceptions. Characterizing
modernity as materialist or capitalist, to take a starkly illustrative example, tends to invoke
the usual objection that exceptions abound, represented as they are by noncapitalist social
and political movements or by outright antimaterialist thinkers. The theory of paradigms
does not deny but fully acknowledges the existence of these exceptions, arguing that the
very exception is precisely that which proves the dominance of central domains, however
much exceptions remain integral to the power dynamics within these domains. Claims

made in this book about Buddhism, Islam, or Hinduism—that they acted “paradigmatically”
in ways that provide sharp contrasts to modernity—cannot be in the least invalidated by
noting cognate or similar voices from within modernity, voices that otherwise constitute
exceptions. For instance, there is no philosopher’s anticapitalist philosophy, or a social or
political antimaterialist movement, however vigorous, that can affect the validity of the
proposition that capitalism is a central paradigm of modernity.)
This last feature of paradigms raises yet additional questions specific to our inquiry.
One of the widespread legacies of Said’s Orientalism is that one cannot speak of “Islam”
as having one quality or another, or as acting in one manner or another, without this
constituting reductionism, essentialism, and thus an egregious form of misrepresentation.
While it is a truism that no single macrophenomenon can be reduced to a single quality or
form, it is also true that cultures and even so-called civilizations do operate through central
domains (in fact, they have no way of avoiding such domains, since they are constituted
by them), so one can say, for instance, that a central domain of Euro-American modernity
is capitalism. Reacting to vicious misrepresentations of Islam in the West, Said, with a
traumatized edge, argued in effect that even equivalent statements such as I made about
Euro-American capitalism (being a central domain and thus a defining feature of Western
modernity) would, in the case of Islam, constitute reductionism, because such
characterizations have a tendency to create difference, which he diagnosed to be a cause
for Orientalism’s misguided performance. I will argue that this is an issue that created
multiple problems in Said’s narrative, because Said did not develop an understanding of
his own about the Orient, wavering between the Orientalists’ “different” Orient that,
precisely because it is different, gave rise to their prejudice and a modern and liberal
Orient that would give rise to the charge of “reconstituting” the Orient in the image of the
West, no less a prejudice. The theory of paradigm will thus allow us to continue to speak
of difference without committing the fallacy of reductionism.21 In fact, on this theory
difference militates against Orientalist discourse as well as against its prejudices and its
domination.
In chapter 1, I argue that a proper understanding of Orientalist discourse requires a
particular understanding of performativity, for if there is any performative power to
Orientalist discourse, it is so only by virtue of the so-called conditions of felicity that
undergird it. Unlike advocates of radical forms of performativity, however, I subscribe to
the view that language generates effective power to mold subjects only by virtue of
underlying, often masked structures whose force is constituted by the dynamics of central
paradigms. Which is to say that in my conception of performativity, representation qua
representation is less a constitutive operation of the object represented and more a
linguistic function of actual remaking, reordering, destruction, and intervention. Thus, an
account of language’s conditions of felicity is in turn intended to reconnect Orientalist
discourse with the larger structures of modernity that Said overlooked,22 with the
attendant implication that an exclusively literary analysis of texts is both a partial and a
distorting exercise. Indeed, I argue that Said’s preoccupation with the text as a well-nigh
self-enclosed structure of (mis)representation is in effect itself a misrepresentation of the
phenomenon he studied.

This is said bearing in mind the caveat that if Orientalism, along with Culture and
Imperialism, is evaluated within the exclusive boundaries of the modalities through which
Europe constructed itself against the Other, then Said’s explorations remain
monumental,23 though these modalities are not immediately germane to the concerns of
my work. In some strong sense, this book could not care less about Europe’s selfformation insofar as it is Europe’s nontransgressive business. For it is one of my
conjectures (which cannot be anything more than that) that even if the “Orient” has never
existed, Europe would have found other “realities” against which it would elaborate a
“self,” as have most premodern cultures, however dramatically different these were. But
this project of construction-by-opposition cannot, according to the general argument of this
book, be taken too far, for Europe’s choices and internal realities during the “long
seventeenth century” and the century after remain its own choices, based in good part on
its own realities, however much an Orient or an “Occident” may have been present in its
imagination. It is this assumption that governs this book, an assumption that forces us to
confront not so much texts and textual strategies as the actual destructive violence on the
modern ground (or is it the ground of modernity?).
By resorting to a concept of performativity, I intended to bring Said to the reality of
modernity, or modern reality, one that involved and could not have evolved outside certain
deep structures of thought, epistemic sovereignty, segregation, fragmentation, cultural
engineering, colonialism, and especially genocide, in all of its forms. Said seems to have
overlooked Foucault’s important insistence that it is “necessary” to “distinguish power
relations from relationships of communication that transmit information by means of a
language, a system of signs, or any other symbolic medium. No doubt, communicating is
always a certain way of acting upon another person or persons,” but the effects of power
“are not simply an aspect” of communication. “Power relations [and] relationships of
communication … should not therefore be confused.”24
The title of the first chapter could have been “The Place of Orientalism,” a counterpoint
to Orientalism’s first chapter, “The Scope of Orientalism.” The present title, “Putting
Orientalism in Its Place,” reflects the intensity of the correction to Said’s “Scope.” For Said,
the scope was far and wide: it travels to classical Greece and to the far end of the
colonialist globe, but lacks a vertical dimension that delves into the depths of a particular
structure of thought that is more than a generalized or transhistorical phenomenon. “The
Place of Orientalism” would have been a mild-sounding revision that nudges Orientalism
into a delimited space within the modern period as a temporality that has its own
problems, including colonialism and the “occasional” genocide, generally seen as an
exception to modernity. “Putting Orientalism in its Place” is a deliberately transgressive
title that attempts to position this discipline and its discourse in nothing less than the deep
structures of the modern project, thereby according the verticality otherwise missing from
Said’s narrative a structure of its own. If, as I will argue, Orientalism is a microcosm of the
macrocosmic modern structure, and if modernity and its human subject demand—and
could not be sustained without—colonialism and genocide in all its forms, then Orientalism
and many more forms of knowledge are embedded in terrains that Said and other
commentators on Orientalism never cared to plough.

I begin delineating this structure in chapter 2, but not before discussing the place of the
author in central paradigms. This is not just an introspective exercise, locating my own
critique within these conceptions. It is additionally, and no less importantly, an essential
component of the repertoire of methodological tools necessary for a proper evaluation of
Orientalism in its larger context, which is itself equally subject to the terms of this critique.
One way in which this critique can be deployed consists in exploring the intricate
interdependencies between knowledge and power. While it is true that this is an old
theme, worn out by clichés and nauseating formulaic repetition, its meanings and
implications have become obfuscated in academic and intellectual debates. I maintain that
the obfuscation of the unique relationship between knowledge and power in modernity is
itself a function of the discursive formations and not just intellectual shallowness.25 In order
to better convey the force of this relationship, I begin with a problematic in Said’s
conception of it, showing its unidirectionality. I argue that the relationship is not only
dialectical, but that this dialectic proceeds in a circular fashion, amounting to what I have
called in another context a dialectical wheel. This leads me to ask the fundamental
question as to why modern knowledge should be so dialectically woven into power at all, a
question that in turn compels questions as to why Orientalism—or for that matter modern
science, anthropology, economics, business schools, journalism, engineering, and many
disciplines besides—came into existence at all.
The acuity of this relationship still seems difficult to expound, for no phenomenon can
be truly appreciated if it is the only thing one knows. I will never know what compassion
means or feels like if I have never experienced mean-spiritedness, nor will I ever
understand the true meaning of quenching if I have never known real thirst. Contrast, and
not just comparison, is a remarkably efficient epistemological tool. Without contrast, one
can spend a lifetime studying that sphere of reality that exhibits the intersection of
knowledge and power without ever understanding its full force and power, much less its
structure, exceptionality, uniqueness, or genealogy. This absence of perspective, contrast,
comparison is a debilitating dead weight for understanding. Even when Foucault
energetically analyzed the emergence of the modern European phenomena of power,
knowledge, surveillance, health, and so forth, his comparativist framework, far from being
consistent or systematic, was in the preceding European contexts, whose striking and
dramatic impact can be seen, for instance, in the transformations of punitive forms and
torture (with Foucault presenting, for instance, Damien’s ordeal when he was guilty of
regicide before suddenly leaping to its modern contrast) or in the Christian origins of telling
the truth as a practice through which modern forms of power have been reenacted.26
Foucault’s points of contrast, however illustrative, are always European, save for the
occasional invocations of Greek or Roman forms (which admittedly increased during the
last few years of his life). According to the theory of paradigms, contrasts are most useful
when they are crisp, sharp, and—especially—alien to the tradition being investigated.
The absence of perspective and its attendant effects permit an easy universalizing of
phenomena, projecting them onto history at large, European and non-European, modern
and nonmodern.27 Since the central problem of Orientalism (as well as of most academic
fields) is its location within this relationship, it is important to ask what makes the organic

association of power and knowledge possible in the first place. Or, to pose the question
differently, what makes this relationship systemically dialectical, strong, weak, awkward,
tentative, and tenuous, or, most importantly, what renders it altogether impossible?
Answering such questions is indispensable, hence the requirement in my discussion of
introducing a contrast, a starkly comparative dimension. I therefore dwell at some length
on a case study that serves this purpose, namely, the relationship between knowledge
and power in the Islamic tradition of premodernity.28 Through this case study, I argue that
certain kinds of knowledge intrinsically do not lend themselves to the use of power, and,
conversely, that power—as biopolitical concept of hegemony and force—is useless to
them (not to say inimical). This formulation, however, assumes that power has one
meaning or structure, which it in fact does not. A modified understanding of power, which
is to say, a conception of power from which sovereignty and knowledge-based force are
subtracted, would eo ipso dissolve the problem of “power” as modernity conceived it, and
thus entirely change the meaning and connotations of the term. This is the case because
it is conceptually impossible to view power in the modern and Foucauldian senses as
anything other than being organically tied to knowledge. Logically and ontologically, there
is no modern power without knowledge, and if this is accepted, as it should be, then our
language, in this context at least, is highly redundant. All we need to say is the word
“power,” and knowledge is automatically included in the very term, just as the word
“mother” must include an unadulterated reference to “daughter,” “son,” or “child,” without
whom “mother” is inconceivable.
An equally important question arises here: Is modern knowledge subject to the same
rules I have outlined with regard to power? To answer this question, I present a narrative
of the Enlightenment that sheds light on the nature of modern knowledge and its
structure. I argue that the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries gradually produced
particular and unprecedented kinds of knowledge that indeed made themselves
substantively and inherently amenable to the manipulation of power, giving the latter its
distinctive and complex meaning.29 Once it constituted itself as sovereign and above
nature, this form of knowledge opened the flood gates for the state to embark on the
colossal nineteenth-century project of forming its subjects as citizens, and this by means
of creating a number of “engineering” institutions that brought out their potential. Of all
these institutions, juridicality and the modern educational apparatus acquire immediate
relevance to my narrative, for they were the means through which a new human subject,
the object of modern forms of power, was constituted.

III
What I have just outlined remains preparatory for my engagement with colonialism as a
concrete manifestation of the knowledge that Europe produced, a knowledge of a
distinctive category. In chapter 2, I attempt to show that this knowledge did not just
reproduce the Orient in the Orientalist text, as Said supposed, nor was the text an
aftereffect of political and economic power and colonialism. Rather, the text was
embedded in a larger subtext that both prescribed and described engineering projects on

the colonized ground. In other words, the Orientalist text was not really just about
misrepresentation, though misrepresent it did. Nor was it really about scholarly biases, a
sense of superiority, and such things as a discursive “style of domination,” to cite Said (3).
The Orientalist text was the blueprint or a road map for an effective, and not just textual,
re-creation of the Orient. This claim must be framed within a larger argument in which I
insist on two fundamental points: first, that the Orientalist text was in no way unique or
alone in this project, for there were several other “texts” operating on various aspects of
the “Orient’s” reality; and, second, that the “Orient” also includes the “Occident”—the west
of Europe, as well as the Americas,30 not to mention the “Oriental” enclaves within EuroAmerica itself. In the process of putting Orientalism in the place in which it belongs, this
larger picture about other “texts” and other “Occidental Orients” will, I hope, become
clearer.
Yet, to unravel the full meaning and significance of the textual “power over the Orient,”
it will not do to begin with the texts, for that would amount to no more than scratching the
surface.31 In contrast, locating the beginning of research and critique in the colonialist
project on the ground at least keeps that promise viable. But a promise is never more than
a potentiality, hence the need to connect the colonialist practices on the ground with the
structure of Enlightenment thought expounded in chapter 2. This is precisely what the rest
of the chapter does: it offers a specific account of the engineering projects of colonialism
in the Ottoman Empire, Algeria, India, and the Indonesian Archipelago.
The choice of these four regions is anything but arbitrary, nor is it accidental that the
Ottoman Empire, a formally sovereign entity, is included in the list of colonized countries.
The list is rather intended to underscore the point that colonialism, engaged in an
extensive, intensive, and circular dialectic with a single-minded formation of Orientalist
knowledge in particular and academic knowledge in general, produces, mutatis mutandis,
the same structural effects, which are accurate reflections of the constitution of one and
the same thought structure that modern Europe cultivated, and which defined it in every
step of its concrete modern manifestations. Put more precisely, the effects,
paradigmatically speaking,32 are structurally similar, if not nearly identical, whether
colonialism was direct or indirect or took a genocidal-settler form. The four regions chosen
are, first of all, far flung across the globe, stretching across the entire range of the Old
World, which is also to say that they each have their own demographic, topographic,
geopolitical, ethnic, cultural, legal, economic, material, social, and spiritual-intellectual
constitution, which is often unique. Second, three of the four were colonized by three
presumably different European powers: the British, the Dutch, and the French. The fourth
region, the Ottoman Empire, was subject to multiple forms of imperial power, which is to
say that it was in effect colonized by a European common denominator. Third, this latter
empire was not colonized in the conventional sense of the term. But it is my argument—
as I will articulate it in chapter 4—that colonialism does not have to be directly and
physically present on the ground in order to bring about the effects of its sovereign power.
Arguably, such a case of what one might call a remote-control colonialism not only exhibits
the same colonial effects as the other regions but in some respects exceeds them, both in
terms of the rapidity of transformations and in terms of their magnitude. Yet, the quality of

these remains the same, as evidenced in the culmination of colonial effects that one can
observe today around the world.
Because Said was almost exclusively interested in the Orientalist text, and only in quite
specific and limited ways, the relationship between the text and its actual realization on
the colonial ground was passed over in silence.33 This is why he deemed the juridical
(which he called “law”) to have but a “symbolic significance for the history of Orientalism”
(78).34 And it is striking that he makes this statement in no other context than the colossal
British overtaking of India. Juridicality—the legal and political concept of sovereignty,
education, the formation of the subject, the modern state, and a host of other concepts
and institutions—is not up for analysis in his work. For a thinker who advocated the
necessity of reading the text with a due consideration for “worldliness,” these absences
are stunning. In my four colonial case studies, I bring the Orientalist text and the
Orientalist himself as a performative presence into conversation with colonizing spheres,
in an attempt to show that in the dialectic of forces operating on the Oriental subject, the
text cannot be privileged as an exclusive analytical site, however important it may be; and
what is more, the text’s analytical value remains entwined with and thus dependent on
that dialectic, thereby requiring, if not presupposing, the marshaling of concepts and
institutions of coloniality into an analytical framework in which the thought structure of the
Enlightenment is an integral part.
In light of the four case studies I propose to discuss, I wish to dispense, once and for
all, with a possible critique that might be leveled at the dichotomization of modern Europe
and the rest of the world. It is argued, often by political economists, that to attribute the
emerging forces of modernity to Europe (or the West) reenacts and perpetuates, while
attempting to subvert, the very European discourse that installs Europe as the birthplace
of the modern project, thereby provincializing the rest of the world as subsidiaries to, and
followers of, the European model.35 The evidence for this argument is usually drawn from
the colonial experience and experimentation on the ground, such as on sugar plantations
and in other modes of structured exploitation. The main point of this argument is that it
was these colonialist experiences that allowed Europeans to construct modes of
production and methods of governmentality that they would in turn bring back home,
cultivate further, refine, and then export again to the colonies. The modern project thus
becomes a story of interaction between Europe and its colonies, both of which are seen to
contribute to the production of modernity, however much in unequal fashion. My position
is that this is a fundamentally erroneous argument, one that privileges economicmaterialist interpretation to the exclusion of crucial others.36
While I will not explicitly address this argument beyond this introduction, my various
discussions about the thought structure of instrumentalism and its logic of instruments will
amount to an ongoing critique of it. Here, I briefly offer the following additional
counterarguments: The modern project did not evolve through a series of economic and
material developments that required an attendant system of coercion and discipline, one
that presupposed these developments. As I shall insist throughout this book, nonEuropean cultures—as illustrated in the case study I offer in chapter 2—have upheld
benchmarks within their central domains, benchmarks that set limits on what can and

cannot be done.37 I use the example of the corporation to argue my case, and the logic of
that example will serve me here as well. For the European colonists to be able to exploit
the Haitians, the Amerindians, and untold others in the manner that they did, to subjugate
them as machines rather than as humans (or, for that matter, as human labor), to subject
them to unprecedented forms of slavery and to merciless conceptions of property, to
develop these experiments into a system of coercion and discipline in a Foucauldian
fashion, and to turn all this around and further colonize the world with a view to enriching
their coffers and in the process reengineer them as new subjects (which will be one of the
main arguments of this book), to cultivate genocide as a new weapon when all else fails,
to do all this, they must have already been in possession of, or in the process of
possessing,38 a worldview that did away with that benchmark. Had that benchmark been
eliminated in Qing Dynasty’s China, China would have most likely evolved a “project”
similar or nearly identical to that of European modernity.39 Similarly, had material,
scientific, and economic developments been a sufficient initial condition for the rise of a
modernity, Islam too, with its colossal premodern economy and advanced sciences, would
have become modern before Europe did, especially between the tenth and fifteenth
centuries.40
None of these phenomena—not the economy, science, or discipline—nor their
cumulative and dialectical effect can explain the rise of modernity and its genocidal nature
without the prior conditions that made all of them thinkable and indeed feasible. In other
words, to make colonialism qua colonialism the prerequisite for the rise of modernity
necessarily entails a circular argument. Whatever vaccine, technology, or scientific
method Europeans appropriated from the colonies or, earlier, from Islamic lands41 were,
like imported Chinese gunpowder and Indian medicine, put to uses and purposes
considerably and qualitatively different from those that their inventors ostensibly intended
for them. Like free labor, these technologies existed for centuries in Asia and the West
Indies before Europe encroached upon the world. The extraordinarily violent nature of
rehabilitating these technologies at the hands of Europeans can be explained only with
reference to a worldview and a structure of thought that were uniquely European. Free
labor, something that could have been found anywhere, including in Europe itself (think of
feudalism), is not an explicans, not even a poor one. Furthermore, the geographical
location of the various colonial experiments is nothing more than a contingent, situational
feature; the thought structure and frame of mind behind them were uniquely and
exclusively European. In terms of “agency,” design, thinking, contrivance, manipulation,
and overall conception, the indigenous peoples had nothing to do with these experiments
other than being victims of European ingenuity.
Although highly critical of colonialism, and despite its rejection of the theology of
progress, my approach may nonetheless be regarded as Eurocentric. If my reader should
insist upon this charge, then this is a Eurocentrism that deprivileges Europe, one that
methodically argues for unmasking a universalist vice that was touted as global virtue.
From this ethically critical position, there would be little ground for the argument that in the
very process of condemning Eurocentrism, it reenacts and reasserts itself. That
colonialism is not merely a derivative of modernity but one that constitutes modernity’s

very structures, resting squarely on what the semiotician Walter Mignolo called “colonial
difference,” is a proposition that I take for granted. But it will not do to argue (as certain
Latin American transmodernists have) that because modernity’s self-reproduction rests on
the fabrication of its own exteriority through the process of dehumanizing the Other, the
experience of the Other as a production of colonialism and Orientalism should become the
axis for modernity’s critique. For such an argument is in effect tautological: colonialism and
Orientalism, being processually productive of the Other par excellence, structure
modernity because modernity is structured by colonialism and Orientalism! My overall
interrogation is then this: the uniqueness in world history of the modern forms of
colonialism and imperialism, and of their handmaiden Orientalism, brings up the question
of where this particular form of imperialism, colonialism, and Orientalism came from. The
“Oriental” Other cannot be granted an active agency, for to do so is in effect to argue for
the Other’s colonizability. Subtracting this agency from our calculation would then have to
lead us back to the forces that underlie colonialism and Orientalism, forces embedded in
the European structures of thought that cannot be allowed to conscript the Other in its
genealogy and narrative. None of this, however, should imply that by centering our critique
on Europe we erase the Others or flatten their experiences as victims. If anything, this
book insists, just as The Impossible State did, that a heuristic moral retrieval of the Others’
traditions and histories, as well as their dehumanization by modernity, provides fertile
grounds for modernity’s critique.

IV
The analyses of the four colonized regions I proffer are thus not affected by this or similar
arguments in the least. My account of colonialism as sovereign knowledge generated by
Orientalism with the support of European academic learning in general is situated within a
larger dialectic in which the political projects of conquest and modern knowledge stand
within still larger formations whose foundations are firmly anchored in a particular view of
nature. Because it is performative, this view can easily lead us to the same conclusion as
Said reached, namely, that there is something all too powerful that would corral all
Orientalists into a routine practice of misrepresentation. Exceptions simply cannot be
made, however much one might allow for the “determining imprint” of certain authors or
individual attempts to maneuver the constraints of “national ambience” (271), whatever
this means. The distinctly political commitment to a blanket condemnation of all
Orientalists leads to a major theoretical difficulty, one that, carried to its logical conclusion,
would have adverse effects on our conception of power, and hence on our understanding
of modernity, on our ways of living in it, and more importantly on the possibilities of
escaping its hegemonic grip.
Despite his rhetorical allowance for the author’s “determining imprint,” Said, in every
important and substantive way, effectively subscribed to a theory of discursive formations
that gave performativity a metaphysical power. But performativity, today taken to
extremes in academic discourse, and used in confusingly different ways, is not a license
to accord language an absolute power. As I argue in chapter 3, the totalization in Said’s

narrative is made possible only at a theoretical price. I attempt to sort through the problem
of this totalization by offering a further refinement of the theory of the author while giving
an account of René Guénon, a credentialed Orientalist who—as a case study—subverts
Said’s narrative in almost every way. On the basic level, the very ideas and writings of this
Orientalist falsify Said’s totalizing discourse. What matters to my argument is the quality of
this Orientalist’s positional work and its potential for framing the entire debate on
Orientalism and modernity in more serious ways than we have thus far seen. This
Orientalist’s critique of Orientalism goes into the depths of the phenomenon, transcending
by leaps Said’s liberal and secularist, and thus excessively limited and insulated,
account.42 It is not without an undiluted sense of irony that this critique has the all-tooready potential to put Said’s discourse in the same place where Said put Orientalist
discourse. In harnessing this systemic critique, I try in chapter 3 to theorize the role of
what I will call the subversive author within central paradigms, and in the process I attempt
to locate Said himself in this theoretical configuration.
It will become increasingly clear as I proceed that a theory of the author is not only
relevant for constructing a discriminating typology of Orientalists, a basic yet important
undertaking. The theory is also crucial, and indeed has a larger role to play, in redefining
the dynamics of power and knowledge in terms of the exit strategies it provides in and out
of this configuration. Without such a theory, the narrative of power/knowledge and
discursive formations would remain locked in a hopelessly ahistorical framing, a fallacy
that is fatal to a proper critique of modernity. Yet, it must be clear that the construction of
typologies for the various fields of academic inquiry is in no way separate from, or
independent of, the theoretical narrative that locates such exit strategies. Which is to say
that Said’s totalizing account of Orientalists, however unwarranted, is not truly relevant to
the shallow debate over his failings to account for certain Orientalists who are otherwise
innocent of the charge. The totalizing, as I take it here, is nothing short of a theoretical
predicament of the first order, having grave implications for everything we say about the
modern condition and its material and thought structures.
Said’s targeting of Orientalism and his narration of it as a totality have had the effect of
not only insulating it from its academic surrounds, despite repeated vague reference to the
general “culture” from which Orientalism received support. It has also had the powerful
effect, due to its liberal entrenchment, of inoculating the discipline, allowing it to refortify
and thus regenerate itself without changing its traditional dispositions. The connections
drawn between Orientalism and the surrounding culture emerge as political in nature, in
the rudimentary and conventional senses, with a peppered reference to economic
interests and material greed. There is no clear vision that liberal academia is
overwhelmingly and structurally involved in the very same domineering and sovereign
project for which Said attacked Orientalism. There is even less of a clear sense that
science, the “high” humanities, secularism, and secular critique are as much implicated as
was Orientalism. And it is these ideological narratives that frame Said’s critique and give it
its defining character. Yet, whatever references we find in his work to the location of
Orientalism in its larger academic context are distinctly cast in terms of Orientalism’s
singularity, its “backward” methodology in comparison with the general humanities and the

social sciences.
Taking seriously Said’s own counsel that all things in the world are “linked” (xxiii),
chapters 3 and 4, among other parts of the book, embark on the argument that all
academic units of the central domain are as involved as in, if not more implicated than,
Orientalism in the very project for which this latter stood charged.43 Beginning with science
and philosophy, and moving to departments of economics and business schools, I attempt
to show that these and other academic units of the central domain undertake a division of
epistemological labor in the creation of sovereign knowledge and practice.44 That their
overall effect dwarfs that of Orientalism will emerge as a given. That this book remains in
good measure about Orientalism is not just the function of my academic expertise (which
it is); there is much more to commend the retention. If the way into the Orient required
Orientalism as the most obvious and direct bridge, the way out of the Orient, and back to
a reformed self, requires a bridge as well. Structurally reformed and ethicized, Orientalism
continues to have an important function, as the final chapter will argue.
Through the prism of the company and corporation, and more generally of corporate
institutions (a constant and persistent theme in this book), I argue not only that academic
units partake in an underlying structure of thought that is inherently colonialist but also that
they are enmeshed, like all corporate bodies, within a larger condition of collective
sociopathology. Having offered a general typology of academia in terms of central and
peripheral domains, I will argue that the academic units of the central domain are
connected, however unconsciously, in structural and structured ways to the colonialist
project of Western modernity (now proliferating to the rest of the world). I then contend
that there exists an equally structured relationship between modern colonialism and
genocide, an argument that, in the final analysis, amounts to an explication of the
relationship between knowledge, including its paramount academic variety, and genocide.
Dwelling at some length in chapter 4 on the concept of genocide, I maintain, along with
certain genocide scholars, that collective elimination takes on a variety of forms, all of
which are pertinent to my narrative. Unlike those who emphasize material and economic
motives for colonialism and its inherent genocidal tendencies, this book offers a
continuous critique of conventional notions of instrumentalism, placing genocide and the
knowledge that enables it squarely within a structure of thought wholly made up of
epistemological sovereignty.
Consistent with my reformulation of the theory of the author as a discursive exit
strategy, chapter 5 argues that it is possible to transform Orientalism, as a prototype of
specialized academic knowledge, into a field of humane inquiry once it has shed secular
humanism, anthropocentrism, colonialist potency, and a sovereign epistemology. I do not
propose an institutional approach, but rather one that begins with an ethical formation of
the subject, which is constitutive of the institutional. In the course of this argument, I dwell
on a liberal philosophical predicament that is intended to show the impasse that liberalism
encounters when it thinks about such a formation, and the impossibility of undertaking any
operations on the Self within the prescriptions of such a formation. Since it is my
argument throughout the book that establishment Orientalism is nothing more than that
“department” of modern academia that specializes in the study of the Orient, and that

other “departments” perform the same work but through their own specializations,
Orientalism appears as the most obvious discipline to stand in the position of dealing with
the Other. Of course, this is a deceptive appearance, one for which Said fell. Instead, I
take Orientalism as an illustrative example (particularly because I have studied it for four
decades), but not as a target in and of itself. However, the same or similar approach may
be adopted, and to no lesser effect, toward any other academic unit in the central domain,
be it anthropology, sociology, or history, not to mention economics, business, journalism,
philosophy, and science. The intention here is to open up critical space for a scrutiny of
the entire range of modern academia, leaving no escape route for even the fine arts and
other aesthetic endeavors, however less incriminated these are in the violent and
destructive projects of modernity.
Finally, a word about the place of this book in the landscape of academia. Although my
point of departure is Said’s Orientalism, I continue to expand my circle of inquiry around it,
adding historical and philosophical texture, and culminating in obviating his narrative and
its conventionally political underpinnings. In other words, although my book starts with
politics as a site of critique, it ends up in an entirely different domain of thought, which is
precisely the point. This, therefore, is an essay on foundational moral principles and
ethical structures that stand in a complex set of relationships with modernity, mostly as a
matrix of denials and negations, but also as the loci of regenerative critique. In an
epistemological system whose very existence has been grounded in an ab initio exclusion
of certain views and modes of thought, it might seem that any such advocacy would be
doomed from the start. Yet, as this book will argue energetically, performativity, discursive
formations, knowledge, and structures of power are dynamic things that always leave—by
virtue of their very dynamism—openings, cracks, fissures, and fractures antithetical to the
paradigmatic structures.45 The modern project is replete with such fissures, precisely
because it denies them, and to believe that they cannot provide for what I call
regenerative critique is not only a paradoxical proposition, but one that merely perpetuates
the metaphorical deadness of Foucault’s dead author. To think through openings and
fissures, to give exclusions and silences an active presence, to resuscitate what the
central domains have rendered marginal and irrelevant—these are ultimately the only true
meanings of critique. Most obviously, a critique that sanctions the death of the author is
no less dead than the author herself. It had better not be made, for its deadly effects are
what this book attempts to describe.

CHAPTER I

Putting Orientalism in Its Place

I
The jacket blurb of Said’s Orientalism (2003 edition) announces that the author “traces the
origins of ‘orientalism’ to the centuries-long period during which Europe dominated the
Middle and Near East.” To any historian of the modern Islamic world, this is a puzzling
pronouncement, since students of Dutch, British, and French colonialism in such regions
as the Malay Archipelago, India, and North Africa would know that these European
powers could not widely control, much less effectively or systematically colonize, these
vast domains until the middle, if not the later parts, of the nineteenth century. It would be
hard to say that modern colonialism became effective (which is to say, performative)
earlier than two centuries ago, and thus the unqualified use of “centuries” in the blurb
must be traced back to the body of the book where it receives ample clarification.
The first piece of evidence pointing to Said’s fuzzy conception of chronology is the
nearly infinite historical roots and geographic scope he assigns to what he regards as the
discursive activity of Orientalism. Early in the book, he seems to suggest that Orientalism
started a “thousand years” ago (17).1 A few pages later, Orientalism is taken as far back
as the Greek tragedian Aeschylus, a supposedly “non-Oriental” who flourished in the fifth
century BC (21). Thirty pages later, Orientalism is claimed to have “commenced its formal
existence” in 1312, when the Church Council of Vienna of that year established a series of
Chairs in Arabic, Greek, Hebrew, and Syriac, in cities as far-flung as Paris, Oxford,
Bologna, Avignon, and Salamanca (49). Thus Orientalism, plotting “Oriental history,
character, and destiny for hundreds of years” (95), represented Islam to medieval
Christianity (60), although its “schematization began … in classical Greece” (68). What the
difference is between “formal existence” and “schematization” we are not told; nor are we
told how these two phenomena, separated by more than one and a half millennia, relate
to each other. Thus, there are for Said “modern Orientalists” (18, 22, 42), “renaissance
Orientalists” (50), ancient Greek and Christian Latin Orientalists (68).2
Orientalists can be found everywhere and in every period, in the West. About how an
Orientalist of the fifth century BC differs from a medieval or a nineteenth-century one we
get not a single word from Said in the way of an explanation, except that they all spoke on

behalf of, and thus misrepresented, the Orient. What the performative means and
discursive technologies available to Aeschylus to “transform” the Orient (21) are we are
not told. Nor are we privy to the qualitative differentials or cognates between an Aeschylus
and a Dante, or a Dante and a Bernard Lewis. What is striking especially in the case of
“classical Greece,” to which Said attributes a “schematization of Orientalism,” is that Said
himself, in another writing in the context of the debate over Black Athena, made so much,
and rightly so, of Europe’s relatively recent appropriation of Greece as “Western.”3 Said’s
citation of Aeschylus (apart from its anachronistic nature) necessarily leads to the absurd
conclusion that knowledge is determined by geographical location qua location, not by a
specific culture, a specific ideology, or a specific structure of thought.
The absence of historical distinctions in Said’s understanding of Orientalism (from the
evidence presented earlier alone) is intimately coupled with gross geographical
indistinctions. Aeschylus, Homer, scholastic scholars, Dante, Renan, Massignon, and
Lewis are viewed in the same vein. The only commonality, which we infer as existing in
Said’s mind, is that, again, they write from a geographical location identified as the “West”
about the Orient, at times tagged as “East.” There is no single “Easterner” or “Oriental” in
Said’s definition who engaged with the “Orient.” Thus, for a while, it may seem to the
reader that Said’s criterion for one to qualify as an Orientalist is simply to belong to a
certain place called the West, although the West may be in the East. This is not surprising
in view of Said’s first definition of Orientalism: “Anyone who teaches, writes about, or
researches the Orient, … either in its specific or its general aspects, is an Orientalist” (2).
Of course, this definition does not resolve, or dissolve, any problem, for it does not
account for Greece, Aeschylus, or Émile Tyan, a twentieth-century French-educated and
French-writing Maronite-Lebanese scholar, who wrote on the legal history of Islam in a
vein that would probably have instigated Said’s sting more than Bernard Lewis did.4 Nor
does it account for the likes of the French “orientalist” René Guénon, the subject of
chapter 3. Nor, still, does it account for the same—indeed identical—structure of
discourse that was directed westward, at Amerindia. That Said appears not to have read
Tyan or to have known of Guénon, or, still, to have cared in the least about legal
Orientalism, or westward Orientalism, is a matter whose significance is to be discussed
later. What is of immediate interest here is that historical myopia stands concomitant with
geographical and ethnic indistinctions: geography meshes with history to create an
absurdity. My aim in pointing out these historical and geographical confusions is to show
not that Said’s critique of Orientalism is invalid, but rather that its critical edge is
incoherent and dull. In other words, it lacked sharp boundary-definition of target area, all
due, I think, to analytical instruments partly grounded in, and partly the function of, a set of
ideological assumptions. Nor is this, in the final analysis, about Said the individual scholar
and intellectual. Rather, it is about the category of academia’s Saids, a category, however
exemplary, that remains bounded by what I will call, in chapter 3, dissenting authorship.
On page 204, having by that point already conveyed much of what his book was
intended to accomplish, Said reaches this stunning conclusion: “It is therefore correct that
every European, in what he could say about the Orient, was consequently a racist, an
imperialist, and almost totally ethnocentric.” Nowhere is there a qualification of any sort to

limit this to a particular contingent of scholars, to a historical period, to a certain formation
of power that gave such a phenomenon its conditions of possibility.5 The statement is
sweeping and massive, again lumping together in it, so it seems to the careful reader of
Orientalism, every figure who pronounced on the Orient, stretching back to Aeschylus and
reaching down to the deserving Bernard Lewis and his likes. Needless to say, given the
historically and culturally specific notion of discursive formations elaborated by Foucault
(which generally do not travel back beyond the seventeenth century),6 and considering
Said’s own admission of the influence Foucault exercised on him (23), Said’s wanderings
into classical Greece and early-fourteenth-century Vienna suggest a questionable
understanding of what Foucault meant by discursive formation. The misapprehension
extends, in very specific ways, to that part of discursive formation which has to do with
the author, which Said seems to have misconstrued no less.
Nor do Said’s critics fare any better. It has been repeatedly pointed out, often in highly
politicized and polemical tones, that Said, deliberately or not, overlooked the many “good
Orientalists” who were influential in the field and who were otherwise “credible,” who allow
“the native voice to speak and who suggest little evidence of cultural superiority.” These
include Julius Wellhausen (d. 1918), Theodor Nöldeke (d. 1930), Carl Heinrich Becker (d.
1933), Christiaan Snouck Hurgronje (d. 1936), Giorgio Levi Della Vida (d. 1967), Henri
Laoust (d. 1983), Shelomo Dov Goitein (d. 1985), Noel J. Coulson (d. 1986), Robert
Brunschvig (d. 1990), Claude Cahen (d. 1991), Franz Rosenthal (d. 2003), William
Chittick, Michael Gilsenan, and many others.7 The list’s author is as indiscriminate as Said
is in his categorical generalizations and lack of historical acumen. Some of these scholars
can easily be subjected to the same critique that Said has of the others to whom he
attended, if not a more cutting one. The problem with Said’s approach to this issue is not
that he was aiming in the wrong direction, but rather that his unwarranted geographical
and temporal sweep masked, even suppressed, the deeper structures that would have
allowed him to be more discriminate. Both Said and his critics (who equally deny these
structures) were preoccupied with what I call horizontality (and its politics), not verticality,
the archaeological depth of the epistemology and philosophy on which Orientalism and
most other academic disciplines were founded.
In his assault, Said did not carefully attend to the concept of author, misconstruing
Foucault on this score,8 and furthermore failing to distinguish between thought structure,
discursive formation, force fields, subversivity, and paradigm, among others, and how
individual authors operate, function, and are put to—and out of—use in these domains. A
theory of the author is a crucial part of any conception of discursive formation, and one
would be terribly amiss without it. The study of the problem of Orientalism rides on it, and
not only because of the methodological and theoretical errors Said committed in this
regard. I shall now attend to this and to what I have called the theory of paradigms, before
proceeding with the central body of my argument about Orientalism, although I shall take
up the theory of the author once again, much later on.9

II

I begin with another problematic in Said’s work, the concept of representation. The
question at this point of my inquiry is not how the Orientalists represented the Orient, but
how we might represent the Orientalists. In a striking and oft-quoted statement, Said
says, “Unlike Michel Foucault, to whose work I am greatly indebted, I do believe in the
determining imprint of individual writers upon the otherwise anonymous collective body of
texts constituting a discursive formation like Orientalism” (23).10 Yet, nowhere in his
Orientalism does Said proffer an instance of a writer whose work left a “determining
imprint,” not even in the cases of H. A. R. Gibb and L. Massignon, who receive, in relative
terms, perhaps the most favorable treatment from his scathing pen. Nor is this imprint—
assuming “otherwise” in Said’s language to be intelligible—more than a veneer under
which the author, in practical terms, suffers death, for Orientalism is peppered with
statements confirming that authors, no matter how much they try, inevitably succumb to
the imperatives of national “ambience” or the “guild” rules of their discipline (271). In Said’s
narrative, all Orientalists, including Gibb and Massignon, stand squarely within the
Orientalist tradition, and nowhere does he allow for textual space that shows, in genuine
ways, their “determining imprint.” All one gets out of his otherwise brilliant analysis of their
writings is that they had a generic imprint, one that characterizes any scholar by virtue of
being a “guild” scholar, but one that is hardly “determining.” For what is meant by
“determining,” as Said used it in explicit reference to Foucault, is the ability to change, or
markedly contribute to a change (what Foucault called an “analogy” and “difference”) in,
the paradigmatic structure of a particular discursive formation, just as Foucault himself
and others before him—including Kant, Marx, and Freud—have had their definitive
“determining imprint.” For Said, Orientalism has a definite, transhistorical character, “a
corporate identity” (202), and since all those who wrote on the Orient were Orientalists,
they necessarily and squarely belonged to that paradigmatic identity.
In both his general narrative throughout the book and his treatments of various
individual authors, Said has no place whatever for any Orientalist with a “determining
imprint.” In a typical fashion, in what I shall refer to in Said’s case as his “touch-and-go”
style of expressing his positions, he takes one step forward and one step backward when
dealing with Massignon, the single figure in the book that could have achieved the
supreme state of “determining imprint” but did not. This, Said tells us, is due to the fact
that
no scholar, not even a Massignon, can resist the pressures on him of his nation or
of the scholarly tradition in which he works.… We must allow, however, that the
refinements, the personal style, the individual genius, may finally supersede the
political restraints operating impersonally through tradition and through the national
ambience. Even so, in Massignon’s case [as if for Said there was another case] …
his ideas about the Orient remained thoroughly traditional and Orientalist. (271)
A few lines after he makes his statement about the determining imprint of authors (23),
Said remarks that “Foucault believes that in general the individual text or author counts for
very little.” Apart from the correctness or incorrectness of this attribution to, or of this

understanding of, Foucault, and setting aside for the moment the momentous significance
of this issue to Foucault’s ideas and to a proper analysis of Orientalism, we note how,
toward the end of the book, Said comes to contradict the very statement he made earlier
with regard to the “determining imprint” of authors. Paying lip service to the notion that
originality and talent “can leap beyond the confines” of their own “time and place in order
to put before the world a new work,” Said diminishes the force of this notion, which he
calls “a mythology of creation,” by saying that “such ideas as these carry some truth”
(202, emphasis mine). This is further chipped away at by another passage that seems to
negate the very possibility of a “determining imprint.” The “possibilities” available
to a great and original mind are never unlimited, just as it is also true that a great
talent has a very healthy respect for what others have done before it and for what
the field already contains. The work of predecessors, the institutional life of a
scholarly field, the collective nature of any learned enterprise; these, to say nothing
of economic and social circumstances, tend to diminish the effects of the individual
scholar’s production. (202)11
Thus the theoretical exception of the author’s determining imprint paradoxically proves the
substantive and effective rule of nonexception. Which leaves us wondering what
determining imprint Said considered himself to have as the author of Orientalism, “writing”
as he did within a “scholarly field” and under the purview of particular “economic and
social circumstances.”12 Although he simply has not offered a theory of the author and
does not seem to understand Foucault on this score, Said, most likely against his own
aspirations, was prophetic as to his own critique of Orientalism, a point I shall argue in
detail in chapter 3. Furthermore, allowing for even a single Orientalist to have a
“determining imprint” would have required of Said at least an explanation. Indeed, since
the problem of the author constitutes a phenomenon rather than just an empirically given
individual instance or a particular occurrence, or for that matter a collection of instances,
such an allowance would have in effect required nothing short of a theory that can handle
and account for distinctions, exceptions, variations, and the like all within an articulate
conception of discursive formation. It was perhaps easier for Said to lump together all
those who wrote on the Orient, needlessly including figures such as Aeschylus and Dante,
and simply castigate them as Orientalists. But how in theory and where in practice did the
“determining imprint” manifest itself?
One way of resolving Said’s problematics as they relate to the issues commanding our
attention is to think of human reality as consisting of structures that are governed by
paradigms, which in turn establish divisions between central and peripheral domains and
determine a set of relationships between and among them. A theory of paradigms13 not
only informs the assignment and determination of the author’s location within a domain,
but also offers a meaningful way to speak of two phenomena in a relevantly analogical14
and comparatively instructive way (what I call “comparativity,” amounting to the full weight
of foregrounding perspective, an essential epistemological tool). This comparativist
function, as will become evident in due course, is no less necessary in delimiting the

nature and structure of Orientalism, that is to say, what makes it a uniquely modern
phenomenon, with remarkably distinguishing features, and not merely a replica,
continuation, or reenactment of an undistinguishable, preceding human experience.
The theory then assumes that phenomena are structured paradigmatically and that
certain ideas, material structures, “ideological” positions, and institutions stand in them as
paradigms or in relation to paradigms. Authors, like all participants in paradigms and
domains, stand, or are made to stand, in a particular relationship to them, for paradigms
are possible only through common will, or a driving force that may substitute for such will.
Paradigms and domains allow us to identify parallel systemic features the comparison of
which makes for a rationally valid undertaking. They serve, then, the important function of
identifying, within systems, relations and sets of relations, and furthermore identifying
conceptual and material structures of what might be called “driving forces” that give
systems and central domains a particular “order of things,” to borrow one of Foucault’s
expressions.15
A starting point toward a definition of paradigm is Carl Schmitt’s notion of “central
domain.” If a domain becomes central, “then the problems of other domains are solved in
terms of the central domain—they are considered secondary problems, whose solution
follows as a matter of course only if the problems of the central domain are solved.”16 In
illustration of this notion, Schmitt offers the example of European technical progress
during the nineteenth century, an arena of progress that, to use our term, was
paradigmatic. The massive upsurge of “technical progress” affected all “moral, political,
social and economic situations.” Its overpowering effect gave it the status of “a religion of
technical progress which promised [that] all other problems would be solved by
technological progress.” It became “a religion of technical miracles, human achievements,
and the domination of nature.”17 Whereas in an age of traditional religion the central
domain upholds a benchmark18 of moral upbringing and of moral education and worldly
moral desiderata, in the “technical age” what counts as progress, as a true achievement,
is “economic and technical progress.” Similarly, in “an economic age, one needs only solve
adequately the problem of the production and distribution of goods in order to make
superfluous all moral and social questions.”19 Hence, all concepts, including “God,
freedom, progress, anthropological conceptions of human nature, the public domain,
rationality and rationalization, and finally the concept of nature and culture itself, derive
their concrete historical content from the situation of the central domains and can only be
grasped therefrom.”20
As an example of paradigm in modernity, capitalism not only possesses a crucially
determining effect upon modern life, but holds the force of constituting, shaping, and
coloring other spheres, including what Schmitt called peripheral domains. Capitalism
forged a system of moralism, a structure of ideas, and a materialist worldview that inform
and determine a particular concept of profit and financial operations. It dictated and
continues to dictate a particular set of relationships between and among institutions and,
to no lesser extent, between and among individuals, thus forming a particular meaning of
the self. It reestablished, at least as early as the Industrial Revolution, a new way of
viewing and dealing with ecology and nature, one that gave the concept of domination the

new and added meaning of internal transformation, which is to say that capitalism is
performativity in its full force. The paradigm that defines the central domain of capitalism
affects and transforms all lesser domains, particularly those standing in its periphery.
Aesthetics of the fine arts, in modernity a peripheral domain, often gives way to the forces
of capitalism, rendering these arts “commercial” or at least easily susceptible to material
and commodified valuation.21 It is a tacit rule that to be regarded as a painter, one must
have exhibited and sold her paintings; the latter is essential to what it means to be a “real”
artist. Likewise, a Picasso in 1905 in Picasso’s Paris studio may be said to express the
aesthetics of the artist, a pure form of artistic pleasure and production, but the same
Picasso on a billionaire’s yacht can be said to have significantly lost its “aesthetic
location.”22 The monetization of a Picasso, a Renoir, or a Bacon has relegated the domain
of aesthetics to a secondary status, making it peripheral, which is to say, subordinate. The
quality of charity and philanthropy has likewise been transformed by the same driving
forces of capitalism, taking the concept and thus practice and institution of charity out of
the realm of psychological ethics and moral technologies of the self and putting them into
considerations of profit, prestige, and public relations.23 The inner psychologies of private
piety, spirituality, and ethical constitution have given way, almost entirely, to the externally
abstract and corporate material interest.
This is not to eviscerate modernity of all authentic and sincere practices of aesthetics
and charity, but rather to insist that central domains transform the structure, meaning, and
even appearance of peripheral domains.24 As I will show in the equivalent case of the
author, such essential exceptions as we find in sincere, authentic, even “pious” acts of
charity are just that, essential, and hence indispensable, notwithstanding their peripheral
position within the system in which they happen to be found. When a central domain
assigns profit premium place, as the highest, unequaled, and unrivaled desideratum, the
peripheral domain must follow suit, for its internal structure and relations are measured by
the ethos and modus vivendi of the central domain. And since a central domain must, by
absolute necessity, have its own defining mental, ideational, and material culture, this
culture in turn respectively transforms the peripheral domains that stand in its vicinity. It is
not to be taken for granted that inasmuch as we admire a Picasso as aesthetic, its “price”
hangs over it like its own frame. The most common and almost singular piece of news
about Gerhard Richter, for instance, has very little to do with aesthetics but rather with the
hard fact that he is the most expensive living artist. What gives Richter a “determining
imprint” on modern art is thus as instructive a question as that of the imprint of certain
Orientalists. Although Richter’s foot is firmly planted in the peripheral domain of the fine
arts, his other foot is as firmly anchored in the central domain of capitalism. As the
philosopher and literary critic Kojin Karatani has perceptively remarked, “ever since” in
modernity “art came to be art, it has been connected to commodification.”25 That artists
have often resisted, and continue to resist, these malevolent tendencies is not as much a
weakening of this argument as it is a confirmation of the power of commodification.
The Enlightenment, highly relevant to our concerns here, provides yet another example
of a paradigm. There is no doubt that this project encompassed intellectual and political
movements that ranged across a wide spectrum of intellectual difference. Suffice it here

to cite the philosophical divergences of, and dramatically opposing Weltanschauung
between, Voltaire, Diderot, Herder, Berkeley, Fichte, Rousseau, Hume, Spinoza, and
Kant, to mention only a few of Enlightenment’s major names. It would thus seem
impossible to lump them—and many others—together, much less to lump together the
thought systems and movements they generated, under any single, identifiable category.
Yet, it is eminently arguable that the Enlightenment in its totality—and despite its
Kierkegaards and Herders, for example—exhibits a paradigm, featuring a shared
substrate of assumptions and presuppositions that bestows on it a certain unity, despite
its internal multiplicity. As the political philosopher John Gray aptly argued, the core project
of the Enlightenment “was the displacement of local, customary or traditional moralities,
and all forms of transcendental faith, by a critical or rational morality, which was projected
as the basis of a universal civilization.”26 This new morality, dominantly secular and
humanist, and “binding on all human beings, … would set universal standards for the
assessment of human institutions.” Under the command of human reason finally divorced
of traditional principles of morality, the project would aim to create a universal civilization,
one premised upon a particular notion of rationality, materiality, individualism, autonomy,
and, crucial for us, domination of nature. “This is the project that animated Marxism and
Liberalism in all their varieties, which underpins both the new liberalism and newconservatism.… [And it] is this core project that is shared by all Enlightenment thinkers,
however pessimistic or dystopic they may sometimes be as to its historical prospects.”27
This core Enlightenment project constituted a central domain, one by which all major
and central problems were solved and which gave and continues to give direction, for
better or worse, to our ways of life.28 Seen as a far-flung central domain that distributes
itself over a range of other, well-defined central domains—such as the modern state,
capitalism, and Schmitt’s technical progress outlined earlier—the Enlightenment, like its
handmaiden Orientalism, was articulated by authors and philosophers that present us with
the same issues of “determining imprints.” Kant and Herder, for instance, both claim a
prominent presence in the Enlightenment’s landscape, but no one doubts that Kant had a
determining imprint that Herder (and several other accomplished philosophers like him) did
not manage to achieve.29 Again, Kant’s brilliant presence in the relatively limited domain of
the “humanities” is never in doubt, but his most influential presence is to be found
imperceptibly permeating the entire range of central domains, including the culture
industry of late-modern capitalism. In this sense, Kant’s feet were planted no differently
than Richter’s were.
But central domains as paradigms have more to them than Schmitt’s account allows
for. Calling, after Schmitt’s own linguistic usage, the noncentral domains “peripheral,” we
must acknowledge a dialectical relationship between the central and peripheral domains.
The “solutions” provided for the latter do not just “follow as a matter of course” and only “if
the problems of the central domain are solved.” In our account of paradigm, what is
involved is a system of knowledge and practice whose constituent domains share in
common a particular structure of concepts that qualitatively distinguishes them from
equivalent domains in other systems. While it is undeniable that the problems in the
central domain acquire priority, and thus subordinate the other domains to said priority, all

these domains function within a system of knowledge, or a regime of truth, that shapes
the priorities within the peripheral domains, but does not displace or eliminate the values
that make the peripheral domain what it is, however much suppressed or vitiated these
values may be. If I understand Schmitt correctly, his account seems somewhat linear,
because his concept of the political30 requires marshaling and single-mindedly
subordinating all forces within the modern structures of power in favor of privileging his
neo-Hobbesian concept. In our account of paradigm, the peripheral domains are as
subsidiary and supportive as they are peripheral, their relegation to this status being not
the function of logical or ontological precedence of the central domain, but rather the
entrenchment and anchoring of this domain within a system constituted no less by the
subsidiary domains. The privileging within a culture of a particular domain is therefore a
perspectivist act, one that is a function of the culture’s placement of a particular value (or
set of values) that appears more prominent in that domain than in others. But that value
must, per force, pervade the subsidiary domains, which at once partake in producing, and
are produced by, it.
While Schmitt is right in insisting on the central domain as a driving force, my account
of paradigm emphasizes the centrality of the values adopted in the central domain as ideal
values that remain the distinctive desiderata and the locus of purposive action and
thought, even when their application and realization are not always achieved, and even
when the competing forces within the domains constituting the paradigm undermine such
application and realization. Yet, in this very account of hegemony, the differential between
the premium values and forces of the central domain, on the one hand, and the
incomplete “application and realization,” on the other, is precisely the gray area in which
the entire regime of truth and its system experiences a continuum of dynamics that either
threatens its collapse or reinforces its power; but either way, it is the arena that makes
inertia impossible. For paradigms embody fields of “force relations,” encompassing
opposing and competing discourses and strategies. This is what led Foucault to observe
that these discourses of power, in their oppositional trajectories, are inseparable, for
discourses “are tactical elements or blocks operating in a field of force relations; there can
exist different and even contradictory discourses within the same strategy; they can, on
the contrary, circulate without changing their form from one strategy to another, opposing
strategy.”31 The full materialization of power’s effects amounts to the production of a
central domain, but within the very confluence of the various components of power there
reside opposing and subversive strategies, those that inhabit no other than the gray
area.32 This is perhaps why Foucault, in proposing a “new” diagnosis for the “economy of
power relations” governing “our present situation,” suggests that we take “the forms of
resistance against different forms of power as a starting point.” For resistance amounts to
a “chemical catalyst” that brings to light power relations, locating their position and finding
their “point of application and the methods used.… Rather than analyzing power from the
point of view of its internal rationality, it consists of analyzing power relations through the
antagonism of strategies.… [that is,] we should investigate the forms of resistance and
attempts made to dissociate these relations.”33
Thus, while the supreme values reigning in the central domain might operate against

competing and subversive strategies within this domain itself, as well as those within the
subsidiary domains, a central domain remains central as long as the balance of force
relations allows for those values to dictate the rules of play and relations of power within
the system. An author’s imprint is determined within and by such a system; it can be
“determining” only through, and by virtue of what has been called, after J. L. Austin, the
conditions of felicity34 that the system provides; or, irrespective of “brilliance” (a favorite
descriptive of Said), the imprint may be waived out of existence or diminished in the
extreme. It is not in the least trite to say that Said’s association of “originality” and
“brilliance” with “determining imprint” betrays a credulous, if not romantic, understanding
that does not transcend into the realm of power structures. Originality, as chapter 3 will in
part show, is always subject to the perspectivism of discursive formation, in which it must
necessarily find itself, and by which it is assessed. Originality is evidenced in the manner it
is ineluctably sliced up within any given discursive formation, which then assigns some
slices to certain of its authors and buries the rest deep under. Which is to say that there
does not exist and has never existed an objective standard of originality and that a
construct of it is always determined by its own conditions of felicity that are necessarily
both relative and mutative. (In this connection, it is worth noting in passing that for an
Aeschylus to have any role to play in Said’s narrative, his work must have an appeal or
relevance within the discursive traditions connected to Orientalism. The only way he can
be shown to have relevance is through, say, a Renan’s reliance on his ideas or writings.
Otherwise, to invoke an Aeschylus within the tradition of Orientalism is tantamount to
invoking a Zou Yan as a voice integral to Enlightenment philosophy.)35
So far I have been speaking about central and peripheral domains as they stand in a
dialectic with each other. Equally important, however, is the recognition that within both
domains there always exist subversive discourses and resisting strategies that constantly
challenge the paradigmatic discourses, that is, the discourses that constitute, reflect, and
advocate the central domain and its values. To obviate the importance of such discourses,
or, worse, to ignore them altogether because they may not sufficiently challenge the
central domain, is to miss the significance of the dynamics of power structures and how—
often through unpredictable modalities—they can mutate and generate new forms of
power. On its own, “determining imprint” is thus a misleading category of analysis, for to
make any useful analytical sense, it must always be viewed within, and in relation to, the
various constitutive elements of the larger context of central and peripheral domains in
which it locates itself.
Our account of paradigm then allows for diversity within unity, for exceptions and
violations, and for irregularity and “abnormality.” But if these are subversive forces, as
they are by definition, then they are so precisely because they are not positively
determinative of the central domain, although they may negatively be so by virtue of the
responses the central domain provides to meet their challenge. However, once any of
these forces is able to subvert the existing paradigm, replacing it as the locus of supreme
value(s), what has now become a former paradigm, or former central domain, will join the
ranks of the subversive forces or just vanish altogether. For every instance of change in
the central domains must by definition start with an “undetermining imprint” of one power

element or another (that is, discursive or otherwise) since this imprint is the qualitative
differential that is necessary for the very concept of change. When modernity in Europe
superseded36 the central domains dictated by Church and monarch, it started with a
multiplicity of “undetermining imprints,” which grew in time into subversive and, still later,
dominating discourses, creating their own discursive formations and, in some strong
sense, their own central domains.37
This paradigm shift (and my account here must be seen as exceeding in qualitative and
quantitative coverage that of the science historian Thomas Kuhn) finds attestation in
nearly all modern phenomena, beginning with the creation of a distinction between fact
and value and Is and Ought, and ending with the modern state, modern bureaucracy, law,
modern capitalism, and nationalism.38 All these (clearly evolving gradually yet aggregately
constituting a break with previous forms) signaled the rise of modernity, and if this was
ever possible, it was by virtue of the rise of central domains partly out of peripheral
domains. Although many authors will never have any effect whatsoever, there are others
whose work begins in obscurity although it gains initial traction for, and gradually
constitutes, a process of power formation in which the ideational stands in constant
dialectic with the material. Without such a theory, for instance, we might find it difficult, if
not impossible, to explain the rise of modernity out of Europe’s premodern self, or that of
Greece or Islam out of the civilizational constellations that they replaced.
As I intimated earlier, the theory of paradigms and central domains serves us in more
ways than one: first, it frames the discussion about the location of the author within power
relations; and second, it explains and, as I hope to show, comparatively expands the
concept of dialectic between knowledge and power, this clearly being a mainstay in the
writings of both Foucault and Said. I first turn to the author.

III
Simply put, Said lacked the theoretical tools—Foucauldian or not—to handle the concept
and practice of the author. This lack is not a mere register of critique against Said, as
many Orientalists have understood it; for us, it is an additional index of the failure to
identify the true nature of Orientalism, to pin its malevolent effects on a group of scholars
and their “guild’s” intimate association with a vague and perhaps incoherent concept of
power, domination, and coloniality. It is my argument here that Said at once made too
much and too little of the author. On the one hand, and as a theoretical claim, the author
in the tradition of Orientalism—and, he seems to argue, at large—possesses a
“determining imprint,” while, on the other hand, the Orientalist author has effectively been
declared “dead,” for in that discursive formation he appears as an “effaced” entity, to use
Foucault’s term. The contradiction aside, his declaration that “Foucault believes that in
general the individual text or author counts for very little” is highly problematic, especially
in the way Foucault’s position, which might have been extremely useful for Said’s analysis,
was dismissed immediately. If authors have “imprints” (to stay for the sake of clarity with
Said’s own designations for the moment), and some do possess “determining imprints,”
then one must be able to show not only their distinctive contributions to the field but also

how such contributions changed aspects of the field, segments thereof, or the entirety of
its course. The presence of “imprints” also entails the presence of individual and unique
authorial contributions, and the manner in which they are conducive to discursivity. But
none of this seems to have been on Said’s agenda. In his reply to the historian Albert
Hourani, who charged that Said did not consider the “achievements” of such Orientalists
as Marshall Hodgson and Claude Cahen, Said pays lip service to these accomplishments
and insists, in a persistent fashion, that such claims as these “do not conflict with what I
say in Orientalism, with the difference that I do insist on the prevalence in the discourse
itself of a structure of attitudes that cannot simply be waved away or discounted” (341).
But if this is the case, and if, as we have already seen, every European (or is it every
Orientalist?) is a racist and imperialist because no one can “resist the pressure” of one’s
“nation” or one’s “scholarly tradition” (204, 271), then the author in Said’s thinking appears
to resemble Foucault’s dead author. One then wonders why Said felt obliged to register
his disagreement with Foucault on this crucial point.
Nonetheless, Foucault’s theory of the author has left much that remains unresolved,
and to some extent (at least in his “What Is an Author?”) it created problems where none
exists.39 Yet, what Foucault argues remains relevant to our account, and should have
been so for Said as well, for it is through this account that Said could have avoided falling
into contradiction. In his account of the “author-function,” Foucault articulates a category in
which the author is very much alive, having not only averted death but rather flourished as
the very engine of discursive tradition. For without such an author, discursivity itself—as
expression and as an integral part of power—would be rendered impossible, for there
cannot be discursivity without a collection or collectivity of discourses, despite the fact that
a “theory of the work does not exist.”40 Indeed, it appears that it is because such a theory
does not exist that “founders of discursivity” are at all possible.41 And it is no coincidence
that Foucault pinpoints the nineteenth century as the period in which these “founders”
came into being, no coincidence in view of Said’s repeated reference to this time period, in
which Orientalism gained in power, prestige, and, for Said, “quantity” (a point to which we
shall return in a different context).42 Yet, the appearance of these “founders” coincides, in
Foucault, with the disappearance of the author as individual, a disappearance that must
command attention, for, Foucault continues, “we must locate the space left empty” by this
absence, must trace down “the distribution of gaps and breaches, and watch for the
openings that this disappearance uncovers.”43 Although the transition into the author of
discursivity culminated in the nineteenth century, the “reversal” seems to have gradually
taken place during the two centuries before, with the appearance of “the anonymity of an
established or always redemonstrable truth” that does not make reference “to the
individual who produced them” a necessity (149). (This is Said’s governing principle, when
he speaks of Orientalist doctrine as self-referential, virtually transhistorical, and needing
no demonstration. However, the principle is neither solitary nor, as I will show, sufficient
on its own.)
“Founders of discursivity,” Foucault argues, are “unique,” since they are not only
authors of their own texts but also the agents and producers of the very “possibilities and
the rules for the formation of other texts.”44 What is more important about these founders

—Marx and Freud being Foucault’s “most important cases”—is that their work made
possible not only “a certain number of analogies” but also “a certain number of
differences,” “something other than their discourse, yet something belonging to what they
founded.” “In other words … the initiation of a discursive practice does not participate in its
later transformations”; it only constitutes the “primary coordinates” to which discursivity, or
the “science of discursivity,” refers. However, this reference to the “origin … is not an
ornament … [for it] never stops modifying it” and in the process “transforms” the
“discursive practice itself.”45
Equally important for our purposes is Foucault’s insistence that a proper analysis of
discourse cannot be constructed “solely from the grammatical features, formal structures,
and objects of discourse: more likely there exist properties or relationships” that are “not
reducible to the rules of grammar and logic.”46 Note the relationship in Foucault’s thinking
here between the moment of “initiation” and (its?) “later transformation.” That moment is a
“primary coordinate” to which the discursive practice refers or, indeed, must refer. It is
not, in other words, nonexistent, absent, or irrelevant; it, in fact, has a role to play,
however much quantitatively or qualitatively that role is superseded, diminished,
exaggerated, amplified, transformed, contorted, or even eviscerated by the force of its
discursive reincarnation. What makes that moment of initiation the site of “primary
coordinates,” and thus very alive, is that discursivity never stops modifying it, which
implies, indeed entails, that in the very process of “reference” there is an affirmation or
denial of a point of departure, a progenitor, a point of reference. It may be puzzling then to
read that the “initiation of a discursive practice does not participate in its later
transformations.” This, I think, would have to mean only one thing, which is trite: that the
moment of initiation can never maintain the same identity or the same hermeneutical
stability as existed between the author himself and his text. But without a referential
acknowledgment of the moment of origin, which unceasingly continues to modify it, there
would be neither a discursive formation nor a constant mutation of the “discursive practice
itself.” Taken altogether, this line of thinking cannot dispose of the author, who indeed
suffered a common death, but left an elite whose identity was wholly defined by notions of
author. As we will see in chapter 3, the death of the author is never total, even for
Foucault, rendering the metaphor of death (originally coined by Ronald Barthes) an
altogether powerful word for easy circulation but hardly adequate for rigorous analysis.
For at least the later Foucault, critique of or by the author is never marginal, and certainly
not easily susceptible to a common death.
As one Foucault scholar has noted, Foucault’s entire project has itself challenged “point
by point the grounds of an unacceptable pastoral government: biblical theology, the
juridical theory of natural right, and the pursuit of the means of certainty in the face of
authority.”47 Foucault himself asserts that if government is “a social practice of subjecting
individuals by mechanisms of power which lay claim to truth,” critique will be “the
movement by which the subject assumes the right to question truth on its effects of
power, and power on its effects on truth,” for the “art of voluntary nonservitude [is]
considered nondocility.”48 There is no critique without the author, whose docility is neither
total nor assured. If anything, the author, as a post-Kantian subject, is entrusted with the

task “not to [just?] discover what we are but to refuse what we are.” The task
“nowadays,” Foucault insists, is to “build up what we could be” in order “to get rid of this
kind of political ‘double-bind,’ which is the simultaneous individualization and totalization of
modern power structures.”49 “Building up what we could be,” “critique,” and “nondocility”
are nothing if they are not ideational and authorial, keeping in mind the nonliteral meanings
of the “work” as Foucault himself expounded them.
This interpretation of Foucault not only is evident in his own language, but receives
further support from his understanding and theory of the history of epistemic regimes,
what he called épistémè, on the latest cycle of which he pours his analytical energies.
Being trapped in this regime is not the end of history, for both the author and critique, and
with them the human agent as the subject and predicate of history, would then entirely
cease to matter. But that is not an absurdity of which Foucault could be accused. It is
therefore difficult to avoid the suspicion that Said, like many others, took Foucault’s overly
dramatic metaphor too seriously, and at face value, treating it as an analytically
categorical statement of fact.
In line with J. L. Austin’s theory of performativity, Foucault calls for studying discourses
not in terms of their “expressive value” as communicative speech but rather “according to
their mode of existence.”50 In a revealing and quite pertinent statement for the study of
Orientalism, and contra Said, Foucault says: “The manner in which [discourses] are
articulated according to social relationships can be more readily understood … in the
activity of the author-function and its modifications, than in the themes or concepts that
discourses set in motion.”51 If Foucault’s individual author had indeed died, he would have
died an ideological death, one that also performed the double function of resurrection. If
generation and corruption are not a structure of dialectic, then they are nothing.
Discursivity, however impersonal and supra-authorial it may be, remains an impossibility
without a notion of the author resurrected, but an author nonetheless. It is therefore a
grave error to cite Foucault’s proclamation of the death of the author without the
concomitant rise of what he called the author as an “ideological figure,”52 an author who
has emerged to contain the proliferation of meaning and in fact to create silences as much
as elucidate the “truth.” Yet, in all of this there is the “critique,” the emblem of resistance
and refusal of power’s individualization and totalization.53
Foucault’s historicizing of the author problem, consistent with his concept of the rise
(and, by implication, displacements and breaks) of épistémès, is crucial, especially in light
of what is for us an important statement, that the “modes of circulation, valorization,
attribution, and appropriation of discourses vary with each culture and are modified within
each.”54 The rise, through suppression, of the ideological author at the expense of the
individual author, as well as the ineluctable disappearance and death of the former in favor
of an as yet unidentified newcomer, belies any claim for a perpetual, much less eternal,
regime of truth, certainly not one in modernity that an Aeschylus or a Dante—or for that
matter an Aristotle or a Protagoras—could have advocated. The historicizing for us is thus
pregnant with significance in terms of how the death and rise of authors fit within a theory
of paradigms.
I do not take the fact that Foucault was as much a historian as he was a philosopher

lightly, nor do I overlook the other crucial fact that Said was a consummate literary critic
who lacked, it must be said, any historical sense.55 These are critical givens in any
discussion such as ours, as well as every other. Theory without a proper historical
perspective56 will remain incomplete, defective, and certainly myopic, lodged in the biases
of the present, just as the doctrine of progress is.57 Every moment of the present
obviously stems from a prior moment, to which yet another moment gives rise, and so on.
There cannot be then a theory of paradigms or a theory of the author outside a historical
outlook, no matter how involved the theory may be or may become. A perennial rule for
central paradigms is that, by the very fact of being paradigms, they rise and fall, that, in
the nature of their constitution as historical and human constructions, they necessarily
undergo change, one for which we must account on both the theoretical and the “factualhistorical” levels. While the latter is the business of the empirical historian, the former,
historically informed, must be the guiding matrix, since it is with this theoretical
construction—and it is after all a construction—that an intelligible picture of change in
regimes of truth and their ramifications becomes possible.
Yet, it is impossible to proceed with an adequate explication of Foucault’s positions on
the matters at hand without noting that Foucault insists throughout his writing that his
explanation of the author-function is “schematic,” which I take to mean an outline
generalization that aims to cross a point as unequivocally as possible, without delving into
the details of exceptions and exclusions, which tend to vitiate both the main argument and
the larger picture. Foucault’s schematization focuses on the “transition into modernity” as
opposed to the “transition from pre-modernity.” Depriving Foucault of the benefit of the
doubt and taking his words at face value would be all too easy an exercise, one that would
leave us with a Foucault that is replete with unjustifiably attributed contradictions. For if
Foucault was clear, as he was, about the historical origins of the death of the author, then
a logical explanation would be to say that his concern with discursivity and discursive
formations has abducted all of his attention, that he simply is not very interested in the
dynamics of the rise and fall of discursivities as such but in their ontological status and
modes of operation roughly between the eighteenth century and late modernity.
Nonetheless, Foucault’s “schematic” exposition leaves too much between the cracks, too
much that is relevant to our concerns, but not to his.
What is equally interesting and important for our concerns are the origins of the
“founders of discursivity,” namely, why and how they arose in the first place. Foucault
spoke of their ontological modalities of the way they operated and the truth regimes they
generated or partly were born into; but I think he overlooked, to put it mildly, the historical
causes (that is, premodern structures) within Europe that precipitated such a change. I will
not address the issue of causality directly, although an explanation will unfold as this
writing proceeds.
It must be explicitly stated that the reincarnation of the individual author in the form of
the discursive or ideological counterpart should not mean, even in Foucault, that the
author is irrelevant to (that is, does not have “a determining imprint” on) the existing
discursive formations or discursivity within a given context. For such a claim would leave
us with either a mysterious conception of history, where things suddenly and inexplicably

appear out of nowhere, or a crude form of end-of-history theology, assuming that there
ever are secular theologies of the end of history that are not crude. Or, and very likely, we
will be left with both misfortunes.
Foucault’s choice of Marx and Freud as the exemplars of founders of discursivity is
intended to make the fundamental point that the discursive traditions have both generated
and defined our modern intellectual, political, psychoanalytical, and cultural landscapes,
that, in the spheres of their contributions, they have unintentionally birthed, and in some
important sense lost control over, the theories they advocated in their various writings,
writings, we might stress, that may originate with highly individualized potential. What
must be of immediate concern here is the potential passage (which I think both Foucault
and Said, in particular, neglected) of the work from one stage to another, from individuality
to canonization, and from singularity to discursivity. Foucault’s “death of the author”—a
theatrical pronouncement (not unlike the provocative others he made throughout his
extraordinarily rich intellectual career) intended to stress the schematization he was
drawing—cannot account for the first years after the publication of the Studies on Hysteria
or the Communist Manifesto in any terms other than individual writings by individual
authors. Neither of these works, at the moment of initiation, was the fruit of an ideological
authorship in Foucault’s sense. The transition of Marx from an individual author to a
founder of discursivity is most illustrative, at least for our purposes, since his oeuvre has
become the cornerstone and, more accurately, flagship of central domains in the former
Soviet Union, not to mention of several other “second-world” countries and movements
across the globe. It is in this context that Foucault’s argument finds the most eloquent
manifestation, namely, that Marx’s “work” not only made possible a host of “analogies” but
also enabled, beyond Marx’s original intentions, “a certain number of differences,”
something different and divergent from his discourse, “yet something belonging to what
[he and surely Engels] founded.” Marx’s authorship is illustrative for two important
reasons: first, his emergence into discursivity was inextricably tied to the rise of economic
and political formations, which is to say, the rise of such formations constituted the
conditions of possibility for the transition into discursivity; and second, important for us, is
that the transition both signaled and represented a profound departure—in terms of
philosophy, political practice, and Weltanschauung—from the theory and practice of
liberalism and its capitalism, which was already dominating in Western Europe.
It is, I think, pointless to engage in the question of whether ideas precipitate and bring
forth material realities, or the other way around. It is more fruitful to view this question in
terms of a dialectic: it is in the nature of systems of power to produce within them
opposing strategies, what we may commonly call strategies of subversiveness (or
“subversivity,” a term that resonates with discursivity). We might then say that while
central domains are defined by the discursive formations they produce, these very
formations in turn per force produce discursive subversivity. No one, I think, can
reasonably think that a Marx, for all that a Marx can represent, could have been possible
without an industrial revolution or without a laissez-faire system of capitalism. Nor could
Foucault himself, no doubt now a founder of discursivity, have been conceivable, much
less possible, without the emergence of particular systems of political, economic, and

cultural power that are unprecedented in human history. We might be tempted therefore
to add Foucault to Foucault’s chosen duo, Marx and Freud.
The fact that Foucault’s well-known disinterest in colonialism and coloniality opened a
gap not only for Said’s project but also for a host of fields with such labels as
“postmodernism” and “postcoloniality” is testimonial to the predominance of departures
and differences over analogies in his work as a founder of discursivity. It is then
reasonable to argue that only the Austinian conditions of felicity residing within and
dominating central domains make Foucault’s ideological author possible. This view of
conditions does not bank on a particular logic of power or a predictable outcome of
power’s constructions, but can include even chance as a possible factor.58 Thus, it is not
as reasonable to argue that, because such authors are the product of the central domain
and its conditions of felicity, their work, their discursivity, must obey the logic of power
within either the domain or the discursive formation. I therefore attach a great deal of
importance to Foucault’s notion of “difference” in the effects (“unintentionally”) produced
by the founders of discursivity, for without giving full weight and justifiably expansive and
elaborate meaning to the concept of difference, Foucault himself, as well as Marx and
Freud, can never be intelligible either as a phenomenon or as an author/founder of
discursivity. Yet, in all of this, the ideological author begins—must begin—as an individual
author, for there is no other place from which discursivity can begin. The individual author,
I should put it emphatically, is the ontological precondition of both the founder of
discursivity and that of subversivity. And if we must exercise further discrimination in the
concept, then we would be compelled to recognize the “author” as a homonymous or
polysemic concept.
Said’s author, who is charged with a “determining imprint,” at times resembles a
revived version of Foucault’s individual author, who has, under an expansive and even
somewhat metaphorical interpretation, met his death, while, on the other hand, Said’s
author seems to be a stunted version of Foucault’s ideological author. Strictly speaking,
however, his author is neither, for it is a confused category. The collection of Orientalist
authors Said chooses to dwell on can hardly be described as founders of discursivity, a
fact that diminishes the truth-value of Said’s response to Hourani, namely, that he studied
Orientalism as a “structure of attitudes.” It may have been a more legitimate claim of his
had he given an expansive and textured treatment (in the manner he gave, for instance,
Massignon) to the mostly German and Austrian Orientalists writing between the midnineteenth century and mid-twentieth, notably, figures like Ignaz Goldziher and Joseph
Schacht, among others, whose absence from his work (especially in the case of Schacht
and the entire field of “Islamic law”) not only is striking but also, as we will see in due
course, bears tremendous significance for what Orientalism is and what it must mean.

IV
It is not trite at this point to schematically recall Said’s arguments about Orientalism,
however well known they are by now, for it might be a worthwhile exercise to employ
history and the theories of author and paradigms to check their veracity. If discourse

about Orientalism, as Said has made it into a common academic topic, is to have any
meaning or significance, it must be something that is neither commonplace nor ordinary.
In other words, for the discourse on Orientalism to be worthy of any special attention,
much less the locus of vehement controversies, Orientalism must be a singularly
important phenomenon that can be isolated and identified as having particularly distinctive
or unique characteristics. For if Orientalism turns out to be just another scholarly tradition
or just another field of study, one among many like it, and with more or less the same
performative and destructive effects, then we might find it unwarranted that it should have
been segregated for the kind of analytical and political attention that it has thus far
received.59 What then is so distinctive about Orientalism?
Said’s characterization of this discipline can be summarized, schematically, as follows:
First, a central feature of Orientalism is represented in the distance it created between the
West and the Orient. “Thus all Orientalism stands forth and away from the Orient” (21–
22). For Said, distance is not just the ontological matrix in which Orientalism found itself,
or that it established for itself in dealing with the Orient or, for that matter, it would seem,
with any Other. Distance appears to emerge in Orientalism as an epistemological category
that constructed the particular facts of ontology. Said’s complaint, which runs throughout
his book, is captured in the summational statement that an essential condition for
Orientalism, and one on which it “depended,” was “the almost total absence in
contemporary Western culture of the Orient as a genuinely felt and experienced force”
(208). (Of course one cannot make sense of this proposition in light of the
“noncontemporary” “Orientalists” in Europe’s premodern history; the Latin West and
“classical Greece,” Said told us earlier in the book [49], did after all have their own
Orientalists. If these also failed to garner this knowledge of the Orient as a “genuinely felt
and experienced force,” why not include them? Nor does the contradiction engendered by
the specification of “contemporaneity” diminish when Said also says that the “absolute
demarcation between East and West … has been years, even centuries, in the making”
[39]. And if the “demarcation” has been in the making for centuries, then how many
centuries, and how do “Orientalists” such as Dante and Aeschylus fit within the
Foucauldian discursive formation that Foucault clearly dated no earlier than the eighteenth
century? And if Said was drawing on Gramsci more than he did on Foucault, then is the
hegemonic power recognized by Gramsci a transhistorical phenomenon?)
Be that as it may, the first and foremost of the “facts” generated by distance is the
silent nature of the Orient, which calls upon the Orientalists to represent it in their own
way. It is not a mere coincidence that Said begins his book with what he thinks is a telling
encounter between Flaubert and an Egyptian courtesan, where Flaubert “spoke for and
represented her … [but] she never spoke of herself, she never represented her emotions,
presence, or history.” This is “not an isolated instance,” but a structural feature that Said
regards as a demonstrative “pattern of relative strength between East and West” (6).
Distance generates other “facts” that inextricably stand connected to silence. Placing
itself “outside the Orient,” Orientalism’s province and self-perceived function are to “make
the Orient speak” through “describing” it. But in this description, a fundamental feature
emerges as constitutive of the Orient, namely, “that the Orient was the Orient, that it was

different” (277).60 With this difference as an indubitable given, Orientalism “renders [the
Orient’s] mysteries plain for and to the West” (20–21). But in explaining these mysteries,
much malevolent discourse ensues. As accurately and poignantly represented in Comte
de Volney’s voyage to the East, Orientalism is antagonistic and aggressive, if not
“canonically hostile” (81). And Said admirably shows this hostility in the writings of a nearly
infinite list of Orientalists. As the philosopher Akeel Bilgrami puts it in summing up Said’s
thesis, Orientalism adopted “attitudes of civilizational condescension,” where Orientals
stood “inferior and underdeveloped.”61 The negative stereotypes are virtually countless,
including the attributes of “monolithic caricatures,” laziness, biological inferiority, lack of
cultural refinement, and so on. Thus Orientalist logic progresses clearly: distance breeds
difference and difference in turn breeds contempt and a host of trenchantly negative
images and stereotypes. (This context may also provide fertile grounds for theorizing the
Anglo-Saxon notion of familiarity and of proximity as equally prolific sources for breeding
contempt, a notion that I shall take up later in the context of shame of nature and selfhate.)
Difference, however, appears to gain its own ontological and epistemological
momentum, especially in the second half of Orientalism. So important was it to Said, and
so crucial for my considerations of the author as well as the theory of paradigms, that we
would do poorly not to regard it as a structural feature of Orientalism. It is not, I think,
without good reason that in his resume of Said’s work, Bilgrami lists it as the third of the
five “features” of Orientalism,62 although he does not specifically locate it, as I do, within
an epistemology and ontology of difference. Accordingly, when the Orientalists did not
engage in the discursive activity and attitudes expounded under the first structural feature,
and even when they “made the effort to find the Orient’s civilizational glories,” their
attitude “was that of wondrous awe, only this time it reduced [the Orient] to an exotic
rather than an inferior or monolithic object.”63 Even for a “genius” and a highly ethical
scholar and human being, as Massignon was, and irrespective of his ceaseless efforts on
behalf of the Palestinians and their cause in particular and Islam in general, exoticizing the
East and thus Orientalizing it would remain a charge against him. The strong point to be
taken from this is not that Said erred in his judgment of Massignon (that requires a
separate investigation); it is that for Said no Orientalist can avoid the pitfalls of the effects
of ontological and epistemological distance and difference. Said’s position seems to be
this: that anyone who says or writes anything about the Orient in a way that constructs
the Orient as either inferior or superior to the West (that is, as either a “bad” or a “good”
Orient) is an Orientalist and thus guilty as charged.
The third structural feature, for which Said’s Orientalism deservedly gained notoriety
and which influenced postcolonial studies immediately after its publication, is the complicity
of Orientalism as a scholarly discipline and tradition in the structures of political and
economic power. Possessing a “highly articulated set of relationships to the dominant
culture surrounding it,” Orientalism “borrowed and was frequently informed by ‘strong’
ideas, doctrines, and trends ruling the culture” (22). It is important to notice the
directionality of the relationship between Orientalism and colonialism in Said. The “growing
systematic knowledge” of Orientalism is said to have been “reinforced by the colonial

encounter,” an encounter (just in case it is not clear) in which “Europe was always in a
position of strength, not to say domination” (39–40).
I will attend to a critique of this feature at some length later, but it is worthwhile for now
to stress that the directionality in Said travels from the “colonial encounter” to the
Orientalist “guild” and its scholarly texts. The Orientalist’s Orient is “a system of
representations framed by a whole set of forces that brought the Orient into Western
learning” (202–3). These representations, the core of Said’s interest, are seen as
problematic within Europe, because they turn out, upon analysis, to have genealogical
associations with power, thus betraying the “objectivity” or, if you will, the purity of the
quest for knowledge (this point being no less integral to Said’s interest).
Orientalism’s association with power is thus a European or Western problem: “Indeed,
my real argument is that Orientalism is—and does not simply represent—a considerable
dimension of modern political-intellectual culture, and as such has less to do with the
Orient than it does with ‘our’ world” (12, emphasis mine). What, one might ask, is the
exact relationship between Orientalism as a representation and Orientalism as an
ontological reality of the Orient, and how does one make the epistemological leap between
the two? Is there an “is” that is outside of representation? And if Orientalism is a
considerable dimension of modern political-intellectual culture, how can it do less with the
Orient than it does with our Western world? Is modernity limited to the West? And if
Orientalism is implicated with colonialism (which Said intimates but never articulates in any
detail), isn’t colonialism, whose locale is by definition the “Orient,” modern? Is difference,
the function of distance, so great that Orientalism is “really” just about “us”? Is the
destination of Orientalism and its “learned texts” limited to the West, having to do less with
the Orient, the real place of colonialism and genocide? Indeed, the Orientalist’s text is
“specifically designed to be read not by the Orientals but by other Westerners. This is an
important point.… None of the Orientalists I write about seems ever to have intended an
Oriental as a reader” (335–36). Or is it, as we will see, that these texts were describing a
fait accompli, one having to do with the Orient and its reengineering before the Western
reader came into consideration?64 Or, still, is it that the first reader of these “texts” (or
“works,” to use Foucault’s more apt descriptive) was in effect the Oriental himself, and
only secondarily the Westerner?
The unidirectionality from Orient to Occident, or at best a dialectic that ends, in term of
effect and manifestation, in Europe, more than finds adequate attention in Said’s Culture
and Imperialism, a work that the author deemed to continue the investigations he started
in Orientalism.65 In other words, Said’s concerns begin and end in the metropolitan centers
of Western Empire, in their cultural and political constitutions and manifestations, centers
that produced “estimable and admirable works of art and learning,” from which he derived
aesthetic “pleasure” and “profit.”66 And so like Orientalist works, which he on the whole
appears to find less aesthetically appealing, if not downright objectionable, his
preoccupation is, at the end of the day, the West’s metropolitan cultural and scholarly
production, the world that Said in reality knew and the world that in effect formed him in
almost every important way, despite any articulation of his identity as a Palestinian.
Whatever dialectic between power and knowledge one may detect in Orientalism (39, 94),

it is one that is judged by a chronological causality, not by a mutually dependent
production of knowledge as power. That all paradigmatic modern knowledge is power and
that its converse is equally true amount to a proposition that Said does not seem likely to
accept: that if modernity with all its knowledge forms is inextricably predicated on
colonialism, then colonialism defines modernity par excellence, for they are one and the
same.
The comparative literature scholar Emily Apter insightfully makes the point that in his
preface to the reissue of Auerbach’s Mimesis from 2003, Said “demonstrates his obvious
passion for the great works of Western literature … but there is a noticeable lack of
attention to Auerbach’s Eurocentrism.… There is nothing obviously ‘Saidian’ about the
preface, and if the reader covers up the signature, he or she might never guess that it
corresponds to that of the author of Orientalism. Perhaps this was a text in the spirit of
confirming the critic’s freedom to address his interests in any way he sees fit, an example
of the pure intellectual pleasure Said has always taken in certain forms of traditional
humanist scholarship.”67 Later on in her essay, Apter explains Said’s silence over
Auerbach’s Eurocentrism as a way for Said to focus on fashioning a new humanism, one
that is less concerned with aesthetic pleasure than with Said’s “belief that humanism
provides futural parameters for defining secular criticism in a world increasingly governed
by a sense of identitarian ethnic destiny and competing sacred tongues.”68 That this “new
humanism” is, like Auerbach’s, profoundly Eurocentric and in fact unconscious of its
origins and biases—that is, of its own Eurocentrism—Apter, like many others, does not
seem to find problematic. Nor is the secularism of Said’s “critical secularism” less secular
and secularizing because he saw “the mandate of humanism” to be the definition of “a
critical secularism that seeks to reconcile the competing claims of theodicy, relativism,
ontogenesis, and anti-imperialism.” There is nothing here that removes the adjudicative
power and monopoly of secularism over everything else, just as the “secular” liberal
state’s “mandate” to regulate religion does little but subjugate the latter to the former. Both
Apter and Said take too much for granted, even when Apter, going beyond Said, carves
out a wider domain for critical secularism by connecting the “ ‘renewal of liberal disciplines
with subjective consciousness’ within the broader context of colonial history, imperialism,
and the critique of nationalism.”69 To systematically avoid the definition and use of
secularism as oppositional to the religious, and to harness it for a critique of nationalist
theology and other secular forms, is, as this book vehemently argues, no longer sufficient
and, moreover, leads to incoherence. For however much secularism is free of the secular,
it will not do as a critical apparatus of the very system that gave it its own form and
structure. Involving far too much collusion and interdependence with racism, colonialism,
imperialism, and the fabrication of “religion” as an enemy and straw man, critical
secularism of the secular will, as typical of modern solutions to modern problems, solves
one problem only to fall into another, as repeatedly evidenced in the social, economic, and
medical fields.
Apter also significantly notes Said’s alleged “flirtation” with matters of God just before
his untimely death in 2003. She says: “Almost seeming at times to be flirting with the
temptations of paradise himself, Said identifies the godly within humanism with a logic of

extension.”70 Yet this mere “extension,” seemingly born in the last year or two of Said’s
life, does not save his analysis of Massignon or of any appreciation of the “spiritual”
Orient, which always seemed to him to do nothing but pit the Orient, as the Other, against
the “secular” Occident. Genealogically, furthermore, we will do well to take seriously the
religious studies scholar Gil Anidjar’s assertion that “Christianity made itself increasingly
forgettable by foregrounding religion as a generic category and a target of criticism, …
doing so at the same time it was arguing for the end of religion in its own practice, often
pushing its colonial endeavor explicitly as a kind of critical secularism, a secular science.”71
Said’s critique then amounts to a one-sided philosophy of secular rationality and to a
significantly diminished quality and quantity of the dialectic between modern power and
dominant forms of knowledge, thereby leaving his account with a strong texture of
unidirectionality, one that begins with what appears to be external political and cultural
forces from which Orientalism “borrowed and [that it] was frequently informed by” (22,
emphasis mine). The passive voice is of course unmistakable: Orientalism is the recipient
and beneficiary of these forces, their object, and perhaps, we have every reason to
conclude, their terminus ad quem. Misrepresenting the Orient, the major theme of Said’s
work, is an effect of the forces working on Orientalism, by virtue of having this discipline
“reinforced by the colonial encounter” (39–40). I shall discuss this matter at length later,
but wish here to make the point that the suppression of a strong dialectic between
colonialism and Orientalism, and, more importantly, between Orientalism and the
“surrounding culture,” is not mere inattention to the analytics of power’s dynamics, a
scholarly failure, so to speak. This is no scholarly failure at all, for, as I argue throughout,
this type of discourse is the function of what Foucault called a “discursive strategy” whose
ontological mode requires keeping the dialectic either suppressed, silent, or at bay.
Changing this element in the discursive strategy would have entailed changing everything
else, including the partial reservations about the otherwise totalizing and imperial
liberalism, secularism, and ideological others.
A less obvious structural feature of Said’s Orientalism, though no less significant, is that
Orientalism itself is represented as a “text.” In his otherwise incisive analysis of one
Orientalist writing after another, the Orient is shown to be (mis)represented and thus recreated in these texts. The colossal project of the incomparable William Jones in India,
which changed the life of that subcontinent and its history forever, remained for Said a
matter reducible merely to law, “an occupation with symbolic significance for the history of
Orientalism” (78, emphasis mine). Receiving a little more than a page in Said’s work,
Jones’s project emerges in the final analysis as no more than a textual exercise,
“grounding … European languages in a distant, harmless, Oriental source” (78).72
Likewise, Renan, who deservedly receives Said’s wrath, “believed that he had re-created
the Orient, as it really was, in his work” (88, emphasis mine). Since Said deliberately
made it his business not to engage with any question as to what the Orient truly is or was
—for this would involve representation and, as we will see, every representation for Said
in effect constitutes a misrepresentation—there was nothing for him to say about the
Orient itself, having been left with an Orientalism that seems to be wholly defined by texts,
“because the texts made that Orient possible” (94, his emphasis). Nor does the epistemic

location of the Orientalist and Orientalism travel beyond the West, so it seems. The
“specialists … do their work, so to speak, because in time their profession as Orientalists
requires that they present their society with images of the Orient, knowledge about it,
insight into it. And to a very large extent the Orientalist provides his own society with
representations of the Orient” (273, emphases mine). Note here the cumulative effect of
the unidirectionality I have just discussed: the Orient is re-created in the Orientalist text,
which is why it “has less to do with the Orient than it does with ‘our’ world.” Orientalism
emerges as our “text” that “our” world “reads” about “our Orient,” the text being all that
“our” world knows, but it is a text that is “reinforced by the colonial encounter.” The text
then not only defines “our” knowledge but also keeps this knowledge internal to it.
Reengineering the Orient thus emerges as a textual product: “After Napoleon, then, the
very language of Orientalism changed radically.… The Orient was reconstructed,
reassembled, crafted, in short, born out of the Orientalist’s efforts” (87, his emphasis).
The laboring of the Orient under the weight of company Orientalism, colonialism, and
structural genocide never looms large in Said’s account.73 They remain not only
unarticulated; they are effectively left to occupy a capacious space for a host of silences.
What, other than the politics of empire, lay behind, and beneath, de Lesseps’s statement,
which Said quotes, that “nothing … could stop us, nothing was impossible, nothing
mattered finally except the realization of ‘le résultat final, le grand but’ ” (90)? How is the
résultat final, the Suez project that amounted to splitting apart no less than two continents,
different from the other engineering project of solution finale or die Endlösung? Is there a
structural link between them that goes beyond politics and political explanation?
James Clifford aptly argues that Said frequently suggests that an Orientalist text
“distorts, dominates, or ignores some real or authentic feature of the Orient. Elsewhere,
however, he denies the existence of any ‘real Orient.’ … Said’s concept of ‘discourse’ still
vacillates between, on the one hand, the status of an ideological distortion of lives and
cultures that are never concretized and, on the other, the condition of a persistent
structure of signifiers that, like some extreme example of experimental writing, refers
solely and endlessly to itself. Said is thus forced to rely on nearly tautological
statements.”74 While Clifford may be right that the denial of any “real Orient” is a
“significant methodological choice,” it is likely (and this is integral to my argument) that
Said perhaps knew that acknowledging any such reality would have led him to two
difficulties: first, condemning the Orientalists’ depictions of the Orient would then require
him to offer his corrections, which he elected not to do; and second, he would then have
to reckon with his own finding about that “real Orient,” which is nonsecular, traditional,75
and perhaps offensive to modern liberal sensibilities, Said’s included.

V
If we turn to a consideration of the first structural feature outlined earlier, we find that Said
spends most of Orientalism discussing and finely elaborating on this feature. Indeed, the
emphasis on the malevolent effects of distance preoccupies his text to such an extent that
the theme of Orientalist misrepresentations turns into a never-ceasing and exhausting

repetition that cuts across chapters and their sections and subsections. (In my estimate,
the book would have averted some criticism and been more effective had it been
streamlined into a little more than half of its published size.) The point about this technical
deficiency is substantive, however, not merely formal; it is to say that the inordinate
attention that this feature received from the author makes the book (at least) appear as a
continuous register of various forms and styles of portraying the Orient in negative terms.
But what about the sources and true significance of these (mis)representations?
My argument is that while this feature can be neither naively overlooked nor
intentionally omitted, it can largely be assumed to exist in all cultures viewing the “Other,”
and that it is thus not—as a general category—particular to Orientalism. If the plural form
“cultures” exists, then the “Other” exists along with it both ontologically and
epistemologically, which is to say that the very concept of “culture” (now in the singular) is
ontologically and epistemologically impossible without the existence of the “Other.”
Because “culture” and “Other” are modern categories, an interlocutor might argue that if
the former did not exist in the past, then the latter could not have arisen; but this
argument is rendered partially invalid by virtue of the historical presence of other forms of
self-identification (religious, tribal, ethnic) that made the “Other” (or its equivalent) an
equally ontological and epistemological necessity, although modernity admittedly
constructed a particularly thick meaning of the term. The presence of Self/Other in all
cultures of all times makes of epistemological distance a genus whose latest species is
the modern form, and it is within a comparative study of the various species that the
special characteristics of Orientalism can be properly understood. Lest this paragraph
insinuate any agreement with Said’s view of all “advanced cultures” as racist and
oppressive (204), it is precisely the systemic destructive and intolerant76 edge of modern
culture that is being distinguished here.
One advantage of such assumptions as I have proposed is that if distance and its
resultant stereotypes are to be taken for granted, then one of the issues that proved
confusing to Said and just as confusing to many commentators on Orientalism writing
today will be averted. More precisely put, if this feature is not deemed a condition of
possibility but an accidental attribute that, by definition, may or may not exist, then one
would not confuse Aeschylus or Dante with a von Grunebaum or Lewis. The advantage
thus allows a sharper edge in engaging a theory of falsifiability, however simplified it may
be. Said, for one, would not have erred on Aeschylus, Dante, and their likes had he
proceeded with such assumptions, although there remain several other conditions that
needed to be met, as chapter 2 will attempt to show in due course.
Another advantage is the analytical clarity made available when speaking of distance
and power, for the entailment between them, strictly speaking, does not exist, which is to
say that while they may appear to stand in a relationship of concomitance, they in fact
logically do not. Thus while Flaubert’s representation of the courtesan happened to be
associated with a “pattern of relative strength between East and West,” such a
representation is plausibly conceivable within a different balance of power, say, among
distant equals. A Tang Chinese merchant visiting Abbasid Baghdad in its imperial heyday
could easily have represented a Baghdadian courtesan in very similar terms.77 This is not

to exonerate Flaubert, but rather to make clear the point that the effects of distance must
be analyzed on their own, within a specifically modern setting, for there is no necessary
entailment—if I am allowed the redundancy—between distance and its effects, on the one
hand, and relationships embedded in power, on the other.
My third, and more fundamental, point about the first structural feature of Said’s
Orientalism has to do with his notion of representation, a notion that emerges as
“canonical” within the work, and that is captured by statements that declare outright that
“Islam” and its whole Orient were “fundamentally misrepresented in the West” (272). I
here return to the central question that concerns this feature: What is so particular about
Orientalism? It seems that Said himself answered the question, with what amounts to a
resounding “nothing.” But the answer does not come without its own problems.
Speaking untypically like a philosopher, Said, in the later parts of his work, makes the
revealing statement that the
real issue is whether indeed there can be a true representation of anything, or
whether any and all representations, because they are representations, are
embedded first in the language and then in the culture, institutions, and political
ambience of the representer. If the latter alternative is the correct one (as I believe it
is), then we must be prepared to accept the fact that a representation is eo ipso
implicated, intertwined, embedded, interwoven with a great many other things
besides the “truth,” which is itself a representation. What this must lead us to
methodologically is to view representations (or misrepresentations—the distinction is
at best a matter of degree) as inhabiting a common field of play defined for them,
not by some inherent common subject matter alone, but by some common history,
tradition, universe of discourse. (272–73)
In the next paragraph, Said makes it even clearer that Orientalist (mis)representations are
nothing more than what we, as humans, commonly do with language, that they are what
representations do as a matter of course. Said goes as far as to say:
My whole point about this [Orientalist] system is not that it is a misrepresentation of
some Oriental essence … but that it operates as representations usually do, for a
purpose, according to a tendency, in a specific historical, intellectual, and even
economic setting. In other words, representations have purposes, they are effective
much of the time, they accomplish one or many tasks. Representations are
formations, or as Roland Barthes has said of all operations of language, they are
deformations. (273, emphasis mine)
This is puzzling, to say the least. If representation operates in the manner Said himself
describes—a matter, I think, now generally agreed upon—then why should a substantial
part of the book be dedicated to a repetitive detailing of the Orientalists’ negative
depictions of the Orient and Islam, including the reduction of the object of study (Orient,
Islam, Arabs, and so on) into essences, which Said—in opposition to what he says in the

quoted paragraph—spends a good deal of time detailing?
I believe Said’s drifting into and out of critiquing negative depictions stems from having
taken too seriously the literary and linguistic effects of these representations. And his
legacy continues to flourish until the present. In the paragraph quoted earlier, he comes
close to a beginning, however rough and simplistic, toward expressing something
profoundly important about language and representation, but a beginning that quickly
meets a crib death. When he says that “representations have purposes, they are effective
much of the time, they accomplish one or many tasks,” he is touching on the
fundamentals of Austinian performatives, yet without taking them seriously. There are
questions that needed to be asked in this context: What typology of purposes do
representations have? Which of these types are pertinent to a study of Orientalism?
Which are not? When are representations effective? “Most of the time” tells us nothing
about the quality of those representations that do produce effects. When and under what
conditions do they accomplish one task, multiple tasks, or none at all?
To attend to these issues in the study of Orientalist discourse is to delve into the heart
of the question of Orientalist representation, to understand what matters and what does
not, what one needs to take seriously and what to dismiss as no more than babble—in
other words, what types of discourses are performative and in what way exactly they are
so. Take, for instance, premodern Islamic travelogues and travel writings, ranging from
those of Ibn Fadlan (tenth century) to Ibn Jubayr (d. 1217) and Ibn Battuta (d. 1369).78 Or
for that matter consider such works as Biruni’s India (mid-eleventh century),79 or the
Islamic or Chinese historical annals in which the Other is represented. Such works are
replete with references and extensive discourses that portray other peoples, other
cultures, and other religions in less than favorable, indeed often pejorative, terms.80 And
since many of these happened to be speaking about peoples east of them, the question
we face is this: Are these “Orientalist” writings? And whether the answer is affirmative or
negative, there remains the necessity, in order to answer the question, of defining and
understanding what Orientalism really is. Defining it in terms of misrepresentations will not
do.
Before we take up this matter in detail, a topic that is more appropriately discussed in
our later analysis of the structural feature of knowledge and its association with power, we
will do well first to say a few things about the Austinian performatives and their theoretical
implications for our context, without which the issue of representation and
representationalism cannot be satisfactorily resolved.
As is well known, J. L. Austin’s theory of performatives was a response to the positivist
philosophical doctrine that propositions or, less technically, utterances lend themselves
only to the test of truth-valuation, since their function is to describe, report, or constate
something, making them either true or false. This, Austin argues, excluded an expansive
type of propositions that logically do not, and, in fact, cannot, fulfill this function; what they
rather do is to construct action. Since they perform action, create a reality, or produce a
“material reality,” in part or in whole, he called them performatives. Austin gives numerous
examples of such propositions, the most illustrative of which is the statement “I do” in a
marriage ceremony. Strictly speaking, “I do” does not lend itself to being true or false, but

in effect constitutes a new creation, that of the marriage as a legal and social act. The
most important “leading incident in the performance of the act … is the utterance of the
words” whose object is the act itself.81
What is of interest to us here is what Austin calls the “appropriateness” of the
circumstances in which such performative words are uttered. The lack of appropriate
conditions will result in the thwarting of the act, in turn creating an “unhappy” or infelicitous
result. Accordingly, for an utterance to lead to an act or, properly speaking, to constitute
an act, the condition of the existence—or presence—of felicitous conditions, or conditions
of felicity, must obtain. “I do,” for instance, is empowered by the legal norms of juridicality.
The source of its effective force does not reside within the utterance, but derives from the
fact that someone with great force and power has decreed that saying it has force. But
this requirement cannot stand alone, for to be effective, it must operate within and upon
an environment. Among the possible conditions necessary for utterances to engender
action are that they should be intelligible to the hearer as complete and coherent
language, that the speaker as a derivative must carry a certain kind of authority, that their
proper setting must be within an agreed-upon convention, and—partly associated with this
last condition—that their intended consequences are revealed by the speaker and
generally accepted by the hearer.
Austin’s performative utterances and their conditions of felicity challenged the formal
analysis of propositions and brought to our attention a new and valuable aspect of the
power of language. However, the theory of felicity itself remained relatively framed by
formalism, until Foucault adapted it to his theory of power, an adaptation from which other
philosophers, such as Judith Butler, Bruno Latour, and Karen Barad, derived great benefit
in their own work, expanding on and refining Foucault. Wholly pertinent to our concerns,
Butler’s seminal diagnosis within the context of gender formations sums up a central
feature of performativity, taking her cue from Foucault. Foucault insists that “juridical
systems of power produce the subjects they subsequently come to represent” since, by
virtue of being subjected to such structures, the subjects become “formed, defined, and
reproduced in accordance with the requirements of those structures.” The “juridical
formation of language and politics … is itself a discursive formation and effect,” where the
subject is “discursively constituted” by the very system that is “supposed to facilitate its
emancipation.”82
What is worth emphasizing in Austin’s conditions of felicity and Foucault’s concept of
juridicality is neither linguistic propositions nor discourses themselves—a common
misconception—but rather the force or power that gives discourses their constituting
effects, that is, their power to enact reality.83 In some sense, the entirety of Said’s
Orientalism rehearses the theme that what the Orientalists said about the Orient was their
own creation, that it was as much a misrepresentation as it was a representation, which is
to say that discourse for Said remained bound by the dichotomy of truth and falsity,84 the
very position against which Austin militated. It also remained, in the final analysis, bound
by its formalistic, nonperformative structures. For Said, language is “a highly organized
and encoded system, which employs many devices to express, indicate, exchange
messages and information, represent, and so forth” (21, emphasis mine). Note that none

of these qualifiers is performative, and all belong to language as constatives. Attaching
undue importance to language as a representationalist tool, Said engaged Orientalist
discourses as false representations of the Orient.
It is my argument that the most profound problem in Said’s Orientalism and in the
ensuing common understanding of what Orientalism is begins with the representationalist
approach taken toward Orientalist discourse and the discursive tradition that this field
stood for. The feminist theorist Karen Barad writes that a
performative understanding of discursive practices challenges the representationalist
belief in the power of words to represent preexisting things. Performativity, properly
construed, is not an invitation to turn everything (including material bodies) into
words; on the contrary, performativity is precisely a contestation of the excessive
power granted to language to determine what is real. Hence, in ironic contrast to the
misconception that would equate performativity with a form of linguistic monism that
takes language to be the stuff of reality, performativity is actually a contestation of
the habits of mind that grant language and other forms of representation more
power in determining our ontologies than they deserve.85
In the following chapters, I will try to bring out the problematic implications of
representationalism for our current conception of Orientalism and propose a performative
conception that aims to place Orientalism in a different—though no less damning—light as
well as in its proper larger context. The next chapter aims at fleshing out the performativity
of Orientalist discourse not in the West-grounded Orientalist text, in the metropolis that
gave it its formal existence, but rather in the location in which it was meant to apply and
the destination to which it was meant to be deployed.

CHAPTER II

Knowledge, Power, and Colonial Sovereignty

Part 1
I
In the previous chapter, I elaborated on the problematics of distance and difference, but
largely left out of the discussion the third and perhaps most remarkable feature of
Orientalism, namely, its complicity with power. Treating this aspect of a scholarly
discipline, which pretended for a long time to be dissociated from modernity’s ideological
narrative, was Said’s true accomplishment in Orientalism; and if we now take the collusion
of Orientalism’s corporate discourse with power for granted, it is by virtue of the fact that
Said’s important work has become canonized. After Orientalism, no serious scholar or
thinker could assume or write that Orientalist discourse is “scholarly” knowledge that can,
despite its own presumption to the contrary,1 tell us what the Orient “objectively” is or
was; rather, Orientalism has emerged as a product of the specific cultural and intellectual
formations of colonialist Europe, which are essentially saturated with prejudice and its
attendant misrepresentation.
Yet, this understanding remains constrained. It is my argument that this limited
understanding is not merely a shortcoming or narrowness of vision, a lack of analytical
insightfulness, or something similar; Said was a talented scholar who could often make
the best out of any empirical and informational repertoire available to him. And this is
precisely my point. The limitation, which the post-Saidian discourse continues to
internalize, remains the function of a discursive strategy that could do nothing else,
because it could not, by virtue of its own nature, conceive of anything else. The limitation,
in other words, is built into the very structure of thought that allows this critique to emerge.
And every critique, like every tool, comes with its own structure, intended to accomplish
the specific task for which it is intended. There always exists a relationship between the
tool and its intended object, however distant or seemingly unrelated the genealogies of the
tool and the object may appear. Tools and instruments deriving from a central domain,
that is, from the very structures through which the domain itself was constituted, cannot
be of service in reconstituting that domain. By virtue of their structure, such instruments

can function as correctives and enhancements, but cannot perform tasks qualitatively at
variance with the teleology of the domain itself. A paradigmatic critique of capitalism, for
instance, cannot issue from within capitalism itself as a central domain, just as a structural
critique of “liberal environmentalism” cannot derive from within liberal thought itself.2
This concept of critique is fundamental to at least two of my concerns, the first of which
consists of two parts. It is often argued (in what has become received wisdom among
university students and most scholars) that a critique of modernity is ineluctably bound
with modernity and cannot escape or transcend its epistemological framework. Every
critique is thus destined to reenact or at best revise an aspect of modernity, but modernity
nonetheless. Of course, the ramifications of such a view are serious, not only because of
the sense of epistemological resignation that it signifies, but also because it is profoundly
erroneous. It is also serious, if not dangerous, because it fortifies the ideological discourse
of modernity, validating the status quo, the desideratum of the modernists. The second
part of this concern, which attends to an answer to the claims in the first part, is that this
concept of critique is fundamental to the theory of the author I have been discussing and
to which I will return in chapter 3, a theory that is in turn integral to the concept of
paradigms and its dynamics of power and force fields. If every system of power is
temporally bound, being necessarily a contingent creation, then it takes nothing more than
a historical common sense to realize that épistémès, to use Foucault’s concept, are
changeable, mutative, and ultimately replaceable. Furthermore, every épistémè, and
consequently every system of power, has its own different logic and structure (even when
the system has no predictable logic of power). Yet, every such system emerged directly
out of a different, at times radically different, preceding system, modernity itself being an
example of a phenomenon entirely at variance with its “medieval” predecessor, however
much it replicated its theological forms. Second, this concept of critique demonstrates the
need to examine Orientalist discourse as colonialist discourse and the latter as structural
and material genocidal discourse and practice, aided by Orientalism and abated no less by
what I will call paradigmatic domain’s academia. At this stage, I limit my discussion to
colonialism showing its reliance on Orientalism from the Western side of the map and its
performative effects from the Eastern side, thus tying academic discourse with this
performativity as an essential step toward genocidal conduct (the subject of chapter 4).

II
Orientalism was developed largely in Europe and by Europe, but it was not just for
Europe. It was not therefore only “a style of thought” based on a “distinction” between
Orient and Occident (2),3 and it played to the internal satisfaction and pleasure of Europe,
in the way the style of the European novel is written and analyzed. Orientalism was
performative, and not representationalist in any serious sense of this term. In other words,
Orientalism as an institutional and thought structure was, contra Said, more about the
Orient itself and the material, physical, and psychoepistemic reproduction of it than it was
a distortion and a textually reconstructive form of “knowledge and scholarship,” naively
idealized by the initiate sophomore in academia. That it was complicit with power is

beyond doubt, but this is only half of the story, a weaker half, that, when seen alone,
politicizes (and in effect has politicized) Orientalism to the degree that we ceased to see it
in its larger global involvement.
First, let us dispose of any doubt that Said’s concept of Orientalism was almost wholly
framed in conventional political terms. In the entirety of the book, and invariably in all
discourses on Orientalism after the book appeared in print, the reference to Orientalism
was couched almost wholly in political, if not politicized, terms. Orientalism and charges of
Orientalism and Orientalizing remained prisoner to representationalism, descriptivism, and
the political and even ethnic, nationalist, and religious position or affiliation of the writer.
But in all of this, the core conditions of felicity and their real underpinnings were entirely
absent from the scene. Orientalism is often reduced to what you do not like about another
scholar’s work, and it made the charge all the more easy if that scholar was not an
Oriental or a Muslim.
Furthermore, Orientalism was reduced to a rudimentary political concept and political
enterprise,4 because Said himself, after all, was heavily inclined to this view of reality; and
his book is replete with statements that amply attest to this fact. When speaking of
Orientalism as “a system of representations” produced “by a whole set of [European]
forces,” Said says, “If this definition of Orientalism seems more political than not, that is
simply because I think Orientalism was itself a product of certain political forces and
activities” (202–3). Note here how the European “whole set of forces,” a categorical
attribution, is elided into and reduced to “political forces and activities,” not the political as
an epistemic formation. But elision and reduction have a short traveling span. “My
contention is that Orientalism is fundamentally a political doctrine willed over the Orient
because the Orient was weaker than the West, which elided the Orient’s difference with
its weakness” (204). Note also that the explanation does not transcend the balance of
power in international relations or beyond their discursive manifestations. Nor does
colonialism appear as a distinct category of analysis; nor still do genocide, other forms of
collective atrocity, social and cultural engineering, and totalistic transformation of
indigenous traditions. If anything, Said is not sure that the narrative of colonialist
destruction of native lands and peoples is wholly accurate, standing without a good
measure of “mythmaking.”5
The political sting of Orientalism derives, both genealogically and phenomenologically,
from nothing deeper than political relations and political strength. The vertical traveling
span of this explanation is even shorter (complicated, furthermore, by the
incommensurability of this claim with the purported existence of Orientalism when weak
Europe was for centuries under the threat of a massive Islamic conquest). But a more
pertinent question here is this: Why did Europe and its Orientalism elide difference with
weakness specifically? The premodern Chinese dynasties, for instance, equated cultural
difference with barbarity or lack of refinement, but they did not see this as a justification
for developing an army of scholars or for staffing whole departments in their educational
institutions for the sole purpose of “studying” the “barbarians.” Nor did any of the Islamic
or Indian empires.6 To limit the answer of such questions to a metaphysic of weakness
and difference is not to see beyond conventional forms of politics, and a constrained

notion of politics at that.
In order to go beyond Said’s explanations—which have dominated all discourse on
Orientalism for too long and in fact until this day—we must begin with the basic yet most
crucial question of all, a question that, to my knowledge, is not frequently asked, if at all:
Why Orientalism in the first place? Why, in other words, do we have a phenomenon we
call Orientalism, a major constellation of scholars, departments, institutes, entire
institutions and foundations, specialized periodicals, book series, students, fellowships,
budgets, and so on, all of which amount to an integral part of the modern Western
academia (now increasingly present in other parts of the—shall we say Orientalized—
world as well)? There should not be any doubt whatsoever that no other culture or
civilization in world history has produced such a phenomenon, not even the exquisitely
bookish and erudite Islamic civilization that—as I will show—came to an effective end
upon Europe’s colonial encounter in the nineteenth century. Nor did the great Chinese
dynasties during the episodic heights of their power, when, for instance, during the early
fifteenth century AD, their notorious imperial fleet navigated the oceans down to
Madagascar, if not much farther, and returned home, having annihilated pirate ships and
carried back exotic flora and foreign emissaries, only to be left to rot in China’s ports.7
Neither on the fleet nor in the home country were there scholars studying the Indian
Ocean and the coasts of Africa—much less their surrounds and even less the entire
hemisphere—who constituted an organized contingent, a discursive discipline, an
academic institution, or something similar. It is no surprise then that ‘Abd al-Rahman alJabarti, the distinguished Egyptian historian, was thoroughly baffled when encountering
Napoleon’s army of scholars who constituted an integral part of the French military
campaign to conquer Egypt. And this was a scholar who was familiar with the tradition of
Sultans and emirs often embarking on military campaigns accompanied by some jurists.8
But it is surprising that Said notes Jabarti’s bewilderment but makes very little of it (82). It
did not occur to him to ask: Why was this historian so baffled, so “impressed”? Why
Orientalism in the first place? But of course this most obvious yet most profound question
was not to be entertained, nor could a whiff of it have been possible, because asking such
a question would instantaneously lead to the next: Why anthropology, a close kin to
Orientalism? Why sociology? Why economics? Why business and law schools? But then
this line of questioning might become even more expansive and alarming. If anthropology,
sociology, economics, journalism, and their likes are included, then why not also science
or the deceptively innocuous history? Why did Western academia arise in the way it did, in
its entirety?
Of course this is a tall order of investigative liability, whose detailed critique requires
multiple volumes. While the rest of the book will outline some answers, I begin here by
trying to eliminate the anachronisms and ahistoricizing that pervade both Said’s book and
the writings that his work has spun. As earlier noted, Said’s concept of Orientalism
stretches back to classical Greece, and travels through Dante and the Catholic Church of
the early fourteenth century down to the living scholars working in Western academia. It
did not provoke Said’s interest to inquire as to why the Church Council of Vienna in 1311–
12 decided to establish chairs in Arabic that would sit along chairs in Syriac, a politically

irrelevant language, and Greek, which is not, by Said’s own measure, Oriental. Could
these have been established, apart from the goal of conversion (shared by Islam as well),
for the scholastic purpose of acquiring philosophical knowledge of Greece, seen to have
been “transmitted” by the Arabs—an act that did not much differ from the Abbasid
initiative for Bayt al-Hikma (“House of Wisdom”; fl. ca. 800–950)9 and similar projects of
translation? And if the Abbasid initiative is charged with misrepresentation and a host of
manipulations as much as Orientalism is, then how does Said explain the total absence of
“Orientalist” (“Occidentalist”?) tendencies, or anything like, or even parallel to, them, from
Islamic civilization? Or from the Chinese and the Indian? And if conversion to Christianity
was behind the establishment of chairs in Arabic, as Said seems to suggest (355n18),
then does this policy constitute a ratio legis for Orientalism, a goal absent from “secular”
Orientalism of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries and noticeably present in Islam,
which had neither Orientalists nor “Occidentalists”? And if secularist conversion was at
stake (a point, to my knowledge, never raised by Said), then how would Said’s own
secularism—which amounted to a processual act of “divination”10—cope with the
problematics of Orientalism’s sovereign domination?
Said does not stop here, however. His notion of representation and his (un)limited
historical imagination become so sweeping and overwhelming that every “advanced
culture” in world history has acted in a fashion similar to Europe’s colonialism and its
Orientalism. When condemning “every European” as “a racist, an imperialist, and almost
totally ethnocentric,” Said attempts to mitigate his outrageous categorical reproof by
saying this: “Some of the immediate sting will be taken out of these labels if we recall
additionally that human societies, at least the more advanced cultures, have rarely offered
the individual anything but imperialism, racism, and ethnocentrism for dealing with ‘other’
cultures” (204). Several questions arise from this wildly categorical statement: If what Said
describes is true, then are we to conclude that racism and its “scientific” theories did not
originate in modern Europe but rather were universal phenomena? And if the nature of
human societies is as Said says, then why single out Orientalism and the West for
critique? Unless Islam, India, and China do not qualify as “more advanced societies,” they
must, by Said’s logic, qualify as imperialist, racist, and ethnocentric? And if he had to
study Orientalism (because it stood to him in close proximity as a literary scholar and
because it engaged his interest as a Palestinian with intimate familiarity with oppressive
prejudice and outright discrimination), then why not at least point out cognates elsewhere
in the modern world, in the world in which he lived (such as China in Tibet, the Soviets in
their spheres of interest during the Cold War, or Israel in Palestine, this latter being, as we
will see, an equally flagrant case of academia’s entrenchment not only in politics but in the
heart of colonialism and its atrocious violence)? If the phenomenon is so widespread and
so transhistorical, then why not at least point out the equal presence of such racism and
ethnocentrism in other academic disciplines? Said’s wanderings into “other civilizations”
are emblematic not only of his extraordinarily confused “scope” of Orientalism, but also,
and this is my point, of greater confusion regarding the qualitative meaning of Orientalism,
its organic location in modern Western culture, and its inner dynamics and outer academic
connectivity. His was a typical, though remarkably sophisticated, position of a liberal who

could not see the world outside of liberal values, however critical of them he and other
liberals are.
In Said’s sweeping and anachronistic narrative, “modern Orientalism” (22) could not be
justified except in terms of quantitative distension, for the quality—apparently possessing
a rudimentary structure—seems to have been ever present. The difference between
eighteenth-century Orientalist discourse and its nineteenth-century manifestation, Said
tells us, was a matter of “range … [which] expanded enormously in the later period” (22).
Just to make sure that the phenomenon is not made to appear confined to modernity,
Said paints with a wide brush for ultimate clarity: Having “plotted history for hundreds of
years,” Orientalism during “the nineteenth and twentieth centuries … became a more
serious quantity” (95, emphasis mine). It is my argument then that the absence in Said’s
Orientalism of qualitative distinctions has led to a blurred vision not only of Orientalism as
a particular phenomenon, but also of modernity at large and, importantly, of the organic
and comfortable location of the former in the latter. In other words, Said’s isolation of
Orientalism for critical attention was made for the wrong reasons, hence his inaccurate
and partial diagnosis. It is my argument that while Orientalism is unique in human history,
it exhibits the common and quite ordinary common denominator of modern knowledge.
Since Said’s singular accomplishment in Orientalism is the links he made between
Orientalism as a scholarly discipline and political power, I wish to ask why knowledge and
power, both of which have existed since time immemorial, have never produced such an
intricate and inextricable association in any other place or time in the world. My purpose in
engaging this question is to try to demonstrate the qualitatively singular structure and thus
special meaning of Orientalism as a modern standard. To do so, I turn—in a conscious
move against dominant postcolonial and poststructuralist critique—to a comparative case
study of substantial magnitude, in geographical, cultural, intellectual, literary, pedagogical,
political, legal, and military terms, to name only a few. I will focus on Islam before the
eighteenth century, a civilization that once extended its dominions, much as modern
Europe did, over a large surface of the world known then (by military force in the
beginning, of course, but mostly through missionary activity in later centuries). Much like
Europe, it also conquered and ruled; it had its scholars, intellectuals, educational practices
and institutions, not to mention a massive mercantile and agricultural economy that made
it one of the richest constellations of empires in the world. Yet, like its Indian and Chinese
counterparts, it did not develop anything like Orientalism. Why?
Although I will delve into a detailed account of Islam insofar as it is relevant for my
discussion, it must be clear that the point I am making is not to single out Islam and its
cultures as having possessed any unique quality. In fact, it is my hypothesis that, being no
more than a case study, Islam in premodernity acted more or less like any other
civilization, leaving modern Europe as the exception. My goal in discussing this case study
is therefore to show the singularity and exceptionality of that Europe which produced
Orientalism.11 For without such an exercise, which has thus far been absent from any
discussion of the subject, Orientalism cannot be isolated for an analysis of its qualitative
structure, which made it, like modernity itself, a new phenomenon embodying an
unprecedented and unique structure and therefore teleology.

III
In line with the theory of paradigms I set forth earlier, it will be said that Islamic cultures
were defined by an ethos, by a particular range of attitudes to the world, and by a group
of discursive and highly dialectical traditions that attempted to fashion, and often
produced, certain kinds of subjects. To see in this characterization a tendency to
essentialism or to reductionism is to misunderstand the theory of paradigms that I have
advanced in the previous chapter. It is to misunderstand how paradigmatic systems drive
cultures and “civilizations,” for, as I have noted, there are undeniable central domains that
characterize every society. The cultures of Islam varied in their ethnic, demographic,
geographical, material, economic, and indigenous customary laws, variations easily
observed across the Islamic landscapes from Morocco and Muslim Spain in the West to
China and the Malay Archipelago in the East. Many of the lands cordoned off by Italy,
Poland, and Russia in the North and Sub-Saharan Africa and the Indian Ocean in the
South were inhabited by Islamic cultures most of the time, this being sufficient reason to
speak of wide variation in social habits, social structures, customs, tastes, sensibilities,
and the like. Yet, all these regions, when inhabited by Islam to any noticeable length of
time, shared very similar educational practices and social institutions and were ruled, most
of the time, by very similar forms of governance. One therefore can speak not only of
education as the accurate embodiment of the civilization’s central domains, but also of its
political governance and political constitution.
The scholars, thinkers, and intellectuals, from East to West of Islamdom, were those
whom we call ulama, jurists, judges, professors, Sufi Shaykhs, Quran specialists, hadith
experts, adab writers, linguists, historians, biographers, traveler-scholars, kalamtheologians, philosophers, astronomers, Tasawwuf philosophers, chemists, vision
scientists, logicians, mathematicians, scholars of instruments (“technology specialists”),
and a host of subsidiary others. Unlike modern education, where “expertise” tends to
segregate fields of specialization (resulting, in late modernity, in the pervasive call for
interdisciplinarity), Islamic learning was generally constituted by cross-fertilization through
what may be called dialectical traditions.12 Whereas a modern historian typically studies
and writes about history, and may perform a scholarly incursion into another subject when
her field intersects with that subject, a typical Muslim historian normally undertook his
basic and main training in other fields, nowadays considered outside of history. Thus, a
Muslim historian was usually at once an expert, or at least proficiently educated, in Quran,
hadith, history, adab, “law,” biographical sciences, and, not unusually, theology, Sufism,
and mathematics. The same can be said of a jurist or a scholastic theologian, who would
have engaged, and produced works, in poetry, adab, logic, usul al-fiqh, disputation theory,
philosophy, linguistics, Sufism, history, and so on. This trenchantly “interdisciplinary”—or
indeed predisciplinary—education also explains certain modes of academic training and
learning: it was often the case that a professor (shaykh) of hadith might sit as a student in
the study circle (halqa, somewhat like a classroom)13 of a professor, at times his junior in
age, who taught, say, logic, or that a logician might attend, as a student, the teaching
circle of a law professor or a linguist.14 Such practices were not just external forms; rather,

they were indicative of profound dialectical relationships between the various fields of
knowledge.
This system of scholarship produced yet another interesting phenomenon. Whereas in
modern education scholars tend to author, throughout the entirety of their career, books
and articles within a single discipline, occasionally drawing on one or another field outside
their own, a Muslim scholar was more often than not productive in a wide variety of
different fields. It is usual to find individual writers producing long and short works in fields
as different as Quranic studies, history, poetry and adab, law, logic, disputation theory,
theology, mathematics, and even philosophy and mysticism, in one variety or another
(since each of these last two fields, among some others, offered a number of different, at
times divergent, intellectual orientations).
The close proximity between the fields of classical Islamic education is not a formal
matter, however. Nor does it necessarily mean that these fields shared a common subject
matter. Nor, still, should the proximity be explained by just an intense scholarly interest.
Rather, the entire system’s telos made such a proximity both necessary and inevitable,
and stood behind the underlying ethos of moral instruction. The cultivation of knowledge,
however professionalized it became after the tenth century, remained anchored in a
tendency that eventually connected abstract thought to modes of ethical conduct.15 The
central domain of the Shariʿa in its theoretical underpinning, theology in all its forms, most
philosophical strands, and the entire range of mysticism were all geared toward
articulating the theoretical and discursive methods that aided in the pursuit of ethical or
spiritual life, these being connected and interconnected at various junctures but often
differing in their approach to achieving their goals. Most commonly, the Shariʿa had its
various approaches to the technologies of the self and the production of the moral
subject,16 while Sufism, a highly individualized philosophical spirituality, navigated at a
higher level of pious formation, and at times argued for the dispensability of the Shariʿa for
the true Sufi.17 However different the approach and even the subject matter, the
desideratum constituted a common denominator, namely, the cultivation of the individual
as a moral subject. This cultivation, far from being an externally imposed system of
“training the subject,” was designed to operate internally, through deliberate and selfconscious choices of conduct and belief that the autonomous subject exercises upon his
or her body and soul.18
The educational and intellectual disciplines were textually oriented, which is to say that
the genealogies of their bodies of knowledge were governed by the practice of
commentary and study of texts. Yet, before reaching the level of writing—a largely
physical act—the entire mechanism of learning rested on direct intellectual and spiritual
contact between master and “searcher,”19 between teacher and student. The master did
not just impart “theoretical” knowledge, but as a rule represented in his own way of living
in the world an ethical exemplar.20 Writing then was the formal expression of a prior
nonformal activity that represented an intensely intellectual and spiritual interaction
between teacher and student, between “guide” and disciple, and between one scholar and
another (in scholarly “circles” as well as in disputation sessions, among other forms of
intellectual interaction).

The founding text across all Islamic traditions and subtraditions was of course the
Quran (invariably seen as an ethical message), but within one or two generations after the
Text acquired a vulgate, individual scholars began to elaborate on the significance of the
Quranic language in a variety of ways, resulting in the numerous fields of study I have just
mentioned, including the sciences. Education and scholarship were not only driven by an
ethical thrust, but they also were highly individualized phenomena, generating intense
interest in literary as much as purely scientific fields.21 This is also to say that education,
along with the vast intellectual activity surrounding it, was neither the province nor the
jurisdiction of any political power, although rulers did engage heavily in endowing waqfs
(charitable trusts) for the benefit of education, which involved the alienation of the property
endowed, thus rendering it largely, if not entirely, autonomous. Of course by establishing
these charitable educational foundations some rulers aimed at garnering political support
and the acquisition of legitimacy, which depended on the cooperation of the scholars and
their willingness to mediate between these rulers and the “civic” population, but this never,
under any circumstance, meant that these rulers, as rulers, could decide on the substance
of educational material,22 who is to fashion it, and how to teach it, all of which always
remained in the hands of the private scholars.23 This fact is of monumental importance for
us, as we will see in due course.
But I must make sense of these generalizations in specific ways; and here the theory of
paradigms is immediately relevant and helpful. The subjects and fields of Islamic learning,
in their divisions and subdivisions, were countless and nearly inexhaustible. Yet, they
stood in a particular relationship to one another, one that could be said to have had a
cohesive structure in which cross-fertilization was routine. Leading components in this
structure were the Shariʿa and Sufism, two discursively dialectical traditions and
paradigmatic domains that permeated the educational, legal, social, and spiritual practices
of Islam, and influenced much in the economic and mercantile spheres. In point of fact,
the Shariʿa governed “urban” mercantile and country-side agricultural economy, and its
maritime law often regulated commerce in the Mediterranean, the Indian Ocean, the
South China Sea, and elsewhere, and was at times followed even by non-Muslims
navigating these high seas.24 Furthermore, Shariʿa’s “law” was the dominant form of
practice in city markets, and the Sufi guilds and orders were no less active, as specifically
Sufi entities, in the mercantile life of these cities.25 Sufism infused society in
comprehensive ways, having created countless orders around which much of social life
revolved. Nearly every scholar of the law was a Sufi of some sort, and so were
nonscholars and quasi-scholars (such as merchants, princes, princesses, and emirs, who
often dabbled in one form of learning or another, holding scholarly and literary circles in
their homes and palaces). It could be said that while the Shariʿa was effective in regulating
society somewhat in the way modern law does, Sufism constituted a performative field
that functioned in regulating and organizing the spiritual and often material life of society.
From around the eleventh century, Sufi teachings began to be heavily intermeshed with
“legal” doctrine, bestowing on the latter further layers of spirituality.26 But what
distinguished both from any modern discursive tradition was their extraordinary emphasis
on the production of moral technologies of the self, a private, psychoepistemic, and

introspective technology that no state could engender, regulate, or impose.
The Shariʿa represented, and was constituted by, a moral “law.”27 Its paradigmatic
status lies in the very fact of its being a moral system in which so-called law was a tool
and technique that was subordinated to and enmeshed in the overarching moral
apparatus, but not an end in itself. In the Shariʿa, the legal was the instrument of the
moral, not the other way around.28 As a central domain, the Shariʿa was the measure
against which the subsidiary domains were judged, and its solutions largely determined
the solutions of those domains. In the pedagogical spheres, the structure of Muslim
education was determined by priorities laid down in the Shariʿa, and was run entirely by
private specialists. Such fields as language, linguistics, hermeneutics, rhetoric, dialectic,
science, and logic (which included epistemology) were created, developed, and refined
within the purview of the sharʿi domain, however much they embarked on speculative and
abstract inquiries that lay outside of any juristically oriented engagement. Even
mathematics and astronomy—which became the foundations of early modern European
science29—evolved to impressive degrees as responses to sharʿi stimulae, where science,
viewing the Is and Ought as one, unraveled the secrets of God’s creation. (And unlike
Catholic Europe, science threatened neither “religion” nor the ulama.) In whatever field a
scholar or an intellectual ultimately specialized, his or her basic “undergraduate” training
was nearly always sharʿi. Those fields that prepared the student for the study of sharʿi
subfields also prepared other students for nearly every other field, be it theology, adab,
astronomy, or mathematics. The peripheral domains, on the other hand, catered to the
demands and priorities of the Shariʿa, and were often designed and organized to serve its
needs.30 Yet, one should not draw from this picture the conclusion that subsidiary and
peripheral domains stood apart from the Shariʿa and its intellectual and educational
interests (as, for example, poetry stands apart from engineering or law in the modern
academia),31 for, as we have seen, individual scholars engaged, over the range of their
career, several disciplines at once, navigating between fields that we nowadays consider
wholly unrelated.
In the practical sphere, economic life, however messy, was regulated not only by
technical sharʿi rules but also by a pervasive sharʿi ethic. Violations and occasional
evasions of the system no doubt existed, but these never amounted to anything regular
that could be installed as norms. They were relatively irregular and sporadic, having failed
to constitute even a peripheral domain.32 The economic domain was sharʿi-minded
because society, the subject, object, and predicate of Shariʿa, was sharʿi. And political
governance, while being somewhat less organic to the social-communal domain than it
was connected to the economic realm, was constrained by a culture and society that by
and large knew and accepted as normative the Shariʿa and its paradigmatic ethical stature
(a structure whose warp was always inextricably woven into the woof of mild mysticism,
among others). In its most expansive sense, legitimacy then lay in and with this
multilayered Shariʿa, but not in any political form.
As I emphasized earlier, paradigms or central domains are not only supported by
subsidiary domains; together with the latter domains, they embody exceptions,
irregularities, and violations, all of which amount to subversive discourses, often

contingent and ephemeral, but at times not. The Shariʿa was no exception, in that it had to
live in a society that was, like any other, messy and in constant need of certain forms of
order and organization. That society no doubt witnessed the overtaxed peasant, the
oppressive ruler,33 the criminal, the insolvent debtor, and the abused wife, not to mention
the occasional loud, if not influential, poet advocating “unconventional” sexual mores
(homosexuality having often been at the top layers of poetic expression). Nor were all
segments of the population inclined toward Shariʿa norms: the Bedouins in particular had
their own powerful customs, often conflicting with these norms. Like any social groupings,
Muslim society from North Africa and Muslim Spain to Java and Samarkand had its share
of misery. It obviously had its own invaders and conquerors, its rebels, larcenists, petty
thieves, and highway robbers, and even the occasional corrupt judge.34 Nonetheless, the
Shariʿa was the normative system and the law of the land, its paradigmatic discourses and
practices persisting in the continual re-creation of a particular order and, more importantly,
a particular subject. With their military might and often unmatched power, sultans in Islam,
the heads of the executive, came and went, one after the other, without as little as a
murmur about an ambition to challenge the Shariʿa. This was the unchallenged “law,” and
every sultan accepted it as de facto as well as de jure.
Both Shariʿa and Sufism, being constituted by an ethical and moral subject matter
(down from their epistemological foundations and up to their social dispensations), strove
toward the realization of moral ends. Being central paradigms and performative
discourses, they may be characterized by what I call a persistent moral benchmark.
Benchmarks do not always fully succeed in implementing their desiderata in the real
world; rather, they stand as reminders and standards against which reality is not only
measured but pressured. A persistent benchmark is one whose pressure is greater than
the pressure possessed by other benchmarks, especially if its matrix and source of
authority stem from a central domain. To flesh out this claim in substantive terms, two
fundamental examples may be in order; the first is solely relevant to the idea of
benchmarks while the second pertains, additionally, to the larger issue we are dealing with
here, namely, the relationship between knowledge and power.
The first example is juristic personality. In its long life of about twelve centuries before
Western colonization, the Shariʿa encountered numerous issues that required it to treat
certain concepts and institutions in terms more abstract than the concept of private legal
person. Perhaps the most noteworthy and important context in which a type of juristic
personality came to be recognized existed within the juristic elaboration of charitable
endowments, known in Arabic as waqfs.35
As a legal institution and instrument, the waqf acquired an abstract juristic personality,
acting as such in judicial claims and litigation. Thus a waqf, qua waqf, may sue for
damages or recovery of rent of its own property (which was often the income that
sustained the operation and maintenance of the waqf itself). Yet, when economic
developments imposed requirements on the legal system, the Shariʿa, even though it
succeeded in developing complex forms of trade, investment, and commercial
partnerships (complex by any standard, including the modern), refused to grant
commercial and financial enterprises the same concepts of juristic personality, stopping,

as it did, at the limits of individual responsibility and personal liability. In other words,
despite the complexity of legal instruments it had developed, the Shariʿa held itself short of
developing any concept of limited liability. And it is easy to see why it did so. One of the
central benchmarks of the Shariʿa was the notion of sharʿi subject, one constituted by
moral technologies of the self, technologies in which ethical and moral liability of the
individual believer, the subject, stood supreme. This benchmark was not only operative
but performative, which is to say not only that it was applied without reticence, but that in
the process of its operation it produced subjects. The premium value in this configuration
was moral accountability, not profit. Money and wealth were of such secondary status
(despite the great importance Islam and its Shariʿa placed on business, profit, and material
wealth)36 that they could hardly compete with the fundamental, if not constitutive, concept
of ethical duty, moral responsibility, and general accountability of the private, individual
person. There was no financial or material consideration in the world, however tempting
and important, that could alter or mitigate the benchmark of individual and personal
accountability, responsibility and liability.37 This type of accountability and responsibility
was irreducible and constituted the most stubborn feature of the entire culture. The
implications of this feature for our inquiry are inestimable, as I will try to show.
Compare this picture with the beginning and rise of the concept and practice of limited
liability in modernity, to be found nowhere other than in England and at no other time than
during its initial imperialist and colonialist ventures (roughly around 1600). In spite of the
fact that the early modern British government recognized the moral repugnancy of the
limited-liability company shortly after Parliament approved it, and although it had outlawed
it on the grounds that it subverted personal moral responsibility by allowing investors to
absolve themselves of any liability for their companies going bankrupt (just as the Shariʿa’s
logic of the benchmark operated, but without wavering), Parliament, a few years later,
nonetheless went back on its own previous decision and legalized it again, only this time
the reenactment came with an enhanced juristic personality, the very quality that initially
outraged the government’s moral sense.38 Apparently, the British government’s ethical
benchmark was uncertain, to say the least, and differed in significant ways from what I
have just called Shariʿa’s persistent moral benchmark.39 I shall pursue the implications of
this European development in due course.
The second example of a benchmark that is additionally relevant to the question of the
relationship between knowledge and power pertains to the concept of the rule of law in
premodern Islam, one that brings into focus the competence and jurisdiction of legal
scholars, who stood at the helm of the learning institutions. The concept is significant for
us not just because it was at once a legal and political concept, as modernity has
developed it, but mainly because it was a foundationalist epistemological doctrine,
determining in originary ways the meaning and scope of the legal and political
understanding of constitutionalism in Islam.
Yet, the rationality of this epistemology was framed within an ethical conception of the
world, conceived as woven by a moral fiber. The presumptive basis of this rationality is
that humans live in the world, not above it, just as anyone or anything else, sentient or
not, does, except that humans are exceptionally charged with the burden of

custodianship, a concept that is in turn heavily saturated with, if not made of, moral and
ethical duty, not right. Put in another way, classical Islam’s conception of the world, which
directly effected the juridico-political structures,40 is nonanthropocentric. It refuses, on
strict principle, to accept the modern premise of man’s domination over nature41 (a central
notion in the larger analysis of Orientalism as a modern phenomenon). In this picture, God
stands as the Sovereign because he literally owns everything.42 Human ownership of any
kind, including the absolutely unencumbered ownership of property, is merely
metaphorical and ultimately unreal. It is at best derivative of the original state of sovereign
ownership. This explains, for instance, why care for the poor in Islam is explicitly legislated
in the Quran as “their right”43 against the wealth of the well-to-do, since the wealth of the
latter is God’s; and God’s compassion is first and foremost bestowed on the poor, the
orphans, and the wretched of the earth. The poor’s right was nothing short of God’s right;
violate the rights of the poor and you have violated the rights of God.44 This was a posited
doctrine, a priori accepted as the rational foundation of moral behavior that governed all
aspects of life, social, legal, and, no less, political. Many things can and do change in the
world, but whatever the change, this principle governed.
If the physical world in its entirety is derivative, then human ownership cannot have any
real form of original possession, including possession of an autonomous law or, much
less, a cosmic/universal moral code. It is God therefore who is the sole Legislator, and it is
with him and him alone that sovereignty and sovereign will lie. It is, in other words, with
Him that the grand moral laws originate.45 If the modern state’s sovereign will is
represented in the law, so is God’s sovereign will, determined in the Shariʿa, significantly,
by “the best interests of the social order.”46 The Shariʿa is then the moral code, an earthly,
sociologically contextualized representation of divine moral will. The temporal and spatial
expression of God’s Law and Will, the Shariʿa precedes all other forms of rule, both
logically and in time. The law, being an expression of collective and mass-produced “legal”
interpretation over time and space, stands above all, especially above all political
structures and any form of political organization.47 This was not just another persistent
benchmark, but perhaps the benchmark of all benchmarks. As will become all too obvious
in due course, this unwavering benchmark precluded political power not only from
commanding the law and its legislation (as the modern state does), but also from
interfering in the performative educational and intellectual formations that produced the
Muslim subject. Unlike the modern citizen, largely a product of the state, the Muslim
subject was produced by nonstate socioethical formations. Fully grounded in social
communal structures, and performative in the first degree, these formations are no less
potent than Foucault’s discursive formations and biopower, however radically different in
their ethical constitution they were.
The Shariʿa, a hermeneutical, educational, jurisprudential, and cultural system, was a
colossal project of building a moral-legal society whose foundational and structural impulse
was summed up in the ever-continuing attempt to discover God’s moral desideratum,
without God having provided anything except the faintest outlines of his moral law. “To be
good,” “to do good,” was the dominant prescription in the Quran, the foundationalist text.48
The discovery of the law was the learned’s business, who stood as the interpretive

mediators, the epistemological link, between God and the rest of the world. Realism about
the world was an ever-present consideration, but it was always placed in a metaphysical
context, just as this metaphysics was constantly teased out from the realism of mundane
existence. To run through the gamut of the spectrum ranging from metaphysics and
cosmology, on the one hand, to the core of reality, on the other, was a logic that not only
structured legal theory (usul al-fiqh)—the interpretive methodology that determined
hermeneutical legal principles and their modes of application—but also framed the totality
of Shariʿa as a system of juridico-moral, even mildly mystical, practice.49
As a representation of a higher value, one seen to stand above the arbitrariness of
ever-changing human predilections, the Shariʿa regulated the entire range of the human
order, either directly (through its jurists) or by means of a well-defined and limited
delegation (through the executive). Whereas the modern state rules over and regulates its
religious institutions, rendering them subservient to its legal will,50 the Shariʿa ruled over
and regulated “secular” institutions. Accordingly, any political form or political (or social or
economic) institution was ultimately subordinate to the Shariʿa and a derivative thereof,
including the executive and judicial powers. The Shariʿa itself, on the other hand, was the
“legislative power” par excellence, and legislation was both a cumulative and a collective
process, which is to say that “law,” in the moral and technical legal senses, was the result
of a corporate-like entity, a collectivity of juristic voices over time and space, and not
subject to the will or whim of any single jurist, any single ruler, or even any
contemporaneous group of jurists. Being the law of the land, the Shariʿa was unrivaled; no
power other than it could truly legislate. Siyasa Sharʿiyya, the “legislative” competence of
the ruler in administrative spheres, was not only a Shariʿa-delegated power but also
significantly constrained by the higher precepts imposed by the law of the land.51 And
since judicial review was unknown, the judiciary could never directly contribute to
“legislation.”52 The executive power was mandated by the Shariʿa to legislate in limited and
restricted spheres, but this right was derivative and subsidiary and its practical
manifestations—compared to the modern state53—were thin.
Like modern legal systems, the Shariʿa developed a certain distrust toward executive
political power, distrust that attested to its ability to command loyalty to and by the society
and morality in which it functioned and lived.54 It mediated between the ruler and the
masses, always tilting its preference distinctly toward the latter.
Sufism, on the other hand, came to permeate society at large as a spiritual and
sociopolitical force, creating its own orders and circles, practices and rituals, and,
importantly, a philosophical tradition that reflected various grades of mystical
understanding of the world. From monism to pantheism to mild mysticism, the tradition
was ultimately about reaching a particular station or state in or with the divine, with great
differences among Sufi maters as to the means to accomplish this spiritual-moral
“annihilation.” Needless to say, the intersections between Shariʿa and Sufism were many,
as evidenced in the earlier-mentioned fact that almost every “legal” scholar was a Sufi.
The larger point, however, is that the driving ideas, methodologies, doctrines, and
constitution of these two central domains were thickly ethical, and while many rulers
established religious foundations in the service of the Shariʿa and Sufism, there was little

in these—other than garnering legitimacy—that was useful for political power.55
If politics and the state, as modernity came to define them, produce their subjects in
the form of national citizens, it was the Shariʿa and Sufism, together with the associated
discourses I enumerated earlier, that performed the Muslim subject, producing a different
concept of human—a human who was not given to a specifically political understanding of
power. The Muslim subject, who was the subject, object, and predicate in the operation of
the moral technologies of the self, understood legitimate power in terms of moral authority
and virtue ethics, even when he or she did not rise up to the standards of the benchmark.
But the benchmark was a constant reminder in life and in the art of living. A power that
was not sanctioned by the concepts and philosophies of Shariʿa and Sufism—and their
peripheral performative and discursive traditions—was not legitimate, and thus remained
nonperformative, however mighty it was in military or material terms. It might not be too
much of an exaggeration to say that virtue ethics, moral technologies of the self, piety,
and simply a life guided by the positive freedom from material needs—as well as other
varieties of such ethical considerations—were not exactly useful stuff for politics and
political power. In such an environment, neither the national subject (the citizen) nor
biopower could ever be conceivable.

IV
Thus far, the Islamic case study has shown why an educational-intellectual system
consisting of moral subject matter and constituted by ethical precepts cannot be useful for
politics, especially when such precepts stand, as a constitutional and legal matter, above
the will of that power.56 In one crucial sense, knowledge in premodern Islam ab initio
precluded itself from substantive, though not formal,57 association with political power,
thus preventing the latter’s rise in a Foucauldian or Gramscian sense. The differentials, as
Foucault himself realized, are represented in the two exemplars of Aristotle and
Nietzsche, themselves capturing the “transmutation” from the premodern to the modern
forms of knowledge. In Aristotle’s Metaphysics, knowledge is innate to human beings and
thus the search for it—being the result of an interactive harmony between sensation,
pleasure, and truth—constitutes one of the essences of humanity. Yet, this search,
however much it is precipitated by pleasure, is never utilitarian or hedonistic but one that
is wholly geared toward moral contemplation. Representing a stark contrast to this ethical
vision, Nietzsche’s Gay Science, on the other hand, draws a picture of knowledge as an
invention whose ultimate desideratum is to occlude base instincts, malicious striving, and
fears within a conflictual and disharmonious world. Rather than being a natural faculty for
ethical construction, Nietzsche’s concept of knowledge is one geared toward, and stands
in the service of, struggle, domination, and subjugation,58 a conception shared by
numerous twentieth-century successors. In line with these differentials, the Islamic case
study (of a piece with the Aristotelian exemplar) illustrates why such a system can never
genuinely lend itself to a meaningful Foucauldian analysis of power/knowledge, leaving us
with the by-product and conclusion that Foucault’s theory is obviously not for every
culture, time, or place (as I think he himself realized).59 But there remains the question as

to why such association of power and knowledge and therefore the ensuing Foucauldian
analysis have become possible in modernity, specifically a modernity in which the state as
we know it rules without a significant rival.
There are, I think, two necessary conditions that combined to create the sufficient
condition for this phenomenon. The first is the rise of the modern state, which has
updated and refined to a state of art modes of rule that existed in obvious and crude
forms under monarchical absolutism but especially under the Catholic Church; the second
is the doctrine and practice of domination over nature (in its widest meaning), represented
by the distinction between fact and value and expounded philosophically in the respective
divorce between Is and Ought.60 I begin with the second condition, employing as may be
necessary the term “Distinction” to refer to the two forms of separation I have just noted.61
There is reason to believe that domination over nature has its primitive origins in
European Christian dogma that was transformed in modernity, as often is the case, into
secularized forms. I say “primitive origins” for at least three main reasons: First, it is true
that Christian Europe as a social and political tradition developed, for centuries before the
Renaissance, a complex form of what the philosopher Murray Bookchin, among others,
has called domination of man over man,62 which Feudalism, the Church, and, later,
absolute monarchism made effectively possible. Yet, if European Christianity as an
intellectual tradition and doctrine were to be held as the common or exclusive source of
this domination, as the technology historian Lynn White has famously maintained,63 then
several phenomena occurring only in the seventeenth, eighteenth, and nineteenth
centuries would have had to happen at an earlier stage, the eleventh or fourteenth century
being as auspicious a context for such developments as any later time. That domination in
the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries qualitatively exceeded any earlier bounds calls for
an explanation that transcends Christian doctrine and practice. Second, and by virtue of
the religious and political domination that did take place in Europe, it is eminently arguable
that the seed of the concept was Christian and it was that very seed which the mechanical
philosophers, the deists, and the early Enlightenment thinkers cultivated, not to say
complicated,64 in their drive to construct a virulently secularized counterpart. Third,
Europe’s very transformations into the domain of the secular stand for an index of the
perceived need to liberate the European Self from the constrictions that Christianity
imposed—as evidenced in the death of the Salamanca School,65 the rise of the
company/corporation, the introduction of the Distinction, the rise of the modern state, and
much else. If Christianity was too constricting for such ambitions, and was thus reinvented
and expanded as secularism, it is because it did not possess all the right and necessary
conditions.66
This sovereign “deficit” in Christianity problematizes the “long sixteenth century” as the
spatiotemporal birthplace of modern colonialism and genocide. The philosopher Enrique
Dussel has argued that the ego conquiro was the condition of possibility for Descartes ego
cogito, that “I conquer, therefore I am” became the foundation of “I think, therefore I am,”
a modus vivendi that characterizes a subject who perceives himself as the center of the
world because he has already conquered the world. This foundation is mediated, Dussel
tells us, through the ego extermino: “I exterminate, therefore I am.” A series of four

genocides in the “long sixteenth century” is posited as constituting the sociohistorical
conditions of possibility for this transformation. The first of these was the “genocide”
against the Muslims and Jews of Andalusia, who were forced to convert under the
doctrine of “purity of blood.” Yet, Dussel acknowledges that by virtue of the very possibility
of conversion, the Castillian project was not yet racial, for integration was still a viable, if
not desirable, option. “The humanity of the victims was not in question.”67 The second
“genocide” of the Americas turned on the question of “people without religion,” for
Christian dogma of the time paradigmatically rested on a syllogism: Beings without religion
are entities bereft of God; beings without a God cannot possess a soul; therefore, beings
without religion are entities without soul. Central to the dominant discourse of the first half
of the sixteenth century, the question bore the crucial implication that if the Amerindians
were without a soul, then enslaving and killing them as animals would be justified. The
controversy culminated in 1552, in the Valladolid Trial, whose chief protagonists were
Gines Sepúlveda and Las Casas. Accepting the latter’s argument, the Spanish monarchy
decided in favor of the position that the Amerindians do have a soul, although they were
deemed barbarians in need of Christianization. It was only after this trial that the third and
fourth genocides, against Africans and European “witches,” began in earnest, having
intensified in the seventeenth century.68
Arguably, however, by the beginning of the seventeenth century, the Christian Church’s
capabilities for rationalizing mass atrocities and subjugation were exhausted, thereby
opening the space for the rise of the deist movement, of Descartes, Hobbes, Galileo,
Newton, Locke, and a host of transformations69 that defined what we should call the first
long modern century. The processes of secularization brought about by this century
heralded the need to break away from the ethical constraints that Christianity seems to
have wanted to escape but could not fully accommodate. This is by no means to dismiss
Dussel’s valuable narrative, but only to incorporate it into a larger process narrative that
accounts for yet another reason for considering European Christian dogma deficient.
Nowhere in Dussel’s account do we find a convincing solution to the challenge he posed: if
the ego conquiro mediated the ego extermino in European Christianity, then why did the
former never “succeed” in yielding the same effects in Chinese, Indian, Muslim, and other
contexts? Why did the ego conquiro of Islam, which fully shared the concept and practice
of conversion with Christianity, never lead to ego extermino? As importantly, why did it
take Christianity a whole millennium in Europe to cultivate this ego, having lacked this
feature in its crusading and brutal conquests in the so-called Holy Land, crusades that
were launched in as late as the end of the fourteenth century? And if the Church
underwent a development in the fifteenth century or sixteenth that allowed such an ego to
emerge in it, then what is that development, and why would it give way to a secularizing
deluge so soon after the sixteenth century?
European Christianity may then be said to have made for one necessary but insufficient
condition. The following account of modernity’s domination (which I will argue in due
course to be an inadequate term of description) must therefore be understood to have
been a reaction to, and simultaneously and paradoxically a transformation and
enhancement of, its premodern forms as Christian Europe—with its noblemen, clergy, and

kings—articulated them at least in rudimentary practice.
Which is to say that the other necessary conditions that not only made the
phenomenon possible but also brought it to a state of near perfection were Enlightenmentbased. It is my argument that domination over nature was not an event but a structure
and a systematic process of thought that made domination a way of living in and seeing
the world, an attitude, which explains why the destructiveness of nature and subjection of
human beings to its forces were thoroughgoing and commensurately systematic. The
historians Lewis Moncrief and Richard Grove make the familiar but ill-thought argument
that non-Christian and premodern peoples have often destroyed or degraded their natural
environments, such as “the periodic flooding of the Nile River basin and the fire-drive
method of hunting by prehistoric man,” both of which “probably wrought significant
‘unnatural’ changes in man’s environment.”70 Similarly, Grove cites the “rapid
deforestation” of the Ganges basin in precolonial Northern India during the sixteenth
century as an example of environmental degradation.71
While these phenomena may have indeed occurred, the authors fail to consider the
larger context of the modern European and the premodern forms of degradation. First, the
latter are obviously extremely limited in scope, dealing with specific and localized
situations and contingencies; in other words, they were not extendable to either the
expanse of the empires in which they were undertaken or to the world at large, for once
the problem for which they (and others like them) were created was solved, the method
and structure of the phenomenon disappeared with them. Second, it is not clear that the
quality of these premodern projects was the same as that of its modern counterpart.
Occasional flooding of certain basins or burning forests on an extremely limited scale
(relative to earth surface) is unlike systematic deforestation, waste and toxic dumping,
massive air pollution, and hundreds of such large-scale, structural, destructive practices.
The comparison borders on the absurd. And third, it is clear that the advocates of such
views have not identified a particular system of thought akin to that which stood and
continues to stand behind modern attitudes. But we should not take these arguments as
merely misguided. It is this very narrative of “distributing” the burden of destructiveness
that is itself part of the very theology of progress which in turn requires, for its success
and survival, the conversion of its destructiveness into a paradigm of exceptions (as the
Holocaust, for example, was made to be), on the one hand, and generalization and
exaggeration of premodern “problems,” on the other. Progress always emerges as the
winner, even when it loses.72
Yet, it cannot escape us that there are at least two conceptions in European
Christianity that seem to loom large in contributing to the development of a modern matrix
for domination. In a remarkable attempt to formulate a theory of evil, the Yale philosopher
Paul Kahn has argued that the Christian conception of genesis continues to haunt the
secular modern West, a conception that provides the basis for understanding the horrors
of the twentieth century. Kahn forcefully argues that the myth of the Fall captures the
conceptual boundaries that have defined the very genesis of evil itself. The first element of
this myth locates the beginnings of creation in the series of equivalences between God,
man, and nature, where man is created in the image of God, for he is “after our likeness.”

It quickly follows that this man is bestowed with “dominion over … all the earth, and over
every creeping thing that creeps upon the earth.… And God said: ‘Behold, I have given
you every plant … and every tree.’ ” The replication of the image is of course not physical,
but one that pertains to “dominion,” in effect delegating to man God’s authority within the
created world. The idea of the exercise of this authority was simply maintenance: God
created “a very good” world, a simple extension of himself, and all man has to do is to
continue the venture of goodness.
It has been argued, mostly by environmentalists and environmental ethicists,73 that this
biblical understanding must be held (at least partly) responsible for the modern attitudes
toward nature, for when the deists and, later, secularists embarked on their modern
projects, they thought that they—now having “dominion” as managers of a world that was
made by God to run by itself—will be the arbiters of what goodness is, a project that, by
the evidence of the havoc wrought upon the environment and twentieth-century humanity,
has clearly failed. But this, according to Kahn, does not truly account for the evils of
domination, whether over nature or man over man. This is merely part of the story. The
evil of domination thus comes from the complex of shame that the Fall has generated. For
to be created in the image of God means to partake in the divine purpose, in which
creation, knowledge, and goodness are various aspects of the same order of things. To
know is simply to realize the goodness of creation, to realize that even knowledge itself is
good, for evil simply does not exist—not yet, at any rate. The Fall thus constitutes a
rupture in knowledge, for creation and goodness no longer maintain a natural continuity.
The Fall is the very embodiment of a failure of comprehension, the failure of man to be a
true image of God. Kahn poignantly argues that this failure is “a substitution of
appearance for reality.… There is a long history of this form of theodicy in the West. If all
creation is good, then the appearance of the bad—misfortune, natural disaster, and even
evil behavior [and Kahn might have added genocide]—must be a false appearance.”74
The Fall, symbolized by the act of eating from the tree of knowledge, amounts to man’s
attempt at seizing God’s knowledge. It is not a matter of ignorance. Yet the failing initiative
causes rupture, for to eat of that tree is to discover the truth of the self, to know oneself. It
is to know that one must die: “You shall die,” God announced, for “You are dust, and to
dust you shall return.” After the Fall, to bring out the good—an endless quest of man—is
to be condemned to a commensurately endless need for labor. “Apart from God,
knowledge of the good is only possible for a temporally conscious being: one who can look
to the future and ask: ‘What should I do?’ This effort at self-government, however,
inevitably results in knowledge of death. For when man looks to the future, he sees his
own death.”75 There is nothing that man can do or say to overcome this existential fact.
But mortality, the existential condition of shame, is an expression of the earthly and base
nature of the human, who, by gaining, rather than losing, knowledge, discovers that
shameful fact. Christ comes to redeem man “from the shame of Adam—the shame of
endless labor, moral failure, naked bodies, and death.”76
The attempt at redemption continues in modernity, albeit in secularized forms. Shame
of nature and dominion over the earth are entwined, making the latter the means for the
conquest of the former. If labor, nakedness, and death are the moral failures of natural

man, then dominion over the self is the solution, an endless quest of denial. One might
say that inasmuch as this redemption is an attempt to conquer and dominate nature, it is
also a denial of the inevitability of nature. In chapter 4, I will continue this line of thought
and attempt to show its relevance to colonialism and genocide, but for now I wish to
stress that in this tradition it is the very nature of man himself, of man’s very self, that is
the starting point of domination and conquest.
Being sentenced to a life of labor precisely means labor against the self, against what
man is. The finitude of life, inescapable nakedness, and moral failure are enmeshed with
endless labor, the labor of hating the self. And the more hatred there is, the more
domination is exercised upon that self, or on a substitute for it. In the deist and secular
continuum of the Western tradition, issuing from a biblical seed, there is no knowledge
without domination. Always clothed with politics and the political, knowing the self is the
summation of knowing the enemy. The Schmittian adage “tell me who your enemy is, and
I will tell you who [what?] you are” eviscerates any Christian concept of love, relegating it
at best to the simplified individual and private act.77 Collective identity is thus an identity of
bellicosity and hate, for by Schmitt’s own logic (the implications of which he does not
seem to realize) the “love” of the self is structurally grounded in the hate of the other,
always the enemy.78 There are no other grounds on which love can stand.79

V
Max Scheler has effectively argued that modern man, by which he meant Western man,
possesses an a priori will, an inherent “struggle for knowledge” that “grows out of an
innate drive impulse.”80 What was seen as a disenchanted world by Weber was taken by
Scheler as proof that this “innate drive”81 culminated in an all-inclusive “thought structure
which has been the basis of all realistic thinking since the Renaissance,” one that “sprung
from an underlying, a priori will- and value-structure centered upon the desire to dominate
the material world.”82 Compared with Eastern thought structures, Scheler argued (and this
is rather relevant for us in light of our case study earlier), Western “metaphysics rests on
an entirely different consciousness of self and entirely different interpretation of man
himself, viz. as sovereign being above all of nature.”83 Having become “the decisive
axiological element,” a “systematic,” “not only occasional,”84 phenomenon, and a “central
value attitude,” this inhering attribute of domination was the basis “from which the study of
reality was undertaken.”85 Put differently, this “attitude” or “innate drive impulse” became
constitutive of modernity’s central domains, having been meshed with their warp and
woof.
However penetrating Scheler was in his insights, I shall argue that his conception does
not capture the entire range and depth of the modern European conception of
sovereignty, since “man” did not stand above it, but was subject to its purview like
everything else. Nietzsche may have been right on target in viewing the will to power as
being much more than mere human willing. It has become in modernity the mode of Being
par excellence, ruling over everything, man being no more than the modality, the
instrument, of its accomplishment in history. Writing within a Eurocentric environment,

Scheler’s concept of “man” was insufficiently inclusivist.86 Indeed, my argument is that
what was involved in the conception of domination is nothing short of an ontological
sovereignty87 as conceived to be a first order of existence. Its capaciousness, in other
words, was made to range from the mildest form of domination to the decision over life
and death, and anything in between. Unlike Schmitt’s limited political concept of life and
death, domination exercised this right over the entirety of sentient and insentient life.
In the study of reality, philosophy played a crucial function, but philosophy’s conditions
of felicity are to be squarely located within the context of the early rise of capitalism and its
accommodation within the Enlightenment.88 In philosophy, the Distinction, especially in its
Is/Ought form, was perhaps the dominating problem in moral thought. As the philosopher
Charles Taylor has asserted, “the fact/value split” has become “a dominant theme in our
[twentieth] century” and has undergirded “a new understanding and valuation of freedom
and dignity.”89 What needs to be said in addition is that it determined the entirety of our
conception of reality, which Taylor appears to subsume under “freedom and dignity.”
Powerfully expressed in the Kantian notion of autonomy,90 freedom ceases to denote
God’s omnipotence and becomes instead an expression of man’s own natural powers of
reasoning. Human reason becomes the sole arbiter in the project of objectifying the world,
of submitting it to its own demands and will, which now have turned relentlessly
instrumentalist. The pursuit of happiness, utility, and much else that is subservient to
these imperatives—such as preservation of life and protection of private property—
become natural rights derivable from the natural order by what is/was seen as far-sighted,
calculating reason. Formerly restricted by the power of revelation as defined by the
Catholic Church, reason now becomes, like a free market, free and unbound by any
restricting consideration or enduring moral principle. It is reason on the loose. Yet, in the
very outburst of Enlightenment reason against the absolutism of Church and monarch,
precisely in its mighty reaction against such powers that had ruled over it with utterly free
absolutism, Enlightenment reason’s distension and extension went the full circle of
replicating the very tyranny that caused its rise in the first place, but this time it was not
just people who were its subject of rule, but also nature and indeed the world in its
entirety.
In this transformation, the sources of reason, of obligation, of duty, and of such notions
as the Kantian Categorical Imperative91 now descend from within the self, an inner human
power,92 whence freedom, much like reason, breached its relations with an external world
to become part of the Self, originating and operating entirely within its confines. Human
dignity now also attaches to the notion of sovereign reason, for dignity can be attained
only by the realization of this sovereignty in the regulation of human affairs and no less
vis-à-vis the world as a human and insentient existence.
The Is/Ought dichotomization is representative of the conflict between the
instrumentalist manifestations of reason and, to a great extent, the instrumentalist
manifestations of the remnants of the Christian legacy of morality and virtue. This is
precisely why the philosopher E. M. Anscombe rightly made the grave charge against
Kant’s notion of duty that it is nothing but a Christian intrusion wearing an Enlightenment
garb of reason.93 What Anscombe argued in philosophy, Carl Schmitt had famously

argued in politics, that all central political concepts of modernity are essentially secularized
forms of Christian concepts. The gist of Anscombe’s and Schmitt’s critiques are
enormously important for us, as I will try to show, since the Foucauldian/Saidian
power/knowledge problem can be traced back to European Christian values and
epistemology, which provided the seeds that were to be cultivated in modernity’s soil.
An outcome of particular historical circumstances, of a certain economic and later
philosophical development that has given new meaning to the notions of dignity, freedom,
and reason,94 the Distinction has gained the status of a metaethic but one that, as
MacIntyre argues, “does not stand as a timeless truth.… It makes sense only within
certain ethical outlooks.”95 Like much else in modernity, it was made to be a sort of
timeless and, moreover, universal truth designed to “outrageously fix the rules of
discourse in the interests of one outlook, forcing rival views into incoherence.”96 Both
Taylor and MacIntyre have advocated the contingent, contextual nature of the split,
arguing for the possibility not only that the Distinction may be false in the first place but
also that—even if it has any validity—no moral reasoning can “do without modes of
thinking which the split rules out.”97 This in effect amounts to saying that moral thinking
and the fixing of moral values and ethical considerations in our modes of thought and
practice cannot be achieved while maintaining the Distinction.
The culmination of the philosophical distinction in real terms is tantamount to a
justification to dominate nature, including, as Scheler and the early Frankfurt School98
have argued, human nature and the Self. Together with nature, Scheler argued, the self is
“conceived as being controllable and manipulable … through politics, education,
instruction, and organizations.”99 Domination thus was the paradigmatic attitude not only
toward “brute” and “inert” matter but also toward the self, the human subject. Scheler
argued, furthermore, that “the more recent history of the west and its independently
developing cultural annexes (America, etc.) exhibits a systematic, increasingly one-sided
and almost exclusive propensity to cultivate knowledge which aims at a possible practical
transformation of the world. Cultural and religious knowledge has been pushed more and
more into the background.… Internal life- and soul-techniques, that is to say the task of
extending the power and domination of the will … over these processes of the psychophysical organism, … [have] undergone a far-reaching involution.”100 It is not clear what
Scheler meant by “cultural knowledge,” but if “culture” is shaped and defined by what he
himself described as an a priori propensity of the will to garner knowledge for the sake of
domination, then it could not have been “pushed into the background.” That is, unless he
meant by “culture” what I will call here the fields of artistic and aesthetic endeavor that
were relegated to the peripheral domains (see chapter 1, section 2).
If Scheler—along with Bacon, Vico, Nietzsche, Foucault, and the Frankfurt School
thinkers, among others—is right that the modern system of Western knowledge is
programmatically geared to the service of power, discipline, domination, and
transformation of the world, then to know, stricto sensu, is to engage in power and in
transforming the world.101 It was not a coincidence that in the early seventeenth century a
host of discourses emerged in different languages and forms but with the identical
message to the effect that man now commandeers the world. With his revolutionary and

influential idea of the body politic, Hobbes grounded his thought in the secularized
assumption of a divine creation in which the Lord made the world for Man to run, having
abdicated any supervision over the world; and Bacon, the first to diagnose the connection
between power and knowledge, departed from a similar position, in the process identifying
what is in effect a distinctively European reality.102 In Catholic Christianity, knowledge
resided in the wisdom of God and was exhibited in his creation, but the deists believed
that God’s creation must be limited to the act of creation, the act of designing and
installing a self-regulated world. Paul Kahn states the matter pointedly when he says that
once the world is conceived in this manner, “then there is no reason to refer to God at all.
If God is done with us, then we can be done with him. There is no need to think about the
author as long as we have the text.”103
Knowledge, having displaced God, becomes equally omnipotent—with a difference,
however. God was bound to be and do good, and while man’s duty, however interpreted,
was to follow his example, his omnipotence was constrained by this goodness. God, in
other words, remained bound by his own rules and principles, notwithstanding the
miraculous state of exception in the way of earthquakes, volcanoes, and the like. Man, on
the other hand, was restrained by no permanent laws or principles, making them up at will
as he proceeded, reflecting his own freedom and sovereignty. Man’s omnipotence could
destroy the Earth on which he stands, but God cannot and will not permit himself to do
the same.
The inextricable connection between this thought structure of unbounded desire for
domination, on the one hand, and morality and values, on the other, is of immediate
relevance to Said’s mild and glossing statement that Orientalism is “a Western style” of
domination (3, emphasis mine). There is little appreciation in such a statement of the
defining force represented by such movements as the mechanical philosophers, Boyle and
Newton included, who laid the foundations for, and dialectically reflected, a new attitude to
the world. Effectively ousted from the world, God has now lost not only his privilege as the
creator of an anima mundi but also any credit he had for an ex nihilo creation of the world.
In this new vision, nature just exists, is what it is, and is separated from actual creation,
which is to say that the direct traditional connection between creator and created had
been erased along with any connection between matter and spirit. But the mechanical
philosophers went far beyond this position, arguing that matter is “brute,” “inert,” and even
“stupid,”104 qualities that had parallels and equivalents in describing soon-to-be colonized
Afro-Asians and West Indies. All spiritual agencies, or the anima, had been banished from
the universe, rendering matter spiritually meaningless, but still relevant in an
anthropocentric, materialistic sense, that is, to be dominated, manipulated, changed, recreated, reengineered, all to the satisfaction of this vision. If matter exists in a “brute” and
“inert” form, then the only reason for its existence must be that of its service to man, not
to any man, but only to those who have the power to know. When Robert Boyle stated
that “man was created to possess and to rule over nature,”105 he surely did not mean any
man but the European, for non-Europeans, in Boyle and even in the “freedom
philosopher” John Locke, did not unconditionally belong to the category of humanity, at
least not this one. Locke’s advocacy of freedom and constitutional guarantees to protect

freedom applied to the White Man, affecting no part of his own business as a substantial
investor in slave trade.106
Having come to structure the central domains of modern Europe, domination over
nature was canonized through various conceptual tools, “natural resources” being a
“natural fact” of pedagogy. Highly exploitative and violent in the extreme, this taken-forgranted pedagogical instrument necessarily follows from denuding nature of all value. If
nature is “brute” and “inert,” then one can deal with it without any moral restraint,
subjecting any subclassification of it to the will to power. And if matter is, in itself, devoid
of value, then we can treat it as an object. We can study it and subject it to the entire
range of our analytical apparatus, without it making any moral demands on us.107 This
separation allowed for the emergence of what has been called objective and detached
scientific thought, represented across the academic fields of natural science, engineering,
economics, business, law, history, and the like—all of which pretend to some sort of
objectivity. “Detachment” is converted into virtue, because any lack of it permits the
intrusion of man’s evil nature. In all these disciplines, the scholar can study the Other (who
is an integral part of nature) dispassionately, without it making any value-laden or moral
demands on him. For to allow such demands to be made would contradict the
Weltanschauung, that is, the thought structure of domination, in the first place.108
If this much is true, then our language—my language—must aspire to further accuracy.
It is no longer accurate in this context to employ the term domination, for it
underrepresents the force of modern Europe’s structure of thought and its performativity.
Domination is merely control and influence exercised over someone or something else, a
characteristic that may be attributed to all complex societies and empires of the past,
since the dawn of “civilizational” time.109 The term, I think, might be adequate to describe
the way empires ruled over subjects, especially the conquered; and it is certainly too
strong to describe premodern domination over nature in the material, physical sense.
However much the environment and ecology were exploited, and to a limited extent they
undoubtedly were, the conception and understanding embedded in domination did not
extend to a consciousness of control-for-the-sake-of-transformation to one’s will, if not
one’s pleasure. Nor did premodern domination over conquered subjects involve conscious
or even semiconscious designs that began with the assumption that they were an
extension of a controllable and—as Scheler put it—manipulable nature and thus subject to
domination that integrates the power to transform.
It is therefore linguistically and substantively more accurate to employ the term
“sovereignty.” Linguistically, this is the case because this form of European domination
possessed in addition a supreme power that articulates the conception of free will in the
manner that domination was exercised and in the quality of that domination. The term
“domination” does not articulate the meaning of unbounded will to control and influence
someone or something else, nor does it exclude external restraints or higher moral or
ethical considerations that define the field of play and its range. Domination can still obtain
when ruling a subject population while being restrained by political and even moral
principles. Islamic empires and kingdoms are a case in point: they dominated the subject
populations, but under the constraints of a “law” that was not, as we saw, of their own

making and that constrained them in multiple ways.110 Sovereignty, however, does not
only rule over principles, but makes them, as it goes, at will. Even when it decides to
adopt a principle or a set of principles, the decision is the result and, indeed, manifestation
of sovereign will. Substantively, and this is my main argument, mere domination would be
egregiously out of sync with the real effects of environmental destruction resulting from
this attitude, and, importantly, with the concomitant political phenomena that the very
same developments in Europe produced.111 Just to make the connection—which I shall
pursue later—clear enough for now, environmental degradation, the modern state,
colonialism, modern power, genocide, and much else of the same are inseparable from
one another. Or, put schematically, to speak of genocide and the destruction of the
environment as if they are separate or less than organically entwined phenomena is to
misunderstand.
Nor, strictly speaking, is the term “power” adequate as an account of the Foucauldian
diagnosis of modern systems of control and management, for while it accurately reflects
the modalities and dynamics of these systems, it falls short in delineating the sources from
which this type of power ensues. Again, and as happened with the short supply of theory
regarding the author, Foucault’s characteristic work was more often than not preoccupied
with the modalities and operations of modern power as it has yielded certain performative
effects, but the sources of this power remain understood only by implication. Yet, Foucault
made it clear enough that this power does not have any particular logic, that its logic is not
linear, consistent, or predictable, and that it is not governed by any fixed rules that control
its operations. From this plausible diagnosis, one can infer that power begins from no
predetermined point or source, and that, lacking dictates from any other source or
authority, it is sovereign in both its origins and its modalities of operation. This, I think, is
crucial for understanding colonialism and sovereign knowledge, not least because it
constituted a regime that was a subset and an offshoot of that particular form of power
that gave Europe its modernity. Because the pre-Foucauldian, conventional associations
and connotations of the term “power” remain present with us today, and perhaps also
because Foucault did not interest himself in colonial forms of power, the term seems to be
inadequate in accounting for colonialism, hence the recourse made to the term
“domination.” The utterance “power over nature” seems rather banal, failing to indicate the
intensity conveyed by the term “domination” (although a consistent application of
Foucault’s theory should, but did not, endow the term with a much denser meaning that
reflects the full implications of sovereign power). In either case, and formally speaking,
both “power” and “domination,” for different reasons, do not readily lend themselves to a
complete description of what is involved, leaving the term “sovereignty” as the winning
contender. Just as there is political sovereignty, so is there epistemic sovereignty, a
parent of all other forms of sovereignty.
It is this sovereignty that defined the concept of nature in the Enlightenment, a concept
inclusive of all existence. It is no coincidence in the least that an overwhelming number of
thinkers, political philosophers, scientists, and the like have individually and aggregately
advocated a common conception of “man” and “nature.” In its collective and cumulative
effect, this was the governing understanding in the central domains whose roots were in

turn embedded in the central domains and central paradigms of the Enlightenment
(however varied and divergent at times their voices may appear at first sight). The political
philosophers, for instance, beginning with Hobbes in particular, were leading to a
conception of politics and state that tallied well with the mechanical philosophers, and
these in turn with the new moral philosophers who came to clothe the new material reality
with a philosophical garb. The rise of sovereignty over nature, together with its residue of
non-European humanity, was a structural concomitant, and did not merely coincide, with
the rise of the modern state and its integral feature of sovereignty. For sovereignty, like
Foucauldian power, was everywhere, and in many important senses, they were one and
the same.
It is not just the modern state as a totalistic entity112 that constitutes the second
necessary condition I have insisted on, but rather its sovereignty and the effects ensuing
from this sovereignty in particular. As a point of entry, I think we should take seriously
Foucault’s concept of pastoral power, for it provides the matrix for a proper understanding
of sovereignty. The modern state, which began to take a preliminary form in the sixteenth
century, has integrated into a new political shape the old power techniques of Christian
institutions. Foucault thinks, and I believe he is right, that “Christianity is the only religion
that has organized itself as a Church,” which I take to mean an institutional structure of
governance equipped with a particular form of performative epistemological power, one
that forms subjects internally and, as an institution, externally. As a “Church,” it postulated
that in principle individuals, because of their religious quality, serve others not as princes,
magistrates, or prophets, but as pastors. Foucault enumerates various attributes of this
“very special form of power,” but two of these are of immediate relevance. First, it is “a
form of power that looks after not just the whole community but each individual in
particular, during his entire life”; and second, it is a form of power that “cannot be
exercised without knowing the inside of people’s minds, without exploring their souls,
without making them reveal their innermost secrets. It implies a knowledge of the
conscience and an ability to direct it.” Being “coextensive and continuous with life,” this
form of power “is linked with a production of truth—the truth of the individual himself.”113
Although this form disappeared as an ecclesiastical institution in the eighteenth century, its
function has spread and multiplied, within a new configuration, in modern secularized
forms. The state is thus “a modern matrix of individualization”114 that has worked, through
various institutions, on the whole social body. What Foucault implies, and as Nietzsche
constantly reminded us, this is a theological, though secularized, godly power.
True sovereignty, whose most exemplary, and readily identifiable, manifestation is to
be found in the modern state, gives birth to law, which in turn constitutes the expression
of sovereign will. This will is the paradigmatic feature in the practice of government, for it
is the tool that defines the quality, range, modus operandi, and modus vivendi of the state.
Without total command of the law, in principle and in overwhelming practice, a state can
never be recognized as a state. Likewise, a state that does not possess the ability or
mechanisms necessary for legislating and making exceptions to so-called normative law
cannot be deemed a state. The entailment between sovereign will and the capacity and
prerogative to legislate and suspend legislation explains why a state must claim ownership

of its law in the sense that what it adopts becomes its own law, even when it is
suspended, and even if that law was originally “transplanted” from another state. This, as I
have stated, is most integral to the concept of sovereignty: deeming a law binding as a
practical or formal matter becomes possible precisely because the sovereign will itself
decided to be bound by it, not because of any inherent force in the law (or in a principle)
that binds. The exception to the law is as legal as the law itself, an exception that defines
the very concept of sovereignty on which the state stands. Sovereign will therefore has
enshrined the state as the new god, precisely the same status and position to which
“man” was elevated by the Enlightenment as a sovereign over nature (“Man” here being of
course used to the exclusion of the Afro-Asians, native Americans, tribal societies, Irish,
Basques, women, children, the poor, and their “inferior” likes).
A monumental effect of the state’s sovereign will is modern education, a phenomenon
as recent as the nineteenth century, precisely, and not coincidentally, when Europe’s
colonial ventures and their effectiveness increased by manifolds. The causes for the rise
of this form of education were largely internal to Europe, related as they were to the
Industrial Revolution, which replicated and intensified earlier forms of exploitations that
had prevailed during the preindustrial and premodern periods. Appalling social and
economic conditions and monarchical rule, barely emerging out of the stage of raw
absolutism, gave rise to mob violence, especially among the urban populations, thereby
inducing the state to create an organized police apparatus that extended its sway into the
countryside as well. By the third quarter of the nineteenth century, no village, town, or city
could escape the watchful eye of this apparatus, giving surveillance a new yet thick layer
of meaning. And in order to reinforce the policing apparatus, an unprecedented, vast
prison system was created.115 But crude physical force was not enough, and this the
European rulers understood well enough. The population had to be educated in the ways
of good conduct, and good conduct meant social order and, in a thoroughly capitalist
system, an ability to work and produce. This was governmentality, elevated from a
household term to a state-managed project.
In effect, all this meant reengineering society and its individual members, be it man,
woman, or child. The engineering would not have been possible without the capacious
power of legislation, which not only regulated academic and social forms of knowledge,
but integrated into social production a particular conception of materialism and economy
(not to mention specific forms of capitalism and consumerism of the liberal state).
Sustained discipline, legislated to a detail, was the method by which the subject was
corralled into a system of order that was intended to transform; and this system—a
regulative mechanism of first order—was the school, which began to spring up
everywhere. Systemically concomitant with the consolidation of the police apparatus, the
school became a standard social institution by the end of the nineteenth century. The laws
of education coerced parents to send their children to schools on pain of imprisonment.
Primary education forced the great majority of Europe’s children into a regimented
system, mostly stern and punitive, where certain ideas and ideals were inculcated.116 This
was the culmination of the moment in which the citizen was formed, the child of the state,
the loyal subject, the lover of the homeland and the nation. And this subject was as

unprecedented as the conditions that gave rise to it. Europe was indeed exceptional.
Epistemologically speaking, the various institutions of coercive surveillance, education,
and health (the famous Foucauldian trio of prisons, schools, and hospitals) were not
distinct from one another but were formed, thanks to a supporting and increasingly
trenchant bureaucratic machinery, into a cohesive system of doing and ordering things,117
all of which culminated in the production of new identities and subjects, a new regime of
truth. Extensive regulations, shaped by empirical, calculated, and calculating methods,
were applied to these institutions for the purpose of disciplining the operations of the body,
producing submission to regulating and systematic training techniques that engendered
docility and obedience. The body, the site of both empirical analysis and intelligibility, had
entered “a machinery of power that explores it, breaks it down and rearranges it.”118 It has
become colonizable, capable of being manipulated into, and shaped according to, the will
of the sovereign, who has now become constituted not by the will of a king or a pope, but
by the very diffused and bureaucratized subject that was newly engineered. Colonization
did not begin in the distant colonies, but right at home.
All this was not just control but training for the sake of the remolding, refashioning, and,
in short, re-creation of subjectivities through sovereign power. With the maturation of
educational, bureaucratic, and discipline-based institutions, the formation of the state
subject was now complete. But the subjectivity of the subject, far from being individual or
unique, was common and diffused; for after all, subjectivity was the product of one and
the same interdependent and intersecting system. One can now count on relatively unified
syllabi and textbooks, on integrated nation-wide programs in education, economy, and
politics. The unity of the subject embodied and expressed the unity of the nation, for
nearly every subject was a microcosm of the nation. But I should be clearer here.
Nationalism is not just a political formation; it is both an ontological and an epistemological
formation in the first order. True, it creates the national subject, but it does so only after
creating the subject as a particular identity, and creating it as a knowing, thinking entity,
with a particular mode of rationality. There is no citizen, student, scholar—Orientalist or
not—who can entirely escape this ontological and epistemological formation and,
importantly for our concerns later, the occasional loosening of the grip and shaking off of
the dogmas of this formation cannot occur except post eventum, which is to say that the
freeing, or partial freeing, of the subject from this status happens within the givens of this
status. There is no modern subject who can exist in a state originally free of this
ontological and epistemological status; and when one frees oneself from it, it is, ipso facto,
against this very status that one must struggle. This is precisely what central paradigms
mean: to be against or outside of them is to resist them; it is not to be able to conceive or
operate in the world, whether in harmony or contrariety, without first presupposing them.
All this is to say that the modern state produces the paradigmatic citizen and vice versa,
that for the individual to be in and of the state, which the citizen almost wholly is,119 calls
for a totalizing subjectivity, reflecting in turn several essential features of the state. It
means the introduction of a subjectivity in the human individual in which power and
knowledge are entwined, inextricably.
Enter academia and its scholars, an establishment that was, like everything else,

brought under the state’s sovereign will during the nineteenth century. As an institution,
academia is a state entity in at least four senses. First, despite by-laws and internal
regulations, the university, as just intimated, is ultimately regulated by, and thus subject to,
state law, largely subsidized by state and corporate funds that often come attached to
political and other conditions (think of the Title VI phenomenon in the United States, or the
creation of so-called area studies during the Cold War).120 The second is its nearly
unqualified and unquestioning adoption of the positivism of the state;121 indeed, the
scholarly thrust of academia remains thoroughly, if not entirely, positivist, reflecting, as we
have seen, the unqualified adoption of the Distinction in its full effects. The third is the
overwhelming acceptance within academia of the state as a taken-for-granted
phenomenon, this having overshadowed and continuing to govern mainstream discourses
in the social sciences and the humanities. On the whole, academia thinks the state, and
the world, through the state.122 The fourth is the role academia plays in state governance,
and this does not mean just its direct and obvious involvement in the production of
research with military and political implications, if not research overtly dedicated to state
violence.123 As chapter 4 will detail, even the torture of political prisoners has become an
area in which the medical profession and medical schools routinely provide support. The
educator of the nation and its elite, academia exercises upon itself a particular discipline
that seeks, among other things, to develop expertise in fields relevant to the interests of
the state, although the porosity of state and society often clothes these interests in the
garb of social and societal concerns. Governing, a business divided between countless
departments and institutions, presupposes that the sphere under the purview of each of
these units is capable of representation, that each sphere is known or at least knowable,
and therefore can be subjected to deliberative political calculation. Accordingly, “theories
of the social sciences, of economics, of sociology and of psychology, thus provide a kind
of intellectual machinery for government, in the form of procedures for rendering the world
thinkable, taming its intractable reality by subjecting it to the disciplined analyses of
thought.”124 But these “theories,” as we will see in due course, do much more than that.
Furthermore, the university has increasingly been transmuting itself into what might be
termed a corporate modality, not only in the sense of structuring itself on the lines of the
business corporation but also in functioning within the parameters of profit and
technicalism.125 The trend has been for boards of trustees to hire business leaders with a
view to restructuring universities in the image of the marketplace. “For-profit universities
offer up a future image of the new model of higher education, characterized by huge
salaries for management.”126 Colleges and universities are opening their curricula and
teaching to corporate interests, standardizing the curriculum, and offering courses that
cultivate “entrepreneurial values unfettered by social concerns or ethical consequences.…
Rather than enlarge the moral imagination and critical capacities of students, too many
universities are now encouraged to produce would-be hedge fund managers, depoliticized
students, and modes of education that promote a ‘technically trained docility.’ …
Corporate gifts flood into universities making more and more demands regarding what
should be taught.”127 In emulating the corporate world, and being embedded within state
structures of education, the university is the institution that cultivates the national-cum-

economic subject who internalizes and reproduces modes of existence governed by
sovereign domination and exploitation.

VI
There are, I think, no conditions of felicity that lie outside our considerations as outlined in
the previous section; any subversiveness against, or extrication from them can only, as I
have argued, presuppose them while acting against them. If academia and its Orientalists
are to make any sense, then they must be seen as domesticated structures of learning
within the two necessary conditions of sovereignty over nature—including that over man—
and of the rise and operation of the modern state, both standing in a continuous dialectical
relationship with each other. Neither could acquire its identity or operate in the world
without the other. In their unity, they were not meant to live in the world but rather
reproduce it, perpetually, without a teleology in sight; and in the process of production,
they manufactured the European subject, who was in turn integrated into, and thus
became, the machinery that was to extend and transpose the structure and act of
sovereign knowledge—of power, that is—to the rest of the world.
For the concept and idea of sovereignty over nature to have any extramental and
actual effect—that is, to be more than just an idea—it needed the machinery of the
modern state, and for the state to engage in anything beyond what rulers, kings, and
emperors have done since time immemorial, it needed the concept of sovereignty, a
concept that gave it its modern status, its modernity. In all of this, it shall not be forgotten
that an ethical training of the self, that which requires a set of operations on one’s body,
soul, thoughts, and conduct, amounting to a highly deliberative and psychological state of
being in the world, produces precisely that kind of subject who is utterly useless for the
modern state and for any type of such political power, even in its rudimentary form.
Before the modern European subject was formed as a deployable colonist, he was
already colonized as an epistemological subject who could think the world as a generic
Orientalist. It is in this context that I should make the point that a European did not need to
say or write or even think anything about the Orient to be an Orientalist. All of Europe,
especially in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries—and not much earlier—exhibited
Orientalist structures of thought that spurted over the Americas as much as over Africa
and Asia. Orientalism’s Orient is as much the Americas as the Orient itself.
Notwithstanding its subversive authors, Orientalism was Europe and became another
name for modernity, for it is, like any other discourse of the central domain, a microcosm
that has concentrated in it all the paradigmatic features of the modern project. If this much
is plausible, then to speak from modernity’s governing systems of thought is to speak from
Orientalism. Which is to say that to assume any central domain of modernity as a point of
foundational reference—be it secularism, secular humanism, capitalism, instrumental
rationality, the modern state, progress, anthropocentrism, or anything similar—is to
engage in Orientalism, whether one is by profession an Orientalist or not, whether one
“says” or “writes” anything about the Orient or not.128
Like all academic fields and specializations, Orientalism was raised on and thus

imbibed the Distinction, mostly unconsciously, to be sure, but thorough imbibing it did. For
the Distinction was the foundation of the modern regime of truth. Orientalism was
saturated with the Distinction under the shadow of the state, under the wings of which it
flourished, and which it served in countless ways. Orientalists produced other Orientalists,
serving in academia itself but in society at large, operating within and cooperating with, by
necessity and as a matter of course, society—a society that has been and continued to be
produced by the state as much as it produced the state. But some Orientalists were also
civil servants and as such served as counselors and advisors to the government as well
as semigovernmental agencies and institutions. Some, as is well known, functioned as
colonial officers and on-site experts who greatly influenced colonial policies. None of these
colonial advisors, to my knowledge, questioned the originary rationale of the colonialist
enterprise, although some surely did criticize certain colonialist practices (William Jones
being one prominent case in point). None of them questioned the Distinction, much less
did they articulate its malevolent effects on what they were doing (assuming that they
were always aware of it); and none of them interrogated the state either as a project or on
principle. If there was any questioning, it was about incidentals, mostly colonial practices,
even the situational justifiability of colonizing a country. But colonization itself as an
epistemological and ontological phenomenon, and as a uniquely modern form of
subjugation and sovereignty, no paradigmatic “voice” seems to have questioned. Of
course we could not in good conscience ask them to be aware of or understand the
ontological and epistemological depth of the projects in which they participated and at
times very effectively helped; but this is precisely the point. Given that they believed (and
continued to believe) in the glory of their civilizing and “advanced” mission, they were
enmeshed in their societies and states as wholly formed subjects and to such an extent
that no one could reasonably expect them to know any better. And this is precisely where
the latent potency of Orientalism lies: it did not and still does not understand what it is
really doing, in what context, for what purpose, and exactly to what effects, despite the
crises of late modernity (as the final chapter will argue).
Nor do I think Said could appreciate the full force and dimension of Orientalism. His
conception of it, as we saw, was largely political, limited to its discourse as a malevolent
representation of the Orient; and whenever he came close to diagnosing it as an effective
reengineering force in the Orient itself, he typically retreated into the inner boundaries of
the Orientalists’ texts (as I showed earlier). He does say (as he said of the author’s
“determining imprint,” which finds no support whatever in the substance of his argument
from beginning to end) that Orientalism is “a Western style of dominating, restructuring,
and having authority over the Orient” (3) but this turns out to be an enigmatic, and
argumentatively unsupported, statement in light of the overall thrust of his work, a thrust
undergirded by the omnipresent notion that Orientalism “has less to do with the Orient
than it does with ‘our’ world” (12). There is nothing in Orientalism to show what that
“structuring” consisted of, and the use of “style” to qualify “dominating” betrays an almost
literary, and certainly textual, liminality. When he dedicates a meager two paragraphs to
the extraordinarily influential William Jones, he never speaks of the real engineering
projects that this scholar/administrator/politician engaged in, devised, and pioneered.

Said’s total silence over the law, the single mechanism that made colonialism possible, not
only is stunning, to say the least, but also betrays his inability to see what really mattered.
To miss the juridicality of Orientalism—which defined the essence of the modern state and
its formed subject—is to miss in an engineering analysis the crucial fact that an
automobile has an engine. But this is not surprising, for Said missed the entire
Enlightenment’s weight in producing Orientalism. This, indeed, is too much to miss.
For Said, Jones was a linguist, a man of letters, one who lived with and in the text and
its language, not a ferocious colonialist whose knowledge of Orientalism (including—as
Kojin Karatani might as well have said129—his admiration of the “superior” Indian
civilization) was the weapon of sovereign domination over the Orient. In effect, and not in
mere claim, Orientalism for Said was by the West, for the West, and colonialism “gave
force” to it as a misrepresentation of the Orient. It is my argument here that establishment
Orientalism primarily constituted a part—and only a part—130 of the indispensable but allpervasive machinery that effectively remade the Orient in the mirror image of Europe, and
only secondarily a domestic Euro-American discursive formation.131 To confine analysis to
the latter is to utterly fail to see the forest for the trees.
In defense of Said, one can say that he wrote about what he knew best—literary texts
—and that most of the time he did not pretend to be a historian (and when he did try on
extremely rare occasions, it was not a pretty outcome [58–60, 74–75, and passim]).132 But
what Said knew best should not and cannot define our understanding. Nor should it lead
anyone either to deny or to minimize the effective and sovereign practices of colonialism
and the role Orientalism and other fields of academic knowledge played in it—and
continue to play. Of course some scholars engage in such minimization for crude political
purposes, but many others, if not a majority, do so under the unconscious influence of the
theology of progress and of modernization. When combined, and mostly they were, these
theories lead to distortions of history, and as a consequence unwittingly partake in the
further entrenchment of sovereign domination and its designs. For ideological discourse,
especially in modernity, is a key element of any form of domination, particularly the
sovereign type. When the theology of progress is universalized, as it is inherently made to
be, historians, however unconsciously, begin to see the world as moving on a linear
trajectory, one that progresses from an earlier and less developed stage to civilization,
always dictated by Western terms.133
It is striking, for instance, that in earlier (and a majority of current) accounts of so-called
legal reform in the Muslim world, the narratives are dominated by a modernization theory
that almost never refers to colonialism, but to “indigenous” will and desire to reform.
(Recently, however, colonialism has begun to be insinuated into certain reform narratives.)
This was, consciously or not, a discursive strategy to avert responsibility and
accountability for imperial and colonialist ventures, but it also seemed consistent with
“good scholarship” to attribute agency to the “native” populations and their leadership.
Arguably, the theory of agency itself is ideologically charged, for it posits, as a modus
vivendi, a certain set of conditions as given and in which the agent operates willfully, and
with desire and capacity. But the theory never seems to account for the historical
processes that lead to the conditions that constitute these processes and that place and

constrain the “agent” within these conditions. Because the processes are seen as having
been predetermined by an inevitable course of unilinear historical trajectory, the course
itself dominates the field of vision, excluding any other possibility. It means very little to
say that a person sentenced to death has agency just because he happened to be given
the absolute choice to die by hanging or by a bullet. For once the processes that led to
this sentence are fully revealed and taken into account—that, for instance, he was entirely
innocent of the charge against him—the entire theory collapses, since his choice of the
method of execution is rendered irrelevant to the overall facts of his life and its tragic end.
The theory of agency here is of no use. It does not tell us that the mere encounter
between the victim and victimizer ab initio sealed the fate of the victim, that, whatever
resistance the latter showed, it was within the foregone sovereign predetermination and
decision of the victimizer to terminate the victim.
The theory has so far utterly failed, and will continue to fail, to produce one instance in
which the agency of the non-European succeeded in rebuffing the colonialists’ assault. To
be intelligible, even possible, agency must always be presumed to operate only within the
very system of power in which the agent operates. Conversely, there can be no agency
from outside power, whatever form that exteriority may take. If we accept the fact of
profound and structural transformations on the colonized grounds (against which massive
resistance utterly failed) then we must be ready to accept that attributions of agency to
the oppressed natives are tantamount to inscribing onto them and their history a
modernization theory of progress, the very theory, the very theology, that subjugated
them in the first place. The “room for negotiation or change” that such scholars as Homi
Bhabha134 ascribe to the colonized natives can be possible only when the natives have
been permitted into the power system of the colonizer, when they have already been
systemically and culturally converted, when it is already too late to recover who and what
these natives once were. “Room for negotiation and change” may be possible and can
indeed be enabled, but only after conscription, after conversion, for this is the entry ticket
to modernity’s power systems.135 Agency, then, begins here, in such deliberations as to
how the master’s house can be brought down, with master’s tools or with others in some
neglected shed.
The history of the Muslim world, determined and written by Orientalism, and now
normalized by the Orientals, has been a story dictated by modernization theory and the
theory of agency, the latter applied to one degree of sophistication or another, and the
former always propped by an invidious theology of progress. Had Said attempted to
recover the history of colonialism in the Islamic world, and the role Orientalism played in it,
he would have probably failed in his effort, precisely because of the camouflaging
discursive effects that left much hidden from view. And Said is not the only victim of
modernization theory and of the theology of progress. Consider what one critic has to say
about European colonization in response to Said’s definition of Orientalism as “a style of
domination”:
The further assumption implied in Said’s third definition poses more problems.
European cultures, of which America becomes an extension by default, are said to

have both managed and produced the Orient. With no specification of what qualifies
as either managing or producing, we are left only with the obvious historical fact that
Britain and France managed to gain a colonial foothold in parts of the region. From a
strict political view it would be nonsensical to speak of the actual history over the
past few centuries as well managed. Up until the end of the Ottoman empire, it can
hardly be said that this region was controlled on puppet strings by European
powers. British and French encroachments [were] at the margins, as [befits]
empires built on naval supremacy. Both imperial powers were adept at negotiating
with indigenous leaders in order to further the economic interests of empire without
always having to suffer the bruises of direct colonial control.… Here was virtually no
on-the-ground management of most people in the Middle East, China, Japan, or
large chunks of India. Islam, far from being replaced or even dented by Christianity,
… spread dramatically in Asia and Africa during this same period of European
colonial expansion. The fact that all these colonies were dismantled after World War
II is a sign of the ultimate failure of imperialist Orientalist discourse in empiremolding.136
The only correct observation in this long passage is that Said indeed did not specify what
constitutes “domination” or “management” of the Orient, nor did he appear interested, as I
already noted, in transcending the inner boundaries of the European text by engaging the
full meaning of domination, much less sovereignty. As I will try to show, Said’s own
apprehensions about religion,137 coupled with his liberalism, secular humanism, and the
attendant anthropocentrism, precluded a true engagement with such themes. Indeed, my
real argument is that Said did not grasp the true nature of modernity as a project, as a
phenomenon, or as a unique occurrence in human history.
The rest of the quoted passage, however, is stupendously ignorant of the history of
colonialism and its true meaning, and the place of Orientalism in it. It is strikingly
superficial, not to say highly misinformed. The understanding typified by such explanations
as found in this passage is standard fare, and reflects the backbone of much discourse,
even when colonialism, imperialism, and Orientalism are assigned a more serious role in
“dominating” and “managing” the Orient than this author allows. This is because the
driving principles of modern historical thinking, which by necessity always seeks legitimacy
and attempts to avoid the charge of demagoguery at any cost, are embedded within a
larger structure of thought systematically conceived to engender domination, not to
mention supremacist attitudes to the world, including its human Others. As Amy Allen has
competently shown in a recent work, even the pioneering and leading figures of Critical
Theory remain caught in such Eurocentric conceptions of progress while at the same time
trying to free themselves of the very shackles of power that Enlightenment thought
produced precisely because of these conceptions.138
Endowed with a new structure by the Enlightenment, history ceased to be a narrative
of moral instruction and became a structure of thought that encompasses all human
experience. The infinitely varied experiences of countless societies and cultures of the
past began to represent a collective monolith driven by a Geist on a linear trajectory

toward the goal of progressive improvement, what Walter Benjamin called “the infinite
perfectibility of mankind.”139 Founded on the assumption that time has a homogenous
teleological structure, this theory has internalized the conception that all earlier phases of
history and human experience are preparatory for what is to come, which always is better
than what has gone before. And what is to come is always European or Europeaninspired. As Adorno observed, this structure of time effectively justified and validated the
events and developments of the present, because these latter were regarded as
predetermined and therefore inevitable.140
The normativity of the theology of progress effectively wrote the history of the world,
including that of the Orient. An absolute standard by which to judge the past, the present
becomes a predetermined movement toward progress that culminates in the present state
of things.141 Once this is taken for granted and thus normalized, the appearance of
colonialism and the modern state in the Orient is seen no longer as an imposition but as a
logical step in the march of history. The doctrine of progress itself is self-sanctioned as
integral to this process; to adopt it and live by it is likewise inevitable. For to view this
doctrine as unnecessary or an intrusion is self-negating in the first place. Once it
foregrounds all historical thought, as it did, the theology of progress allows for no
imposition that can continue to be seen as domination, intrusion, or manipulation. Hence
the meaning of the passage I have just quoted at length, a meaning that is normatively
structured so as to give the appearance of regularity of forward march on a course of
development. In this picture, colonialism can hardly be charged with anything more than
scratching the surface of Oriental societies. It is nothing more than “furthering the
economic interests of empire,” a casual practice of empires of all time, whose
“encroachment was at the margins,” and a practice that could not have been possible
without “negotiating with indigenous leaders.”
Once we extract the doctrine of progress out of our thinking, the history of the Orient,
especially after the eighteenth century, ceases to have the normalcy and normativity that
have been assigned to it, and by which it has been thoroughly clothed. Being the
exception in world history, modern Europe’s hypothetical absence from the scene of life
leaves us with an Orient, a world, entirely different from the legacy it has in fact
bequeathed. This is not wishful thinking, but an epistemological stand of the first order; it
is to normativize a conception of history in which the full effect of European colonialism is
understood, and not merely assumed or posited, to exist in a linear, teleological
conception of history. It is, in other words, to argue that our historical narratives, including
the postcolonial, Subaltern, and all their likes, would necessarily be entirely different had
this doctrine been nonexistent. This is also to insist that “wherever there is a charge of
nostalgia” or of historical romanticism, “there is a virulent presence of a doctrine of
modern progress.”142

Part 2
As I have argued in The Impossible State, the Orient, including and especially its Islamic
part, did not know anything like the modern state. Put more precisely, the Islamic world

(our case study here) developed a form of governance that, until its encounter with
modern European colonialism, did not know the concept of political sovereignty that
modernity introduced. Political organization and constitutional arrangements were driven
not by politics, since, like the state, politics, in the normative meaning we have come to
know, did not exist either. Rather, it was the moral law of Islam, the so-called Islamic law
that determined the meaning of sovereignty, and this law was a temporal-spatial
phenomenon, as I earlier explained. This law stood resilient against political manipulation
and could not be placed under the willful command of any single branch of government,143
not even under the command of all of them (legislative, judicial, and executive) had they
decided, inconceivably, to collude against it or subject it to a state of exception. The moral
law, a dispersed doctrinal and sociolegal phenomenon over time and space, was beyond
political reach, depriving any branch, including the executive, of the right to sovereignty.144
This was possible by virtue of the stark fact that the “law” was the work of a collectivity of
grassroots jurists, whose learning and piety combined gave them the authority to engage
in atomistic contributions to the law. No single jurist, not even a founder of a school, could
claim ownership of the law.145 In other words, there was no unified agency that produced
or managed the law. And since the source of all moral-legal authority was an
anthropological-hermeneutical engagement with authorized texts by a countless,
unidentifiable number of men of piety, across regions, decades, and centuries, the law not
only was beyond political reach but also stood above all human institutions
(notwithstanding its built-in structures of legal change).146
This is the meaning of the distinction between the rule of law and the rule of the
state,147 a distinction unknown to modernity. Comparatively speaking, modernity has
produced a rule of law within the state, managed by the state, and subordinated to its
imperatives; Islam’s conception and practice were one in which “law”—constituted by a
sharʿi-sufi regulating structure—ruled over any concept or practice of governance or body
politic. One of the most crucial implications of this account is that there was no one
individual, no one authority, agency, or institution, who could even attempt to decide on
the Schmittian Exception. In premodern Islam, there was no Exception. Law was not, and
could never be, suspended.
In colluding with colonialist administration, the Orientalist text—which in turn consorted
with Europe’s scientific, cultural, and administrative knowledge—stood in a dialectical
relationship with effective power on the Orient’s ground. Said, the author of the passage
quoted above, and nearly every Orientalist and twentieth-century Muslim writer have
taken the phenomenon of the modern state for granted, assuming it to be a timeless truth,
when in fact the modern state is a particular political and politico-cultural arrangement that
is distinctly European in origin,148 one that was the result of a particular set of
circumstances and transformations that Europe underwent in the seventeenth, eighteenth,
and nineteenth centuries, transformations that were occasioned by rapid shifts in its own
colonialist economies, unprecedented military technologies, social and political structures,
and, indeed, epistemologies. Of particular importance for us is this last category, not only
because new forms of governmentality have emerged, but also because the massive
intellectual movement of the Enlightenment exercised tremendous influence on political

conceptions and political practices, the same movement that produced and articulated the
Distinction and within whose bosom philosophers, historians, scientists, and Orientalists
were reared, for without the Distinction the modern European state and its subject, the
nation and the state-reared citizen, would have been no more conceivable than Europe’s
unprecedented forms of colonialism.
It should not surprise then that the Distinction contributed directly to the ideological
formation of the state, continuing to lend it legitimation and a normative status that stood
dialectically intermeshed with the theology of progress and a particular conception of
rationalism.149 The state rested in part on the conviction that civilized human beings lived
in and were nourished by state systems, while those who did not and were not were
assigned a primitive “tribal” status or worse, and, being “stupid” like nature, were thereby
deemed for all purposes and intents to be “scarcely human.”150 This ideological formation
not only sustained the practices and discourses of the colonial state, but also, needless to
say, rested squarely, as Europe’s theories of race to no lesser extent did, upon the
Distinction. From this “original position,” from this constructed formation, most everything
else followed.
The direct and indirect imposition of the state on the Muslim world has largely gone
unnoticed as a field of inquiry. Like its Western parent, the Muslim state (that is, the state
in the Muslim world) was deeply embedded within latent assumptions of “natural”
progress, and was therefore seen as a natural and timeless phenomenon. This is in part
due to the ideological formations to which the Western state itself was subject, but it was
also because it developed through various stages of imposition over a century. In other
words, both in British India and especially in the Ottoman Empire, the modern state arose
by virtue of its institutions, together with the ideological props that cushioned and
legitimized them by necessity. Conversely put, it was the so-called reforms of the
nineteenth century that created the state structure, not the other way around. The
reforms, rarely if at all seen to produce such effects (precisely because the modern state
lives in an ideological web), were far more potent and effective than even the critical
historian has accredited them. They were not a series of acts that just changed the law,
education, administration, and similar spheres (however important these are); they had
the effect of raising a state, which, as it was evolving, designed and implemented them.
The process was clearly dialectical, which explains why the first reforms in the Ottoman
Empire were what one might call ordinary reforms, but reforms that strengthened the
physical might of the protostate, a precondition for developing the status of a legitimate
monopoly over violence and the threat to use it.
It was not a mere chance that the culmination of the Ottoman military reforms in 1826
coincided with an act unprecedented in the entirety of Islamic legal, social, and political
history, an act whose monumental importance was to be unraveled only with time, and
then only partially. Once the traditional army units were eliminated, the Istanbul
government decreed that the major waqfs of the empire were to be placed under the
control of a new Imperial Ministry of Endowments, which meant, within a few years from
that act, that the incomes of all these waqfs were seized. The same ministry also seized
the Water Works Administration, since public fountains and the public water supply were

largely constituted as waqf endowments.151 Having been effectively owned by the public
for centuries, water and its distribution have now become subject to the will of
government.
Before proceeding, it is important to understand the magnitude of this phenomenon.
The institution of waqf in Muslim lands had over centuries effectively cemented the
relationships between the human, physical, educational, and economic elements within
society and, to some extent, the polity. A thoroughly pious institution, it formed the
substrate and matrix of philanthropy in Islam, playing an important role in the redistribution
of wealth. One gave up one’s property “for the sake of God,” a charitable act that meant
offering aid and support to the needy (this latter defined in a broad sense and ordained by
the Quran as integral to the ethical formation and constitution of the individual). It also
provided for the distribution of wealth within the family, affording care for its members and
preventing the fragmentation of family property.
The promotion of education through waqf represented one of the best forms of
engaging in good works, essential for Islam’s social welfare and ethos of cultivating the
moral technologies of the self. A considerable proportion of charitable trusts were thus
directed at madrasas (colleges), although waqf provided significant contributions toward
building mosques, colleges, Sufi orders, hospitals, public fountains, soup kitchens,
travelers’ lodges, street lighting, and a variety of public works, notably bridges.152 The list
of social services provided for by waqf is expansive. A substantial part of the budget
intended for such philanthropies was dedicated to the maintenance, daily operational
costs, and renovation of waqf properties. A typical waqf consisted of a mosque and rental
property (for example, shops), the rent from which supported the operation and
maintenance of the mosque. A striking fact about the waqf was the volume of property
dedicated to it across Islamic regions. By the eighteenth century, it is estimated, more
than half of the real property in the empire was consecrated as waqf. Depending on the
region, an estimated 40 to 60 percent of all real property across the Islamic world was
constituted as waqf by the time Europe began its colonialist encroachments.153
The Ottoman government’s economic and political gains were thus enormous. An
increasingly centralized government had become the “middleman” who secured
considerable profits in the process of collecting the revenues of the endowments and
then, back from the center, dwindling salaries were paid for the minimal upkeep and
operation of the waqf foundations. The back payments to the educational sector
progressively declined, reaching a near zero point by the middle of the 1850s. Waqf
money—formerly, and for centuries, belonging to the autonomous waqfs, which used
them for their own operations and the fulfillment of their mission—were now diverted to
military and other state-building projects, such as railways, through which the grip of the
central government over the periphery was enhanced (this being a replica of what
happened in Europe, except that the process in the Ottoman Empire and other Islamic
regions was condensed). Waqf property, and the institutions it supported, including those
of the Shariʿa, began to fall seriously into ruin. This process was not unique, however;
nearly all Islamic regions suffered a similar fate. In due course, it will become clear that
the French campaign against Algerian waqfs was the model that the Ottomans were

forced to emulate, a campaign that was designed, justified, and rationalized through
French Orientalism.
The salarization of waqf administration constituted the first step toward the salarization
of the entire legal profession, which was to take effect in the wake of the decree from
1839. There also was a series of minor but important judicial reforms that aimed at
instituting new policies for judicial appointments, including entry exams, and the regulation
of court practices. A series of laws were replaced by European codes, and new
European-style institutions were raised to replace their sharʿi equivalent. Which is to say
that these fundamental changes were made to be concomitant with institutional
restructuring, within a policy of demolish-and-replace. We will see that this policy,
implemented in a detailed way in the formally sovereign Ottoman Empire, was the
hallmark of colonialism in general and settler colonialism in particular (chapter 4).
New European courts, new European schools, and new European-style administrative
and other institutions came to displace almost every sphere that the Shariʿa and its related
institutions had occupied.154 The effect of these “reforms” was not merely to displace the
Shariʿa and the “traditional” institutions of Islam or just to secularize them, but to create a
new subject, the citizen, who sees the world through the eyes of the modern state.
The “reforms” constituted the effective means to accomplish “order,” “regularity,” and
“law,” all of which stood in opposition to the steadily diminishing Shariʿa culture that was
perceived as lacking on these counts. They imposed a regimenting practice, and reflected
highly modern notions of discipline, law, inspection, and incarceration. Indeed, these
notions found expression not only in the evolving judicial structures and codes (as well as
reporting, statistics, centralized supervision, and surveillance) but also in the significant
fact that they generated an unprecedented and colossal prison system, one that was
unknown to Islamic—or any other—civilization since its inception.
Amid these foundational and structural changes, European pressures on Istanbul
continued to increase dramatically, a pressure that was designed by politicians on the
basis of knowledge that European scholars articulated. Deeply in debt after the Crimean
wars of 1853–56, the Ottomans secured substantial loans from Britain, loans that came
with political strings attached, but what is most important for us are the other strings that
were unequivocal. As if the capitulations and concessions in favor of foreign nationals
were not enough, the British demanded and secured further allowances pertaining to the
purchase of real property in the empire. The introduction of land codes, which had
essentially privatized real property, was one step in this direction. But they also
demanded, and received the promise, that the waqf system—which barred real property
from entering the open market—would be abolished. Over the next two decades, more
specifically between 1860 and 1880, the pressure was intensified by both the British and
the French, whose scholars—doubling as colonialist officers—were already propounding
the idea, in academia and outside it, that waqfs reflected a primitive mode, that they
belonged to the age of decadence when the “Church” controlled much wealth, and that
they stood in the way of economic development, which is to say, progress. All this
amounted to a campaign, in Europe, in French Algeria, and in the Ottoman Empire, to the
effect that waqf was a cause of cultural malaise and material decline. As a result, the so-

called reformers moved aggressively against the waqf, thus sustaining the drive that
eventually led to its abolition in the new Turkish Republic and elsewhere.
These policies that changed the structure and face of Ottoman societies were part of a
series of major acts toward the end of the nineteenth century that aimed at a further
consolidation of the Ottoman state’s legal and thus sovereign powers. A Ministry of
Justice, which was to bring under its wings the Shariʿa and the European-style Nizamiyya
courts, was established in 1879, thus not only unifying a hitherto fairly heterogonous
system but also having the latter absorb the former. Several codes pertaining to the
competence of tribunals, judicial salaries, public prosecution, and civil and criminal
procedure came into existence. The courts were also instructed to expand their
documentary range and to refuse orality as standard procedural evidence. By this point,
oral testimony and the traditional procedural laws that were predicated on it became
largely obsolete, producing serious effects on conceptions of personal integrity, trust,
moral standing in society, and much else. Through these and similar displacements, the
subject was given a new formation, a new epistemology for living and for dealing with
social others. The Muslim subject was being steadily transplanted out of a technology of
care of the self and its inner psychological operations into an internally disciplined but
externally formed citizen. The new state technologies of training, discipline, and control
came to seize the body and to create for it a new identity, a new human, and a new way
of being in the world. This was the colonized subject, a replica of his European forerunner
I discussed earlier.155
If we were to judge the Foucauldian diagnosis of surveillance and discipline by its
colonialist effects nearly everywhere, including in non-French colonies, we would be
compelled to conclude that Foucault embarked on a more important project than he
himself thought. The French model reigned supreme nearly everywhere, even in the
British colonies, and perhaps possessed even a greater power than the scope Foucault
assigned to it, at least from the perspective that interests us. This model brings to the fore
and epitomizes the structured and structural involvement of scholars—mainly Orientalists
—in reengineering and, quite concretely, re-creating the Muslim world. Occupying Algeria
in July 1830, they embarked on an extraordinarily brutal occupation of the country, one
that was to last for thirteen decades. As happened in the Ottoman Empire and British
India, juridicality was the means through which the Oriental was refashioned.
In a sustained effort to convert Algeria into a capitalist creature, the French engaged in
direct appropriation and exploitation of the agricultural and mineral resources of the
country. The problem, as the French saw it, was that too many Muslims lived in the
country and that these “natives” were in control of the lands necessary for commercial
exploitation and capitalist economy. As genocide involving a population of over two million
natives was—at least at the time—not a practical option for the colonial authorities, freeing
the land from the grip of the natives by other means dominated all considerations, in the
legal field no less than in the political. This option would also afford the opportunity to
exploit cheap labor, which would be lost if genocide were to be carried out.
Nearly half the land, as expected, was waqf, known to the Algerians as hubus (Fr.
habous). Mostly by force, the French settlers gained control of a good deal of property in

the waqf domain, causing the beneficiaries of the endowments to sue for the restoration
of the sequestered property. In response, the French declared all property in the hands of
the colons, whether acquired lawfully or not, to be lawfully owned by its colonial usurpers.
And as if this was not enough arbitrary sovereign power, new laws of property came to
displace those of Shariʿa, facilitating further the settlers’ commercial ambitions. As I will
show in chapter 4, these colonialist policies find their source in what I have called “the
state of extraordinarity” that was integral to a Europe-based political arrangement whose
foundations in turn resided in the concept of sovereignty over nature.
Enter the Orientalists. In a forceful bid to corral the waqf properties into the open
market, the French government enlisted the aid of scholars, historians, and nonhistorians
alike.156 French lawyers, jurists, and academicians who knew anything useful about North
Africa (and some who knew near to nothing) began to discourse on matters legal and
nonlegal in the Muslim tradition. Many of them were colons who were both scholars and
civil servants, and who were involved in the colonialist administration. After the middle of
the nineteenth century, they began to produce a massive bulk of legal literature about
Islamic law in its North African context, especially about the theory and practice of the
dominant Maliki school. The literature was to become an integral part of Western
scholarship on, and therefore Western knowledge of, Islam. Certain of these writings
acquired an academic form while others were effectively pieces of legislation, the socalled Code Morand being a prominent case in point. This scholarly, juridical, and
legislative discourse came to constitute the infamous droit musulman-algérien, which
found parallel, but to a less aggressive degree, in the Anglo-Muhammadan Law that the
British produced in India. The methods of the two forms of colonialism may have differed,
but the aim of re-creating the Muslim world and the Muslim subject was the same.157
The French Orientalists, like their British and Dutch counterparts who cofounded the
very discipline of Orientalism, proved themselves to be more than instrumental in their
government’s colonial designs.158 In the government’s bid to seize control of waqf
properties, on which countless religious institutions were founded, France’s heavyweight
Orientalists not only helped in matters pertaining to legislation, but also effectively
“campaigned,” in the words of an American Orientalist, to “discredit the institution [of
waqf] among the Algerians themselves.”159 Intended to “conquer the minds,” this
campaign was as central to the project of colonialism as economic gain, for the project, as
I have been arguing, was not confined to capitalism, however important it was to Europe.
The project heavily invested in the production of cultural and academic discourse, in the
creation of new subjectivities and European-like subjects. When the intellectually
unremarkable Thomas Babington Macaulay famously said that the British in India need to
create a “class of persons Indian in blood and colour, but English in tastes, in opinions, in
morals and in intellect,”160 he was not speaking on behalf of the British alone. His
statement captured Europe’s colonial project in its entirety and, in light of my discussion
earlier, Europe’s own internal history over the two preceding centuries. Algeria, like India
and everything else, including Europe itself, had to be refashioned.
It might not be trite to observe how the French Orientalists went about their mission,
since their story is merely a crude microcosm of the entire Orientalist project, which at

times seems so complex, involved, and serpentine that the underlying forces behind the
political, colonialist, and imperialist agenda are masked by a thick “scholarly” cloud, an
essential feature of discursive formations.161 To accomplish their goal, the French legal
specialists produced a flood of argument to the effect that a fundamental distinction
existed between family and public waqfs—a distinction that had never acquired the same
meaning, or a sharp separation, in the Shariʿa. Capitalizing on the centrality of the Quran
to Muslim belief and practice, they vehemently insisted that the family waqf was a later
innovation (bidʿa) in Islam, also playing on this latter concept as a topic that had received
some attention in the Muslim legal tradition itself, in which some jurists had rejected
certain legal rules as unwarranted creations. On these grounds, they concluded, through
the best scholarly method they could muster, that family endowments circumvented the
Quranic law of inheritance that operates by the principle of shares. It was not relevant to
their argument to clarify that Muslims had a good reason to develop waqfs in the service
of inheritance law within the family, because the Quranic shares’ system tended to
fragment family property. Nor was it relevant to note, as scholarship is supposed to do in
the interest of balance, that the waqf not only was a space for property devolution but had
the much larger function of redistribution of wealth, a mechanism that reflected Islam’s
great emphasis on egalitarian “economics.” Nor yet was it relevant, if it was understood at
all, that this institution was crucial for the formation of a civil society the likes of which
modernity has never known. That such a venue of investigation was out of the question
and that the focus of scholars was limited to certain kinds of questions speak volumes
about the directions of Orientalist research and its extraordinary selectivity,162 all of which
were the function of the single-minded obsession with the project of reengineering the
colonial subject.
Consistent with this project, family habous and Quranic inheritance were declared—on
behalf of Muslims—mutually exclusive; and since the raison d’être of the former was the
skirting of dictates of the latter, family endowments were deemed both immoral and illegal.
But the French Orientalists, who drove colonialist policy, did not stop here: family
endowments were said to have tied down, by their very nature, valuable property and to
have prevented it from “efficient” exploitation, a fact that ineluctably led to economic
stagnation. From here, it was a short and easy step to link this “stagnation” with cultural
malaise and, indeed, a stunted civilizational progress (an argument that was, as I have
already noted, imported and circulated by the Ottomans, under European hegemonic
terms, in justification of their assault on the waqf). The Algerian Muslims, the French
Orientalists decided (or concluded as a matter of scholarship and, in effect, of legislation),
should therefore get rid of them, once and for all. This aspect of the French Orientalist
discourse moved toward reforming the Muslim subject economically, although the real
argument was clothed with culture talk. What the French saw as “cultural malaise” was in
fact the cornerstone of an economic system that tied, in precolonial times, economics to a
particular ethical formation of the self, a technology of inner introspection in which the
agent operates on his own soul as a means of reaching a particular state of spiritual
existence. This state would then dialectically reconnect back with material acts in the real
world, producing ethical and moral effects in social realia, without particular regard to

efficiency as the means to strictly material profit. “Cultural malaise” then was a French
cultural translation of ethical thought and moral action, two “Oughts” that needed to be
separated from the “Is” of economics. The Distinction is never far from any modern
colonialist project.
To conclude that the socially and economically central family waqf was to be
eliminated, as well as to legislate accordingly, is the very definition of sovereignty over the
Other as a “civilizational” collectivity. It is to decide not only a matter of the law but a way
of living and a host of socioeconomic relationships that this law created within Islamic
society at large. It is to change the way Muslims themselves perceived and lived in the
world, and with one another; differently put, it is to change what and who they are, their
very “nature” as social beings, whether as individuals or as communities, and their very
being in the world. These were laws driven with a potent performative effect, with a
discursive formation generated and manned by nothing short of the best and most
prestigious academic and state institutions in the world. Yet, with all its performative
power, this was neither the full project nor the only one.
Targeting family endowments went hand in hand with an unusually liberal strategy to
centralize the Shariʿa institutions, with the disingenuously declared purpose of building
Algeria’s religious unity. This was no contradiction at all. Advocating the Quran’s integrity,
which appeared to maintain the “true” form of Islam, and simultaneously attacking the
family waqf constituted a two-pronged weapon: the first allowed for the fragmentation of
property and precluded it from entering the waqf domain, and the second broke up
property held in joint ownership. Either way the French would defeat the “natives” into
submission. This strategy had another advantage: maintaining a semblance of solidarity
with, and insisting on, the Islamic tradition (by promoting the Quran’s injunctions)
forestalled the much detested assimilation that, were it to run its full course, would prompt
the Algerian Muslims to demand political rights, even rights equal to the French
themselves.163
It cannot escape us that sovereignty over the colonized—as over anything else—does
not, in its full meaning, obey any particular rules or principles. That economic and material
exploitation contradicted the spirit of the declared mission civilisatrice suggests the real
meaning of sovereignty: the colonized can be used, abused, exploited, enslaved, freed,
civilized, or not; but in the process, and if they survive the whims of subjection, the
purpose is to transform them, to re-create them, continually, perpetually, just as progress
itself is a never-ending process. Nothing in all of this is contradictory, and everything
remains within the realm of the possible. This was real sovereignty.
The French two-in-one policy served several ends at one and the same time. The
Islamic legal system, or at least an expedient rendering of it, was asserted but
simultaneously centralized and bureaucratized, thereby imposing on it a form of
instrumental rationality that rearranged it, reorganized it, and in effect reconstituted it. This
was not all, however. Having secured enormous areas of cultivable land, thereby
achieving their immediate target, the French now no longer needed to maintain the
argument for the Quran’s integrity. The premise that the Quranic law of inheritance was
fragmentary was adopted with zeal, reversing their earlier position with a view to paving

the ideological grounds for another assault on the Shariʿa, this time nothing short of the
law of succession, the single area in the law so extensively regulated by the otherwise
“nonlegal” Quran. As often was the case, the lines of separation between the Orientalist
text and legislation were thin, even porous; the text frequently was a prelude to legislation,
serving as an exercise, a test, and a study of feasibility, but more importantly as
ideological conditioning and mental preparation preceding the actual campaign to
reengineer the Shariʿa. Accordingly, in the project of writing scholarly treatises on the law
of inheritance, themselves performative discourses, the Orientalists enlisted “native” Arab
students who had come, mostly from Ottoman regions, to study with the French
Orientalists.164 Under the supervision of such influential Orientalists as M. Morand, these
students wrote on and advocated anything from reforming the Quranic law of inheritance
to eliminating it altogether. This campaign against the interrelated areas of waqf and
inheritance, among others, had a substantial traveling span. It not only operated on the
Algerians, and later on a new generation of Arab lawyers, intellectuals, and scholars who
acquired the culture and mentality of colonialist Orientalism; it also was exported to the
lands of the Ottomans, who were inculcated, under French pressure, into French cultural
models, including the Revolution’s ideas of liberté and égalité.
Typical of nearly all colonialist projects, the imposition of laws pertaining to property and
commercial activity came hand in hand with the imposition of penal laws, which were
designed to regulate and discipline the colonized populations as a first step toward further
domination and ultimately transformation of identity. The Loi Warnier from 1873 decreed
that all land in Algeria would henceforth be regulated by French law and that Shariʿa
courts would be restricted to adjudicating cases of inheritance and personal status. The
high point in the imposition of criminal law came less than a decade later, with the
promulgation of the highly and infamously repressive Code de l’indigénat, a law that did
not recognize due process and gave free hand to civil administrators to inflict excessively
harsh punishments against Muslim subjects at will. Sovereign European power, reflected
in the Schmittian state of exception (or, as I shall argue later, along with Agamben, the
state of extraordinarity), becomes normative law.
By the last quarter of the century, the French managed to break up the Algerian legal
class and its system of law and legal education, in near-exact parallel with the Ottoman
scene. Deprived of their resources due to the expropriation and centralization of waqfs
and to various French administrative and educational reforms that changed the structure
of the Shariʿa, the ulama were subjected to a qualitative diminishment in the very
pedagogy and hermeneutical practice that defined their functions. As happened in other
colonial contexts, the socioepistemic mechanisms that reproduced the legal profession
largely ceased to exist, and in its place a European system of legal reproduction was
installed, with new courts, new types of jurists, lawyers, and European codes of every
type and shape.
With this new system in place, the new generation of “native” lawyers was equally
subjected to the inculcation of a procolonialist reading of reality, in which the “progressive”
European law was pitted against a “backward” Shariʿa. (Even as late as the 1990s, many
judges and lawyers from North Africa and the Middle East could be heard speaking, when

the Shariʿa was discussed, ad nauseam and in a most pejorative manner of its “arcane,”
“disorganized,” and “primitive” nature.)165 By the time the French were done with Algeria in
1962, the Shariʿa was reduced in competence to the adjudication of personal status (and
of course to the “innocuous” “ritual laws” of prayer, fasting, and so on), having lost its
reproductive hermeneutical command over every other sphere of the law. A central
paradigm that had defined so much of Islamic culture and civilization, the Shariʿa and
along with it the Muslim subject were changed and largely eviscerated. It may not be a
detail, or without irony, that much of the fray over Algerian land, and the consequent
campaign against the waqf, had to do with coveting chunks of Algerian territory for
cultivating vineyards for the production of the much-beloved French wines, an intoxicant
prohibited by sharʿi precepts. As genocides will become relevant for us later, it is no detail
that by 1962, close to a million Algerians lost their lives to French colonialism, most having
been unarmed civilians, including a large proportion of women and children. Sovereignty, I
have been insisting, commands the right over life and death, even for the sake of a
luxurious triviality. Indeed, sovereignty does not have to operate by reasons, at least not
ones normally associated with common standards of rationality or ethics.
French colonialism and its Orientalists epitomize an acute form of brutality and cruelty,
which is to say that the policies and practices determined by their sovereignty were less
discriminating and more arbitrary than those of other colonialists. Nonetheless, as chapter
4 will show further, sovereignty and nothing but sovereignty remained the shared
denominator of all European colonialist projects. Another example of sovereign knowledge
and practice is Dutch colonialism in Indonesia, an example that is particularly instructive
because of its long duration. Their occupation of Java, beginning in 1596, was, at the time
of conquest, a fairly ordinary one, little different from hundreds like it throughout human
history. And it would have continued to be ordinary had Europe not undergone the
transformations during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. During roughly the first
two centuries of this occupation, the Dutch did nothing more than exploit the region
economically, as most occupations have done for millennia, except for the added dose of
extraordinary greed. No Orientalists were involved, for they had not come into existence
yet. And, as had been the habit of occupations for a long time, they did not interfere in
“native” affairs. When Daniel Lev, a leading expert on Indonesian history and politics, said
that the Dutch during that early period “resolved to respect local law, … [which is] another
way of saying that, by and large, they could not have cared less,”166 it was not a sense of
respect for native traditions that precipitated this seemingly tolerant attitude. It was
because Europe had not yet developed the Distinction to a state of art, nor had it yet
teased out its implications in detail. Sovereign knowledge was still being born. By the
middle of the nineteenth century, Europe’s intellectual arsenal, coupled with a new
technology of military weapons (also the result of this intellectual-scientific development),
was ready to subject the world to its will, and the Dutch were more than prepared for the
task.
But before turning to Dutch colonialism and its Orientalists, something must be said of
my observation in the previous paragraph about the new European military technology, for
it is the common belief (almost invariably so among too many in academia) that

colonialism, genocides, and other mass killings are merely the function of this
sophisticated weaponry, that, because this technology was available, colonialism and
mass elimination became possible. This understanding in effect structurally replicates the
substance of the position (one of whose offshoots is the way Islamic history itself was
written in modernity) that assumes and takes for granted modern phenomena as an
inevitable course of human development, treating them as “natural” stages in man’s
experience and progress in the world. But this is to engage in history as metaphysics,
where historical processes begin at some inexplicable pregiven, or as a matrix of
assumptions that need not be demonstrated. Such an argument ignores the crucial fact
that, like everything else, military technological development is not a predetermined
historical process that moves linearly by virtue of a predetermining Geist, integral to and
parallel to the “inevitable” forces of progress. Rather, this new technology is integral to a
contingent and particular set of circumstances that made modern Europe the way it is. It
was, in other words, a by-product of regimes of knowledge, and particular ways of
thinking the world, that evolved in the wake of the Distinction.
This structure of thought had established with society and with early technological
science an extensive and, one might say, an organic dialectic. Early- as well as latemodern military technology, including Holocaust-like uses of technology, was all symptoms
and tools, not causes of sovereign violence, the kind that routinely produced horrific,
unprecedented holocausts, genocides, and colonialisms in the twentieth century. A strong
penchant for violence was the lot of humanity since time immemorial, and to this extent
the moderns, Nazis included, have not distinguished themselves over their predecessors.
What is new is an added layer of cataclysmic violence that created a new quality. Modern
sovereign will, including will to violence, is an epistemology and a way of seeing the world
that commensurately created the new atrocious weapons. To argue that such weapons
are incidental to this emerging European reality and that they are, because they
“happened to be available,” responsible for genocides and atrocities is to ignore this
contingency with a view to universalizing, in typical European discursive fashion, the
burden of sovereign, genocide-inducing violence. It is therefore my argument—to which I
shall return later—that such military technology may not, on its own, be deemed
accountable for any of the considerations I have been raising.
To return to the Dutch then. By about the last third of the nineteenth century, the major
regions of today’s Indonesian Archipelago had been taken. In good fashion, “law and
order” constituted the backbone of colonial administration, demonstrated in the
promulgation of a penal code for the “natives.” All criminal cases and major offenses were
tried at the exclusively Dutch-staffed Landraden courts, which also handled important civil
cases pertaining to the natives.167 It cannot surprise by now that all matters of waqf and
the all-important inheritance law fell within the jurisdiction of these courts. Furthermore, in
1882, the Dutch reorganized the Islamic courts, now calling them, not coincidentally,
“priest-courts,” priesterraden, perhaps a psychological projection of the oppressive
Catholic Church in Medieval Europe on the inculpable peoples of the Archipelago.
As the French did in Algeria and the British in India, the Dutch colonists of Indonesia
called upon the Orientalists for assistance. If India had its Sir William Jones, Indonesia

could boast Cornelius van Vollenhoven, an influential Dutch Orientalist specializing in
“adat-law”—or what was called “adatrecht.” “Pioneered” by the even more stellar
Orientalist Christian Snouck Hurgronje, this field of study confirmed the legal duality that
had been “discovered” by the Dutch. There is no indication that this duality was construed
by the Malay peoples in oppositional terms; nor was the relationship between one and the
other problematized. Rather, before the end of the nineteenth century, adat and Shariʿa
appear to have been viewed as complementary and entwined. But Snouck’s “discovery” of
adat, and van Vollenhoven’s elevation of the study of this discovery into a “science,” in
effect opened a Pandora’s box within the political and legal life of Indonesia that has not
been closed to this day.
We tend to take it for granted that a scholar is free to make the distinctions he or she
sees fit about any topic of study, and to some extent this is wholly justifiable. But this is
not the case with the Dutch van Vollenhoven, Snouck, and their peers. Theirs was not
scholarship in the common sense of the term, something akin, say, to studying the history
of American elections with a view to understanding their pattern, structure, and variables
or to predicting future results. Rather, the overall impact of these scholars’ “contributions”
is tantamount to a policy report, all too readily adoptable by government, to the effect that
both parties cannot run together in elections, that Americans can vote only for one party,
the other being less congruent with the “nature” of Americans. Theirs was indeed adat
scholarship, but one endowed with sovereign decision, as history has proven in matter of
fact. To bring out the full weight of this scholarship and its enduring effects on Indonesia,
one must introduce a contrast and ask: How would such “a study” of American elections
fare in terms of actual effect?
“Adat law” had always existed in an oral form, and despite the fact that certain
elements of it were written down, orality remained its defining characteristic, for orality had
a function: It required communal participation in the construal and application of this “law,”
what might be termed local knowledge. It additionally constituted a state of affairs, a
practice, a state of mind, a moral code, and a way of seeing the world, but it can scarcely
be reduced to our modern notions of law, operating in whole or in part as a legal organ of
a coercive state.
Knowledge of the “adat law” and of its localized implementation precluded the need for
a specialized class of people, such as Islamic legal specialists or modern lawyers. It was
knowledge of common behavior, individual and communal, and perceived as such in
relative terms by those upon whom it is incumbent to conduct themselves in a particular
way. In other words, this knowledge did not reside in an elite but was rather diffused in the
community, although the elders tended to be particularly regarded as repositories of it.
And since it did not require writing, or therefore any “scholarly” commentaries or glosses,
no jurists or lawyers could become the locus of either legal or epistemic authority. The
preclusion of writing therefore entailed the exclusion of codification, an essential tool of a
centralized state authority, and a modern one at that. The adat, therefore, in its natural
form and traditional historical evolution depended on the crucial fact of remaining in a state
of orality, a state of fluidity and thus malleability.
Much like Shariʿa’s substantive principles (fiqh), adat was not intended to apply in letter,

but in effect constituted a guide to proper conduct or a maximal limit to what can and
cannot be tolerated by a particular, local community. The writing down by the Malay
people of a fraction of adat practices before colonial intrusion did not considerably affect
their fluidity, for the record remained both partial, unofficial, and a matter of reference. It
could not have, at any rate, represented more of an official law than any of Shariʿa’s fiqh
manuals. But the Dutch codification of adat changed their nature forever, and gave them
different and unprecedented structure and meaning. A crucial effect of codification was an
elision into rigidity.168 Yet, it is not difficult to understand why the Dutch insisted on
capturing adat in written form. Coming from the continental legal tradition, they could not
conceive of any unwritten law as law properly speaking, as a code of conduct interpreted
and practiced by the individual and the autonomous, self-ruling local community; hence,
for adat to have any force, suitable to a coercive state, it had to be endorsed by a written
jurisprudential form. Thus, to be so sanctioned, adat law had first to be identified and set
down in writing.
None of this, again, should be taken for granted, as if it were no more than a “natural,”
predetermined progression of history. To think that the Dutch policies were “natural”
because this mode of conduct has always been the habitual conduct of colonialist regimes
is not only to engage in anachronism but also to confuse cause and effect; it is not to
understand that European colonial effects are unique because their causes are embedded
in a unique structure of thought. Our Islamic case study provides a contrast, yet again.
When Muslims occupied new territories, only “public law” applied to the conquered
populations, such as tax law, criminal law, land law, and the like. The new subjects were
to live by their own denominational laws, and more importantly, there were no further
“campaigns” or programs to integrate them into the occupiers’ legal system and force
them into an educational apparatus with a view to remold them into new subjects, that is,
national citizens.169 Even the Muslim civic population, as we saw, was not subjected to
such an educational technology since education was both denominational and free of the
state’s interference (because there was no Muslim state in the first place). Yet, although
Islamic conquests and rule over non-Muslim populations involved “domination,”170 this
mode of rule can be comfortably described as one “at arm’s length.”171 By contrast,
European colonialism, the Dutch included, was intrusive and penetrating to a degree that
aimed to, and did, change the very constitution of the colonized subject, to fashion it in
new ways, to act on its body through a system of juridicality, to discipline it, to subjugate it
into docility, just as European governmentality had performed its own subjects at home.
But to implement this project, the entire social order, moral communities, customary
practices, traditions, modes of material transactions, and every major traditional concept
had to be destroyed or eviscerated, and then replaced. Long-standing cultures,
continuously evolving over centuries, if not millennia, are ecosystems that maintain webs
of intricate and intertwined relationships between the human and the environmental,
between the communal and the cosmological. The infliction of “progress” on such cultures
yielded and continues to yield the same results that this theology has produced in the
natural environment and its ecology.172
Colonialism and its Orientalist handmaiden played the most crucial role in this assault.

Hailing from a pedigree of Dutch scholars who viewed Islam as a menace (very similarly to
how the French saw this religion and its law in Algeria), van Vollenhoven vehemently
espoused the position that adat, not the Shariʿa, should be held to govern the pluralistic
societies of the Netherlands Indies. This was a reaction to various other scholars, such as
L. W. C. van den Berg, whose scholarly project essentially declared enthusiastic support
for the position that the Shariʿa, not adat, was the sustainable law of the islands. Criticizing
the proponents of Shariʿa, Vollenhoven argued that adat exercised such a wide sway over
the archipelago’s population that Islamic law stood in comparison as both thin on the
ground and virtually irrelevant.173 Remarkably, all this knowledge he managed to garner
from two rather brief visits to the colony. Vollenhoven espoused the view that any attempt
at weakening adat was nothing less than an invitation to open the floodgates to Islam, a
religion seen by Vollenhoven and many of his compatriots not only as a native political tool
of unification, but as the very religion that had threatened Christendom for centuries.
Furthermore, to side with adat—which did not have a semblance of “religious” constitution
—was to promote secularism. Among other initiatives, he compiled an extensive work in
which he committed to writing the otherwise oral adat, identifying eighteen versions of it,
when in fact the archipelago consisted of over a thousand islands, each with its own
version (or versions) of adat. The writing down of adat “violated a primary principle of adat
law theory, that the adat lived in local tradition. Now, written, it lived in books, which Dutch
judges, and Indonesian judges half a century later, used as if they were codes.”174
In the wake of the Dutch government’s formal declaration in 1927 that adat, not the
Shariʿa, was the normative law, institutional changes began to take effect, and further
scholarship aiming at systematizing adat (especially by Bernard Ter Haar) came to bolster
that policy with renewed vigor. Henceforth, Dutch scholars and their native students—who
hailed mainly from a coopted Javanese aristocracy—as well as colonialist advisors and
administrators were officially trained in adatrecht as the paradigmatic law. The Shariʿa
sunk to a distant secondary position, where it would be accepted only insofar as it was
provisionally allowed to modify adat under particular circumstances. This change was
formally sanctioned by yet another academic and policy discourse and was assigned the
appellation “reception theory.” But the project did not stop here. In a typical colonialist
fashion, a new educational system was introduced to enhance the hegemony of the
colonial project. Dutch schools at all levels numbered more than a thousand by the first
decade of the twentieth century,175 giving the Javanese and other elites the means of
education that prepared them to pursue their legal studies in Western institutions, whether
these were located in Batavia or Leiden. It was from among this elite that students of the
adatrecht, many of whom advocated the divisive and fragmenting reception theory,
emerged. Indonesia, now reengineered into an institution and virtually into a subject,
continues to struggle with the effect until this day.
The situation in India was not much different. “Local” law was even more “disorderly”
and “confused” to British taste, and like every other colonialist administration, the
Orientalists were brought in. The British did not gain effective military control of India until
1757, when they embarked on a systematic campaign to draw out the resources of the
country through the cheaper method of legal control, rather than military control, which

had been used up to that point. The immediate purpose was of course profit, set within a
larger vision of bringing India into the open market. Yet, as Macaulay’s “Minute”
testifies,176 the ultimate goal was to refashion Indians in the image of their colonizers, to
civilize them short of changing their “blood” and brownness. The legal system was, and
continued to be, the performative sphere that determined and set the tone of domination
and re-creation. A serious “legal” plan was called for, and it was the British governor of the
Bengal, the corrupt Warren Hastings, who initiated it in earnest. What has become known
as the Hastings Plan conceived a multitiered system that required exclusively British
administrators at the top, seconded by a tier of British judges who would consult with onthe-ground Muslim legal experts with regard to issues governed by the Shariʿa. At the
lowest rung of judicial administration stood the run-of-the-mill Muslim judges who
administered law in the civil courts of Bengal, Madras, and Bombay. The plan was
designed to absorb local customs and norms into a British institutional structure of justice
and to streamline them in accordance with “universal” ideals of justice.
The British magistrates found it difficult to make sense of the staggering variety of
opinion and the pliability of Islamic and Hindu “law,” a situation they often described as a
chaotic, uncontrollable, and corrupted mass of individual juristic opinion.177 To deal with
this “chaos”—a mess exhibiting “disorder” and “primitive existence”—the classicist and
foremost Orientalist Sir William Jones (1746–94) was marshaled from Oxford.178 There
seems to have been no question in Jones’s mind as to what he should do to solve the
“Indian problem.” He decisively proposed to Hastings the creation of codes or what he
termed a “complete digest of Hindu and Mussulman law,”179 what amounted in the long
run to nothing short of a structural revolution in India’s laws and society. The justification
for the creation of such an alien system within Islamic and Hindu juridico-moral systems
rested on the claim that these “laws” were arbitrary, inconsistent, and disorderly, and only
through the recovery of the great texts of the tradition could the country be brought back
to its former glory.180 Sovereign domination did not allow for the possibility, in reality the
only one, that Hastings and Jones did not understand or did not want to understand what
they were dealing with and that they needed better education before they declared their
audacious plans, or that they did understand but their understanding was irrelevant and
thus set aside without a second thought. If sovereign domination can decide that the
object of knowledge possesses no complexity beyond the mind of the subject, its subset,
then sovereign knowledge can decide that the exception is indeed the rule.
Yet, this step of textual reengineering was only half of the plan. Rewriting and
restructuring the two legal systems were to be further accompanied (as it indeed turned
out they were) by another project of engineering the sociology of legal knowledge itself,
this time as it existed in the mind of living human beings. Jones constructed a system that
offered “a complete check on the native interpreters of the several codes,”181 a project
that subjected the Indian’s mind to new modes of interpretation: disciplined, deductive,
objective, orderly, and in line with “universal” conceptions of justice, equity, and fairness.
The first step in Jones’s project resulted in the translation of a few classical Islamic
legal texts into English (Hindu law was subjected to the same strategy). The immediate
purpose of these translations was to make Islamic law directly accessible to British judges

who deeply mistrusted the Muslim jurists advising them on points of law. As happened in
Dutch Indonesia, the texts primarily functioned as codes, and codes they became. (In
point of fact, in this respect the Dutch emulated the British, not the other way around.) It
may be said that the very fact of translation was and effectively constituted codification, a
phenomenon foreign, nay antithetical, to the makeup and structure of the Shariʿa, as
much as it was to adat. The magnitude of this change, which opened the floodgates to
codification, is inestimable.
Codification is the nation-state’s modus vivendi, a method that entails a conscious
harnessing of a particular tool of sovereign power. It is a deliberate choice in the exercise
of legal and political power, a choice that at once accomplishes a multitude of tasks. The
most essential feature of the code is the production of order, clarity, concision, and of
course authority.182 Modern codes are said, even by noncolonial experts, to replace “all
previous inconsistent customs, mores, and law,”183 a testimony to the fact that
“colonialism” is everywhere, including in Europe itself. This replacement is also totalistic,
since codes must also fulfill the requirement of completeness and exclusivity. They must
comprehensively cover the area they claim to regulate, an act that perforce precludes any
competing law. Should any other law be allowed to remain operative in a jurisdiction, it
would be so allowed by virtue of the code’s permission,184 which always has exclusive and
superior authority over and above all previous law.
Codes must also be “systematic and clear,” arranged rationally and logically, and
rendered easily accessible to lawyers and judges,185 the presumption always being that
“traditional law” does not possess these rational and logical qualities. Codes are not only
declaratory and enunciative of their own authority but also universal in the statement of
rules, hence their concision. They pay direct attention neither to the particular case nor to
the human individual as individual. They are always abstract, “to the point,” and
deliberately preclusive of the concrete. It was considered a virtue that the “French and
German Civil Codes could be held within the boards of a volume while the common law
required a full library” to house it.186 Considerations of instrumentalized economy, as
always, are paramount. But the primary attribute of the code is its capacity to create
uniformity, an attribute in keeping with the homogenizing and universalizing ethic of
modernity. The sway of the code’s authority therefore extends beyond its own legal,
administrative, and regulatory power: the code possesses a performative power that,
through the law, constitutes and reconstitutes subjects.187
The national subject not only was far from Shariʿa’s desideratum but in fact plainly
contradicted the very raison d’être of that system, whose performative thrust was the
production of the individual and local-communal moral subject.188 The Shariʿa ran counter
to the great majority of the code’s attributes. First, in both theory and practice, the Shariʿa
depended on the cooperation of custom and customary laws.189 Nowhere did the Shariʿa
operate exclusively, and everywhere customary law was in principle recognized as
essential to the formulation of precepts and rules within the Shariʿa, a fact that gave a
deep meaning to local practice and even local cultural uniqueness. Self-rule, a robust
premodern concept of autonomous existence, was not only allowed to exist within
Shariʿa’s hands-off mode of governance; it in fact flourished and thrived190 (which in part

explains the autonomous private status of conquered populations integrated under Shariʿa
governance).
By its hermeneutical and highly individualistic nature, the Shariʿa may not have been
systematic according to the European perception of the world, although an expert in it will
see it as systematic in a different way. While the code is by any standard more accessible
than most fiqh treatises, the argument of clarity is no more than a relative one. For an
expert in Shariʿa, the fiqh is as clear as the modern lawyer finds the code. It is, however,
true that the fiqh cannot be said to have internal uniformity, or the intellectual simplicity of
the code, since plurality of opinion is its defining feature par excellence. It is on the
diversity of its own character that it thrived (and insisted), and it is in this diversity that it
found the flexibility to accommodate, through variant legal norms, different situations,
different societies, and culturally divergent regions. Plurality of opinion not only answered
the multiplicity of particular and special situations but also served the exigencies of legal
change, which were accommodated through built-in dynamics in the structures of legal
reasoning.191 Its plurality ran counter to the spirit of uniformity, since homogenization was
largely absent from its agenda. And since its interest lay in the individual as a singular,
rationally autonomous worshiper of God, there was no need for an abstract and
universalizing language. Most importantly, however, it is the declaratory nature of the
code as well as its uniformity of substance and legal effect that betrayed a will to power
that emanated from the higher offices of the nation-state; by contrast, in the Shariʿa, such
a will to power did not exist because law and the legal system worked from the bottom
upward, from the individual and local community first, moving up to larger governing
(“political”) mechanisms, which Shariʿa itself also largely regulated.192
Jones’s project of translation and, effectively, codification severed the legal text from its
Arabicate interpretive and commentarial tradition,193 which had been defined by a certain
epistemology and a morally anchored system of hermeneutic, meaning that the text
ceased to function in the way it had done for a millennium, since the text was not an
“event” but rather an interpretive process and a habitus. This is still not to imply that the
text was central or indispensable to sharʿi hermeneutics, legal reasoning, or general
practice. In a complex oral culture, as Islam was, orality constituted the measure of ethical
formation in the transmission of knowledge, legal or otherwise, which is to say that the
spoken or transmitted word held a force of authenticity that a text could not ensure. A text
can always be forged, and the culprit is not always guaranteed to be caught, but oral
knowledge transmitted directly from one person to another made the source and every
link in the transmission identifiable and knowable, with all the attendant moral and ethical
accountability this made possible. Orality, in other words, meant a particular technology of
knowledge that shaped its human operators—by virtue of its own content, teleology, and
modes of operation—into ethical subjects. Orality qua orality was then performative, not
just a “way” of transmitting information. But most important of all, in ethical and moral
terms, it certainly cannot be associated with the “primitive,” which is how the British and
almost every other European saw it.
Furthermore, the suppression of customary law, having tremendous effects on its own,
also meant the obliteration of the communal ways in which the Shariʿa operated. In other

words, the very act of translation uprooted Islamic law from its interpretive-linguistic soil
and, at one and the same time, from the native social matrix in which it was embedded
and on which its successful operation depended.194 This is not all. The new legal
configuration allowed the British to oust Shariʿa’s jurists and replace them with lawyers
trained in the British ways of doing law, thereby initiating the transformation of “Islam law”
into a state law. This also meant that the autonomous and socially grounded Islamic legal
profession was displaced by the corporate and ultrasocial agency of the state. The overall
result was reengineering the Shariʿa (as well as Hindu “law”), rendering it a sort of replica
of English law, what became known as “Anglo-Muhammadan Law.” And with this
transformation, the new state institutions and methods of governance broke up the
communal structures as a first step toward fashioning the nation. European to the core,
the nation and nationalism literally reengineered Asia, as much as they re-created and
reinvented the rest of the world.
In this colossal engineering project William Jones’s intervention was not an expression
of an individual effort; it represented the full force of the institutional and epistemic weight
of Europe that gave it its conditions of felicity. Jones was perhaps the best talent available
at that time and place, but it also was one that embodied and gave full expression to the
potency of the performative power of British knowledge and its resultant colonialism. His
other discourses, translations, and poetry and all the discursive versatility of his fertile
intellectual and artistic life amounted to very little in the conquest of India or of any other
territory195 (as was the case with his equivalents, or even the much sharper and
encyclopedic minds within the Islamic tradition who happened to accompany the great
conquerors, including, coincidentally, those of India). If Jones played this transformative
role, it was by virtue of the kind of knowledge he seized upon, a kind that not just was
unique in human history but also was located within a Europe-based discursive formation
and power system that gave it an equally particular potency, all of which amounted to
sovereignty, sovereign disposition, and a sovereign disposal of reality that made a
particular form of knowledge of the world its engine.
The driving engine of colonialism was not, as most military and other historians think,
the Maxim machine gun, the steamship, or even a new form of bureaucratic and
administrative management. The driving engine was the structure of thought that made all
these and many others like them possible. To focus on the machine gun and its massively
destructive power is to miss the point altogether. To focus on the Euro-American
Orientalist text as an epitome of misrepresentation and on its collusion with political and
economic power—as Said and others believe—is merely tantamount to saying that the
Europeans and Americans invented the destructive machine gun but merely happened to
have used it for conquest. This tells us nothing new. What matters most is nothing short
of an interrogation into why the machine gun was invented in the first place; what made it
possible, as an idea? What was the thought system that shaped the minds of the
inventors? What was the relationship between this thought system and the purpose of
invention? What was the relationship between the machine gun and the steamship,
between the steamship and the misrepresenting text? If the misrepresenting text was
“reinforced” by political and colonialist power, how did it turn itself around and reinforce,

nay, make possible, that lethal power? To speak of such a text as being reinforced by
power and as failing to engage the dispassionate scholarship that it claimed to embrace is
in effect to say that the use of the machine gun merely tells of the violent disposition of its
user, and that a machine gun’s raison d’être is to maintain the peace, the very condition
that would have made the very conception of the weapon impossible. Once the full
implications of the narrative this chapter has offered regarding colonialism and its
Orientalism are appreciated, it will be clear that Said insisted on drawing a picture in which
the tail wags the dog.
As if the reversal of analytic priorities were not enough of a problem, Said went on to
condemn Orientalism in toto. A charitable reader might indulge the attack as a rhetorical
strategy or as hyperbole, but the price of this charitable act would be too high to pay, for
nothing short of theoretical coherence and a clear analytical vision are at stake. The
totalization also blurs vision as to how power works, and contradicts the very Foucauldian
theory that Said claimed to have influenced him. In the next chapter, I attempt to sort out
the problem of totalization through a theory of the author by giving, among other things,
an account of an Orientalist who subverts Said’s narrative in almost every way, going
beyond the furthest reaches attained by Said.

CHAPTER III

The Subversive Author

I
If Europe had its resident manufacturers of Orientalist knowledge in the colonies, the likes
of the French Morand, the Dutch Von Vollenhoven, and the British Jones, it also had large
contingents of supporting Orientalists at home, those who, with their more active
colonialist peers, made for a potent discursive tradition that fed into the local European
culture of conquest and sovereign domination, all of which amounted to a complete set of
conditions of felicity that made Orientalism merely another weapon in the war of Europe
against everyone else, but a war that did not always aim to destroy out of existence.
Wars, like genocides, often aim to rearrange existence, and not merely to create it ex
nihilo. Yet, this cannot be the full account of Orientalism; such an account would merely
commit the relatively minor sin of reductionism. The grave sin of this account is the
elimination of the possibility of an inverse dynamic of power, of a complexity in the central
domains that generates, as it has proven to do over millennia, a multiplicity of opposing
forces within even the most hegemonic central domains.1 Domains of power, in their very
nature, must encompass force fields that often coordinate both their operations and their
thrust in favor of the central paradigms governing a particular order, but they are not born,
nor can they be nourished, without opposing force fields. This is no more conceivable or
possible than a body in which all the organisms work in unison and toward an undivided
balance of health. For if this were to be the case, no organism will ever die.
If variety, diversity, contrariety, and subversiveness are inherent in every structure of
power and in every central domain, a fact we must take for granted, then we might well
ask how these manifest themselves in Orientalism. Said singled out mainly two
Orientalists—Gibb and Massignon—whose work was often sensitive to the objects of their
scholarship, in this case Muslim Orientals, but the final verdict of both was negative. When
all is said and done, neither scholar passed the test of adequate, accurate, truthful, and
complete representation of the Orient. In other words, if either of the two had a
“determining imprint,” it was an imprint that, in the final analysis, conduced to the
discursive formation in which Orientalism ultimately implicated itself, in colonialist power
overseas, in political power at home, and in misrepresentation itself in the first place.

This categorical judgment ipso facto precluded a discriminating approach, and it is my
strong suspicion that this error was precipitated by the lack of a complete theory of power.
Foucault, as we have seen, was not himself attentive, by virtue of his preoccupations with
the modern scene, to teasing out the full implications of his theory of “epochal” changes
and transformations in either épistémès or the discursive formations to which they give
rise, although his last lectures at the Collège du France (1979–84) began to exhibit such
an interest. When he speaks of “rules of formation,” which are the “conditions of
existence” for discursive formations, he is almost wholly interested in their modes of
operation, and only incidentally in their rise or “disappearance,” which he tends to note
incidentally.2 In Orientalism,3 Said distilled his theory of power and knowledge, and
appears to have taken from it only its schematic features. This explains his categorical
and all-too-sweeping approach, which has exonerated no one who ever wrote anything
about the Orient. Foucault’s subversive “critique” makes no appearance in Said. This
specifically Saidian legacy has spread among the current generation of scholars like fire in
dry wood. Of course the reasons for the all-too-easy inflammability of this particular
aspect of Said’s writings are distinctively political, but like all political phenomena in
modernity, they are rendered intelligible only when taken to deeper levels of analysis than
conventional politics itself or political theory can afford.
If every writer on the Orient is potentially susceptible to the charge of Orientalism, then
it is small wonder that any attempt by any writer to find any “civilizational glory” in the
Orient turns out to be nothing more than wondrous awe that reduced the Orient to an
exotic object. For Said, this constituted misrepresentation all the same. But for the
legatees of this sweeping approach who still thrive today, misrepresentation and
consequently “Orientalism” are what they disapprove in other scholars’ work. The
politicization in all of this stems from the fact that neither Said nor his followers set the
necessary criteria that allow for grounded judgment, valuation, discriminating distinction,
and assessment of what makes one Orientalist different from another, and what makes
an Orientalist stand within a paradigmatic domain and another outside it. Turning thus to
this structural feature of Said’s understanding of Orientalism, I shall attempt to show, by
proffering an account of the work of a versatile and accomplished Orientalist, that it is
possible to demonstrate that (1) certain Orientalists can possess a “determining imprint”;
(2) the imprint was inflicted in specific ways that distinguish it from the generic imprints
described in Orientalism; and (3) crucial for our inquiry, Orientalism can provide, from
within its own domain, a subversive discourse structurally critical of both colonialist and
mainstream Orientalism, a critique that is more profound and meaningful than Said offers
and one that derives its power from the fact that it goes, unlike Said’s, to the heart of the
central domain.
The account of this chapter therefore functions in a double-pronged manner: on the
one hand, it complicates the phenomenon of Orientalism and at once defines it in sharper
terms than Said has done; and, on the other, the account goes on to show that the
subversive strategies within Orientalism can provide a critique of mainstream Orientalism
that is more penetrating and certainly more coherent than Said has offered.4 In a later
section, I will attend to the fuller implications of setting up Orientalism as an exception to

the standard of modern Western knowledge of the world, but for now I (re)turn to the
concept of difference.
Said’s argument that in the European imagination the Orient was different is not, on its
own, informative, simply because the adjective is, by its very nature, both ambiguous and
relative. To bear meaningful sense, it requires not only clarification but also differentiation
and specificity. A potential witness’s testimony that the bank thief looked different than he
himself does, or even different from the police detective questioning him, would be for the
policeman an utterly useless identification of the thief. It so happens that Said does
articulate some aspects of the difference, an articulation that spans much of his book. The
Orient is inferior, primitive, effeminate, superstitious, and the like, all of which are, for the
Orientalist, negative attributes, or at least intended to be negative. But then Said expands
his definition of “different” and includes positive qualities, such as the spirituality of the
Orient, this time clearly intended by a few Orientalists to be a positive attribute with which
they are stating their preference for the Orient over their Europe. As noted, Said saw in
this an attitude that partakes in exoticizing the Orient, making it in the final analysis a
negative quality. Yet, it is a given that the Orient is not Europe and cannot be Europe, nor
vice versa, however either of them may look. Difference as a sum total of divergences in
constitutive qualities, numerous if not countless, must, by necessity, be taken for granted,
which leaves us in a quandary as to what would be the conditions of comparison that
might satisfy this critic and the many who share this stance. Of course an obvious and
easy answer is that the Orient should not be different from the West; it should not be
more or less spiritual, more or less advanced, more or less domineering, more or less
humane, more or less rational, more or less materialistic, more or less liberal, more or
less superstitious, more or less effeminate, and so on. But then it is doubtful that the
consequences of this answer would be satisfactory either, for such equations would
produce an Orient in the image of Europe, precisely one of the major Orientalist creeds to
which Said vehemently objected. For, after all, it was against Macaulay’s doctrinal epitome
—that, in effect, colonialist Europe endeavored to produce subjects black, brown, and
yellow in color of skin but European in tastes, morals, and intellect—that he and many
others have justly fought their intellectual and other battles.
It is difficult not to reach the conclusion that Said’s objection to difference is precipitated
by his foundational assumption of the West as a standard. This is evidenced in his position
that even when the Orient is depicted as superior, the depiction amounts to nothing but
fantasy, or, if not, an act of exoticizing. The exotic, every dictionary tells us, is that which
is “out of the ordinary,” that which is “not used for ordinary purposes.” The ordinary in
Said’s mind is of course the normative, the standard, the paradigmatic. Or else, why
should every positive depiction of the Orient be invariably exotic? Secular humanist,
democratic values as well as the general cultural standards of the West, not secretly
admired by Said, were so present and powerful in his mind that any claim to the Orient’s
superiority could in no way imply that the West should not, and cannot, be regarded as
the standard—with the consequence that if there might be any attempt at bridging the
much-abhorred difference, the act of bridging, with all the concessions that it might entail,
self-evidently cannot come from the West. For Said is on record lauding these Western

values and many others all the while deprecating tradition, religion, and much else of the
like.5
That Said set up Western modernity as the standard is the most plausible conclusion to
draw from his writings, because while Said, on the one hand, condemned Orientalism, he
ennobled Western modernity and its achievements as the exclusive standard, on the
other. His most-valued literature was Conrad and Kipling, not his compatriot Ghassan
Kanafani or the other “Oriental” ‘Abd al-Rahman Munif;6 the music that thoroughly
impassioned him, and that he himself performed, was Bach’s and Beethoven’s, not ‘Abd
al-Wahhab’s, Riyad al-Sunbati’s, or Sayyid Darwish’s; and as a literary critic and
intellectual, his entire academic apparatus and its Weltanschauung were profoundly
Western, having never bothered, even in his senior years, to inquire into the dialogical
potential of the exquisitely rich and fertile Oriental and Islamic intellectual traditions. It
never occurred to him, for instance, to undertake research projects in literary criticism in
which the highly refined Islamic contributions to this intellectual domain could be brought to
dialogue with its Western counterpart, much less to critique it.7 These were furthest from
his mind, because Said was a secularist liberal, whereas these Oriental “traditions” were
products of “religion,” which, needless to say, he was not far from detesting. Massignon’s
condemnation rested precisely on this: he was “traditional.” Difference, therefore, not only
put Said in a bind, but created in his Orientalism an aporia of the first order.
To be understood properly, difference is situational, namely, it has both directionality
and perspectivism inscribed into it. As a relative and perspectival phenomenon, difference
also has an imaginary geography. Its sources may appear to perception to originate from
one side of the difference’s spectrum rather than another, in which case any diagnosis of
difference’s implications must account for these sources, their composition, inclination,
value, implications, and historical situational presence, for the sources constitute the
problem in the first place. It may be the case that in allocating responsibility for these
sources, one may opt to resolve the difference from one side rather than another,
depending on the results of the diagnosis. But in all cases, it is essential to understand the
sources and their role in a potential bridging of the difference. I think Said did not get to
the stage of sources, leaving his conception of difference unidimensional, one-sided, and,
most importantly, one with a single directionality. A question must also be asked. What
are the consequences that may ensue from a counterassumption: that the Orientalist
ascription of difference to the Orient was a self-projection, that it is Orientalism itself as a
mainstream academic discipline and its larger cultural props that were themselves the
raison d’être of the difference, that they are the difference itself? Such a question opens
up a different line of inquiry, one that forces new assumptions to make an entry into the
debate, and one that may change the rules of the game, including those set by
establishment Orientalism.

II
Enter our Orientalist. Raised as a Roman Catholic, and educated by the Jesuits, and later
at the Sorbonne, René Guénon was a Frenchman whose formative years were spent in a

country that promoted one of the most virile forms of European nationalism (this fact is
relevant in light of Said’s conception of an absolutely hegemonic national “ambience”).
Belonging to the last generation of European Orientalists who mastered various Asian
languages and knew more than one tradition (unlike their successors after World War II),
Guénon produced some two dozen books on Hinduism, Taoism, and Islam, and his works
were translated into some twenty tongues. He was a metaphysician of considerable
weight, and his scholarship and intellectual activism worked hand in hand, straddling an
interest in introducing Hinduism and Taoism to European audiences, and critiquing the
modern West through much of his writings. His ideas about metaphysics and tradition
guided a number of scholars and thinkers in what became the traditionalist school
Philosophia Perennis. As a subversive author (an analytical category to which I shall
attend later in this chapter), with a less-than-popular esoteric approach and profound
contempt for academics, his place in mainstream Orientalism was uncertain, to say the
least; but his work made for such a profound impact that a group of thinkers and writers
continued to advocate ideas that he would spend his life articulating. What makes him an
interesting case for my inquiry is not that he was an Orientalist who went against his own
discipline—as significant as that may be for my overall argument—but that with all the
esotericism and unusually unconventional thrust of his critique, he went against
Orientalism and all that which produced it, and still managed to leave a legacy. This
phenomenon has profound implications for a theory of the author.
It is worth noting that Guénon does not make a showing in Said’s Orientalism, not even
a passing mention, although as a classical Orientalist, he and his work complicate the
concept of Orientalism in the way they have given rise to a form of subversivity that
survived the author himself. Obviously, Guénon does not meet Foucault’s criteria for the
discursive author, but his influence on major scholars within and without Orientalism, as
well as the renewed relevance of his work during the last decade or so, attests to the
durability of at least the thrust of his ideas to the crises of modernity8 as well as to
mainstream Orientalism as its subset. Guénon’s relevance, in short, issues from the
urgency of the questions he sketched close to a century ago, questions that are
preoccupying, with renewed vigor, modern academia and its new subfields, ranging from
postcolonial studies to environmental ethics and much else. This is another way of saying
that just as Orientalism’s performative power resided in conditions of felicity within the
Enlightenment worldview and the formation of the nation-state, Guénon’s critique finds its
commensurate conditions in the oppositional force fields of power that were produced, per
force, by none other than the Enlightenment-state formations themselves. No power can
exist without creating within itself, within its own processes and dynamics, the potential for
its own transformation, if not destruction. Guénon’s legacy may not constitute such a
potential, but his critique of modernity and its products is gaining enough appeal that it has
become recently relevant for many intellectual concerns, including, as is the case here, a
reassessment of what Orientalism is. That his ideas are esoteric in the extreme and at
times outright objectionable is of no relevance here; after all, the discursive tradition of
Orientalism itself—as a subset of liberalism—does not fare better, although for different
reasons altogether.

The first extraordinary effect of bringing Guénon into conversation with the late-modern
critique of Orientalism is the difference in the points of departure from which he and Said
initiated their inquiries. Although writing a good half-century before Said, Guénon begins
where Said ends, taking for granted much of what the latter endeavored to show in detail.
His critique during his formative years was certainly shaped by ideas and reflections
emanating from the European intellectual environment, but it increasingly, and later
heavily, drew on an engagement with the Taoist, the Islamic, and, most prominently, the
Hindu traditions, especially the Vedanta school. This is a matter not just of scope and
quantity, but primarily of methodology, assumptions, a critical apparatus, and a
determining worldview. When Guénon was writing his postformative work, postcolonial
and so-called postmodern critique had obviously not yet existed, the Frankfurt School was
being formed, Foucault and his Nietzsche had not yet emerged; and Heidegger’s Being
and Time would sweep European philosophy only toward the end of his life. His critique,
summed up in his Orient et Occident (1924), was instead framed by an implacably
negative reaction to European philosophy from Leibniz and Kant to Schopenhauer, and, in
politics, to the configuration that was the legacy of World War I and the Bolshevik
Revolution. Yet, translated into the idiom of the twenty-first century, and transcending its
eccentric and unconventional style of expression, Guénon’s critique synoptically captures
much of the best in recent social theory, Critical Theory, and cultural criticism, but without
admitting the legitimacy of the system on which these critical theories insist.
And here, I think, is where the reasons for Guénon’s rejection by the “system” lie.
Guénon had the intellectual courage to delve deep into modernity and reach the most
negative conclusion possible about it: that it needs to go. Much of his work attempted to
outline the “reform” through which modernity must be phased out, but this is not our
concern. What is of relevance here instead is that Orientalism, like much else that is
interconnected in modernity, cannot be properly evaluated without reference to the whole,
and that the massive body of relationships that enveloped it and in turn produced it was
affected by its operation and production, all this, in contrast to Said’s microanalysis,
entailing—in the strongest sense of logical and ontological entailment—the fundamental
questions as to how and where Western modernity must be placed within the long history
of world civilizations.
Unlike Marx and his predetermined stages of historical evolution, Guénon regarded
history, under the influence of Hinduism, as a cyclical movement of generation and
corruption, and did not see it as possessing any Geist that will inevitably lead to some goal
or final purpose. An implacable enemy of the doctrine of progress, and of any conception
of historical determination, he saw Western modernity as “a veritable anomaly,” pointing to
the rise of materialism as major cause for the West to go “astray,” to take a “divergent
course.”9 Among all the civilizations “known to us more or less completely, this civilization
is the only one that has developed along purely material lines, and this monstrous
development, whose beginning coincides with the so-called Renaissance, has been
accompanied … by a corresponding intellectual regress.”10
“Materialist” and “materialism” for Guénon are complex concepts intended to describe
and analyze a system of relations that govern Western modernity, capitalism being just

one of its major components. It is a political and sociological system of value that
permeates the social order and gives it its meaning and worldview, and it is in this order
that modern academia, scholarship, mass culture, and, specifically, Orientalism (as
straddling all these) receive their shape and definition. The moral order—what he calls
“moralism”—of the “contemporary” West “is really nothing but the necessary complement
of practical materialism,” for “both develop simultaneously along the same lines.”11
Pervasive and a wholly defining force, “materialization” is a dynamic force that affects all
phenomena, giving them not only a particular physical structure and constitution, but
remolding them as a particular idea or a structure of ideas, with unique symbols and
significations, and a distinct way of seeing the world. Materialism is a general attitude that
“underpins what is thought of as ‘ordinary life.’ ”12 The performativity of materialism’s
psychological and corporeal power amounts to the full weight of transformative processes
that culminate in depriving the human faculties of the ability to see beyond the immediate
senses. Trapped in the sensible world of the here and now, modern Western “man” has
become self-enclosed in a locked system beyond which no other form of reality can be
comprehensible.
Accordingly, with its capitalism and attendant cultural value system, materialism ab
initio precludes the possibility of understanding, much less appreciating, the manner in
which other civilizations and cultures articulate, and live in, the world. This is why Guénon
never questions the “sincerity” of the intellectuals he collectively subjects to vehement
criticism, because in effect he sees them as thinking and operating within a regime of truth
dictated by what he would probably have called a discursive formation beyond their
comprehension and control.13 Yet, this tolerant judgment of the individual should not
amount to the exoneration of the aggregate group that subscribes and contributes to
materialism as a collective moral agent. The modern Western individual, though an
unwitting contributor, is both object and subject of this performativity, for “he himself is
one of the factors intervening actively in the changes affecting his world.” The dialectic
involved here is then progressive, between the individual and his human grouping, on the
one hand, and mass culture and systemic structures, on the other. Once formed, the
materialistic mind-set is disseminated and “cannot help but contribute to reinforcing” the
same materialism that “made it possible in the first place.”14
Echoing a Ghazalian perspective but on the level of the modern concept of “society,”
and not just of the individual as an autonomous agent, Guénon ascribes disjuncture
between materialism and intellectuality, by which he means knowledge of the world that
transcends the limits of rationality, reason, and the world of senses apprehended by
these. “Material development and pure intellectuality go in opposite directions: he who
sinks himself in the one becomes necessarily removed from the other.”15 For Guénon, this
is ultimately a question of metaphysics, however much apprehension and understanding
play a role. But for our own understanding of Guénon’s attitude toward modern
knowledge, modern academia, and its Orientalism, this is an issue of epistemological
bifurcation of the first order. We will see later that Guénon complicates this picture by
introducing the contributions of science, the doctrine of progress, instrumentalism, and
much else into the overall phenomenon of “Western civilization.” But taking these

aggregate phenomena as being subsumed by the commanding category of materialism
and its effects, we begin to understand how “establishment” Orientalism becomes an
epistemology par excellence, one that misrepresents not because it is merely associated,
as Said tells us, with political power and colonialism but because it is embedded in a
system that understands and lives in the world in a particular way, one that represents for
Guénon, as it did for Marx, Scheler, Heidegger, and many others, a distortion of reality
and existence.
Yet materialism is not a performative and constitutive epistemological power that exists
in solitude. It always stands in a dialectical relationship with other major spheres, what we
have called central domains, and what Guénon describes in nontechnical, layman’s
language. Science is certainly one of them, and Guénon accords it much importance,
since it also constitutes an epistemology that for him bars knowledge from transcending
its closed world of the senses, a Western phenomenon that, precisely because of its
epistemic limitations, derailed any proper comprehension of “Eastern civilizations.” The
status accorded to science in the West and the “unbounded admiration and superstitious
respect” for it stand in “perfect harmony with the needs of a purely material civilization.”16
But Guénon should not be mistaken for a Luddite:17 every society needs science, he
argued, and all civilizations had their own systems of science. Yet, the modern West
(which is always for Guénon a culture and epistemology, not a geographical place) is the
only civilization that created a form of science exclusively geared for the promotion of
material benefit, accumulation of wealth, instrumentalism, and “bodily comfort,” all the
while limiting its sphere to “industrial purposes” and “mechanical inventions.” Because “it is
limited to the sensible world, which it takes for its sole object,” Western science is myopic,
and represents, in the words of an anonymous Hindu scholar that Guénon approvingly
quotes, “ignorant knowledge.”18
Being a system of “very relative knowledge,” and nourished in a specifically materialist
environment, Western science tends to exclude more than include, having been
“purchased at the expense of forgetting all that [is] truly worthy of interest.”19 What is
worthy of interest is the enveloping structure that must frame and control science, giving it
its meaning within a larger order of things. There is then a determined continuity between
science and the higher forms of knowledge, the former issuing from and directed by the
latter. Western science has not just lost this continuity, but also exacerbated the
discontinuity to a degree of exclusion; it has, in effect, taken the place of metaphysics and
God himself, thereby dethroning religion and sitting in its place. It may be for Guénon that
Western science “lacks a principle” or that it is not “attached to any principle of a higher
order,”20 but this in effect amounts to what I earlier called epistemic sovereignty.
Guénon’s diagnosis of science as a field of knowledge, ideology, propaganda, and
mass worship21 amounts to a discursive formation that includes, excludes, reorganizes,
and makes intelligible a certain reality that creates what he calls a gap between cultures
and civilizations. As in the case of materialism, this culture of science is of course an
overarching reality, but it is undeniable that the epistemological component in it and its
consequences and effects are grave in terms of viewing and dealing with the other.
Science comes to dialectically augment materialism in setting in stone a vision of the

Other (Guénon’s “Eastern civilizations”) that is intent on judging it by Western standards,
not only because of a sense of “superiority” and “prejudice”—two attitudes that Guénon
fully recognizes—but because there are genuine barriers in the very constitution of
Western knowledge. And since these barriers are not intentional on the personal level,
and are beyond the control and determination of authors and scholars, Western
knowledge is largely unconscious of its own “ignorance.” It is in this sense as well that the
Hindu’s description of Western knowledge as ignorant is to be understood; and this is also
why Guénon repeatedly uses the metaphor of a child who, upon learning a few things that
he fancies to be exceptionally important, purports to teach the adults whom he thinks to
be ignorant. This child is the West preaching at the Orient.22
I earlier discussed the Is/Ought distinction and the separation between Fact and Value
(to which I gave the label “Distinction”) as integral to the conditions of felicity that gave
Orientalism its performative power. Guénon does not use these terms of description, but
his diagnosis is largely the same. Modernity cannot conceive of reality except in empirical
terms: things, to be comprehensible, must be measurable, countable, or weighable, since
It is to these alone that the quantitative point of view is applicable; and the claim to
reduce quality to quantity is most characteristic of modern science … a fact which in
itself shows very clearly how incapable modern Westerners have become of raising
themselves above the realm of the senses; there are many who do not know how to
distinguish between “conceiving” and “imagining,” and some philosophers, such as
Kant, go so far as to declare “inconceivable” and “unthinkable” everything that is not
capable of representation.… The fact is that spiritualism and materialism, in the
philosophical sense of these expressions, have no significance apart from one
another: they are simply two halves of the Cartesian dualism, whose radical
separation has been turned into a kind of antagonism; and since then, the whole of
philosophy has oscillated between these two terms without being able to pass
beyond them.23
Echoing Charles Taylor’s and Alasdair MacIntyre’s critiques of the Is/Ought distinction,24
and within a largely similar context, Guénon, with a sting, charges modern Western
philosophy with “arbitrary demarcations” and “useless subtleties” that reflect “ceaseless
confusions” and “aimless discussions.” The arbitrary demarcations are nothing but the free
will to fix the “rules of discourse” according to a particular perception of reality, positing,
rather than demonstrating, its status as value-free, all against long-standing traditions and
worldviews that were eventually subverted into near extinction. The Distinction imposed on
moral philosophy was, in one important sense, inevitable because this “philosophy cannot
admit the existence of true metaphysics without destroying itself.”25 Of course the denial
of metaphysics in the name of science, or of any such entity as can determine the truth of
matter, is itself a type of metaphysics, but Guénon choses for it the less-charitable term
“superstition.” He rejects the very possibility of studying the sensible world as a selfsufficient endeavor. Science and philosophy cannot be judged as justifiable and worthy of
respect unless the means have been found of anchoring them, to one degree or another,

in “something stable and permanent.”26 Whether the Distinction and the severance of the
study of reality from its cosmological anchor are a matter of arbitrariness or sheer free will
to decide what is or is not value-free, the fact remains that only a sovereign mind can
undertake, with decisive success, such a determination. If Western science, like its twin
sister philosophy, can establish, “under the pretext of ‘freedom of thought,’ the most
chimerical beliefs that have been seen at any time,”27 it is because this freedom of thought
is sovereign. That Guénon did not articulate the issue in terms of sovereign will should not
mask the fact that he in effect fully understood and appreciated its force.
Propelled by materialism and justified by philosophy, science led Europe to material
progress, a doctrine invented during “the second half of the eighteenth century.” Having
an illusory structure, “progress” is identified not only with “material development that
absorbs the entire activity of the West,” but also with its twin term “civilization.”28 In the
name of civilization, progress is articulated as “moral progress,” when in fact it is nothing
more than “material progress,” the result of “experimenting upon matter for solely practical
purposes”; whatever the choice of name or description, this constructed reality cannot “in
the least make us modify the judgment … that the Western civilization is altogether
material.”29
As there is nearly nothing to this development other than material ambition, the West in
all its phenomena has come to exist without principles, progress being likewise
characterized as having no purpose or terminus. And a drifting system produces drifting
individuals, which explains why the Western individual is fragmented, “inconstant,”
“directionless,” and “unable to find his balance.” This precarious state of affairs has been
habituated within the illusion of progress, “as if it were enough simply to walk, quite
regardless of direction, to be sure of advancing. As for the goal of his advance, he [the
individual] does not even dream of asking himself what it is.”30 Guénon explains the
thorough conditioning of the individual into seeing this state of affairs as normal in terms of
Aristotle’s concept of second nature as habit, a social technology of creating a subject
within what Bourdieu came to call much later a habitus.

III
Since sacred progress has no terminus, the individual has also been thoroughly
conditioned into constant striving, being never content with the present. Progress is an
endless, perpetual yearning for the ultimately unknowable. For Guénon, as we just saw,
this mode of existence is planted in acquired habits that shape individual and social action,
what Scheler more trenchantly described as an “innate drive,” although for Scheler it is
specifically a drive that culminates in an unceasing struggle for knowledge geared toward
the penchant for domination.31 For Guénon, however, the ceaseless “effort” of the
Western individual has become a habitus that is to be problematized in relation to what
Isaiah Berlin at a later stage termed “positive liberty,” a concept in which freedom is
attained by liberating the self—through what one might call a Maussian training, an inner
cultivation of one ethical form or another—from need, especially for the materiality of the
world. Instructive for our purposes, and an understanding that goes to diagnosing Western

and Orientalist attitudes to the Orient, Guénon instructively contrasts the “Easterners” with
the “Westerners” on this crucial phenomenon, saying that the former do not need the
results of the always materialistic Western progress, because “he who has reached a
state of equilibrium no longer feels this need, just as he who has found no longer seeks.”32
I say “instructively,” because Guénon, in an effectively casual manner, goes to the heart
of two important points.
First, Berlin’s passing over the concept of positive liberty—in his famous essay33—with
near silence is indicative of the general dismissal of it in Western thought, a concept that
otherwise bears much significance for other forms of the individual’s psychosocial
development, and for social and political organization. Of course Berlin’s virtual dismissal
of positive liberty was directly linked to deeply seated fears of Soviet Communism, which
he did not attempt to hide. By contrast, Guénon’s frame of reference was the ancient and
long-standing “traditional civilizations,” those systems of acculturation that cultivate ethics
and moral technologies of the self precisely for the attainment of this “positive” freedom.
The quality and type of ethical formation may be different in the case of Soviet
Communism from its “Eastern” counterpart, but the idea of cultivating the self as freedom
is one and the same, however much Communist thinking remained constrained by
concepts of materialism. This is not a negative freedom that curbs external interference
and control while conditioning the subject into a materialist view of the world, one that is
intended to enhance the subject’s freedom not only to need, but, more importantly, to
convert wants and material cravings into needs.
Berlin’s setting aside of positive liberty in favor of its negative counterpart reflects not
only a clear bias in favor of capitalism and a particular mode of political rule and
governance, but, more importantly for us, an avoidance of, repugnance toward, and
virtual hostility for positive liberty. This is so because capitalism, integral to Guénon’s
critique of materialism, cannot survive positive liberty, yet it cannot live without its negative
counterpart. Setting up the latter as the benchmark, desideratum, and ideal is not just a
political or economic way of seeing the world; rather, it is constitutive of a worldview, a
general attitude, a culture—all of which went into making the mainstream Orientalist,
whether he knew it or not. Guénon was in effect saying this in detail, though in a different
idiom, and not without a measure of hyperbole. Yet, his critique remains both daring and
cuttingly penetrating. Being a central domain, capitalism and its enveloping matrix,
materialism, create a particular subject, with a particular value system, and a definite way
of seeing the world and valuating, but not necessarily valuing, all its perceptible
components.
Second, Guénon diagnosed what amounts to the effects of habitus to explain the
“unintentional” prejudices of Westerners in general and Orientalists in particular toward the
subjects they have come, directly or indirectly, to rule. Here progress, as a justificatory
and legitimizing materialistic doctrine, is tied directly to the lazy, passive, and even supine
“Oriental” whose invention by Orientalism Said rightly condemned. Yet, importantly, Said
does not recognize, much less hint at, any element of this inner/outer formation of the
subject, a formation without which no sociology of knowledge can ever be possible, or any
credible evaluation of what constitutes the Orientalists as socioepistemically conditioned

beings. Said’s secular humanism and liberalism, two qualities that presuppose in every
important way an Enlightenment conception of materialism, could not allow for any variety
of positive liberty or for any form of ethical formation of the self. A Berlinian by any
indication, Said would have militated against himself, against his own education, and thus
against the very ideas and values he cherished and on which he based his critique of
Orientalism, had he ventured into critiquing even the outer edge of negative liberty. The
difference between Said and Guénon, as “authors,” is therefore not merely formal, nor is it
a matter of preference or approach. It is one that determined their location within the
central domain and its discursive formation. In due course, we will see that the difference
is pregnant with further profound implications for a proper understanding of Orientalism,
and why the Saidian narrative was both inadequate and politicized, all at once.
Just as the theology of progress was, on the one hand, developed within a system
governed by materialism, driven by science, and legitimized by philosophy and more
generally the academic profession in its entirety, on the other hand, materialism, science,
and philosophy were structured within a narrative of progress. A penetrating
understanding of the dialectic within the system and among its central paradigms is
unmistakable in Guénon, however cloudy his manner of expression may be. Yet, much
else was also captured, including the role that modern forms of history and historiography
played in this systemic picture. Being essential to, if not a defining practice of, Orientalism,
modern historical writing reflects, both accurately and poignantly, the inner dynamics of
the systemic dialectic I have been expounding in Guénon. History is not so much an
account of how people in the past lived; it is the mirror in which the image of the historian
herself appears. Guénon, I think, generally and intuitively, understood this much, and as
such he condemned modern history not only for its conclusions about the “Easterners,”
but because it issued from the inner dynamics of this dialectic. Having lived during the last
part of Europe’s nineteenth century, Guénon might well have said that modern history has
the same genetic makeup as the tradition of science-philosophy-materialism-progresstechnicalism from whose mentality it was inevitably bound to hail. As a “singular object,”
and “standing for all others of the same class,” history, like all paradigmatic instances,
“defines the intelligibility of the group of which it is a part, and which, at the same time, it
constitutes.”34
This history exhibited its doctrinal substrate in Comte’s Law of Three Stages, where,
like Bacon and Pascal, Comte “compared the ancients to children, and others, more
recently, have thought to improve on this by likening them to savages, whom they call
‘primitives.’ ”35 The assignment of the ancients to the childhood stage of development is
obviously the function of the illusion generated by the doctrine of progress and of the
elision of materialist advance into intellectual progress.36 Of course it did not escape
Guénon that modern forms of history are not only a matter of scholarship subjected to the
ideological influence of science, materialism, and the doctrine of progress. History, a
product of institutions sponsored by the nation-state, was thus required to fulfill certain
functions, chief among them the propping of nationalism and nationalistic paraphernalia.
This is why, Guénon insists, “certain methods” in the study of history “are officially
imposed to the exclusion of all others,” just as, we have seen, modern philosophical

narratives perform the same operations in ousting other, contending points of view.
History is specifically designed in a manner that makes it impossible “to see certain things
clearly, and that is how ‘public opinion’ is formed.” The possibility of opening up the gates
of historical investigation to what Guénon calls “ordinary history” is out of the question,
because this “might endanger certain political interests.”37
History thus rides on the back of the Comtean concepts of civilization and progress, yet
it is through it—in what we might call now performative discourse—that these concepts
acquire their “illusory” meaning. History, in other words, gives force to the imaginaries of
“civilization” and “progress” and makes them “suitable for imposing on a mob,” at least in
moments of “collective hallucination,”38 what the historian Dirk Moses aptly described as a
“genocidal moment.” Needless to say, this understanding anticipates Hannah Arendt’s
critical philosophical and political elaborations on Nazi atrocities, as well as her more
sophisticated analysis of the political concepts of “masses” and “mob”;39 but for Guénon
history is already seen as informing politics as much as it is informed by it. And politics
played a crucial part, through Orientalism and colonialism, in determining the fate of his
“Eastern Civilizations.” The implications of this line of critique will become clearer in the
next chapter.
It might not be trite here to dwell on a striking instance in which European history
justified colonialism through Orientalism, an instance in which Guénon offers perhaps the
most penetrating analysis, which was not to be matched until six decades after he wrote.
Summing up a doctrine that dominated Orientalist discourse since the third quarter of the
nineteenth century, and placing it not only within the Islamic tradition but also within the
larger context of attitudes toward the entirety of the major cultures of Asia, Guénon
observes that among “the many things that Westerners often blame the Eastern
civilizations for [is] their fixity,” what the Orientalists of the first half of the twentieth
century have described, among other things, as “ossification,” “rigidity,” “encylose,” lack of
adaptability, and the like. As we saw earlier, the Shariʿa (governing much of the Muslim
world from North Africa to the Malayas) was a particular target of attack, and all these
adjectives were applied to it with prejudice, since “reforming” it, through the method of
“demolish-and-replace,” would have first needed the justification. But this strategy was
also equally applied to Hindu and other Islamic institutions. Fixity, Guénon continued,
amounted for the Westerners “to a denial of progress,” but to see in this denial a fault
“one must believe in progress.” For Guénon fixity is no indication of the rigidity ascribed to
the Orient’s institutions or systems of thought; what is “immutable” in these civilizations
are the “principles upon which [these civilizations] are based,” since the constancy of such
first-order principles “is one of the essential aspects of the idea of tradition.”40
Since the debate over rigidity and ossification within Orientalism was crucial in rewriting
the history of Islam and its “law,” not to mention that of Hinduism and others, and since
this discursive act of rewriting charted the course of hegemony over, and colonialization
of, most regions of the world, it is worth quoting Guénon’s definition of tradition, a concept
that was to become foundational for many writers and thinkers who followed in his steps:
What we call a traditional civilization is one that is based on principles in the true

sense of the word, that is, one where the intellectual realm dominates all the others,
and where all these, science and social institutions alike, proceed from it directly or
indirectly, being no more than contingent, secondary, and subordinate applications
of purely intellectual truths. Thus a return to tradition and return to principles are in
reality one and the same thing.… When we speak absolutely of principles, without
any specification, or of purely intellectual truths, it is always the universal order, and
no other, that is in question.41
The conception of “intellectuality” is not to be confused, Guénon cautions, with reason and
rationality, for these are merely the means through which, if harnessed correctly, one
arrives at intellectual truths. These truths represent our understanding of the cosmos and
its order, an idea reminiscent of Scheler’s philosophical position on the matter. Scheler
argued that it is in the essence of the cosmos to exhibit an underlying ethical order, one
that is the work of a transcendental deity; and it is because of the very existence of this
moral character that humanity is bound by it as a doting code, an ordo amoris.42 It is
precisely because this Schelerian code, or the Guénonian “principle,” is lacking in Western
civilization that it is “eminently unstable,” eminently without fixity. Note the directionality of
difference we have spoken of earlier in the context of Said’s concept of the same. The
standard here is never Western civilization, for, after all, it is the one civilization that forms
the exception, the one that “strayed” from the pattern that was constituted by all other
civilizations, through what the world historian Marshall Hodgson has aptly called the
“Great Western Transmutation.”43 Fixity, so Guénon argues, is an essential, not
contingent, requirement for living in the world as an ethical order, as one that does not
separate the material from the moral, or matter from value. This ethical order is then an
intellectual realm at one and the same time, dictating the rules of play all the way down to
the most mundane of matters. Yet
one should not imagine that the stability we speak of goes to the length of excluding
all change; what it does is to reduce the change to being never more than an
adaptation to circumstances, by which the principles are not in the least affected,
and which may on the contrary be strictly deduced from them, if they are resorted
to, not for themselves, but in view of a definite application; and that is the point of all
the “traditional sciences.” … These sciences cover the range of all that may happen
to proceed from the principles, including social institutions. It would be wrong to
confuse immutability with immobility; such understandings are common among
Westerners because … their minds are inextricably bound up with representations
dictated by the senses.… The immutable is not what is contrary to change, but what
is above it.44
Guénon’s understanding of Islam and its Shariʿa (as integral to his “East”) in terms of
fixity, immutability, and change is governing, and has an unmatched potency. Legal
Orientalism dismissed even the very grounds on which such an understanding could be
reached, and it took until the end of the twentieth century for scholars critical of this

tradition to rehabilitate, against the Orientalist narrative, the concept of change in the
Shariʿa.45 As it turned out, this revisionist scholarship, mindful of Orientalism as a
colonialist discourse aiming at justifying, if not charting, the reengineering of Islam through
its Shariʿa, reached the same understanding that Guénon had offered, an understanding
that came without the complex details that writing legal history demands.
Yet Guénon shrewdly ties the concept of change in “social institutions”—by which he
means all institutions that pertain to society, whether legal, economic, or strictly social—to
first-order principles, making the metaphysical stand in dialogue with the mundane,
temporal, and worldly. (A concrete example of how first-order ethical and moral precepts
maintain a continuum with worldly affairs, especially—in light of the phenomena of
Western materialism and capitalism being discussed here—matters of finance and
economics, is that of the cap that was placed on the rise of the corporation, an example
we discussed in chapter 2, section 3). The inability of Westerners to see the unity of the
world as a moral order (bringing us back to the Distinction as being a condition of felicity)
and hence seeing Eastern civilizations as fixed and rigid are the source of a “very real
opposition … between the East and the West, at least as things are at present.” This
“divergence is one sided,” it “being like that of a branch which grows away from the trunk,”
a divergence that made “Western civilization” go “astray” from the rest of the world, but
not without devastating consequences.46

IV
We are now in a position to streamline Guénon’s proffered causes for the divergence of
Western civilization and how Orientalism fits in this picture. It is obvious that a central role
is played by materialism, a concept that is intended to encompass particular attitudes to
the world as matter (that is, the Distinction), capitalism as a system of exchange and
material greed (whether personal or collective), and love for material things and wealth, all
of which form the subject of what he might have called “negative liberty.” Being inherent in
this materialist system, science and philosophy contribute to a discursive stripping of value
from matter, and then they are turned around to study the world as such. Progress comes
to clothe all these practices with a doctrine that converts vice into virtue; and history is the
application of this doctrine to the study of how people lived in the past, especially the
different “Easterners.” Materialism is thus at the root of the European transformation that
made it into an anomaly. Yet, it seems that for Guénon even materialism is itself an effect
of a higher cause, rather than a final cause. Materialism seems thus intelligible only within
a framework in which the loss of principles is fully appreciated. But the loss of principles is
in turn a function of yet another act. “The modern world has precisely reversed the natural
relations between the different order of things,” a reversal that resulted in the
“depreciation of the intellectual order” and “exaggeration of the materialist and
sentimentalist order,”47 this latter meaning all the dogma, doctrine, “moralism,” and
ideological paraphernalia that came to justify and legitimize this reversal, elevating
“depreciation” into appreciation. The West, in other words, has lost “a principle of a higher
order,” which stands as the ultimate cause for its “divergence,” for its arrogance

(expressed in “racism,” “prejudice,” and a sense of “superiority” over others), and, most
importantly, for its “barbarity.”48
It cannot be overemphasized that Guénon sees all this as a systemic phenomenon,
one in which a colossal dialectic is at work, producing—out of the massive interactions of
economy, science, philosophy, progress, nationalism, and much else—a civilization that is
not aware of itself. Hence the distinctions he often makes between the individual author’s
intentions and the use into which his work is put within this system, although he is fully
aware that certain authors’ intentions are consistent with their malevolent teachings.49 In
the majority of individual cases, and as a collectivity, the problem is one of “utter failure to
understand,” or perhaps of “blindness,” pure and simple. Yet, blindness for Guénon is a
purely epistemological matter, not a rhetorical condemnation. “Westerners” are “like blind
men who deny, if not the light itself, at least the existence of sight, for the sole reason that
they are without it. To declare that there is not only an unknown but also an ‘unknowable’
(to use Spenser’s word), and to turn an intellectual infirmity into a barrier which no one
may pass—that is something whose like was never seen or heard before.”50 This
“blindness” to the self first, and consequently to the Other, is not Guénon’s diagnosis
alone, for the same metaphor or its exact equivalent was to play an important part in the
analysis of Horkheimer and Adorno (in their Dialectic), as well as of the Argentinian
philosopher Enrique Dussel, all of whom wrote after Guénon. It is instructive that Dussel
characterized the blindness of Europe (and, later, of modernity in general) to its mythic
quality as one that continues to carry on irrational processes concealed even to itself.51
This epistemological blindness, being the result of “reversing the order of things” and
then believing it to the exclusion of every other possibility of knowing the world, is what
makes the West a barbarity. And barbarity is just another name for colonialism and the
wars that Europe wrought upon itself within its own borders. However, typical of Guénon’s
attitude that what the West does to itself is its own business, he is never concerned with
what goes on within Europe (= the “West”). The bulk of his critique is geared toward how
the West sees and deals with the East, the “dealing” being only the practical result of the
more important “seeing.” Seeing, or rather not seeing, is the issue. Hence his repeated
reference to ignorance, whether as a direct charge, or as a charge placed in the mouth of
a Hindu or some other Eastern pundit. It is sheer ignorance then that makes Westerners
hostile to Eastern civilizations and its principles, because they are all the more afraid of
them the less they understand them, “being themselves without [these principles].” “Lack
of principles,” then, characterizes Western civilization “in every domain,” and this lack,
being unique to the West, makes it an abnormality, an anomaly of an unusual type.52
Western epistemological blindness produced the “most terrible offence,” “proselytizing
fury,” a unique feature among all civilizations.53 The “spirit of conquest,” embedded within
the inner existence of Westerners, “goes under the guise of ‘moralist’ pretexts, and it is in
the name of ‘liberty’ that they would force the whole world to imitate them!”54 They “force
everyone to interest themselves exclusively in what interests them, to put economic
concerns above all, or to adopt the political regime which they happen to prefer.… And the
most extraordinary thing is that they have similar pretensions not only with regard to the
peoples that they have conquered, but also with regard to those among them,”55 referring

perhaps to the Irish, the Basques, or other oppressed groups within Europe. “Proselytizing
fury” thus stands at the heart of the matter. Conquest of other peoples is recognized by
Guénon as unpreventable,56 and so, in and by itself, this is not the real problem. Rather, it
is the imposition of Western knowledge and Western views of the world on others, under
the pretense of acting in the interest of “civilization,” that makes the difference between
ordinary historical conquests and their Western counterparts. The difference amounts to
“abuse,” one whose “chief object … is to exploit the country, and … its inhabitants.”57 This
in effect is compounding the economic abuse of the colonized by an attitudinal sense of
superiority that invariably involves treating even “civilized peoples” like “savages.” Not just
the colonists and state officials but also “Europeans almost without exception”58 “went out
to seek the Easterners, not to learn from them, as behooves youth in the presence of old
men, but to strive, by brutal or insidious means, to convert them to their own way of
thinking”59 through exporting schools and a Western system of education and through
“assimilation.”60
The civilizational configuration that produced this “abnormality” is systemic and
colossal, yet Orientalism does play a part in it, although the overall thrust of his writings—
and this is crucial for our own argument—gives the distinct impression that Orientalism
occupies a position secondary to materialism, science, philosophy, and the doctrine of
progress. This position contrasts sharply with Said’s, where Orientalism, aside from its
collusion with power and colonialism, is treated as a discrete category, largely unrelated to
the wider intellectual and materialist environment that produced Orientalism in the first
place. Said’s references to “culture” as a participant in this collusion remain empty of
meaning and substance. There is nothing in Orientalism in the way of critiquing modern
science, technology, capitalism, materialism, liberalism, the doctrine of progress,
philosophy, and the like.61 Nor is there any reference whatsoever to the embeddedness of
all of these in a particular structure of thought, one that can be grounded in the
Enlightenment. “Culture” remains a vacuous concept, and if not vacuous, then a political
category at best. For Guénon, it was a systemic phenomenon of the first order. And it
was within this phenomenon that the Orientalists were positioned.
Yet, despite the deeply structural understanding that Guénon attained (with the
implication that a powerful discursive formation is at play), he was not so categorical or
totalizing about the Orientalists. He acknowledged the existence of “certain individual
exceptions” among Orientalists, but on the whole, these exceptions do not avert, much
less subvert, the dominant and dominating tendencies. His position thus allows for
exceptions that nonetheless do not amount to an effect that can alter or modify in any
remarkable way what we now call a discursive formation or a central domain. In “most
cases,” he argues in line with this understanding, it is even better not to read the
Orientalists’ works, because “their chief effect” has been to “mislead the Westerners.”62
What makes this matter of grave concern is that the Orientalists are the only source of
knowledge about “Eastern civilizations,” leaving the Westerners with no other means to
inform themselves correctly about these civilizations. As Guénon has in mind a proposed
outline aimed at reforming Western civilization, the misrepresentations of “official”
Orientalism pose to him a serious problem since this expert knowledge of the Orient

would have otherwise mediated common grounds for understanding. But instead of
attempting to create a kind of knowledge that leads to rapprochement between East and
West, “Orientalism is widening the gulf” between them, for Orientalist discourse produces
one of two effects, and neither is reassuring in the least. The reader of Orientalist works
either develops a distaste for the East that “strengthen[s] his Western prejudice” or finds
them “so absurd or so devoid of sense” that he will lose all interest.63
A strong theme in Guénon, misrepresentation has its sources in more than one place.
The very methods of the Orientalists, which are general to academia, are problematic,
pointing the finger specifically at historical criticism. The choice of material suffers as well,
since the general approach is to confine research “to historical or philological works,” and
to call the amassing of detail scholarship. It is writing a lot about very little. Worse of all,
however, is the Orientalists’ pretension to understand Eastern traditions better than the
Easterners themselves, having made “the most incredible travesty of them.” Of course
there is no question in the Orientalist’s mind of “accepting the opinion” of learned
Easterners as sources for his writings; “instead they act as if called upon to reconstruct
vanished civilizations” out of a trenchant and entrenched “belief in their superiority.”64 But
not all Orientalist misrepresentations are negative. Some Orientalists, out of “sympathy for
Eastern conceptions,” endeavor “at all costs” to make these conceptions “fit into the
frames of Western thought,” with equally harmful results, “disfiguring them altogether” and
demonstrating yet again how little they understand these civilizations and their repertoire
of thought.65 In this case, it is not just a matter of not being able to “see,” a case of
epistemic blindness generated by the overwhelming power of the cultural formations that
the West has produced, and that have swept the “official” bulk of Orientalism, but rather
one of “exactly seeing what is not there.” Among the national groupings of Orientalists, the
German received the critical wrath of Guénon, who charges that no one “has ever pushed
these assimilations further than they,” partly, it seems, because they have come to
“monopolize almost entirely the interpretation of Eastern doctrine.”66 A striking case in
point is Schopenhauer, who, with his student Karl Robert Eduard von Hartmann, managed
to misrepresent Asian doctrines, making pessimism the basis of Hindu thought.
There are two profound points raised by this category of Orientalists, qualified by the
quantifier “some.” First, the charge of “assimilation” in Guénon is pregnant with meaning,
for he invariably employs the term in the context of the French Orientalists’ writings on
Algeria and its “native” inhabitants, as well as of the French colonialist and homegovernment policies in absorbing the country into France.67 Although not involved in a
formal colonialist setting, and no colony in particular is on their mind, the German
Orientalists’ “scholarly” act nonetheless possesses the same structural features, the same
frame of mind, and the same epistemological underpinnings.68 In other words, colonialism
or not, ill intentioned or well wishing, the discursive power of the West, philosophical,
political, or otherwise, cannot but produce the same effects of distortion and
misrepresentation. The association of German scholarship with French colonialist
scholarship and policies begins to bestow a dialectical dynamic on the idea of “fitting the
West in the East” (as Guénon may have put it), and one that does not stop at the mere
production of misrepresentation, a unidirectional trajectory. “Fitting” is not merely

misrepresentation that discolors the Western mind; it is a project of assimilation that
requires and presupposes the remaking of the “Eastern” subject. Guénon does not
express the matter in quite these terms, but he inches very closely to this conception.
That there is further depth to assimilation in European soil, which Guénon did not see, is a
matter that will concern us in the next chapter. That he did not see this depth is a function
of historical location, having (when he wrote on the subject) not yet seen the atrocities of
Nazism, World War II, and the rest of what has been called the genocidal century.
Second, although Guénon subsumes the weighty German Orientalism under the
quantifier “some,” he still deems this type of “sympathetic” Orientalist as a minority that
fails to match in size or importance “official Orientalism,” which I take to be establishment
Orientalism. This is all the more impressive, since this “sympathetic” tendency, having
started in Europe in the nineteenth century, was to become much more than mere
tendency, one that conscripted a wider range of Orientalism and a vast number of
“Easterners” themselves. Guénon did not live long enough to see the Easterners at
work,69 but Said did. Nonetheless, this category of assimilationist Orientalists, Western or
not, does not appear to constitute one of Said’s concerns. What disturbed Said was
negative depictions and stereotyping, on the one hand, and “exoticizing,” on the other.
The latter, as we have seen and will continue to see, is a highly problematic category, for
no other reason than this: Had Said discussed Guénon, he would have, almost certainly,
concluded that Guénon belonged to the second category, an “exoticizer.” Be that as it
may, the absence (or at best near-absence) of this category from Said is pregnant with
significance, going beyond a mere understatement of a problem and speaking loudly of a
clear case of misdiagnosis.
However terse, Guénon’s diagnosis remains more penetrating than Said’s. It is likely
that even if Said had attended to German Orientalism, he would still not have transcended
the limits he set in Orientalism. Guénon, on the other hand, exhibited a great deal of
prescience, having detected the complicity of German Orientalism in the workings of
political power that was to introduce the horrors of Nazism. He patently ties the
“hypothesis of ‘Indo-Germanism’ ” to politics, averring that it “scarcely exists but for
political reasons: the German orientalism, like their philosophy, has become an instrument
in the service of their national ambition.” What is more striking is his intuitive
understanding, anticipating Arendt’s analysis of the Holocaust through Eichmann, that this
complicity is neither aware of itself nor, therefore, malicious in intention, for “it does not
mean that the [hypothesis’s] representatives are necessarily dishonest.”70 What
strengthens Guénon’s intuitive but shrewd diagnosis is that the German case is not
exceptional in the least. Even “official” Orientalists, who partake in both misrepresentation
and colonialism, and whose work sits on “political undercurrents,” have “in their favor …
an honesty that is generally indisputable,” although this does not change the fact of their
“daydreams” and “gross errors, made still worse by methods of the lowest
charlatanism.”71
Guénon does not take the complexity of this seeming internal contradiction—what
Arendt called the “banality of evil”—to its logical conclusion, stopping descriptively at the
political level; nor does Said reach Guénon’s limited understanding even of the complicity

of “banal” Orientalism in mere “political undercurrents.” Nor, still, does he come close to
the pattern of thought set by Guénon, which makes it abundantly clear that the function of
Orientalism in “Western civilization” is eminently dialectical, a dialectic that rests within the
deep structures of the Enlightenment and of Europe as a modern project, in all that its
materialism, science, philosophy of the world, and much else of the same implied.
Orientalism, on the one hand, feeds on the “culture without the principles,” in all of what
we might call today discursive formations that are played out by the forces just
enumerated, augmented by a pernicious theology of progress, and, on the other hand,
feeds back into this civilization a bundle of errors and misrepresentations, all done with a
striking banality.72
This dialectic is missing in Said’s analysis, even when Orientalism is correctly
associated with power formations of the colonialist, political, and economic type. The
narrative is unidirectional, mostly traveling from colonialism to the Orientalists who
misrepresent. And if there is an element of reciprocity, it remains as vague as his
diagnosis of the “cultural forces” in which Orientalism operated. We are given no account
of the place of Orientalism in modernity at large, in academia, in liberalism, in capitalism,
in the on-the-ground colonialist practices, in engineering the colonized subject, in the
juridico-political concept and practices of sovereignty, in genocides, and in much else.73
Nor is there an account of the wherefore of Orientalism. Like liberalism, capitalism,
secular humanism, anthropology, science, economics, and law, Orientalism is a taken-forgranted phenomenon. It just went wrong, somewhere, somehow. That Said did not go into
the conditions of felicity, the necessary conditions for expounding the dialectic that
Guénon in effect undertook to expose sixty years before him, is not a mere oversight. It
speaks of the limits that a critique imposes upon itself when it does not develop itself, from
beginning to end, outside its object. Which is to say that when critiquing a domain,
especially a central domain, the critic must consciously stand outside the paradigmatic
structures defining that domain. To critique a phenomenon of which the critic is an integral
and integrated part is nothing short of collusion; it is as if two branches of power cease to
maintain their check on each other, producing a tyranny. The critic’s collusion produces an
epistemic tyranny.

V
Guénon’s analytical project then not only exceeds that of Said in its diagnostic force of
Orientalist and Western scholarship and its genealogy, but also offers possible solutions
for the future that only match the depth of his diagnostics. If I am interested in briefly
dwelling on these proposed reforms, it is not for their actual value for my overall argument
as such, although, I think, we would do poorly to dismiss them out of hand. Their value
instead lies in further explicating and pinning to the ground the deep structures of
Orientalism and its intimate and dialectical ties to modernity as a new phenomenon in
human history. Because Said navigated mainly at the conventional political level, and
shirking—unknowingly to be sure—the engagement of the full weight of “undercurrents” in
Europe that gave rise to the unique phenomenon called Orientalism, he had nothing to

offer in the way of a solution other than comforting words aimed perhaps at engendering a
glimmer of hope, but little else.
At the end of Orientalism’s introduction, and summing up what he saw as a possibility
for the future, he writes: “Perhaps the most important task of all would be to undertake
studies in contemporary alternatives to Orientalism, to ask how one can study other
cultures and peoples from a libertarian, or nonrepressive and nonmanipulative,
perspective. But then one would have to rethink the whole complex problem of knowledge
and power” (24, emphasis mine).74 Considering that such a task is “most important of all,”
it is striking that Said would, first, not say anything else about it throughout the book (nor,
to my knowledge, in any other writing of his),75 not even an allusion or intimation (although
he does acknowledge that this task is “left embarrassingly incomplete in this study” [24]).
Second, Said would see this all-important task as defined in terms of knowledge and
power, however “complex” it may be. Said’s complexity here is horizontal, not vertical, not
because it was limited to the superstructures of political, colonialist, and economic
discourse (which are indispensable to any analysis), but because these superstructures
are not, as he himself said of Orientalist discourse, “merely decorative” (25). And third,
Said would see Orientalism—and this is of central importance to my later argument—as a
sort of an anomaly within European-Western academia, especially in the interwar period
and thereafter (305).76 The anomaly, it should be added, was for Said within academia,
not within modern Euro-America and modernity at large.
Of course one wonders if Said understood the “complex problem of knowledge and
power” as being limited to certain phenomena, Orientalism included, because for him to
generalize the problem, as it should be systematically generalized, he would have been
forced to eliminate the ascription of anomaly to Orientalism alone; the anomaly would then
cease to be an anomaly, and would instead be a general characteristic of Western
modernity, the (original) producer of Orientalism, liberalism, materialism, and secularism.
Traveling this distance was not on Said’s mind, however. In the very few times in which he
spoke of “the crises of modernity,” there is nothing beyond a mere intimation that the
crises may be found in anything beyond the political sphere. The crises, perceived or real,
are “caused in part by the diminishment of Western suzerainty over the rest of the world”
(248, 257). First, it is not obvious that such a diminishment did occur, especially when the
United States and its NATO allies renewed their hegemony with a new configuration after
the Second World War, and when neocolonialism replaced the old with reinforced and
indeed more hegemonic and vicious political and economic domination. In this respect, no
serious scholar can argue that such a “diminishment” occurred.
Second, it is at least curious that the other “part” or “parts” of the crises should remain
shrouded in utter silence when Said’s topic of discussion is the perfect invitation to
exploring the real crises in terms of modern state abuses, widespread social injustice,
disintegration of the social structures, and a deplorable ecological degradation and
environmental destruction, about which even Guénon, writing half a century before him,
remarked.77 If one part of the causes was in effect nonexistent and the other the locus of
utter silence, then we must conclude that for Said the crisis was at best political in nature,
having to do with the fall of empires (British, French, Dutch), who were probably alone in

thinking of their decline as a crisis. This interpretation of Said is consistent with all his
other views about problems in modernity, including that which mattered most to him—the
question of Palestine. All of them for him were political, essentially related to empire and
its malevolent power. That these were sourced in the deep epistemic structures of the
modernity that gave him his own secular humanism and liberal values is a question that he
seems to have never entertained. Guénon the Orientalist, on the other hand, having dug
deep into the overall phenomenon of modernity, was able not only to offer a formidable
critique of it but also to formulate solutions that are just as profound as the powers that
made the “anomaly” of modernity possible.
Said’s fleeting statement about alternatives to Orientalism I have just quoted finds a
deeper and more far-reaching parallel in Guénon’s declaration that “nothing would be
more desirable, in our opinion, than the reconstitution of a truly Western civilization on
normal foundations,” which would still be as unique as any other civilization.78 Taking the
uniqueness and “diversity of civilizations” for granted, as Guénon does, in no way means
that difference in forms excludes “agreement on the principles.” Perhaps against liberal
intellectuals and the Orientalist “sympathizers,” he insists that “concord and harmony do
not mean uniformity, and to think that they do would be to defer to those theories of
utopian equality which are one of the things we denounce.” Inasmuch as a civilization is
expected to, and should, be unique, it should be “normal,” which means that “it will always
be able to develop itself without being a danger to other civilizations.”79
Surely, Guénon does not use the word “danger” in its common sense, for most, if not
all, civilizations in world history, at one point of time or another in their lifetime, did
effectively constitute a danger that threatened other civilizations. The larger context of his
writings bestows on “danger” another meaning, one that is intensive and that transcends
occupation, sacking, and then ruling, even with an iron fist. “Danger” here encompasses
what he terms “assimilation,” an act of obliterating not the human element, but that
element as a meaningful creature situated in what Scheler called an ethical order of the
world. For he repeatedly explains that a “normal” civilization will always “abstain from
proselytizing.” And “proselytizing,” as we have seen, is nothing but a secularized term
bearing the same, though somewhat more general, meaning as “assimilation,” however
religious its lexical connotation may be. Proselytizing is “barbarity” because it inescapably
leads to it. The inescapability is absolute, for the relationship is one of strict logical
entailment.
“In short, the Western outlook must be completely reformed.”80 Note here that the
target of attack is not Orientalism, colonialism, materialism, politics, philosophy, or
science, or any “institution” that the “West” has produced. For Guénon, all these are
expressions of a much deeper problem: an “outlook.” With this single word, he is in effect
insisting, as I have been trying to show throughout, that the problem lies in an “attitude,”
also Scheler’s term to express what he saw as the fundamental problem of “Western
man,” this man being the prototype of the West as a cultural constellation. The outlook
must be made to vanish, and nothing less; and to accomplish this goal, the central
domains of Western modernity must be abolished, changed, or transformed. As I will
argue momentarily, it is in this aspect that Guénon qualitatively differentiates his project

from that of the exoticizers, the aesthetic worshipers of the Orient, as Karatani called
them.
The implications of Guénon’s insistence are clear: expressions of a problem are just
that, expressions, and can be no more than predicates of a subject. If any meaningful or
effective reform is to be undertaken, the first step is to begin with the root problem, the
“outlook,” the “attitude.” In all cases, however, the subject, and with it the entire subset of
predicates, must be “completely reformed.” The ultimate responsibility thus rests with the
West, with all the change that may be required, be it structural or substantially systemic.
The East may adopt some aspects of Europe’s “industrial development” as long as its
traditions are not affected, as long as this material development remains subservient to
the principles they have enshrined.
Guénon could have as well been speaking, and quite accurately, of such concrete
matters of finance and economics as we have seen in the waqf/corporation conception
and practice in premodern Islam,81 as well as of numerous other institutions. But his point,
I think, was that there is an inverse differential in reform between the East and the West,
namely, that the more the West needs to reform, the less the East needs to match it. This
understanding applies to the argument of an interlocutor, who seems naively to argue that
in order for the East to avert the “danger” and belligerence of the West, the East must
establish only a “purely economic relationship with the West.” This Guénon finds
objectionable, if not an illusion. There cannot be such an uneven relationship without first
reaching an “agreement in the domain of the principles,” for once such an agreement is
achieved “all secondary difficulties will be smoothed away automatically, or else no real
agreement of any sort will ever be reached.” It is certainly not a coincidence that Guénon’s
proposition of “agreement on principles” as preemptive of conflict is identical to the liberal
adage that democracies never go to war with one another, the assumption being that a
true liberal existence, which presupposes the upholding of liberal principles, generates
symbiosis, if not harmonious coexistence, between them. But Guénon insists on excluding
from any “agreement” precisely the liberal “worldview” along with the entire set of
principles that this worldview produced. Materialism, wealth, and economics are always a
source of conflict and discord, unless regulated by “the principles.”82 Accordingly, since the
“cause of the most dangerous understandings” lies in the West, Westerners must “rid
themselves” of it through reforming their civilization and by taking “the first steps toward
an effective renewal of intellectual relations.” If carried out properly, or “deeply effected,”
this reform is the only guarantee “to prevent a return to barbarism.”83 This is not all: such
a reform should not preclude the possibility of the West “taking advantage of [the East] for
supplying itself with what it may still lack,” for “lessons or inspirations may be taken from
others without giving up one’s independence.”84
Guénon’s proposed outline of reform is no doubt daring and ambitious, and its
discursive extent spans a substantial part of his East and West as well as other writings of
his. Its boldness, which rests on an equally bold diagnosis of modernity’s “barbarism,”
earned him excommunication from certain academic quarters in the truest secular sense
of the term. That he converted to a Sufi tariqa (the Hamidiyya Shadhiliyya order) did not
help his case either, given French and European virulent racism and Islamophobia. Nor did

his direct, unconventional, and heavily hyperbolic style mitigate any of these prejudices
either. Reading Guénon is like dealing with a diamond in the rough. Yet, to knowingly
dismiss the substance of his thought is to assign oneself to the status of Foucault’s “dead
author.” The author’s death, however, is not as innocuous as common death. If anything,
authorial death is deadly. In one rather strong sense, the next chapter represents a
sustained argument to demonstrate the truth of this proposition.
Thus, this very stance toward Guénon and his likes is inextricably linked to the act of
self-positioning within a system of power, entailing the often unconscious epistemological
placing of oneself in a particular position within a discursive formation. But reversed, this
self-positioning is rendered the object rather than the subject. It becomes an act of selfdeath, as Foucault has judiciously argued. The implications of an assessment of Guénon
thus invoke our earlier discussion of the meaning of the author, which now compels a
question: Where do Guénon and Said himself fit in?

VI
Before I proceed to answer this question, I wish to dispose of the argument that Guénon
may be no different than any other Orientalist sympathizer, that he was what Kojin
Karatani called an “aesthetic worshiper” of the “inferior other.” In a penetrating article,
Karatani argued that the Orientalist treatment of the non-West as the inferior Other went
“hand in hand with an aesthetic worship” of that very Other, producing “an uneradicable
self-deceit: Those with an Orientalist attitude come to believe that they, unlike others,
treat non-Westerners more than equally—they treat them with ‘respect.’ ”85 Looking down
upon the Other as an object of scientific analysis and looking up to the same Other as an
aesthetic idol are not a contradictory attitude but in fact an interdependent and mutually
corroborating activity. Nor is the attitude necessarily traditional but rather “rooted in
modern science and aesthetics, which together produce the ambivalent worship.” Drawing
on Kantian aesthetics, in which the human relationship to objects in the world is divided
into the realms of cognition, ethics, and taste, Karatani argues, following Kant, that these
three domains always operate all at once, despite the contradictions they engender, but in
the process certain domains must be bracketed so that the remaining domain becomes
the center of appreciation. A certain object can be pleasant even if it is evil, and true even
if unpleasant. A urinal in an art gallery that is displayed along with the comment “This is an
artwork in an exhibition” demands of the audience to bracket the object’s daily use and
instead see it as a work of art.
Thus essential to the aesthete is the constant exercise of bracketing, for without
bracketing none of the three domains, making up all our experience of the world, can be
accessed. “An aesthete kneels before something not because he has really submitted to it
but because he derives pleasure out of bracketing the displeasure of obeying an object
that he can dominate if he wants to.”86 Which is to say that such admiration can have a
long leash but one that is at the end predicated on the maintenance of the “ultimate
security” of the aesthete. African art can be allowed to influence Cubism, but only insofar
as it is absorbed within the comfortable zone of a distinctly European artistic mode. It is in

this sense that Orientalism “exists within the aesthetic exceptionalization of the other,” and
it is this, Karatani argues, that “Said meant by the term of Orientalism.”87
Guénon’s case fits none of the conditions set by either Kant or Karatani. Key here is
the “ultimate security” of the aesthete in bracketing the cognitive and the ethical. Guénon
neither entertained his cultural, intellectual, or political security nor bracketed it in favor of
aesthetic pleasure. If anything, he demanded the dismantling of this security, insisting that
nothing short of reform, and perhaps total removal, could satisfy his quest. He was much
more than the “learned and intransigent critic” that Mircea Eliade thought him to be.88 Nor
did his project and proposal necessarily require the absorption of Eastern forms into
Western culture, for he insisted on the uniqueness of all cultures, including that of Europe.
If bracketing is a temporary state of mind, one that, as Kant tells us, always requires an
act of unbracketing, then Guénon can be said to have bracketed nothing because his
project had no room for unbracketing in the first place. That he “intransigently” rejected
the West’s materialistic, scientific, philosophical, and political structures in toto, that he left
France for Cairo (where he raised a family with an Egyptian wife), and that he joined the
ranks of a Sufi order leave nothing in his modes of being susceptible to the kind of
analysis Karatani served the Orientalist aesthete and Said served, fairly or not, Massignon
and his likes.
We are now in a better position to return to Foucault’s theory of the author. As we saw,
Foucault schematically typified the author into two categories, the author who has died, a
type that we may call the “docile author” (again, after Foucault’s own identification of the
docile subject as an effect of subjection to power and to its discursive formations), and the
discursive author, exemplified by Marx and Freud. As I have argued, Foucault’s own
theory of power bears further distinctions and further schematic typification. It is
impossible for a discursive author (and Marx and Freud are nothing more than
“schematic” examples, which is to say that they cannot provide an exclusive model) to
arise within any formation without undergoing stages in between, however schematic they
may be in turn. Said and Guénon happened to provide schematic examples of two more
stages that we should recognize, and in fact have no way of avoiding, if we are to make
full sense of the changing épistémès and of the power of critique that characterizes
human history, and which Foucault himself acknowledged.89 The docile authors, the type
that characterizes the greatest majority of authors (whatever authorship might mean),90
stand conscripted in the system of power, mostly not knowing that they are being
conscripts. The discursive author, on the other hand, (unintentionally) defines the general
contours of a discursive formation, without having control over the appropriation of his or
her “work.” This author, in other words, provides the ideological paraphernalia by which
the central domains legitimize, sustain, and define themselves, although this very
provision reflects the conditions of felicity that empower their discourses and give them
their performative edge. This much is clear enough. But in between these two types, there
are at least two others, my account being—no less than that of Foucault—also schematic.
Given all that has been said here thus far, I think it is quite plausible to recognize the
categories of the dissenting and subversive authors, the latter having been alluded to
earlier. Within our context, Said represents the former type while Guénon the latter. A

dissenting author refuses the assumptions, the findings, and the received wisdom that
characterize the docile author. The latter may engage in a critique of other docile authors,
usually over details or relative details, but the critique never transgresses the boundaries
of the commonly accepted assumptions of the discursive “tradition” or formation in which
he or she operates. The épistémè, as Foucault would say, is never the issue. The docile
author’s critique pertains to detail, to a revision of or addition to a preexisting and
accepted narrative. The general assumptions about the culture in which such
interrogations are posed represent a received and established common denominator
between the critic and her audience. This is a typical scenario in the discourse of
mainstream Orientalism over the last century, as it is in all other academic fields. There is
no doubt that Orientalism is and has been dynamic, internally, and debates in it over such
issues of detail—what I call “paradigmatic instances”—have raged ever since Goldziher
and his likes laid down the foundations of the field. But mainstream Orientalism, as Said
aptly argued, remained a closed system, in the sense that all critique in it, whenever that
happened, could never pass beyond an affirmation of the foundational assumptions that
made the field what it has been for the last eighteen decades. A docile author, it must be
also said, can distinguish herself over and above all her colleagues and peers, but will
always remain within the rules and boundaries of the discursive “tradition” the field has
set.
The dissenting author transcends the critique of individual projects of scholarship as
such, which is to say that when she advances a critique, and when the work of individual
scholars is subjected to criticism, it is not to critique these scholar’s specific findings but
rather to illustrate a major problem, an anomaly, within the system or within the discursive
“tradition” in which they are writing. Clearly, key here is the word within. A dissenting
author, however considerable the questions she poses are, does not question the
mainstays of the system, or the epistemological structures or forms of knowledge that
define the worldview through the prism in which problems in the field are solved. All these
foundations and epistemic edifices are left in place, accepted and intact. What is
interrogated, however, is the mode or modes in which the system is operated, analysis in
it is conducted, methodological issues are defined, such interrogation aims to demolish
and replace old approaches, the efficiency of its discourse or its modus operandi is
managed, and so on. It amounts, in other words, to a correction within the system or to
the system, but the system nonetheless, which remains in its foundational principles and
structural modes of existence and operation more or less the same. If anything, the role
played by the dissenting author is not just to keep the discursive tradition alive—for which
purpose the dead author was specifically designed—but to perform a correction to the
system, and to carry it to a more consolidated existence.
The dissenting author does not just fulfill the function of “loyal opposition,” which no
doubt she does; she also engages in changing the system from within, rendering it
stronger and more robust. John Maynard Keynes is a typical example in point; his
dissenting economic theories managed to displace earlier ones and to acquire wide
influence and application, but there is nothing in Keynes’s dissenting works that
interrogates or attempts to challenge the theoretical foundations of capitalism, its validity,

or the larger principles of its practice in the world. His theories were intended, and in fact
were used, to improve the system, the perception—at least—being that the system would
have suffered without his contributions. At least until Milton Freedman appeared on the
scene as a strong challenger, Keynes’s “authorial” output was thought to strengthen
capitalism and enhance its efficiency. It is noteworthy that because the correction,
whatever kind, happens inside the larger boundaries of the system, or what the system
can tolerate, the dissenting author in turn is not only tolerated but usually welcomed and
clothed with prestige, it being the case that his or her dissent, due to the perception of
originality and innovation, is regarded as either improving on the system or cautioning
against faults that may cause it to decline or suffer in one way or another. Yet, this
“originality” almost invariably provokes resistance, but resistance that does not affect this
author’s status. In all cases, the critique produced by the dissenting author—and it is
usually a critique that is involved—is received as integral to the discursive formation or set
of formations within the larger system of power. The dissenting author does not
experience death because he or she, far from being just another uniform or nameless
voice within the discursive formation, contributes to the system and its flourishing and is
likewise seen to do so. That the dissenting author cannot be given an epithet analogous to
Foucault’s biological metaphor of “dead author” (“dormant author”? “comatose author”?) is
testimony to his or her theatrical language, which we surely cannot take too seriously.
Said’s contribution to Orientalism, however strong the resistance to it may have been,
is a case in point (in fact, resistance to Keynes was much more vehement, widespread,
and robust than Said faced). It exposed the problems of the humanities in forceful ways,
leading to the training of a new generation of scholars who have rearticulated the means
by which the “Orient” is to be studied. The field of Near Eastern and Islamic studies (a
new name for “Oriental Studies”) is nothing but a more sophisticated version of its former
self, largely due to Said’s influence. Its intellectual composition today has no doubt grown
in refinement, but all this has not changed its location and function on the scholarly grid.
Nothing in the props of the system that produced such discourses was interrogated by
Said, and nothing fundamental has in fact really changed. Like Keynes, Said believed in
the soundness of the overall structure of the system, of its liberalism, secularity, and
humanism, and even of its capitalism and bourgeois ethic. Said’s culture, for all the
reservations he expressed in The Text, the World, and the Critic and elsewhere,
“resembles nothing so much as that of Arnold, Eliot or Leavis—there seems to be no irony
intended at all when Said, the great campaigner against racism and ethnocentrism,
laments in Leavisite tones the loss of culture’s ‘discrimination and evaluation.’ ”91 His New
York City, the highest manifestation of capitalism and liberalism in the world, was for him
iconic; it was not only where Columbia University was found, but also where Bach’s
“rational music” and Gould’s sonatas could be heard. Through his powerfully dissenting
voice, Said reinforced modern academia and the foundations on which it stands.92
The subversive author, on the other hand, interrogates the foundational assumptions
and epistemological mainstays of the discursive formations as well as of the larger system
of power that sustains them. Marx was one such author, but after 1917, he rose to the
rank of a discursive author. Freud, however, was almost “born,” in one important sense,

into a discursive authorship, having gathered discursive momentum some three decades
before his death. (It is not the place here to interrogate in any detail Foucault’s lumping
together of Marx and Freud, since their discursivity is not of a type, and thus should be
further distinguished, schematically and typologically. Since our authors do not belong to
any of these categories, it is not essential to engage that issue.)93 What differentiates the
subversive author from his discursive counterpart is the absence in a central domain of a
discursive momentum that is integral to a formation. A subversive author is thus
synonymous with a latent, potential, or at best embryonic discursive momentum that
never rises to the level of a formation, one that is oppositional to the dominating épistémè.
For once that level is attained a subversive author obviously ceases to belong to that
category. Yet, while the subversive author shares certain qualitative attributes with the
discursive author (chief among them systemic or foundational critique, typified by Marx
and Freud, respectively),94 this type also shares quantitative attributes with the dissenting
author. By virtue of dissenting on major—but not foundational or systemic—issues within
the system, the dissenting author invariably and inevitably provokes opposition and
countercritique. The subversive author likewise tends to generate a measure of critique, at
times rather vehement and overwhelming, while at others less so—the latter by virtue of a
tendency to marginalize and isolate, whether consciously or not. Yet, the quantitative
analogy between the two authors does not only lie here. It is most remarkable in the
parallel response in endorsement and following. The dissenting author attracts followers
who, by virtue of their awareness of the need to critique the system, end up reinforcing
and strengthening the system. The subversive author’s followers stand on the opposite
side, adopting the subversive author’s critique with a view to changing the underpinnings
of the system, creating another one, altogether different.
In this schema, Guénon occupies the category of the subversive author. His followers
and disciples are relatively few but are many in absolute numbers. He generated a
discursive momentum on a small scale, perhaps embryonic, but the relevance of his
“work” to debates about modernity is increasing. It is unlikely that his “work” will evolve
beyond the current stage of subversivity, but Foucault’s discursive “analogies” may be at
work, by which I mean that an “analogical” author—one who updates Guénon’s “work”
with reinvigorated relevance—may substitute for Guénon as Guénon.
I have already said that Foucault’s theory of power and discursive formations allows for
the category of the subversive author, and one reason for Foucault’s insufficient
theoretical attention to this category was likely to have been his preoccupation with the
modalities and dynamics of modern power “at present” (a specification that abounds in his
work). Foucault found Kant’s “What Is Enlightenment?” striking because Kant essentially
asked the question “What’s going on just now? What is happening to us? What is this
world, this period, this precise moment in which we are living?” More effectively put, Kant
asked the fundamental question: “What are we, now?” Foucault undoubtedly appreciates
the innovative nature of Kant’s question, for what it meant for the end of the eighteenth
century, but he seems to think that this is no longer a relevant question. It is worth quoting
him at length. The “target nowadays”

is not to discover what we are but to refuse what we are. We have to imagine and
to build up what we could be to get rid of this kind of political “double bind,” which is
the simultaneous individualization and totalization of modern power structures. The
conclusion would be that the political, ethical, social, philosophical problem of our
days is not to try to liberate the individual from the state, and from the state’s
institutions, but to liberate us both from the state and from the type of
individualization linked to the state. We have to promote new forms of subjectivity
through the refusal of this kind of individuality that has been imposed on us for
several centuries.95
If Foucault did not dwell, as a matter of elaborate theory, on such themes of resistance, it
is because the focus of his analytic concerns lay elsewhere.96 It is plausible to argue that
emphasis has a decisive function in authorial exposition and production: an overstress on
a side issue of an argument (or theory) at the expense of the main components of that
argument can shift meaning, give undue importance to secondary issues, weaken the
main argument, and possibly put it asunder. For Foucault to dwell at relative length on the
subversive author would have meant that the performativity of the discursive formations
would lose their force, and would open up possibilities that would potentially, even
effectively, diminish the roles he assigned to them. It would have planted, in other words,
a potent seed of doubt in the claim for the performative power of discursive formations.
The claim need not be absolute (as some interpreters of Foucault, I think, mistakenly
argue), but to make any claim or a sustained argument for a thesis is to stress it,
elaborate it, expound it in detail, show evidence in support of it, and so on. To flesh out
what are otherwise exceptions, side issues, or derivatives with the same force is to
militate against the main thesis. This may also be the case with Judith Butler’s theories of
gender formation, as well as with several others.
Yet, Foucault could have still given an account of the discursive author without running
such risks; for it is possible to argue, historically (and he certainly was a foremost
historian), that épistémès and truth regimes have cyclical lives, that they rise and fall, and
that, like the Khaldunian dynastic sequences, and even life cycles, they undergo formative
periods, then periods of maturation and stability, before they decline and meet their end
(without any of this entailing that cycles and cyclical time are identical). The thrust of
Foucault’s theories of power, knowledge, and the rest was explicitly and intensely
concerned with the middle stage (mostly located in the nineteenth and twentieth
centuries); and when he did dwell on the predecessors of the modern systems (for
example, modes of punishment and surveillance, concepts of juridicality or pastoral
power), it was not to show the workings of the earlier systems and their épistémès or
modalities of the historical processes of change. Rather, it was to make explicit the
residues and effects of a historical process so as to explicate in (his typically) forceful
ways the modus vivendi and modus operandi of a modern, presently operating type of
power. His account, implicitly grounded in a larger though unarticulated historical narrative,
has a rather false synchronic appearance.
It is difficult therefore to draw the conclusion that Said appreciated the full implications

of Foucault’s theory of the author, and he seems to have in fact ascribed to him a
theoretical narrowness of which Foucault cannot be accused. That Said overlooked
Guénon altogether may be a chance or accident; yet, the introduction of this subversive
author into a critique of Orientalism makes for an irony: Said himself could have been grist
for Guénon’s mill. As for the subversive author that Guénon was, Said’s critique may be
said to incur a double jeopardy. On the one hand, Guénon’s narrative presence affirms
the theoretical complexity of the concept of author in Orientalism, thus opening up further
theoretical possibilities for diachronic critique and future action (the latter being the subject
of chapter 5); and, on the other hand, Guénon’s critique dwarfs that of Said, and for good
reasons. Subversive authors always outmatch their dissenting counterparts.
Yet, for all the subversivity that Guénon mustered, his account lacks articulation insofar
as the inner workings of Orientalism are concerned, insofar, that is, as the intimately
structured organic connections between Orientalism and its epistemological, political, and
cultural surrounds—those from which it emerged and with which it stood in a determined
dialectic—are concerned. Guénon already made the first important step toward
considering “official Orientalism” not only as integral to “Western civilization” but also as
bound up with all corners of academia. For Guénon, there is no real distinction between
the forms of knowledge that defined academic disciplines: they all issued from the same
“civilizational” matrix, from the same worldview, one that possessed a single
epistemological common denominator or a single foundational thought structure. For Said,
the picture is not entirely coherent. Politically, he seemed to blame the West as a category
for its destructive attitudes, but academically and epistemologically, he singles out
Orientalism for indictment, letting the rest of the disciples pass unscathed (260). A strong
man of the Enlightenment, Said could not see where the problem of Orientalism was, his
view of knowledge being unsurprisingly provincial.
In the next chapter I shall argue that Said’s placement of Orientalism as a sort of
exception was problematic, not to mention arbitrary, and that Guénon’s diagnosis did not
go the full length that its potential allowed for. This is attributable, as I have intimated, to
Said’s ideological commitments, which, as a dissenting author, remained largely loyal to
the system of power in which he operated, at times with passion, and mostly
unconsciously. As for Guénon’s lack of articulation, it seems that when he wrote about the
subjects of our concern, he had not yet seen the full destructive forces of the twentieth
century, some of which propelled major thinkers to further reevaluate much of what had
by then been written and thought.

CHAPTER IV

Epistemic Sovereignty and Structural Genocide

I
There is nothing that should be clearer in this book than this: setting up Said’s Orientalism
for critique finds its reason, rationale, and conviction in the fact that the work’s canonicity
reflects not only its own power of argument but also its dominating effect on the whole
range of discourse on the subject for almost four decades. This is not entirely a statement
about the work, but rather about what and who make the work what it is. Canonical works
ultimately undergo discursive accretions, including major revisions, interpretive
“ameliorations,” and qualifications that at once enunciate and suppress. Said’s work, when
not overlooked in its entirety (and there are those who deliberately disregard it), seems to
continue to have a spell over the humanities and especially the field he particularly
targeted and called “Islamic Orientalism.” The work’s canonicity, however molded, remains
committed, in other words, to an iteration of central doctrines whose analytical force may
be questionable. Cohesive within its own internal logic, Said’s Orientalism displays
microcosmic features that exhibit, each on its own, the structure of Said’s thought. One
such feature, a stubbornly troubling component of the work, is what I have been referring
to as “difference.”
There is no doubt that Massignon, whom Said studied in some detail, somewhat
approaches the position of Guénon in his critique of the West and sympathies with the
Orient, although Massignon established for himself a greater name in the field of Islamic
studies, perhaps because he may have been a superior scholar but not because he “could
refer so easily (and accurately) in an essay to a host of Islamic mystics, and to Jung,
Heisenberg, Mallarmé, and Kierkegaard” (267).1 Guénon had his own repertoire, ranging
from the Greek, Taoist, Hindu, and Islamic intellectuals of the East, to Enlightenment one
such as Kant, Comte, Schopenhauer, Hartman, Bergson, and numerous others. As I
remarked earlier, this generation of European scholars as well as the one before them
had garnered a kind of erudition in both language proficiency and area expertise that was
to disappear, in large measure, from the field after World War II. This was the true
philology that imperialist and colonialist Europe produced. Nor was Guénon the Islamicist
that Massignon was, but he was the Hinduist. What matters to us in Said is that

Massignon’s fault was not his sympathies and endless advocacy of the Muslim and
Palestinian causes, or the stereotypical distinctions he made between Arab and Persian
Sufis, but his insistence that a fundamental “difference” existed between the modern West
and Islam, the former being eo ipso modern, while the latter belonging to an ancient
civilization. “Massignon’s implication is that the essence of the difference between East
and West is between modernity and ancient tradition” (269); “Massignon’s vision …
assigned the Islamic Orient to an essentially ancient time and the West to modernity”
(270). It is almost certain, if I am allowed the conjecture, that had Said included Guénon
for evaluation, he would have found him lacking on precisely the same grounds.
Said never bothers to excavate the reasons for the opposition that creates difference,
nor does he seem curious about the meanings of the terms he himself assigns to the
authors he critiques. We finish reading Orientalism without having an iota of information as
to how Gibb understood nationalism or how Massignon himself articulated the concepts of
modern and traditional, as well as those of “ancient civilization” and modernity. These
pairs, by the fact of their appearance in any text, seem to cause Said an extreme case of
anxiety. The categories of “religion,” “tradition,” “mysticism,” and “ancient” are not
amenable to analytical study, nor can they be even considered as serious objects of
research. As critic W. J. T. Mitchell has poignantly remarked, Said characterizes religion
“in terms of fairly reductive stereotypes,” as “dogmatic, fanatical, irrational, intolerant, and
obsessed with mystery, obfuscation, and human helplessness in the presence of the
inscrutable divine (or demonic) design.”2 Said comes even uncomfortably close to mocking
Massignon’s own deep appreciation of mysticism, describing the mystical path as
possessing a tendency toward the “nonrational and even inexplicable” (268).3 Nor has
Said cultivated any scholarly appreciation of the concept of “tradition” or an understanding
of the implications of “ancient” in Massignon’s work, which has a resounding similarity to
that adopted by Guénon. For Said himself, the “ancient” was a strikingly oppositional
category for the modern, that which is irrelevant, obsolete, defunct, not a continuous
quality that has, through centuries and millennia, maintained a human and insentient
ecology tested by time. The ancient for Guénon and Massignon is a long-standing tradition
that undergoes piecemeal change, securely, steadily, and safely, but one that insists on
maintaining itself within a principled order, ruled, as it were, by high-order governing
ethical precepts. The “ancient” for Guénon, Massignon, and even some more recent
anthropologists is the embodiment of tradition, one that operates by a principled logic, and
one that extends its life into the modern, partaking in it and coping with its pressures.4 The
“ancient” for these two luminaries is a living and lived experience, however much this
experience is threatened by colonialism and its modernity.
My point here is that Said’s dismissal of these categories as they show up in
Massignon’s work (and, for us, in Guénon’s as well) is a microcosmic and paradigmatic
instance that illustrates his overall attitude to Orientalism. Hence his methodical insistence
on treating this discipline as an exception to all other academic fields of inquiry. We might
note the difference between Said and Guénon in how they locate Orientalism within the
humanities in general. Guénon views the entire world of modern academia, including its
humanities and natural sciences, as integral to Europe’s discursive formations, all

contributing, more or less, to the production of a particular view of the world, and all, at
the same time, standing for him as the product of the “civilizational” soil in which they
found themselves. Orientalism is just one of the many disciplines that reflected the
“West’s” attitudes, but one that happened to be geared toward the study of the “East.” If
Guénon paid attention to it, it was because he deemed it important as the bridge through
which the West could learn something from the East, with a view to recovering “the
principles” that Europe had lost. Said, on the other hand, isolates Orientalism in general
and “Islamic Orientalism” in particular for a special treatment, assigning to them a secondrate intellectual competence and a problematic way of seeing the Orient, having lagged
behind in comparison with general academia and, especially, with the “human sciences”
(260–61). Unlike Guénon, Said does not extend his critical acumen to anything beyond
Orientalism, sheltering the “human sciences” from foundational critique, along with the
surrounding environment, all the while constantly alluding to, but never showing the
structure of, the ties between Orientalism and the “considerable dimension of modern
political-intellectual culture” enveloping it (12). Nor did he even think that Orientalism may
have the potential, in a better world, to come to the aid of the very culture that produced
it, trying to reconstruct a concept of history that could at least shed light on modernity’s
sweeping crises. This is clearly because he himself did not think that the “Orient”—filled
with religion, dogmatism, and sectarian conflict—has anything to offer. There is not a
single word in Orientalism that even hints at the slightest potential in the Orient to instruct
Said’s liberal West.
Said’s carefully buffered insulation of Orientalism as a target of massive critical
conductivity was thus the function of his ideological commitment as a secular humanist
and liberal, among much else that is modernist. He remained within the realm of
“representation” as Orientalism’s spectacular problem and could never go beyond it
precisely because these commitments would have been destroyed to the core had he
pursued his critique to its logical conclusion. This is a prime emblem of the dissenting
author. As we have seen and as I will try to show shortly, representation is the least of
Orientalism’s problems, being in fact a superficial one. Indeed, the problem is not
Orientalism at all, and if one insists that it is, then it is so only symptomatically and
derivatively. Orientalism is not only just a microcosm of a much larger paradigmatic
phenomenon, but it is little other than an instrument. To confuse an instrument with
generative forces and creative structures that conceive, invent, and harness the
instrument is nothing short of making the cart hide the horse, entirely, and out of view.

II
I shall have the occasion to dwell on the problem of setting up “instruments” as causes,
but for now it is important to insist on Said’s own advice, which he himself was per force
clearly unable to follow. In the introduction to his work written in 2003, and in the context
of defining the mission of “humanism” and “humanistic critique” (inspired by Vico, who was
not, incidentally, an unqualifiedly secular humanist),5 Said states “that every domain is
linked to every other one, and that nothing that goes on in our world has ever been

isolated and pure of any outside influence” (xxiii, emphasis mine). This, no doubt, is a
remarkable statement, expressing a method, if not an entire (dialectical) methodology,
that is sorely lacking—and for intelligible reasons—in the greatest bulk of modern
scholarship. The use of the word “nothing” is equally remarkable, showing an admirable
sense of systematicity that leaves us all the more bewildered. And one wonders how small
Said’s “our world” is. Obviously, it includes colonialism, which he clearly linked with
Orientalism. But does this link have a thicker meaning? Does colonialism extend beyond a
form of domination? Is it, like Orientalism, merely “a style of domination”? Does it differ
from other, historically earlier forms? Does it have a structural connection with sovereignty
over nature? What is the meaning of this sovereignty “in our world”? Does colonialism
have structural connections with a genocidal structure of thought and with the very
modern phenomenon of genocide? Does genocide itself even appear in Said’s work
beyond a passing mention? Does it have structural links with Orientalism? Does modernity
have to do with genocide as a structure? Is genocidal modernity an analytical category,
amenable to the much-cherished “humanistic critique”? Does modernity appear in
Orientalism as a problem? Does humanist secularism have intimate structural ties with
anthropocentrism? Does anthropocentrism appear at all in Said’s critique? Does it have an
organic connection with progress, racial theories, or genocides? Does progress appear in
Said as an analytical category at all and does it have organic connections with secularism
and genocide? Does liberalism itself have any connections with genocides? Do
Orientalism and academia at large have an intimate connection with all of the above?
None of these questions was in the least entertained in Orientalism, much less
articulated or answered, however partially or tentatively. It is to an outline of some6 of
these connections that we now turn, in an attempt to show that Orientalism is nothing
more than the tip of the iceberg, the part that Said saw, but the part that, alone, could
never sink a titanic.
I wish to begin by pointing out that Orientalism as a body of discourse is no different
from any other field in modern academia, except that it happened to owe its formal
existence to the fact of its specialization. Just as economics or business or engineering or
English literature have their specialization in the cultivation of knowledge about their
respective fields, Orientalism cultivates its knowledge with an exclusive regard to the
“Orient.” But the inner structure of the intellectual attitudes of an ordinary, typical, and
mainstream economist is identical to that of his Orientalist, historian, anthropologist,
scientist, or business-school counterpart. By “mainstream” I mean to isolate the
subversive authors, who are a minority and who normally do not affirmatively partake in
the plan of things I am about to describe.
I have already spoken at some length about Enlightenment philosophical discourse,
beginning with its underlying moral thought, in terms of creating the arbitrary Distinction
that was to become a determining force shaping arguments, modes of analysis, and an
overall view of the world. The central domain of philosophy has been one that ennobled
the quest for raw materialism and, one might even say, insatiable material greed by
clothing it with a formation of legitimizing high-flying discourse that in turn acquired its own
performative power. The concept of negative liberty that I discussed in the previous

chapter is just one example in point. The sheer thickness and massiveness of this
discursive tradition were such that it finally ousted from the central domain all rivaling
views, until, that is, very recently, when this form of overwhelming domination was put into
question. The rise of environmental ethics in the 1980s and 1990s, in particular, has been
conducive to beginning the initial stages of shaking off not the discursive tradition itself,
but its monopolistic grip over alternative narratives, although this critique, as I will argue in
the next chapter, itself remains conflicted and uncertain of its method due to its inability to
free itself from Enlightenment forms of rationality. But it is a fact that the discursive
formations have had tremendous powers of performativity, and hence generative and
reproductive capabilities shaping academia since the modern university came into
existence. And science, acting largely on its own, has been replicating in technical,
positivist, and highly practical terms this philosophical worldview, although, as I have been
trying to show through a discussion of Guénon’s critique, science stood in a dialectical
relationship with philosophy, reinforcing its positivism and materialism, while imbibing the
legitimacy that the lofty philosophical discourse provided.
My point is that these two fields have in fact laid the grounds for a vision of nature that
denudes it of its ethical constitution, the kind that Scheler and Guénon spoke of. The
psychoepistemic pervasiveness of this denuding act, which now itself becomes “natural”
(which is to say, normative, habitual, and nothing short of a habitus), has exercised a
hegemony that has constituted, I think, the most formidable obstacle facing the
environmental ethicists in assigning intrinsic value to insentient creatures.7 This
psychoepistemic performativity has generated a form of rationality and reason that is, to
use Guénon’s and Dussel’s expression, blind to any cognitive possibility beyond its own
province, one whose scope and “binocularity” have been ultimately determined by the
primacy of the Distinction. No wonder then that science, accompanied by the prestige of
philosophical legitimation, the financial backing of the modern state and industry, and the
all-powerful doctrine of progress, has managed in the span of less than two centuries to
bring the natural world into severe crises. What I wish to emphasize here is not just the
arbitrariness of the Distinction (for it could have hypothetically been conceived, and yet
remain nothing more than ink on paper) but the very forces themselves that made of an
arbitrary mode of thought an exclusive norm and an inviolable decree. The inviolability is
such that with all the shelves in all the libraries in Western academia, there is not yet
anything like a coherent, extensive, or even reasonably adequate narrative of the
genealogy of the Distinction, or of the conditions of felicity that made it so powerful and
performative. This absence, as well as the inverse presence that this absence designed
and produced, speaks not just of the very heart of philosophical-scientific sovereignty but
of its mind and one-sidedness as well.
There is nothing in the world in which humans live that can escape the sovereign
decision of science. Whatever science, as a paradigm, says is the truth and nothing but
the truth (however much certain individual scientists may disagree with this pervasive
dictum). Yet, the indispensable and crucial addendum “nothing but the truth” is clearly
intended to eliminate the possibility of including with the truth a nontruth, a lie, a
deception, a malicious design, which creates for any rational being an insurmountable

paradox made patently obvious by the destructiveness of science. It is after all science
that created the means to effect ecological and environmentalist destruction, just as much
as it created colonialism8 and weapons of mass annihilation. Peace activists and decent
spirits inexhaustibly condemn such weapons with tiring though justifiable repetition, but the
question that is rarely asked is what made such destructive instruments possible in the
first place, assuming the first answer included science as a culprit. The sovereignty of
science and its genealogy are rarely in question.
Yet, science and philosophy are not alone. Departments of economics and business
schools, to use two further examples, are single-mindedly geared toward the training of
students to learn the methods and principles of economics and business, to teach them
planning, organization, and techniques intended to cultivate and sharpen their efficiency.
The ultimate purpose is to create the homo economicus, a subject whose machine-like
faculties are harnessed to work the economy, improve it, make necessary corrections
when needed, and, in the case of business, cultivate subliminal psychological and social
techniques to promote consumerism and the circulatory flow of the market’s power.9
These desiderata of course come with the encouragement and blessing of the state that
provides the necessary conditions to make the Berlinian negative liberty a fully functioning
and boundlessly efficient technique. For the elaborate and intricately woven system that
this worldview has created, the ultimate and single-minded purpose is not just profit and
accumulation of wealth but the cultivation of a radical form of indifference toward the
world and its Others. Negative liberty breeds the private, self-enclosed subject who is no
more able to see and hear others than they can see and hear him. This subject formation
and its single-mindedness are essential and central to such academic units, in which the
very possibility of introducing any idea that threatens this teleology is eliminated ab initio. It
is out of the question, for instance, that the quest for profit should be restrained by any
other consideration, with the exception, however, of an idea that promises to yield more
profit in the future. Corporate “charity” and “social responsibility” are major and classic
examples on this point.
The corporate and institutional collectives’ disregard for a genuinely motivated and
ethically grounded social responsibility has long been observed as a symptom of
disengagement with empathy that is in turn anchored in sociopathology. I will briefly attend
to sociopathology momentarily, but it is important at this point to stress the links between
institutional normative beliefs and “ideology,” on the one hand, and deficit in moral and
ethical education and upbringing, on the other. I do not assume that such an education
fulfills its purpose only by means of engagement in internal psychological operations on
the self and the body, what Foucault and Ghazali called, respectively, “taking care of the
self” and “ethical training of the self by means of habituation.”10 This sort of training
(riyada) requires an internal and introspective set of operations not only on the soul but
also, and perhaps as much, on the body. As Foucault has aptly argued, in modernity “this
notion is obscure and faded.”11 The psychological implications of the conflict that inevitably
arises when such operations are conducted within a capitalist and consumerist system
wholly located in an ideological conception of negative liberty are grave. Instead, moral
and ethical education in an open-ended academic system of thought can be satisfied by a

standard programmatic approach to course offerings. It is both striking and suggestive
therefore that mainstream departments of economics and business schools—which is to
say, their constitution as paradigmatic domains—generally have no course offerings on
moral philosophy and ethics worth mentioning.12 It would be, for example, a rare
exception, if it exists at all, to find a business school in the United States that requires as
an essential part of the student’s education the completion of a course of study on such
subjects as Aristotelian ethics or Kant’s moral philosophy or even a general introduction to
the history of ethics or of moral thought. It is less conceivable that such a course offering
includes subject matter on “Oriental” philosophers, such as Hindu, Buddhist, or Islamic
moral philosophers. My point is that the modern academic domains of economics and
business (and, as in the case of Orientalism, there never was any equivalent in
premodernity) exclusively and intensively operate within the single-minded frame of
reference in which a large degree of moral neutrality is a prerequisite,13 and in which the
exploitation of matter and people for the single but highest goal of profit is a discrete yet
mandatory category.
Business schools and departments of economics, sitting in academia alongside many
others, and each with a province of expertise of its own, exhibit, by virtue of the
unmasked nature of their interests, direct links with the nonacademic world that spans the
length and depth of the market, the corporations, and their modus vivendi and highly
destructive modus operandi in the social and natural orders. Both of them train and staff
all forms of business, from small to large, although in our story business schools are
always dependent on the latter, being not only structurally a derivative of but also
determined by the economic and market behavior of the departments of economics. In
other words, there are both structural and dialectical modes of existence between these
academic outfits and the corporation, whose ethic and ethos are identical to those on
which these outfits thrive. The fiscal dependence of these outfits on the corporation and
“business” goes without saying; and I need not engage in the superfluous debate over
academic freedom and the intellectual autonomy of academic discourse on business and
economics, for the mere fact of their very position in the central domains, which they
dialectically define and by which they are defined, is a matter not just of financial
dependence but also, and equally importantly, of the performative power of the central
domains that I have been trying to define.
The organic structural ties between the corporation and economic discourse (both
philosophical—as in Adam Smith, J. S. Mill, and John Maynard Keynes—and purely
academic), including that which has much later arisen in the form of business schools, are
not attested only in late-modern capitalist systems but go back—and this is of immediate
relevance to my account—to the very first decades of the corporation’s life, and in no
other place than in Britain’s East India Company (and, to a somewhat lesser extent, in the
United Dutch East India Company). It is not without great significance that the very first
“theorists” of what has emerged as a new field of study, “economics,” were mainly British,
Thomas Mun (d. 1641) and Sir William Petty (d. 1687)14 being two of the earliest, if not
the earliest. The former also typically doubled as the director of the East India Company
itself, and his writings were the direct result of his experience in that function and of the

EIC’s work as a colonialist entity.15 It is instructive, and goes to the heart of our argument,
that the Jesuit School of Salamanca, under the influence of the earlier and comparatively
underdeveloped Spanish colonialist ventures, also put forth a nascent but a relatively
sophisticated economic theory, as Marjorie Grice-Hutchinson has argued. But its
teachings became soon defunct, because, there is every reason to believe, it insisted on
certain ethical principles that were to become irrelevant to thinking about money, wealth,
economy, and the corporation. The currents of emerging power that revived the legality of
the company in the British Parliament—after outlawing it as an immoral entity16—appear
to be the very same structures of power that made the School of Salamanca no more
than a faint memory. It is not a coincidence, as Grice-Hutchinson notes, that the last
advocacy of the school’s ethical doctrines did not survive beyond the seventeenth
century.17
The point I am trying to make is that there exists a direct structural link between these
academic disciplines and the corporation, a largely colonialist entity that has been well
known to engage in the exploitation of foreign (= “Oriental”) labor, modern economic
forms of human enslavement nearly everywhere, the virtual control of the host country’s
laws and public policies, and, no less important, the destruction of natural habitats. All of
these forms of abuse as well as many others belong to the same structure of thought and
the same general ethos and worldview that produced science with its destructive effects.
As the Africanist scholar O. E. Udofia has argued, the multinational corporations lead the
African economy and thus “constitute today’s imperialism in Africa.” The general
characteristics of the multinational corporation are “ownership and control,” both being
manifestations of capitalism, whose quiddity is imperialism.18 Udofia speaks about
corporate discrimination against the African managerial class, the abuse of labor, and
interference in the national economy, national elections, public policy, and so on, but does
not tease out the full meaning of “ownership and control.” Partly acting on behalf of the
general interests of the mother country and partly on behalf of its own sovereign ambition,
the corporation serves its private ambitions with virtual impunity. The natural manner of
both neocolonialism and the corporation is one of “owning” the fields of their interest,
disposing of them as they see fit. The host country’s laws and regulations, and at times
nationalist animosity, are mere annoyances to be “managed” and, as with everything else,
disposed of. The long history of assassinations or removal of democratically elected
leaders who oppose the exploitative American corporations in their countries is too well
known and needs no rehearsal here.
The late-modern multinational corporation may not possess sovereignty in the full
political sense of the term, but it often acts under the auspices of the home country that
does. Still, in the manner they conduct themselves, and in their devastations of the natural
environments and depleting of the “Orient’s” natural assets (and the Orient for my
purposes may as well be Africa or Latin America), these corporations have the right over
life and death, not necessarily as a military and formal legal matter, but effectively. When
Chevron dumps billions of gallons of toxic materials in the consumable waters of Ecuador,
and when it hires mercenaries to shoot at and often kill peaceful protesters against its
abusive activities in Nigeria, it is behaving effectively, though not “formally” or “legally,” in

the same way colonial governments conducted themselves in the colonies before the socalled national independence movement.19 When Coca-Cola kills with impunity Colombians
protesting the company’s labor abuses,20 it is acting within the same structure of thought:
sovereignty over the instrumentalized human labor and the lives that make it possible.
Chevron, like General Electric, ExxonMobil, Wal-Mart, General Motors, Nike, and a long
list of others, has been behaving in much the same way, engaging in serious violations of
human rights21 and often causing continuous pain and suffering that many would argue is
unimaginable.22 In other words, sovereign domination over life and death has been the
common denominator of both state colonialism and its subordinated associate,23 the
corporation, the latter having complicated the phenomenon of this sovereignty by resorting
to sophisticated economic and political techniques that can command the right over life
and death almost imperceptibly. But when these techniques fail, the corporation, like a
miniature state, invokes the state of exception with the right to kill. It is only within this
logic that the acts of Chevron, Coca-Cola, and many like them can be intelligible.
My point here is that the discursive formation lumping modern departments of
economics and business schools (and associated fields, including law, politics, and
diplomacy)24 finds its conditions of felicity in the colonialist and corporate practices on the
ground, these operating respectively—directly and indirectly—within a domination
framework in which the state of exception inheres and which in turn reflects their
sovereign structure of thought. As I intimated earlier, modern forms are not conscious of
themselves, for they are invariably embedded in a thick cloud of ideology and a normative
system of belief that masks their true nature. Psychologically, this self-unconscious
collective and institutional psyche fulfills one of the essential requirements of the condition
of sociopathology. Between the doctrine of progress and the redefining of human value in
materialist terms, the typical student or professor in these academic units does not think
of herself in any way as involved in such unethical ventures of human rights abuses,
assassination, atrocious extraction of the natural wealth of other human populations, and
destruction of the environment. And this is precisely what the typical student or professor
in “Oriental” studies thinks and feels as well. Yet there is little difference between the two
types of expertise, economic and Orientalist, and both culminate, on the structural level, in
the absolute right to domination, one through the venue of economy, the other through
cultural and, more important, juridical domination.
A word of caution is in order here. I have been trying to show the complexity of the
structures of power within the Orientalist tradition through elaborating on Foucault’s useful
theory of the author. This theory, especially in the modified form I attempted to articulate,
is consistent with Foucault’s concept of power and knowledge, and is applicable to various
fields of discourse. We might wish to extend the meaning of author slightly more than
Foucault did. I take seriously his intimation that the informal jotting on the margins of a
book constitutes “authorship,” an intimation that opens up capacious theoretical space for
including such concepts of author as a sophomore-taking-down-lecture-notes, which
necessarily reflects the subjectivity of the student in the process of digesting the lecture.
That the typical sophomore and her typical professor are authors of the dead type and
that they constitute the subjects of the discursive formation in which they operate and live

as “educated” beings are two matters to be taken for granted. That such students and
professors should find it shocking that they are implicated, however remotely, in abuses,
killings, and other kinds of atrocities is precisely where this theoretical space becomes
productive. The question then is, Why this shocked reaction, and, more specifically, why
does the dead author affirm her very status as dead author at the very moment she
denies it? It is my contention that at the root of the problem of knowledge and power, and
of all that which emanates from their dialectical relationship, lies a larger ethical problem,
which is to say that Foucault’s entire project, and almost everything he wrote, would
remain unintelligible and lacking a truly unifying framework if it did not begin and end with
this ethical problem. The indignation of the student at the very thought of being involved in
such unethical behavior stems from the differential in the “intelligible rationality” between
collective agents and the individuals inhabiting the collective entity, be it a university or,
especially, a corporation. Yet, this rationality is not an autonomous source in itself, but
reflects the difference in the normative anchors of these agents.25
This difference, however, does not appear to account for the full range of indignation,
or, for that matter, for the student’s affirmation of her very status as dead author at the
very moment she denies it. Yet, the student hails from a society that defines, and is
defined by, all the important institutions responsible for the charge, the state with all its
departments, and the corporation with all its manifestations, including the scientific,
technological, and industrial. At the same time, the student’s “normative anchor” derives
from a larger social world with diffused forms of morality, norms hardly consolidated or
unified in the way government and corporate commercial institutions are.
It is here where the problem lies. Living in the space between the corporate and
noncorporate social worlds is key. Psychoanalysis has shown the ways in which the
collective psyche, unlike the individuals that make it up, can never develop selfawareness, which explains the common phenomenon of CEOs and high-ranking
corporate managers who shun, mostly privately, the abusive practices of the very
corporations they run. Because the student is not integral to the personnel of a business
corporation, she feels justified in her indignation, whereas the CEO and the manager do
not: they are, in the final analysis, morally, though not necessarily legally, implicated. But
the moral anchor of the two is one and the same. In chapter 2, I have shown, through the
Islamic case study, that the stubborn insistence on individual moral responsibility and
liability was the sufficient cause for barring the rise of the corporation in the Islamic world,
given that culture’s colossal commercial and financial enterprise, which reached nearly all
corners of the Old World.26 This is not to say, however, that the student’s normative
anchor is driven by anything like the Islamic ethic, for the anchor is lodged deep in the
waters that have already separated its elements of value from those of fact. The
indignation lasts no longer than the moment when she has been made a generous offer
by a corporation.27 The typical student in business, management, or economics will
decline such an offer at the peril of insanity. Once “in office” the indignation either
vanishes or goes underground,28 this latter replicating the familiar pattern of the CEO or
manager who comprehends the immorality of her own corporation but continues
nonetheless to serve it, often with enthusiasm and hard work.

In psychological terms, these managers may experience neurosis, even psychopathy,29
but those who are not susceptible to fragmented consciousness are frequently identified
as sociopaths, said to pervade the corporate world, and with increasing numbers, to boot.
More generally, corporate personnel, including the sociopaths among them, are typically
able to segregate their experiences in the corporation, thus leading, in effect, a dual
existence. The world of the corporation, business, and money is one of fact; the world of
children, of sisters and brothers and mothers, is one of value. But the distance between
them is never great, and it could be bridged with systemic balance in favor of the former.
The increasing power of the corporation, which stands commensurate with an increase in
sociopathology30 in the larger population, including academia,31 has so far been a
guarantee for an easy act of bridging. The overall result has been the further
entrenchment of sociopathological behavior in the centers of power. As one psychologist
concluded, corporate bodies, private and public, as well as “democratic” governments and
their institutions—not to mention the nondemocratic—are typical cases of
sociopathology.32 The average or typical student’s indignation—however genuine and
sincere—is thus built into the discourse that enables the very attribute of dualistic,
fragmented existence, which in turn becomes a necessary condition for forming humans
into subjects of the discursive formation, a quality that functions as an unconscious coping
mechanism. The indignation is thus indispensably built into the very system whose
atrocities and destruction the indignation itself is intended to obviate, or at least disavow.
This is what it means to be a subject of a discursive formation.
Yet, it would be wrong to confine corporate training (including in a university setting),
mentality, and practice to sociopathological deviancy,33 a diagnostic that subconsciously
allocates responsibility for moral defect to a form of abnormality. While “sociopathology is
a genuine phenomenon,”34 the ethicist Joseph Heath argues, it is often simply the
corporate constitution and corporate environment as such that create unethical and even
criminal behavior. It is “the way people think about their actions and the situation [they are
faced with in their corporate life that] has an enormous amount to do with their propensity
to commit various crimes.”35 The common explanation of unethical and criminal activity in
terms of deviant psychology has been persistent because such discourse provides “a
source of assurance” to society that it is not itself, as a “normal” phenomenon, infected
with deviancy. Nonetheless, it is society’s ability to allow for “techniques of neutralization”36
that remains the issue, for it is within these societies, which produce and are produced by
corporate values, that unethical and criminal conduct takes a particular form and meaning.
The corporations and the markets generally
are institutional contexts that generate a very steady stream of rather plausible (or
plausible sounding) excuses for misconduct. This is the result of confluence of
factors: first, corporations are typically large, impersonal bureaucracies; second, the
market allows individuals to act only on the basis of local information, leaving them
in many cases unaware of the full consequences of their actions; third, widespread
ideological hostility … to regulation of the market; and finally, the fact that firms are
engaged in adversarial (or competitive) interactions gives them broader license to

adopt what would otherwise be regarded as anti-social strategies. The other major
feature of the corporation, and of the business world more generally, is that it
constitutes a subculture that in many cases isolates individuals from the broader
community, and thus may serve to insulate deviant ideas and arguments from
critical scrutiny.37
It seems that Heath’s four explanations beg the question, unless we seriously take his
argument, which he draws from Hannah Arendt, that bureaucracy is “rule by nobody.”38 In
unethical and criminal corporate behavior, “it is seldom the case that one individual is
clearly responsible for a particular action. Thus, when a crime is committed, everyone can,
with some degree of plausibility, point the finger at someone else.” Whether it is
precipitated by sociopathological propensity or by what Heath calls a “cognitive” response
to the “situation,” it is clear that the very constitution of corporateness lies at the core of
unethical and criminal misconduct. And it is within this very notion of nonpersonal liability
that the Distinction finds one of its most powerful manifestations. The corporate subject,
be it a student or professor, inasmuch as she is constituted by corporate culture, is herself
the product of a society not only that is permeated by a general acceptance of corporate
ethics but that does not question the legitimacy of such an ethic, much less of the
corporation itself as a concept. Criminality and breach of ethical boundaries thus in no
structural way represent exceptions to an otherwise moral conception and practice but
are, respectively, two levels of maneuvering within one and the same system. Criminality
begins not where ethics runs its course, but rather where the unethical has been entirely
exhausted.
Now, cataloguing the entire range of university departments as a dialectic of power is
beyond our bounds here. Nonetheless, it can briefly be said that the theory of central and
peripheral domains allows a typification of these departments along these lines. I have
noted that the sciences, in which I include biology, medicine, physics, and chemistry (in all
their subdivisions), belong to the central domain, just as do philosophy (including its moral
variant), law, psychiatry, education, journalism, history, archaeology, and even
mathematics.39 To the peripheral domains belong such departments as religion/divinity,
literature, art, and music.
The less-than-obvious classification of, say, history in the central domain and literature
and music in the peripheral domain understandably precipitates an interrogation as to the
rationale of the choice. As I have intimated, the central domains require the support of
discursive formations that legitimize, rationalize, and define their force fields and
structures of power, all of which supports the effect of a dialectical production of
performative power. In its modern reincarnation, professional history, unlike literature in
general, is a nationalist discourse, based almost entirely on a doctrine of progress, without
which it would suffer immediate collapse. This claim rests on the foundational argument
that history, unlike literature, underwent structural change in the eighteenth and
nineteenth centuries, a change that severed its organic ties to forms of historical writing
characteristic of premodernity but one that simultaneously reenacted, through secularizing
processes, what the philosopher Karl Löwith called “prophetic and messianic” Christian

dogma.40 Literature, on the other hand, being inherently aesthetic in nature, is less
involved in proactive economic or political projects, especially of the colonialist type. That it
exhibits coloniality in such forms as Said exposed in Culture and Imperialism is doubtless,
but it is precisely its location in the peripheral domain that constitutes my point of
contention with Said’s diagnostics. For literature’s collusion with power is subsidiary.
Literature qua literature can survive power and remain literature. By contrast, modern
historical writing, economics, and politics—as departments of modern academia—will
vanish as professional disciplines once modern forms of power collapse, because they are
constitutive of this power. Literature, music, and the like (all peripheral domains partly
enlisted in nationalist and colonialist projects) are not, as such, constitutive of this power.
It was history as a methodology, including its associate Orientalism, that was at the
core of redefining the “Orient’s” temporal location, giving it a new identity and forming its
colonial subjects who no longer can imagine their own past outside the purview of modern
historical narrative. Furthermore, literature, like art and music, however much it is a
participant in the same épistémè, is substantively and largely irrelevant to the business of
domination and sovereign decision. It may be argued that an analysis of an Achebe or a
Mahfouz is no less defining of the Oriental subject than an Orientalist analyzing an Urabi
Revolt or an Averroes’s commentary on Aristotle, and this is true.41 Yet, literature, art, and
music, because of their aesthetical constitution, are somewhat less effective than history
and other discourses of the same category within the central paradigm. After all, the entire
history of the colonial project in Asia and Africa has not been known to involve specialists
in literature or music (however much these were supportive of the project), and if such
figures did happen to be involved, it was not by virtue of their knowledge of these fields
that colonialism thrived. We cannot forget that William Jones himself was an expert in
literature and a poet of some status. He also was a linguist, but none of these scholarly
accomplishments—which seem to have distracted Said—is directly relevant to his role as
a colonialist functionary. What made Jones a potent colonialist was his knowledge of
Hindu and Islamic “law,” aided in forceful ways by his deep interest in history.
Literature, music, and art, however much they are partly constituted by modern
categories, including the colonialist doctrine of progress, are not directly relevant to the
force fields and power structure of central domains. Because of their aesthetic and
artistically abstract constitution, they will, by definition, retain structures that inherently
contradict the single-mindedness of the central domains, be it capitalism, science, or the
realm of the political. This is precisely why they remain lodged in the peripheral domains,
for when states, governments, and corporations jettison their armies, capital, corporate
modes of domination, and sovereign structure of thought in favor of a dominating and
overwhelming appreciation of a Quranic calligraphy, a Matisse, or a Pattachitra, making
such objects the subjects of value and of performativity, art as a discourse, authorship,
and discipline will ipso facto move to the central domain, defining it, and ousting
departments of science and economics. Put bluntly, you cannot colonize a country, much
less a whole civilization, through music, visual art, and literature, however useful it is for
colonialism to force one “foot”42 of these disciplines into the domain of colonial power (a
foot that is undoubtedly planted therein). By contrast, capitalism and science, and their

offshoots, have alone proven sufficient for colonizing the great majority of the world by the
end of the nineteenth century.
When the visual arts—and for that matter music, literature, and the like—conduct and
win their revolution that will demolish the theology of progress and a sovereign structure of
thought, it is only then that science, philosophy, and economics will have to move to the
peripheral domain or vanish in whole or in part; and being always subordinate and
subservient to the imperatives of the central domain, these latter discourses will
consequently shed their former structures of thought. Only then will some of them
disappear forever (such as the business school) and others will be transformed into fields
of discourse that place a premium on an aesthetic or epistemology that is determined by
an ethical order of things. It cannot be then overstressed that inasmuch as colonialism and
its various arms—including the trade company and the multinational corporation—are an
extension of the state,43 they are structurally interconnected with the discursive formations
of their home cultures, especially the academic institutions and their central-domain
specializations. That these academic-corporate structures are engulfed by a wide range of
sociopathologies is taken here as a foregone conclusion.

III
Consistent with this narrative, I argue that colonialism, of the settler and nonsettler type, is
inherently genocidal, in every shade this term implies, an implication that will require us to
expand the meaning of genocide beyond its conventional physical forms. And if this
argument is accepted, then one is compelled to conclude that central domain’s academia
—not only Orientalism—is also inherently disposed to laying down the discursive and
material foundations of colonialist genocidal practice. There is then both a logical and an
ontological concomitance between the academia of the central domain and colonialism, on
the one hand, and the same concomitance between colonialism and genocide, on the
other. I will argue that only the surface level of genocide possesses, like Orientalism itself,
general political significance, and that, also like Orientalism, its genealogical roots go back
to a philosophical worldview in which the concept of value suffered a significant reduction
in scope and depth, and in which the shame of nature and thus self-hatred became the
necessary conditions for the hatred of the Other.44
I should like to begin by engaging the historian Patrick Wolfe’s formulation of the
problem, as expounded in his outstanding article “Settler Colonialism and the Elimination
of the Native.”45 I will contend, however, that, like Said, Wolfe remains committed to a
“superstructural” analysis of the problem, one that has a “touch-and-go” relationship with
the underlying structures of thought that characterize colonialism and genocide. Said
confined the complicity of Orientalism to the political and economic, conventionally so
defined, thus bestowing on Orientalism a cognitive structure of thought that, on the one
hand, was integral to Europe’s own discursive formations (the Foucauldian component)
and, on the other, was an effect of its association with colonialism and Western hegemony
over the Orient. When he came somewhat close to what I am calling here the sovereignty
of knowledge, Said would not only passingly assign it to the internal dimension of the

Orientalist text, but rather quickly retreat into the political domain. Wolfe does the same,
except that his ranking of factors begins with property, represented in land and natural
resources, among other such elements. The political factor ranks as a close second, but,
as in Said, when he detects the odor of the sovereign structure of thought, he also
retreats to the economic and materialistic, although his empirical data profitably allows for
the type of analysis I am proposing here. This leaves his account tantalizing, for it is he
who, after all, coined and insisted on the boundlessly insightful dictum that “genocide is a
structure not an event.” Wolfe gives due regard to the processual component of
genocide’s structure, but the structure of thought within his concept of “structure,” that
which drives action, remains unarticulated.
Nor are we entirely clear, in Wolfe’s narrative, why genocides are not concomitant with
colonialism (“though the two have converged”) or why settler colonialism “is inherently
eliminatory but not invariably eliminatory.”46 The explanation that genocide can occur
without colonialism and colonialism without genocide is one of concurrence that explains
difference but not commonality. It is, in other words, an external explanation that does not
engage causal explication in any of its variants. Nor still are we clear as to why settler
colonialism, at least in the American model, opted for implementing “cultural projects” with
a view to remolding the “Red savage” in the image of the White man after a genocidal
series had been undertaken, and not before. In British India, for example, genocide in its
conventional meaning did not take place, and in the formally sovereign Ottoman Empire,
genocide committed by the West was far from conceivable. How can all these phenomena
be schematized under one encompassing explicans?
I would like to suggest that a satisfactory explanation resides in the structures of power
that Foucault diagnosed and that was the “mother” structure that governed both
colonialism and its concomitant genocide. If we see power not as a logic or as a logically
structured domain, but rather as a system of tactics and strategies that operate under
specific conditions in a specific manner, changing course and tactics as the situation
requires, we begin to understand its instrumentalist nature, one that reflected and was
reflected by the larger structure of instrumentalism and instrumentalist reason that is the
hallmark of the Enlightenment. In this sense modern power is instrumentalism meshed
with, backed by, and fronted by force. It is precisely here where modern power differs
from its premodern counterparts, and not only in the order of its composition, but mainly in
its very constitution. Premodern power was sheer force, backed and fronted by
instrumentalism, but it was not meshed with it. Indeed, as I have noted earlier in the
context of the benchmark principle, worldly force, violent as it may have been, operated
under the benchmark constraints of higher principles, whether they were legal-moral
precepts or the equally strong dictates of custom and its precepts.
Recognizing modern power as lacking an organizing logic—one of its most distinctive
features—does not on its own explain Wolfe’s purported distinction between genocide and
colonialism. We need another explicans, which, once introduced, will remove the
explanatory difficulties occasioned by the distinction and, I will argue, the distinction itself.
The sophisticated Actor Network Theory has many parts, most of them are eminently
useful, while some others are not without ideological biases, including a narrowly defined

theory of agency that amounted, in certain writings, to reducing the culpabilities of nothing
less than colonialism itself (through arrogating an indefensible form of agency to the
“natives”). I am here interested in only one part of it, which I shall metaphorically call, not
without a pun, “Latour’s Stone.”
Latour’s Stone in my usage is a concept that ascribes presence, not agency, to the
physical realities of the complex of land and people that was to become the colonies.
Presence precludes a human structure of intent, a necessary condition for agency. Intent
presupposes a rational action of choice, for when choice does not ontologically exist, there
cannot be intent. I cannot intend to lift this chair if I operate without a concept of choice.
As I suggested earlier, I do not have agency as a life-loving person if the only choice I
have is to be killed by a bullet or by hanging. The locus of agency here is life itself, not the
method of execution. In the colonial context, presence was the issue, not agency,
according to the evidence of the existential, cultural, epistemological, political, legal,
educational, psychological, and similarly profound transformations that were inflicted on
the indigenous populations,47 some of which I have explained in the second chapter.48
Latour’s Stone captures this presence within the overall structure of European power. As
the ecological humanities scholar Deborah Bird Rose perceptively remarked, the native
“got in the way” of the colonialists “just by staying home.”49 For the colonial settler, as
Chaim Weizmann attests in his profoundly prophetic statement, the natives—in this case
Palestinian—are nothing but “rocks” that present “obstacles that had to be cleared on a
difficult path.”50
Perhaps there is no better way of illustrating what I mean by Latour’s Stone than by
briefly dwelling on an ominous essay by Vladimir Jabotinsky, published in 1923 and titled
“The Iron Wall.” In this essay, Jabotinsky captured with equal measure both his own
political present and the entire future of the Israel-Palestine problem, making prophesy a
derivative of sovereignty. The power of his essay lies certainly not in any intellectual
finesse or literary quality, but rather in the realpolitik of modernity that equipped the author
with an assured grip over the concept of sovereign domination. Jabotinsky’s text is of
course a specimen of Orientalism, but it is also primarily a modern text in every meaning
of the term. Like the project of Israel itself, “The Iron Wall” captures the entire range of
Western knowledge as structurally woven into colonization, sovereign domination, and the
decimation of the natives and their cultures. And just as the modern project presupposed
such structures of domination, without which it could have never arisen, so did the
conception and doctrine of our liberal revisionist Zionist. Whereas the distance between
Said’s academic Orientalist text and the colonial-genocidal activity on the ground was
vitiated by a multiplicity of intermediaries, Jabotinsky’s “Iron Wall” captures this activity as
a textual representation in the most chillingly realistic form. “The Iron Wall” does not, as it
would historiographically seem, just forecast the future; it in fact prescribes it, writes it,
and creates it ex nihilo out of a sovereign impulse.
The range of Orientalist attitudes pervades “The Iron Wall” as a textual realpolitik.
Jabotinsky’s construction of the “enemy,” the Oriental object, is highly calculated, for
depicting the Palestinians as supine would of course preempt the very idea of an Iron
Wall, since the Wall’s necessity is predicated on the native rejection of, and resistance to,

colonialism. It was therefore necessary, in order to justify military and violent ventures, to
bestow a degree of rhetorical agency on the Palestinians as people who will resist any
colonial power in its bid to dispossess them. But having decided for the Palestinians that
they will resist the colonization of Palestine, he continues to decide for them the makeup
of their national characteristics. “Culturally they are five hundred years behind us,
spiritually they have neither our endurance nor our determination.” Yet, they are “as good
psychologists as we [Jews] are,” because psychology is constructed here as having the
function or power to unmask “our” plotting and cunning. In other words, their basic
psychological instincts and “instinctive jealous love for Palestine” are sufficient to make
them realize what “our” intentions are. For “they know what we want, as well as we know
what they do not want.”51
But what “they want” and what “we want” are not, and can never be, an equation, the
latter always deciding on the fate of the former. Jabotinsky fully recognizes that
colonization operates by its own sovereign logic: there is not a “solitary instance of any
colonisation being carried on with the consent of the native population.” Even when “the
colonists behaved decently … the native population fought with the same ferocity against
the good colonists as against the bad.” Thus, no matter “which phraseology we employ in
explaining our colonising aims,” the Palestinians will resist. Yet, the Palestinians do not
seem to apprehend what they are facing, and have little understanding of “us” as
colonists. In horrific Schmittian language, Jabotinsky reminds the natives and his own
readers alike that “Colonisation carried its own explanation, the only possible explanation,
unalterable and as clear as daylight to every ordinary Jew and every ordinary Arab.”52 It is
“unalterable” because it is the highest truth, from which there is no escape. Colonization
lies “in the very nature of things, and in this particular regard nature cannot be changed.”
Note here that for Jabotinsky nature is not only manipulable but also subject to change,
control, and domination. But the only primordial aspect of it is colonization: it is the Law
that governs all other laws. Domination is god, and it is in the name of this sovereign god
that Jabotinsky seals the fate of the Palestinians. “Zionist colonisation must either stop, or
else proceed regardless of the native population. Which means that it can proceed and
develop only under the protection of a power that is independent of the native population
—behind an iron wall, which the native population cannot breach.”53 The only difference
between “our ‘militarists’ and our ‘vegetarians’ ” is that “the first prefer that the iron wall
should consist of Jewish soldiers,” while the second “are content that they should be
British.”
Sovereignty does not only decide the fate of the natives; it also constitutes morality
itself. If I say I am a moral agent, then I am a moral agent, even if I am a diabolical
monster. Jabotinsky powerfully instructs us in the art of argument that disproves the
impossibility of deriving the Ought from the Is: “Either Zionism is moral and just, or it is
immoral and unjust. But that is a question that we should have settled before we became
Zionists.” And since “we have settled that question,” the answer to the question is “in the
affirmative. We hold that Zionism is moral and just. And since it is moral and just, justice
must be done.”54 This is the morality of colonialism, our morality, and it is so not only
because “there is no other morality” but also because we said so.

What is it that should be done? The iron wall, needless to say, is no more than a
means to an end. The idea of this wall is to deprive the Palestinians of any possibility of
resistance or action against the inescapable colonization of Palestine. It is, in other words,
any form of massive, impenetrable, and irresistible force. “Every native population in the
world resists colonists as long as it has the slightest hope of being able to rid itself of the
danger of being colonised.”55 If the Palestinians now resist, Jabotinsky declared, it is
because there “remains a solitary spark of hope that they will be able to prevent the
transformation of ‘Palestine’ into the ‘Land of Israel.’ ” It is precisely this, the hope, that
“we” should take away from them. For when “a living people yields in matters of such vital
character it is only when there is no longer any hope of getting rid of us, because they can
make no breach in the iron wall. Not till then will they drop their extremist leaders whose
watchword is ‘Never.’ ”
Had Jabotinsky’s linguistic repertoire been accustomed to the notions of agency, he
probably would have substituted the term “agency” for “hope.” The idea was to take away
agency from the hands and lives of the natives, to deprive them of any course of action,
of any choice of their own. It is to throw them, like “stones,” outside the system of power,
the sufficient condition for eviscerating agency. And it is only when native agency is
categorically eviscerated that “we” will be able to have an “agreement.” The “only way to
obtain an agreement is the iron wall, which is to say a strong power in Palestine that is not
amenable to any Arab pressure. In other words, the only way to reach an agreement in
the future is to abandon all idea of seeking an agreement at present.”
The power of Jabotinsky’s essay lies in the fact of its forecasting accuracy, an index of
the power of sovereignty, not only over the present, but over the future as well. His was a
brilliant diagnostic that, in a few pages, summed up and captured the entire structure of
colonization in Palestine and elsewhere. The reduction of the Palestinians and many
others to inertia was the point of the iron wall, whether Zionist, British, or French. Latour’s
Stone, exemplified and starkly manifested in the success of Jabotinsky’s diagnostics, is a
story of presence, not agency—that is, as long as the Stone remains in existence.

IV
The lack of power’s organizing logic (in the way I have already described) together with
Latour’s Stone prepares the ground for an explanation of the variations on the single
theme of genocidal colonialism, one that obviates and renders unwarranted Wolfe’s
distinction. Being itself bereft of an organizing logical principle (it being the defining feature
of modern power), instrumentalism cannot, in and of itself, be an explicans, for it is made
of what the term indicates, a conception or a composite conception of an instrument or
instruments as applied to all value in the world. This conception is not just a way of
thought or a mode of behavior that signals an attitude to things in the world, such as being
cautious, cowardly, or judicious. The trio, among many others like them, does not involve
an external component that defines what they are. If I am cautious, it is by virtue of an
inner quality in my character that is not subject to a mechanism. If I am cautious, then I
cannot be uncautious, no matter who and what I am dealing with, for this is my nature,

irrespective of the particular circumstances. Instrumentalism, however, consists of the
same element of a habituated disposition but it differs from such a trio in that it
presupposes an object, one that, in order to manifest itself, is essential for the habituated
quality in the process of projecting itself onto the object. If I am predisposed to being
cautious, then I am just as cautious with my closest and most trusted friends as I am with
strangers. The object of my caution is irrelevant. But instrumentalism is a structure of
thought that always requires an object on whom instrumentalism is exercised.
Instrumentalism, unlike prudence, caution, cowardliness, and much else of the like, is
transitive and inherently transgressive, thereby presupposing an object of transgression.
And because it is a structure of thought, instrumentalism not only uses people and things
as instruments, but also devises the necessary instruments to exercise its transgression
on the object.
An instrument in the very basic and primitive sense of a tool is therefore not a merely
fortuitous physical object but, because of its architectural and epistemological composition,
it becomes itself a structure of thought and action. To coin an adage, tell me what you
invented and I will tell you what you are. The creation of a tool, instrument, or method
therefore is never neutral, and never just a matter of need (as in the old adage “need is
the mother of invention”) but “a revealing”56 of a structure of thought that establishes an
epistemological continuum between subject and predicate, between the instrument and its
maker. A gas chamber, a machine gun, an excavation machine, a drilling rig, a fighter
plane, or a nuclear head embody within them structures of thought that establish an
epistemological continuum with the minds of their makers. To explain genocides and
holocausts as a result of the availability of modern technology, modern science, or
bureaucratic efficiency is to misunderstand the very nature of instrumentalism as a
structure of thought. The invention of nuclear weapons or of sophisticated military
technology that wiped off the face of the Earth millions of innocent victims in the colonies,
in Japan, and in Europe itself is not a neutral act of science or the result of neutral
technological competence. Nor is there any neutrality in the use of otherwise “innocent”
instruments to destructive effects. A carpenter’s hammer used to smash the head of
another human or a pet loses this epistemological continuum, rendering it anything but a
carpenter’s hammer as originally and conventionally conceived. The hammer is
epistemologically reinvented at the very moment it is used for murder. It is therefore not
the instrument and its availability that make for a rationally justifiable analytical explicans,
but it is rather the mind behind its invention and use that must phenomenologically
constitute the explicans.
A familiar and pervasive argument in this connection goes to the effect that had other
“nations,” “states,” or “empires” possessed such a technology at earlier points in human
history, they would have committed the same or similar acts as did the Nazis or the
European colonists. But this does not account for the very raison d’être and genealogy of
this kind of technology. Nor are the acts of violence committed by means of these
weapons incidental to their invention. The architecture and epistemology of this very
invention, on the one hand, and use of these weapons, on the other, are both integral to a
structure of thought that made such weapons possible in the first place. What is more,

this very explanation of them as incidental, if not an exception, to modern technical
“evolution” is wholly integral to the theology of progress that in part constituted nothing
less than a condition of possibility for these atrocities.
The nature of modern power (as described here) and its subset of the instrumentalist
structure of thought go a long way, I think, in explaining how they bore on Latour’s Stone.
Yet, this structure requires further explanation, since its genealogical origins extend back
to the Distinction I have been discussing. If we consider that the eminent effect of this
Distinction was to remove value from nature, it is easy to see that humans, being an
essential part of nature, especially the naked Adamic nature, have been deprived of value
as well. They are no longer the creation of a higher deity, endowed in their essence with
value precisely because they hail from a divine architecture and design. And the more
naked they are, the lower their value is in the chain of being.57
In many cultures, including what Guénon called “Eastern civilizations,” life is valued
intrinsically, because of the unity of the universe as architecture; and architecture
presupposes an architect, a rational/intelligent plan, and an intent to design. The modern
distinction obliterated this worldview, using racial theories and social Darwinism in order to
classify creatures. Without the background of this structure, Locke’s theories of freedom,
government, and “democracy” and the very American Constitution will be rendered
unintelligible, considering that Locke precluded non-Europeans from consideration as
equally entitled to his notions of freedom and rule of law, evidenced in part in the fact that
he himself invested heavily in the slave trade.58 And when the American Constitution
declared all men to be equal, the “Black man” was more or less in the rank of animals.
Locke’s philosophy and the theory and practice of the American Constitution—two
remarkably influential sources of political thought and political practice—are on their own
ample evidence of liberalism’s organic embeddedness in the structure of thought I have
been discussing. Of course the materialist and economic factors in the rise of such racist
theories are undeniable, but materialism is not a sufficient condition or even the original
culprit. (Had Marx been intimately familiar with Islamic economic, intellectual, and social
histories—not to mention other Asian civilizational constellations—he probably would not
have, I think, insisted on historical materialism as a monopolizing explicans for the rise of
Western capitalism.) What led to the Distinction are a host of augmenting factors, eminent
among them the political and social revolutions in Europe against the abuses of
monarchies and church, secularized Christian concepts, and, quite likely, prior barbarian
influences on Christianity itself. Irrespective of causes—which are in dire need of study on
their own—what matters to us here is that once the structure of thought was shaped into
the Distinction, the Distinction itself as a structure of thought became the engine driving
the vehicle of the modern state in conducting the major forces.
Nor, I must stress, can racial theories be informative in the explanation of genocide or
the general manner in which colonialism conducted its exploitative projects. First, racial
and racialized discourse was no different from Orientalism’s cultural depictions and
stereotyping, a discursive method of high performativity, normatively installed as a
“natural” means to legitimize and render intelligible and palatable the subjugation, and
inhumane treatment, of the now human subhuman. Second, racial discourse was as

instrumental as the instruments we have already discussed, namely, it was the
consequence rather than the effect of a particular structure of thought. In fact, it was itself
a product of that thought; and derivatives cannot logically or epistemologically supersede
or obviate that of which they are derivatives.
Third, as Wolfe persuasively argued, using an empirical comparison between the
treatment of “Black blood” and “Red blood” by American settler colonialism, racial theories
operate differently in different contexts, often producing opposite results. They operate on
their victims by the principle that it is not who you are but where you are. The “primary
motive for elimination is not race … but access to territory. Territoriality is settler
colonialism’s specific, irreducible element.”59 While this is no doubt true, this greed for
territory has no more explanatory value than race or a gas chamber, for the deep desire
for all such material things can constitute neither a genealogical terminus nor a final
cause.60 The greed in accumulating territory is no different, in principle, than the greed in
commanding a massive army and arsenal. These, in fact, stood more or less equal on
Hitler’s menu, and as indispensable supplements to each other, especially as evidenced in
his Russian campaign’s Lebensraum and Unternehmen Barbarossa. The White Americans
and Spaniards were by no means unique.
Furthermore, if territoriality were the terminus ad quem, then one might ask why the
Chinese, the Indians, the Muslims, and many others did not approach territory with the
same mental attitude and methods of conquest; they did not systematically inflict physical
or cultural or mental destruction on their subjugated populations, as the White settlers did
on the Amerindians.61 Furthermore, had territory constituted such a terminus or a final
cause, why would this same territory be subjected to ecological and environmental
degradation, and why was it eventually remade into a new nature, as William Cronon has
argued?62 In this larger story, territory is an instrument of a larger instrument, and this
larger instrument is in turn an instrument of yet a larger one. Such instrumentalities
therefore beg for a regressive series that can inhere in an intelligibly constituted, primary
structure of thought.63 It has been my argument that this structure is the Distinction from
which all major modern phenomena, including instruments, instrumentalism, genocide and
colonialism, and much else of the same vein, ensued, issued, resulted, and flowed. It is
also within the inner core and kernel of the Distinction that the concept of sovereignty
resided and continues to reside. It will not be an exaggeration to say that sovereignty
constituted this innermost core and kernel.

V
Reality therefore was what the White man said it should be, and this man was not, as I
noted earlier, a categorical term for all white men or all white women or all white children.
This quasi-aristo-plutocracy therefore abducted the concept of sovereignty, laying the
foundations for a worldwide concept of rule that relied primarily on a juridicality that is as
instrumentalist as Europe could muster. This juridicality must be taken to rank along with
all of the major instruments we have enumerated, and may rank second only to brute
force, the most efficient of all. Juridicality—by its very nature as an apparatus of legality,

as a socially pervasive system, one run by publicly manifest lawyers, judges, and ruling
institutions—may possess, precisely by virtue of this nature, a more easily detectable
structure of thought than that of a gas chamber, a nuclear missile, or even a race theory,
but juridicality has nonetheless a similar power of decimation, in the sense I shall outline
momentarily.
In the sense I use it, juridicality is any law, legal system, regulation, or decree used for
coercing into obedience, governing, or regulating a human collectivity. It creates
institutions through coercion, regulates their operation henceforth, and thereby regularizes
and normalizes their modes of existence, all of these processes amounting to, and
culminating in, an efficient performativity of the subject. Another distinguishing feature of
juridicality is its arbitrariness, since it issues from sovereign power. We are accustomed to
thinking of martial law as a deviation from the normative legal order, and the Schmittian
“state of exception” is conceived and received as an exception precisely because it is
founded on the assumption that a normative order is prior to it, constituting the normal
state of affairs against which the “exception” stands as a kind of anomaly.
Giorgio Agamben disagreed with Schmitt on this point, arguing in effect that the state
of exception lay neither in nor above the normative legal order, thus in effect constituting
no exception in any qualitative sense.64 It remains a primal form of modern juridico-political
systems; rising out of its dormancy at any time, the perception of existential threat is
awakened. It is constituted not as an essential difference but rather as a continuation of
law by extrajustificatory methods. This elision from ordinary to extraordinary normativity
becomes all the more intelligible if one does not take for granted the standardized and
normative narrative of the history of the Euro-American political arrangement—one that
has become, juridically speaking, globalized, and one that has also erased from memory
all other premodern forms of governing; here, it is eminently arguable that the state of
exception is not an exception at all, that it is not just a cherished, though residual, legacy
of monarchical Europe. Instead, my argument goes, it is lodged amid the normative order,
defining the potentialities of its force and implicitly determining its operations, even when
the rules of the so-called normative order are in effect.
As I have argued elsewhere, what we call the rule of law in the Madisonian
paradigmatic model is not, when contrasted with certain extra-European legal systems, as
much a rule of law as it is a rule of the state itself.65 That such a more robust extraEuropean model of the rule of law may not be readily comprehensible, or even
conceivable, to, say, an American constitutional scholar is precisely testimonial to the
same power of normativity that rendered the “state of exception” an exception. It is also
this same power, driven by a progress theology, that renders the phenomenon of
genocide, especially the Holocaust, an exception to modernity, when in fact genocide is
inherent in it. This is not to say that the purported “state of exception” merely stands in an
analogical relationship to genocide, in that they are both whitewashed by the doctrine of
progress. My argument instead is that the two phenomena are structurally interconnected,
genocide being one of the necessary conditions and manifestations of this “state,”
manifestations that do not always take on the form of genocide as an “event,” but they
remain—in structural terms—genocidal nonetheless.

Under the myth and fiction of popular sovereignty and popular will (a myth as true and
believable today as racial theories were in eighteenth- and nineteenth-century Europe), we
generally believe in this rule of law as an expression of that will. But serious political and
sociological analysis, started by Marx but diversified later, speaks otherwise. Such
analysis tells a story of interest and pressure groups, AIPACs, neodynastic families, class
interest, and much else of the same that determine not only policies but the very form of
government. In the case study discussed in chapter 2, Islam’s rule of law was shown to
have stood above executive, judicial, and legislating will, and no one could change the law
at will or through an amendment. The change, as I showed earlier and in detail elsewhere,
was piecemeal in substance and gradual in temporality, and was not subject to the will of
any individual agent, institution, jurist, or power branch whatever. The overall dictates of
the law ruled over sultans as much as over any common person or anyone in between.66
The law of the land could not be suspended, and no exceptions were possible. And since
that system, as I have shown through a discussion of the corporation, did not allow
capitalism to break loose from a preset ethical benchmark, money and its derivative power
could not affect the rule of law in any systemic or structural way. Nor could any other form
of power. The enduring stability of first-order moral-legal principles guaranteed
imperceptible mutations within an organically structured continuum of both polity and
society. In that system, there was no need whatever for an ideological doctrine of
progress whose function is in part to justify what in the long run of human history are
radical changes and continuous but highly disruptive reengineering projects of the social
and economic orders.
The fast-paced legal changes in the globalized Euro-American model are indicative not
merely of the responsiveness and “rationally progressive” malleability of the law to social
change and exigency, but rather of the sovereignty that deploys change and “exigency” in
the service of power and domination in the first place, and for which “progress” becomes
a legitimizing veneer. That the concept of change has become as normative as second
nature in homo modernus does not, and cannot, oblige us to take it for granted. A
question remains, provided we genuinely shed the doctrine of progress: How could
humanity throughout at least six thousand years of recorded history undergo change, as it
did, without having to experience the dimension of change as exists in modernity?
My argument is that integral to the modern variety of change is arbitrariness and selfarrogated freedom from restraint that can be defined only in terms of sovereign will.
Which brings us back to the so-called state of exception, which is no exception at all. It is
rather an integral part of a dominantly political and partially legal will that, because of its
uncertain and necessarily inconsistent substantive constitution (for arbitrariness is, like
power, by definition inconsistent), it is impractical to apply in a perpetually normative and
consistently predictable manner. Normative law requires a degree of internal consistency
and predictability that the so-called state of exception lacks. That this latter is inherent in
law and political management is evident not only in the actual experience of the EuroAmerican juridico-political systems, but more so in the colonies, which exhibit the
potentiality of extreme and exceptionally violent measures more than any other location;
colonialism always encompasses the inherent potential of genocidal acts, even when it is

seen to take place in the home country. As Dirk Moses has aptly argued, in a tactful
response to Wolfe, even the Holocaust was articulated by Hitler and the leadership of the
Third Reich as a defense against a perceived Jewish colonialist project.67
The political theorist Achille Mbembe argues that colonized territories are the location
where sovereignty essentially consists in the exercise of a power outside the law, where
“peace” is in effect a continuous and unending war, and where European rulers could
decide upon matters of life and death absolutely: “the sovereign right to kill is not subject
to any rule in the colonies.” Colonialism’s destructive forces were not, Mbembe argues,
limited to pacification and forced cultural assimilation; they consisted in the sovereign right
to kill the subject populations at will. Mbembe’s account is eminently insightful, but he
assumes too much when he speaks of such colonial practices as standing outside the
law.68 Being inherently instrumentalist, modern law is capable of adjusting to any situation
at will, making exceptional measures integral not only to it but also to its normative mode.
In light of Agamben’s and my insistence that the “state of exception” is not indeed
exceptional and that it is more normative than is generally thought, the language of
exception ceases to be adequate and, furthermore, becomes potentially self-contradictory.
An exception that is integral to and that asserts itself as an exclusive and omnipotent
quantum against the rule of law is no exception at all. The fact of its persistent presence in
the actual practices of liberal democracies and the sheer volume of scholarly ink poured
for its discussion—no doubt caused in good part by liberal anxiety about the implications
of Schmitt’s, and more so Agamben’s, nightmarish reminders—make that “state” a nearordinary practice and more than just a potentiality. It is anything, therefore, but an
exception. It is not a differentiated quality but one of degree, and language tends to
encounter distinctive problems when clear opposites or patent differences disappear,
losing its crispness and sharp distinctions. For lack of a better term, it may be closer to a
precise expression to call that Schmittian-Agambian moment a “state of extraordinarity,” a
somewhat awkward neologism,69 but one that does not stray far from its adjectival
equivalent. The state of extraordinarity, treading on the heels of the lexical “extraordinary,”
is integral to the ordinary legal and political order of the modern state; yet, the prefix
“extra-” carries the connotation not of the “supra-,” but rather of occasional addition,
partial displacement, and intensification of the state of the ordinary. The extraordinary is
the moment of truth in the ordinary. It is the extra pressure and extreme stress that bring
out the true character of what is masked, under usual circumstances, as a self-composed
persona.
Because this state of extraordinarity is, among others, the governing state in the
colonies, it acquires a measure of normativity that makes it ordinary. This is to say that
the gradation from the ordinary to the extraordinary is just that, gradation, a changing
quantity, an increasing or decreasing intensity willed by the colonist, but certainly not a
qualitative difference. The colonies, I am in effect arguing, in line with Foucault’s work on
Europe, are the structural extension of the modern state’s structure, rather than a mere
attachment to it, an appendage that is accidental or contingent to it, but indeed one that is
of its essence.70 When Great Britain dropped India in 1947, it was not doing anything
different than when Russia relinquished its southern and western republics and oblasts

upon the collapse of the Soviet Union. Nor would the secession of Quebec from Canada
after the referendum in 1995 have violated this logic (had it occurred), however unilateral
it might have been.
Sovereignty and the state of extraordinarity are mutually constitutive of each other, law
being no more than a malleable instrument in their cerebral and political operations. Here,
the normal and abnormal as discrete categories do not exist, for they are constantly
reconstituted, meshing with each other at every turn. Frantz Fanon assumed too much
when he argued that colonialism is a “world turned upside down,” that in this world the
normal turns abnormal, where “the pathological came to occupy the space of the
normal.”71 This, I have suggested, is only a matter of gradation, where the pathological
constitutes metropolitan sovereignty as much as sovereignty constitutes colonial
extraordinarity.72 And if sovereignty and its law are constitutive of the pathological, then
the modern state and its genealogy of thought structure mask a criminality sanctioned by
that law.
Sovereignty runs the entire gamut of the modern sociopolitical order, and can be said
to have manifested itself with increasing robustness since the sixteenth century. It is
therefore a mistake to see it as belonging to, or definable by, an exclusive political
framework. Consider the four major units defining the structure of the colonialist project,
all infused with various forms of sovereign knowledge and action. Of course the first and
commonly recognized unit is the obvious metropolis whose colonialist conduct is organized
and driven by the sovereign state as a fairly well-defined political body. Then comes the
unit of the officially appointed colonists themselves, who appear in the form of organized
armies and trade companies, the British in India and the Dutch in Indonesia being prime
examples. What are often missed in this larger picture of European colonialism are two
additional elements—the third and fourth units—of no less significance to the entire
project. These are the so-called lawless rabble73 and the colonist as a private individual.
There is certainly nothing lawless about the rabble, for lawlessness presupposes a
fixed, stable, normative, and steady rule of law. As both a phenomenon and a category of
analysis, sovereignty was intrinsic to the four units of the colonialist project. It ran through
the entire project and defined its evolutionary form and substance in every way. Rather
than being a separate force operating in any way contrary to the colonialist vision of the
metropolis, the “murderous activities of the frontier rabble constitute its principal means of
expansion.”74 As the political historian Lorenzo Veracini persuasively argues, settlers,
individual, collective, or official, systematically saw themselves as independent agents and
thus as founders of political orders: they “interpret their collective efforts in terms of an
inherent sovereign claim that travels with them and is ultimately, if not immediately,
autonomous from the colonising metropole.”75 But it is significant that the quest for
sovereignty was driven by the mother country’s sovereign domination of its own deployed
colonizers. The constitutional historian Aziz Rana effectively argues that at least in the
North American case, the settlers enjoyed legal and political rights not much different from
the conquered populations and African slaves. The Crown arrogated to itself as much right
to exercise against them discretionary and coercive power as it had against the conquered
and slave populations.76 If violence breeds violence in the world of Europe, then sovereign

domination breeds its own offspring.
My main argument here is that sovereignty saturated the colonial participants at all
levels, and if the individual did not, on the surface, exhibit a pronounced sense of
sovereignty, it is because all colonialist projects possessed a corporate nature, and the
individual was forced to corral himself within the boundaries of any collective body that
permitted the closest expression of his sense of sovereignty. It is no coincidence that the
first rise of the company as a corporatized body was squarely situated within a colonialist
venture: the British East India Company was well known for its claims to sovereignty or
quasi-sovereignty, as well as for its corrupt actions that exhibited the length and width of
sovereign behavior. The self-constituting capacity of the colonists traveled from the
highest to the lowest echelons of the project, and had no necessary or exclusive
connection with mere greed for wealth or territory. The project, individual and collective,
was about sovereign domination of a new land, in which the natives were incidental and
little more than a disposable attachment, and where will to power was restrained, if at all,
by none other than the will itself.
The capacity for self-constitution was possible only through a conception of autonomy
that subordinated all conceptions of “normative” law, including the law of the metropolis,
which was often seen by the colonists themselves as oppressive. American settler
colonialism, from its beginnings until the Civil War, and Israel’s West Bank settlers are
representations of the two extreme ends of a single spectrum in which colonial
sovereignty exhibits itself. The former was a story of a successful sovereign action, the
latter, thus far, considerably, though partially, successful. The “lawless rabble” are no less
lawless just because they declare themselves sovereign. Sovereignty is productive not of
a normative law or a rule of law, but rather of the will to law. To confuse the two is to
confuse cause with effect. Sovereign will in the colonial project militated against the
native’s presence as natural “rocks” to be removed from its path, and the law came to
execute this will.77 It changed as the circumstance required, for if self-constitution meant
entitlement, political and otherwise, then the Schmittian existential threat is always integral
to colonial consciousness and presence. Upon any perception of such a threat the
“exception” ceases to be an exception, even in the metropolis. The colonies, more
susceptible to incurring such a perception, exhibited an intense degree of “exception,” one
that was routinized as a norm.

VI
All of the preceding now permits a schematic overview of the relationship between
colonialism and genocide. Developing Raphael Lemkin’s concept of genocide, Wolfe aptly
argues that there are positive and negative dimensions to the phenomenon.
Negatively, it strives for the dissolution of native societies. Positively, it erects a new
colonial society on the expropriated land base.… In its positive aspect, elimination is
an organizing principal of settler-colonial society rather than a one-off (and
superseded) occurrence. The positive outcomes of the logic of elimination can

include officially encouraged miscegenation, the breaking-down of native title into
alienable individual freeholds, native citizenship, child abduction, religious
conversion, resocialization in total institutions such as missions or boarding schools,
and a whole range of cognate biocultural assimilations. All these strategies, including
frontier homicide, are characteristic of settler colonialism.78
Insisting that the concept of genocide includes what I call total reengineering of the
colonized culture and its subject (in the performative sense of subjectivity, subjecthood,
and identity), Wolfe wishes to avoid the problematics that such designations as
“ethnocide” and “cultural genocide” engender because, being “not the real thing, they
threaten to undo themselves.” But Wolfe also points to a central problem in all discourse
on genocide, academic or popular, namely, that the modern frame of mind has been stuck
in the Holocaust as the “paradigm,”79 one that has diminished the importance of the more
complex forms of what he calls structural genocides.
Wolfe may have added that the persistence of the meaning of genocide as a singular
occurrence of mass and summary killing (that is, as an event) is also due to the modern
discursive practices of normalizing structural genocide. In fact, it is the standard received
academic and popular wisdom in the modern world, especially among the current
descendants of the peoples of former colonies and their modern institutions, that their
history over the last two or three centuries was an inevitable process, a “natural” course
on the path of progress. This was possible not only because they have not seen or
experienced anything else (and are thereby left bereft of a comparative perspective) but
also because these have been nurtured as true believers, like their Western counterparts,
in the theology of progress, which was in turn one of the most essential and potent tools
of imperialism. My point here is that the very strategy of the theological discourse of
progress that made the Holocaust an exception worked concurrently to make structural
genocide integral to the normativity of modern history, whereby the totalizing act of
decimating “traditional” cultures comes to be regarded as a “natural” development.
Wolfe also argues that the Holocaust “exonerates anti-Semitic Western nations who
were on the side opposing the Nazis,” and that “those same nations have nothing to gain
from their liability for colonial genocides.” This is true, but it would make better sense not
to limit the explanation to political strategizing but rather to view this particular
phenomenon as integral to the overall narrative of progress that made of the Holocaust an
exception, not only because of the well-known sensitivity of the issue, but because to
argue, as the sociologist Sigmund Bauman, Hannah Arendt, and others have, that the
Holocaust is a manifestation and an inherent feature of modernity is to invite further
investigations into the deeper levels of modernity’s destructiveness, including a meaningful
look at structural genocide, the historical basis of the modern project itself. Here as well,
the core issue lies not in politics but in thought structures. The Holocaust as a
“paradigmatic” event, structure, and narrative was as such made as the immediate result
not of Nazi evil but rather of the modern theology of progress. Nazi evil indeed brought out
the modern potentiality into actuality, but the exceptionalizing was the handmaiden of this
theology.

Wolfe’s notion of structural genocide opens up capacious venues of investigation that
potentially have the capabilities to rewrite the history of colonialism and thus of modernity.
An essential requirement for such revisions in writing history is to recognize political
phenomena and then go beyond their political implications and political significance.
Toward that effort, we might see colonialism as a modern project of total transformation,
one that perpetually aims at reengineering the subject as nature. This, not territory, is the
ultimate desideratum and terminus ad quem of colonialism, in its settler form or not, in its
Orientalism, secularism, or economics. Settler colonialism only intensifies the
phenomenon of colonialism, but does not create a different underlying structure of
thought, a structure that governs categorically. The levels of intensification determine the
quantity and volume, but not the quality, of the state of extraordinarity.
The sources of European colonialism, eo ipso located in the European homeland,80
were more or less the product of the same systems of power, be they British, French,
Italian, Swedish, or Dutch. What made them exhibit certain difference in the way they
conducted their colonialist projects was Latour’s Stone, a Stone that in turn assumed
different forms, sizes, and qualities in various colonized spaces. There was no issue of
agency here, but one of how to carve the Stone. Some stones were too hard for carving,
and were accordingly smashed or, if small enough, pulverized into dust. Others were too
big, and thus were split, carved, and redesigned. Obviously, Latour’s Stone in India was
too large to be removed, leaving carving as the only option. In Amerindia, the Stone,
having been split asunder by biological forces (influenza, typhus, cholera, and the like),
became small enough for pulverization, keeping in mind that in the view of the Europeans,
the Stone was simply not amenable to carving. In other words, it was not the thought
structure that undergirded and governed colonialism that was the variable, but the
feasibility of implementing its logic and values. The “natural” givens in the colonies thus
determined the course and form of colonization.
The manner of conducting the project was one of style, but not a differentiated quality
of a structure of thought. The French colonialists are generally seen as more bloodletting
and more vicious than their British counterparts, but this is a mode of instrumentalism, not
a different quality of it. The oft-made argument that the British went the “smarter” way
than the French about running and managing their respective colonies means little other
than this: the British were more efficient in translating that structure of thought into reality.
Given the right conditions—that is, optimal colonialist efficiency plus total seizure and
control of Latour’s Stone—that reality would come into existence through the shortest
route and in as full a manifestation as possible.
That settler colonialism is a graded quantity of the same colonialist quality also implies
that colonialism has as many subtle forms of presence in the colonies as not so subtle
ones. The most classic example is the Ottoman Empire, the Sick Man of Europe. Formally
speaking, the Ottoman Empire was, by common parlance, a sovereign entity, and was not
subjected to what is otherwise commonly regarded as colonialism; yet, as I have shown in
detail earlier and elsewhere, it was subjected to various pressures that forced it to
undertake a structural transformation (to invoke Wolfe’s structural genocide) that was as
aggressive and expedited as that which India underwent under direct British rule.81 The

Ottoman structural genocide was no less successful than any other. By the time Europe
was finished with the Ottoman Empire, and after several decades of relentless domination
and manipulation, there was virtually nothing left of it except a distant and distorted
memory. Not only was it demolished institutionally, socially, economically, culturally,
intellectually, and, concomitantly, politically, but even its memory was tarnished to the
core.
If Ottoman society, like many “Oriental” others, meant anything, it was not for its
political forms, but rather for its distinctive institutions, its social practices, a unique
educational “system,” its moral-mystical modes of expressing the self, its particular ways
of existing in the natural and cosmological world, and an overall system of value that was
as robust and as sustainable as any other, for the sustainability had been a gradually
adjusting continuation of earlier forms of existence that stretched back to ancient
Babylonia and the world that surrounded it. Never has there been a single instance in the
entire history of that region of the world—and I suspect elsewhere as well—where a
society, small or large, was structurally transformed from within the subject outward,
leading to the totalistic erasure of a mode of existence out of the world. It is particularly
because European colonialism never carried on a genocidal “event” against the Ottomans
that the Ottoman genocide represents perhaps the most classic case of a structural
genocide, even more so, within my meaning, than the genocide committed by EuroAmericans against the Amerindians.

VII
Insofar as structural genocide is concerned, the Ottoman case may accordingly be located
at the far end of a spectrum whose other end is occupied by such cases as the American,
Australian, and Israeli cases, however different the results of these three may be. Most
other colonial situations fall in between. It is worthwhile, however, to briefly stay with the
Israeli case because it manifests one of the widest ranges and greatest depths of settler
colonialism, one that brings to the fore the role of academic knowledge, including
Orientalism, in the project of direct colonization.82 To the extent that the various modes of
colonialism constitute a phenomenon analogical to the normative modes of politico-legal
existence, Israel is a normative case of extraordinarity. Wolfe’s account is remarkably
helpful here, but it needs supplementation. As is well known, the Zionist project was
integral to European colonialism,83 having originated on European soil and replicated much
of the European colonialist patterns, especially the American one. Although formally Israel
does not have, like the British in India or the French in Algeria, a mother country or a
colonial metropole, it does substitute for this particular tie strong and powerful connections
with, if not dependency on, politically and financially influential diasporic Zionist
communities in the West,84 who lend it ideological and material support to the extent of
subverting the national foreign policies of their home countries, notably the United
States.85 These ties, coupled with the unqualified support it receives from the government
of the United States and in large part the European Union, largely compensate for the
formal absence of a mother nation.

Israel was largely founded on the myth of a Jewish people without a land finding a land
without people. In the common Zionist register, the Palestinians were not people, just as
the “Blacks” never counted as such in the American Constitution. The Zionist case,
however, is particularly acute, since the Palestinians inhabited the land for millennia, and
were not brought to it as subjugated slaves. And when Palestinians were occasionally
noticed in the form of Latour’s Stone, as happened with the Zionist ideologue Jabotinsky,
they were given a choice: accept Zionism and its lordship and sovereignty or leave the
country.86 The option that they be the masters of their own home, the Jewish emigrants
being guests who sought asylum in Palestine under the governance of its inhabitants, was
not only out of the question, but not a question at all. It was not a question precisely
because they did not exist, however much they materially existed. They were nothing
more than an extension of nature, to be domesticated and dominated, just as the land
itself was.87 This conception stretched from the first moments of the rise of the Zionist
movement to the present, having been reaffirmed by Israel’s leaders in often dramatic but
real terms.88
But Latour’s Stone was too large for the Zionist project to carve or pulverize. The
Palestinians far outnumbered the Jewish immigrants into Palestine, and they constituted
part of a larger Arab nation that surrounded Israel from every direction but the sea. And
because of this demographic, cultural, and geopolitical fact, the Palestinians were not
readily amenable to a project of cultural and epistemic reengineering, a situation that finds
an almost perfect analogy with the attitudes of Europeans to the Amerindians. It is not that
their identity and subjectivity were more firmly entrenched in ancient traditions than the
Hindus and Muslims of India; it is because the Zionist project was exclusivist by nature
and too weak institutionally to embark on such a massive “cultural conquest” of the
indigenous Palestinian population. When the British embarked in earnest on converting
India, especially after the Great Mutiny of 1857, they had already set up and made stable
their cultural and state institutions, having been politically and militarily a superpower and a
leading player in the creation of modernity long before. The Zionist movement, even as
late as 1948, had not established a mature identity as a state, or even as a culture, which
rendered the undertaking of such a cultural reengineering project impossible. This,
together with the exclusivist nature of the movement, left Israel with another of
colonialism’s notorious methods: expulsion. Hence, the Palestinian exodus of about threequarters of a million people in 1948, a method that was pursued again in the War of 1967,
and that has never stopped ever since, although more recently the scale of the project
has tentatively abated, so it appears.
The diminishment obviously has its reasons, all to do with a careful calculation of the
best and most efficient means to complete the colonialist project. As the distinguished
historian Ilan Pappe insightfully argued in the conclusion to Ethnic Cleansing of Palestine,
there are “many Palestinians who are not under occupation, but none of them … are free
from the potential danger of future ethnic cleansing. It seems a matter of Israeli priority
rather than a hierarchy of ‘fortunate’ and ‘less fortunate’ Palestinians.”89 The increasingly
depopulated West Bank is under effective control, having been largely taken over by the
Jewish settlements. The colonization there is near complete. In the highly populated Gaza

Strip, a narrow stretch of land that is home to nearly two million Palestinians, Israel
created an open-air killing field, with massive bombardment campaigns pursued with
some regularity. Together with the siege laid to the Strip since 2007, Gaza is the site of a
process of gradual elimination, yet another distinguished colonialist method. Elimination
may be the function of the impracticality of a one-off genocide (that is, genocide as an
event) because of the attention of the world community and because of a fear of
consequences similar to the case of “terminating apartheid” in South Africa. Yet these
political and psychological constraints on Israel do not in the least preclude the plotting and
implementation of an unconventional form of mass elimination, as Pape has suggested.
Given the global discourse of progressive modernity, in which the Holocaust appears
as an exception (one that, among other things, is designed to enhance the acuteness of
anti-Semitism and thus render its singularity serviceable in garnering support for Israel),
and given the role of Israeli propaganda in nurturing this discourse, the Holocaust, as
Wolfe aptly notes, emerged as the “non-paradigmatic paradigm.”90 Thus, like structural
genocide, other forms of mass elimination would not, so Israel’s leaders in effect appear
to think, be detectable, precisely because of a piecemeal approach. In this approach no
artificially constructed concentration camps, or an explicit bureaucratic machinery, or gas
chambers are involved. What is involved instead is a semblance of traditional warfare,
cast in the form of reprisals against militant groups who are perceived to threaten the
security of the Jewish state. However, the construction of such an existential threat is by
no means unprecedented, for as Schmitt taught us, this threat is integral to the concept of
the political, to the distinction between enemy and friend, and thus to the modus vivendi of
all modern states. Yet the enemy need not present itself as a state at all. Even groups
within states can be perceived to create or represent such a threat, however imaginary
the perception may be. Given the subjugated status of the Palestinians and their overall
incapabilities, cleansing campaigns iterate the fundamental structure of a security-based
existential threat, and are furthermore grounded in a founding ideology that assigns to the
Palestinians a subhuman form of existence, all the while constructing the colonizers as
“God’s chosen people.”
Existential threat is one of the foundations of the modern state’s conditions of
possibility, a cornerstone of the political and the offspring of total sovereignty, epistemic as
much as political. It is a latent potential quickly awakened by everyday international
relations. In the case of the United States, the threat experienced transference from
Communist danger during the Cold War to Islamic danger, especially after 2001. The
imaginary threat, subjective and arbitrary to the core (especially in the case of the latter),
cannot be better illustrated than in the false conviction of Saddam’s Iraq as possessing
weapons of mass destruction. Yet, a more complex and relevant example may be
Germany’s Third Reich. In his infamous Mein Kampf, Hitler constructed the Jews not just
as a menace but as an existential threat to the security of the Reich and the integrity of
the Aryan nation. The Jews in Hitler’s book, as they were commonly regarded by the
general leadership of the Reich, were effectively constituted as a colonial threat, a power
that was intent on subjugating the German nation through money, banking, and much
else.91 But such subjugation was not to be even entertained, especially considering the

“superiority” of the Aryan race and the “inferiority” of the Jews (a construct that was in
part brought into existence, we shall not forget, by German philological Orientalism). It
was therefore a short step that Hitler had to take in Mein Kampf to convert the “racially
inferior” Jews into a colonizable species. And it was on precisely this ideological basis that
Jews were incinerated by the millions in central Europe and hunted down in the Eastern
Soviet territories by equal numbers during the Russian campaign. Gradual genocides,
settler colonialism, genocide as an event, nonsettler colonialism, structural genocide—
different forms and different methods issuing from the same frame of mind, however
much the active agents change, or appear to be different from one another.
In addition, the Israeli Arabs (those who were allowed to stay during the so-called war
in 1948) are not immune from expulsion. Israeli discourse is replete with ongoing
discussions about the Transfer Plan,92 a plan that has been proposed as a possible
strategy to create a decisive Jewish majority in Israel.93 As Wolfe persuasively argues:
For comparative purposes, it is significant that the full radicalization of assimilation
policies in both the US and Australia coincided with the closure of the frontier, which
forestalled spatial stop-gaps such as removal. In infra-continental societies like those
of mainland Europe, the frontier designates a national boundary as opposed to a
mobile index of expansion. Israel’s borders partake of both qualities. Despite
Zionism’s chronic addiction to territorial expansion, Israel’s borders do not preclude
the option of removal (in this connection, it is hardly surprising that a nation that has
driven so many of its original inhabitants into the sand should express an abiding
fear of itself being driven into the sea). As the logic of elimination has taken on a
variety of forms in other settler-colonial situations, so, in Israel, the continuing
tendency to Palestinian expulsion has not been limited to the unelaborated exercise
of force. As Baruch Kimmerling and Joel Migdal have observed, for instance, Israeli
officials have only permitted family unions “in one direction—out of Israel.” The Law
of Return commits the Jewish state to numerically unlimited but ethnically exclusive
immigration, a factor that, formalities of citizenship notwithstanding, militates against
the assimilation of gentile natives. Thus assimilation should not be seen as an
invariable concomitant of settler colonialism. Rather, assimilation is one of a range of
strategies of elimination that become favoured in particular historical
circumstances.94
The Israeli case thus captures the entire range of options usually pursued by colonialism
and the modern colonial state: Massive demographic cleansing of the Palestinian land
within the Green Line (1948); an equivalent cleansing of the West Bank in and after 1967;
total decimation of Palestinian infrastructure, institutions, cultural traditions, and more than
four hundred villages,95 and their replacement with exclusively Zionist entities (namely,
through the method of “demolish-and-replace”);96 killing en masse, coupled with an
effective method of assassination of individuals;97 dozens of discriminatory laws against
the state’s own Arab citizens, including the no-right of return;98 highly destructive military
campaigns against the Gaza Strip; and a structural genocide, in progress, against its Arab

citizens of 1948. Zionism’s inherent predilection for colonization—which is to say, its
internal constitution as a thought and mental structure that defines its quiddity—means
that such considerations as may bar it from undertaking genocide as an event or the
implementation of the Transfer Plan are contingent realities, not essential attributes whose
potential comes to the fore with fully tangible force once they are removed. Israel, in other
words, is not only a nonexception to the modus vivendi of the modern state as constituted
by the Distinction, but it represents in effect a paradigmatic exemplar of this state.
In the very argument that Israel is a paradigmatic modern state, there is the clear
premise that because of the fact of being a state it is able to accomplish its virulent
project, a premise that brings us back not only to the two necessary conditions making up
the structure of thought I have been articulating but also to the state of extraordinarity, a
state of sovereignty integral to these two conditions. Israel does not merely violate
international law at will, but it does so partly in the process of creating new international
norms. In other words, so-called violations of the norm are re-created as norms. What is
significant in this productive process is that the law and its sociological agents—the
lawyers and jurists—instate themselves (no less than the medical profession or
technological sciences) as the handmaidens of the state. Engaging in what the law scholar
George Bisharat has aptly called “legal entrepreneurialism,” Israel pursues a policy of
taking illegal actions under prevailing norms of international law “with the hope that they
will, ultimately, gain approval.” That this is made possible is due to the very nature of the
structure of this law. Constituted as much by customary state practice as by treaty and
contract, this law in its elaboration rests heavily, as it has since its rise, on the
understanding that what states do as routinized practice acquires acceptance by other
states—expressly or tacitly—thereby gaining the status of a lawful practice. “In other
words, the determination of an act’s legal status turns on the responses of other states,
which are not always immediate, explicit, or uniform. Hence, it is sometimes unclear
whether a particular state action that deviates from settled international law is, indeed,
simply illegal, or whether it is, instead, the leading edge of a new international legal
norm.”99 While it is true that “Israel’s effective capacity to write law through violence is a
function of power,”100 it is equally true that this power is ultimately the function of a
sovereign sense of domination. When compared with military might in the context of our
Islamic case study, it becomes all too obvious that not all such might translates into selfauthorizing force in the service of genocidal behavior.
All this brings us back to the central point I have been pursuing in this book: that
colonialism, in all of its variants, is inherently genocidal, and that this genocidal quality is
ultimately connected, in the most structural and structured ways, with a thought structure
that has defined modern academia and the discursive formations that academia has
largely shaped and continues to reproduce. In this picture, Orientalism plays a
considerable part, but by no means the most important one. And all this, again, cannot be
any clearer than in the Israeli case. First, Israeli academic institutions as well as public
discourse and national narratives are densely derivative of their Euro-American parent, a
fact that explains the strikingly near-identical similarities between the Zionist and American
colonizations. From their inception, Israeli academic institutions (foremost among which is

the Hebrew University in Jerusalem) were replicas of their Euro-American counterparts,
and did not evolve, for instance, as did universities in most Asian countries, namely,
through having to suppress their long-standing traditions of learning and the institutional
structures by which they were sustained in favor of the imposed institutions of a foreign
and colonizing intruder. In other words, Israel’s academia is effectively a transplantation
from European soil. Academically and intellectually, Israel is largely a replica of the
average Western European country, “average” because those who established, staffed,
and operated its academia were predominantly emigrants into Israel from those very
countries. The more recently established institutions, now populated mostly by Jews born
in Israel, simply followed the already-established tradition.
Second, Israel has one of the most intense exchange programs that any educational
system in the world can have with Euro-American universities and other academic and
quasi-academic institutions, including military academies, with a stunning flow of visiting
scholars, especially from Israel outward. Which is to say that Israeli academia not only
originated in the Western tradition of knowledge but also continues to maintain and update
the thought structure of sovereign domination and genocidal colonialism on an ongoing
basis.
Third, Israeli academic institutions of science and technology have been put to the
service, among other things of course, of “developing” the country’s infrastructures,
including the military one. Israeli technology has touched nearly every inch of the natural
habitat of what was Palestine, and its products have gone to the building and
strengthening of the state’s institutions and its military apparatuses that play a crucial part
in colonizing the country. It is clearly significant for my account of the Distinction that the
subjugation and destruction are not limited to the Palestinian population, but to the very
natural habitat of the country. Just as the Western industrialized countries (and now China
and Asian others) have contributed to the greater part of environmental degradation,
Israel, in its domains, has too—notwithstanding its remarkable record in green technology.
For instance, the Dead Sea, a unique natural habitat in the world, is experiencing, by any
account, an “environmental calamity,” largely due to Israel’s exploitative industries.101
Furthermore, the effects of Israel’s technology and science have left an indelible mark on
the promotion of violence around the world. Israel is one of the biggest arms exporters in
the world, ranking as high as sixth from the top.102 “Israel invests more money in [military]
research than most other countries—and in no other place are research institutes, the
defense industry, the army and politics as interwoven.… The enormous role played by the
military in society also plays a role. ‘The links between scientists, engineers and
technology developers and the security situation in Israel is even more intertwined.’ ”103
This connection between science and violence can nowhere pass as a normal state of
affairs, particularly in a colonial space whose ideological foundations rest on a salvation
project in which the Jews are rescued from genocidal Germany and European racism.
The choice of excelling in weapon exportation—especially to politically unstable regions
and to dictatorial regimes104—as a means of promoting the interests of a “Jewish
homeland,” rather than excelling, say, in environmentally friendly technology, connects
back to the “genetic” constitution of colonialism as integral to a particular structure of

thought. That modernity’s victims are exact replicas of their victimizers and that they are
blind imitators of their actions are perhaps the most powerful testimony to the
entrenchment of this structure.
Fourth, Israeli academia represents the equivalent of the state of extraordinarity in the
otherwise general (or ordinary?) rule that is the typical academic world. In other words, it
brings the hidden but real potency of academia into plain view, just as sovereign colonial
rule makes the state of extraordinarity the apparent norm of domination. As I intimated,
Israeli science is instrumental in the maintenance of the state’s grip over the Palestinians,
including the medical profession, whose expertise is likewise essential for the torture of
Palestinian political prisoners.105 It is a solid a fortiori argument that if humanitarian medical
ethics are routinely violated in the interest of domination, then the involvement of science
in the project of elimination is to be taken for granted. As the Israeli intellectual Eyal
Weizman incisively shows, the best of Israeli science and technology, especially as
exemplified in the fighter plane, has systematically defined the architecture of Israeli
occupation of Palestine.106
Yet no less important for our central argument is that the field of Israeli Orientalism
(Mizrahanut) has been structurally and outwardly connected with the state intelligence and
the military apparatus, the Israel Defense Forces.107 Here as elsewhere in academia,
Mizrahanut is an extension of, and in small part also a contributing participant in, Western
Orientalism. The same ethos and mentality of inquiry and research in Euro-American
academia dominate here as well, except that the nineteenth-century formulations and
racial overtones of Western Orientalism have now been shed in the West but oftentimes
not so in Israel. This is partly because the Israeli colonialist model still labors in good part
under nineteenth-century forms, employing, among other things, a virulent racial discourse
that many Orientalists had harnessed in their colonialist representations of the “Orientals.”
The most prominent category among the latter are the “Arabs,” depicted primarily as
submissive, supine, lazy, and irrational—antimodern and anti-Enlightenment qualities that
render them inherently colonizable. Like the Jew of Europe, the Palestinian Arab is mostly
a “dirty Arab,” expressed in the nauseatingly common “ ʿAravim milokhlakhim.”108 A major
study of Israeli school textbooks in 1999 found that these textbooks “portrayed
Palestinians as ‘murderers,’ ‘rioters,’ ‘robbers,’ ‘bloodthirsty,’ and generally backward and
unproductive.”109 While this street language is the daily staple of the average Israeli Jew,
the Orientalist’s dated language of description, discordant with its contemporaneous
counterpart in the West, is often sequestered from international public view through
investment in the mainstream (and national) Hebrew-language periodical of Israeli
Mizrahanut, Ha-Mizrah Ha-Hadash (The New East, a title not without suggestive gesturing
toward the ambition of creating a new East, one perhaps devoid of Palestinians, if not of
many others as well).
Furthermore, while the ties in Euro-American countries between an education in
“Orientalism” (now mostly known as Middle Eastern or Islamic studies) and service in
government or military institutions remain somewhat covert, in Israel it is a supremely
normal and open state of affairs. “Oriental” research institutes publicly announce their
political agenda, declaring the fruits of their academic work to be in the service of political

ends.110 An education in Mizrahanut is a powerful ticket for rapid promotion in the army
and an essential requirement for joining the Israel Intelligence Agency, the Mossad, the
rough equivalent of the CIA. The flow between Mizrahanut and the IDF and intelligence is
not unidirectional, to be sure, but largely dialectical. It is not uncommon for an army
officer, a general, or a commander to serve, concurrently, as a professor. The militaristic
overtness of the enterprise of Israeli academia is such that at times an army general
appears in full military attire in the classroom.111 This otherwise minor detail cannot,
nonetheless, be taken as an “event,” as a singular occurrence, or as a collection of
singular incidents; rather, it should be read as a semiotic sign of an underlying relationship
and of a structure of power in which knowledge is publicly seen as indispensable for the
political, and in which the distinction between a military general and a university professor,
even formally and overtly, ceases to exist. Indeed, the event is a paradigmatic instance
exhibiting a structure of thought whose geography and genealogy extend far and wide and
deep into the condition of modernity. It is the continuing dynamic of the state of
extraordinarity that brings to the surface the true nature of the inner layers of the system
and the thought structure that defines it.
Had Said begun with such a sign, located in the university, embedded in entrenched
discursive formations, and rooted in systems of power that stem from an understanding of
the world as a dispensable matter readily amenable to arbitrary will, he would have begun
his project elsewhere, and ended it in an investigation of the modern project as one of
genocidal sovereignty, a sovereignty of knowledge in the first place. Misrepresentation,
one instrument among many that genocidal modernity employs, would have been one of
the last villains to worry him. This kind of critique remains sorely unsatisfactory, failing to
change the benchmark that allows authors, such as the academic and diplomat Samantha
Power, to offer a “critical” account of US foreign policy on the grounds that it never acted
in all of its history to stop a genocide or even to condemn one while it was proceeding.112
Again, as with Said, and as with nearly all explanations offered for the Western European
and North American countries’ egregious failure to stop the Nazi Holocaust, the critique
always navigates at the surface, going no deeper than common political analysis can
afford. It is little recognized that the stunning failure of such critique and analysis, as
Power exemplifies in her book, never gets to the real point, that the leading countries in
what later became the Alliance that stood and watched the Nazi genocide against the
Jews were themselves constituted, formed, and shaped by a genocidal process in the
colonies, a process whose origins lie in a thought structure that fashions worldviews that
have become the bases for action.
Finding satisfactory explanations in the processes of politics, itself a modern invention,
can yield nothing better than a petitio principii, a hopelessly circular argument. Political
discourse, to follow on George Orwell’s brilliant formulations, is the chemical formula that
dissolves real complexity into myth; it is, itself, constituted as a barrier that suppresses
causality, connections, modalities, dialectics, and much else, even intelligence. Samantha
Power’s interrogation, like Said’s own political aspersion, is not only superfluous because a
genealogy of genocide was not undertaken before critiquing US foreign policy on
genocides; it also reinforces the very system that the critic purports to scrutinize. By

keeping the critique within the chemical formula, the critic not only places herself within its
transformative power, an act of self-subjectification; she also enhances its reproductive
capabilities for perpetual myth creation.
The critique of policies on genocides, just like the critique of Orientalism ever since Said
wrote, is meshed with myth, which is to say that it is engulfed in a deep state of denial. No
one can forget that myth’s function is to make tolerable that which is otherwise intolerable.
To dig that deep, to the intolerable, is to discover that evil—the metaphysical hatred of the
human for the human and for all nature—was an art perfected and consummated in, and
by, modernity. Yet, for a human to hate another with such intensity as to be able to
incinerate her—and with an indescribable “banality” to boot—the victimizing human must
be able to hate himself first before hating his victim who is nothing but a reflection of
himself. He must be able to despise his own humanity and, more importantly, his very
nature, before committing his acts, for that nature is the first thing he sees.113 To ask, as
Said does, how “one can study other cultures and peoples from a libertarian” perspective
and then to say that this “task” requires “rethinking” the “whole problem of knowledge and
power” (24) is not only to severely misunderstand the depth of meaning residing in
“libertarian”; it is to affirm the very thing he denies. For “libertarianism,” expressively
captured by Locke, J. S. Mill, and their likes, has always been constituted by this selfhate. That Said could do it with blithe impunity is a testimonial to the power of liberal myth,
where contradictions are made, in a deceptively casual but characteristic manner, into
common sense, often with eloquence and style.

CHAPTER V

Refashioning Orientalism, Refashioning the Subject

I
The study of any culture, as of any phenomenon, is ineluctably framed by the valuesystem and cultural imperatives of the scholar, irrespective of any claim to objectivity. This
is what it means not to have—or the impossibility of having—a neutral point of view from
which to study anything in the world. This I have taken for granted, as evidenced in my
critique of Said’s notions of prejudice and exoticizing. When Muslim scholars “studied”
their Shariʿa system,1 or any aspect of their world, they took it as a given that they were
teaching and writing as expositors of the values in which the system itself was grounded
and enshrined. The entire range of the discursive traditions they have constructed—be
they literary, theological, Sufist, philosophical, linguistic, logical, or “legal”2—not only
responded to the moral grundnorm (a foundational act strictu sensu) but continued to
react and adjust themselves to the evolving challenges that the system and its
practitioners continued to pose. Thus the jurists, for instance, wrote for their fellow
Muslims about the norms and principles of their own society, whether for theoretical or
practical ends.
The theorized foundational ethics that shaped their intellectual systems within the
central domains stood in an intricate dialectic with their practical concerns, which in turn
were elaborated as an intellectual formation of “applied ethics.” They assumed or took for
granted a considerable amount of knowledge about the system (precisely that which
historians take most pains in the twenty-first century to unravel, often without success),
but they also had much to say that was not taken for granted. Within the internal logic of
the system in which they found themselves, and within the constraints and conditions that
made their system possible in the first place, they rationally responded to the arising
stimuli as any community of scholars and “legal” practitioners would. And as in any legal
or intellectual community, there was nothing “objective” about their project except for the
resultant social reality produced by the rationality that the internal logic of their world
imposed.
As of the early nineteenth century, Orientalists too made it their business to study what
they perceived as “Islam”; but the manuscripts, archives, and artifacts of that world were

patently not deciphered within an Islamic cultural context, or within a profoundly ethicized
framework or habitus, a crucial absence in their enterprise. For the first time in the history
of Islam, its cultural production, especially its text-based traditions (now narrowly
conceived and stripped of their cultural and psychological surrounds), was to be subjected
to an entirely foreign, but also hegemonic and transformative, hermeneutic. This was not
only an enterprise intent on organizing Europe’s “scholarly curiosity,” but one that
effectively appropriated, refracted, and redefined the ways Muslims themselves thought
of, and about, the world. Thus, by the end of the nineteenth century, when imperialism in
all of its forms had completed its main mission, no Muslim historian could even attempt—
much less be capable of producing—a Tabarian, Masʿudian, or Kathirian history, these
standing at one time as indubitable exemplars of Islamic historiographical narratives. Nor
was it conceivable in the least that a Juwayni, a Razi, or a Nasafi could be replicated in
the central sharʿi domain—or any other for that matter. These paragons of paradigmatic
Islamic learning effectively and fairly quickly became expressions of a dead past.3 This
Oriental epistemic transformation, which was not possible without performative colonialist
institutions on the ground, did not represent the culmination of a European Orientalist
discourse inside the Orientalist text that was geared to the Western reader, as Said had
thought, but it was rather the product of the actual operations of an Orientalism on the
ground, one in which forces larger than Orientalism as a scholarly and philological
discipline were at play. This is in good part the meaning of what I have referred to in the
previous chapter as structural genocide.
The context of interpretation and the assumptions of Orientalist hermeneutics were
entirely and solidly grounded in a distinct and unprecedented intellectual and material
European formation, one dominated by a newly forged Enlightenment whose values
reflected a particular—though narrowly corralled—conception of reason and specific, if not
unique, notions of secularism, religion, humanness, materialism, capitalism,
instrumentality, emotion, pain, violence, and much else. All these categories were no
doubt found in the Islamic East and elsewhere (however their boundaries and substantive
thickness or thinness may have been defined) but were manifested there in often
dramatically different ways, expressed in different forms, and, most importantly,
marshaled and utilized for different ends.
The Muslim project may be said to have largely been geared toward self-construction—
the psychological, moral, mildly mystical, and “legal” being paramount and overriding in
importance and scope the materialist (a category emerging as paradigmatic4 only with
modernity). These aspects were exemplified in the emergence and maintenance of
particular theoretical and practical technologies of the self/subject, narratives of collective
moral engagement, discursive codes of juridical and mystical conduct, and a
socioeconomic system that ranged in its interests from social organization to economic
activity and civil society, to a limited conception and practice of politics,5 and to much else.
The project was chiefly one carried out by the civic order on behalf of and for the sake of
that order.6 In this project, “Islam,” as a collectivity of cultural, intellectual, spiritual,
individualistic, communal, and material ways of living, was the subject, the predicate, and
the object, all at once.7 It is also in this project, as I have been arguing, that education,

learning, and cultivation of the ethical self—all standing in mutually enhancing dialectic and
integral to a habitus—were products of “civic” societies, articulated by ordinary individuals,
governed by communal “self-rule,” and largely without the dictates of “totalization and
individuation”8 by an all-dominating biopolitical power.
The Orientalist project, on the other hand, though similar in some ways, was yet
profoundly different in others. The subject matter of Orientalism, always the object,9 was
by definition not European, although the enterprise itself was conducted by Europeans for
Europeans, and mostly for the exercise of their sovereign domination over the Orient. An
instrumental building block of colonialism, the enterprise was an essential part of
constructing modernity that initially—but undoubtedly—reconstituted the life values and
worldview of Europeans. They came to inhabit that modernity, the only world they
recognized as having full and autonomous ontological, epistemological, and cultural status,
and thus legitimacy. The essential difference between the two projects thus pertained not
to the processes of constructing the cultural or psychological self (however different these
were in each case), but rather to the teleology of humanity and of the subject, and their
place in the world.

II
As I have been arguing, Said’s narrative, reflecting a particular and narrowly defined
conception of power and knowledge claimed to hail from Foucault, remained faithful to the
Enlightenment notions of secular humanism10 and anthropocentricism. Blind to the
profound effects of the Enlightenment Distinction (which he does not seem to
problematize in the least), he consequently overlooked the necessary effects of the
modern project in general and the liberal project in particular. Said’s work, liberal in every
important way, saw light at the end of an era, one that seemed, ever so deceptively, to
hold some promise for a better future. But since the 1980s and the 1990s, Said’s
cherished values of secular humanism, especially its implied but ontologically and
epistemologically entailed anthropocentricism, have been at the center of critique that
recalls the disenchantment with the modern condition of a number of major intellectuals
starting in the the eighteenth century (ranging from Herder and Nietzsche, to Max Scheler,
the Frankfurt School and beyond).
But the critique has become both more urgent and more trenchant since Said wrote.
The crucial matter of the survival of the human species and other forms of life was not
atop that philosophical agenda, and certainly not on Said’s when he wrote his
Orientalism;11 but it has recently been increasing in force and velocity. One can now
speak even of a scientific consensus on climate and ecological crisis.12 Colossal
environmental destruction; massive colonialist and imperialist atrocities and
dehumanization; unprecedented forms of political and social violence; the construction of
lethal political identities; the poisoning of food and water; the extermination of alarming
numbers of species; increasingly worrying health threats; indecent disparity between rich
and poor; social and communal disintegration; the rise of narcissistic sovereign
individualism and sociopathology; a dramatic increase in individual and corporate

psychopathologies; an alarming spread of mental health disorders; a “growing epidemic”
of suicide, and much more (the list is long enough to require, literally, an entire ledger)—all
of which aggregately constituting a phenomenon that calls attention to a revaluation of
modernist, industrial, capitalist,13 and chiefly (though not exclusively) liberal values. The
increasingly proliferating and widespread understanding that the modern project, together
with its knowledge system, is unsustainable14 (even in the relatively short run) is in the
process of taking over center stage, and not only in Western industrialized countries.
Influential activist groups and prominent intellectuals in India, China, and several other
countries in Asia, Latin America, and elsewhere have come to realize that a major
restructuring, if not overhauling, of the paradigmatic systems of modernity is now in order.
The crisis affects the global village, and is not the concern of only particular groups or
countries, although the genealogy of the sources of destruction is widely recognized as
European and more recently Euro-American.15
In the argument I am setting forth here, a series of premises should be made explicit:
(1) the ecological and environmental crisis is endemic to the very modern system
producing it, which is to say that the crisis itself is systemic, not contingent; (2) the
modern system that cohesively marshals capitalism, technology, industrialism, and a legal
system that regulates their conduct is based on forms of knowledge that are claimed to be
rational and thus are far from haphazard or accidental; (3) this rationality, in its fully
fledged practical manifestations, in effect amounts to nothing short of an epistemology, a
conscious, deliberate, and fairly consistent way of understanding, interpreting, and living in
the world; and (4) this epistemology lacks sufficient moral and ethical restraints so as to
(a) allow living in the world without—to put it minimally16—a noticeable penchant for
destructiveness, and (b) successfully remedy (if not preempt) ecological and
socioeconomic problems as may happen to arise.
The upshot of these premises is that the present crises are not only indicative but in
fact an integral effect of the forms of knowledge and of what Guénon called the
“moralism” commanding modernity as a way of living in the world. They are to be lined up
alongside the entire set of problems I have been assembling throughout the last four
chapters. It is then wholly plausible to argue that there is “no area of ethical thinking that
pushes us to examine the foundations of ethical thought more than environmental
ethics.”17 Here, the “foundations of ethical thought” must be understood as entailing
virtually the entire range of modern forms of knowledge, especially those lodged in the
central domains, involved as they are in violent and destructive ventures. Nor should
“environmental” in the quotation be understood to mean anything less than the entirety of
being, including the human and dehumanized Other. In my conception, “environment” is all
that exists in the world. It is not therefore a liberal conception that segregates the
environmental from the political, seeking to solve the “green” crisis while overlooking the
systemic and systematic dehumanization effected by imperialist and colonialist
sovereignty.
The critical global situation during the last three decades calls for a more profound
critique of the Orientalist project—as it does of most others in the sciences, the social
sciences, and the humanities—even as Orientalism stands now in its modified form. Or is

it because it stands in this modified form? As I have attempted to show, Said’s own
foundational premises and methods were not adequate for a penetrating critique of
Orientalism, and they are even less useful, if not utterly useless, for any serious attempt
at redirecting, much less refashioning, this discipline or any other. Secular humanism,
anthropocentricism, Enlightenment rationalism, and liberalism (all of which rest on a
mechanistic impulse and sovereign domination of the world) are increasingly viewed as
too costly to maintain and as an excessive and unjustifiable—if not immoral—overreach,
all this notwithstanding their benefits (undoubted benefits with equally undoubted
disastrous side effects). In fact, it is precisely these benefits—supposed and real—that are
directly tied to the pervasive destruction of nearly every aspect of modern human, animal,
and insentient life (all of which, one can safely say, are experiencing, and living, the
modern condition). As I have attempted to show, these benefits are furthermore grounded
in, and derive from, less obvious but nonetheless very real projects of imperialism,
colonialism, structural genocide, and much else without which these benefits would not
have been possible in the first place.
It is therefore the benefits that we claim to derive from the modern project that do the
work of vindicating the moral basis on which the project itself becomes both rationalized
and justified. This has been the cornerstone and thrust of Jeremy Bentham’s and J. S.
Mill’s philosophies, among others, which continue to flourish in various, yet pervasive,
forms in the twenty-first century, whether intellectually, institutionally, or materially. Their
effects have not been merely practical, in the sense that they afford a guide to an
actionable way of life premised on certain foundational conceptions of utility, pleasure, and
pain. Rather, the effects have gone deep into the formation of the modern subject,
determining not only the manner in which that subject understands and interrogates the
world, but also, and consequently, how it cognitively situates itself in the world.
In order to reckon with the unbearable heaviness of the ensuing contradictions within
its fabric, modern understanding of the world had to be framed as a theory of morality
(Guénon’s “moralism”), a necessary myth that, as I have been trying to show, makes
irreconcilable contradictions not only bearable but eminently justifiable. Hence, we often
encounter the distinctly theological argument that modernity has developed its own
concept—if not system—of morality, including the morality (even virtue ethics) of its
liberalism, its capitalism, its Marxism, its scientism, and of course the interminably but
deliberately vague dogma of progress. The structure of justification of this morality has
behind it a venerable philosophical tradition that begins with Machiavelli and Hobbes and
goes down to H. L. A. Hart, John Rawls, and Joseph Raz. The venerability is of course
partly associated with intellectual integrity, but not wholly. Venerability and particularly the
much-acclaimed validity and relevance of universalism rest on foundations that also have
little to do with the honorable weight of intellectual attirement, and much to do with the
politics of knowledge and its function in the production of regimes of truth. Upon entry into
any debate about the nature of this morality as compared to, say, premodern cultural or
religious systems, the contention that inevitably arises is one to do with the superiority of
the modern system of value and thus of its moral basis (an honest position openly
admitting its structural associations with power-based forms of knowledge) or, at best, of

the relativism (and thus subjectivity) involved in weighing one moral system against
another (a relativism that does not acknowledge the absolutism of the very system of
knowledge that gives rise to it in the first place).18 The balance between superiority and
subjectivity has paradigmatically worked in favor of modern forms of morality, and largely
of epistemology, for the coliseum of debate, including its presiding Caesar, remains
undeniably modern. In a system that a priori sets limits to what can and cannot be
acceptable standards of legitimate discourse, subjectivity and relativism work hand in hand
and complement the stance of superiority—that which we know by the other names of
racism and progress.
The modern constitution of moral value rests on a posited metaphysic19 of individual
freedom and rationality that in turn inheres in an enveloping political and capitalist system
of value that shapes the qualities, and therefore specific types, of freedom and rationality
—all this being a process formative of the self but one that was kept distinct from that
(unacknowledged) metaphysic. Which is to say that it was necessary, in order to maintain
the idealized conception of freedom and rationality, to set this ideal apart from the
otherwise determining and dominating effects of economy and materialism and therefore
of its metaphysic (and to some extent even from state policy of inventing and managing
citizenship).
Thus the subjectivity of moral value is not to be confused with unintelligible
abstractness. When all else fails, a moral system can be judged and adjudicated on less
abstract grounds than metaphysics, whether in its coherent or blurred (unacknowledged?)
versions. If the structures of technology/technique,20 industrialism, science, rationality,
instrumentalism, capitalism, and, no less, the nation-state are admitted to be
paradigmatic, defining in the most decisive of ways the contours and substantive content
of modern life, then it may not be implausible to regard them as having failed the
consumers of the good life who live in and with the world rather than above and against it,
be these consumers human, animal, or insentient (this last being determined as such, like
much else, by the constrained forms of modern knowledge).
Our concern in all this is of course rationality—presumably that discrete and
autonomous process that remains, despite all claims to autonomy, necessarily conditioned
by the paradigmatic structures of modernity (not least of which are capitalism, nationalism,
industrialism, technology, science, and in part the entire range of peripheral domains that
give it severally and aggregately their perspectival props). This rationality, of a specific
type and structure, may not be disentangled from modern forms of life, the very forms
that have led to the state of current crises. The crises have clearly been precipitated by a
human agency (and no other), one that is self-professedly rational,21 but also one whose
quest for knowledge is garnered, as Scheler put it aptly, for systematic control and
domination.22 And it is this sovereign rationality that has dictated the way we construe
ourselves as well as the Other in the world, including Islam and its history and cultures.

III
What are the implications of this crisis in the modern project for the study of the Other?

Or, should we say, cutting straight to the point, for the study of the self? To begin with,
the implications are foundational, profound, and entirely psychoepistemic, which is to say
that much of the way of understanding and doing things in the world now requires
rethinking, but rethinking that transcends Said’s proposal for a “libertarian” approach, itself
a large part of the problem. This is also to say, in the first instance, that the very questions
we ask must reflect the new critical reality of the last three decades, the culmination of
abuses inflicted on the environment and the Other over the two preceding centuries. This
claim, however, demands a clearer vision than I have thus far offered of the context in
which such questions might be formulated.
When Europe developed Orientalism, it was a project integral to the rise of new modes
of thought, economics, and forms of politics directed and commanded by the nation-state.
But the project, as a subset of the larger European experiment that created modernity
through subjugation of the Other, was profoundly anchored in the paradigmatic concepts
of the Enlightenment. It is in this sense that Orientalism was a project of power and
culture, anchored deep in the sovereign thought structure I have been outlining, and not
merely an academic enterprise. As such, it was most natural for the agents of this
enterprise to operate, like all others, within the cultural boundaries that modernity had
come to require or, more precisely, determine and impose. Orientalism, like any other field
of modern knowledge, contributed to the formation of that culture, which we have seen to
be deeply rooted in a massive colonialist project that involved a structured and pervasive
market of slavery,23 economic exploitation, structural genocides, and the control and
subjection of the lives of countless tens of millions of non-Europeans (and disenfranchised
Europeans as well).24 This is the world that made Orientalism possible, and it was in this
world that it lived and served.
By the middle of the twentieth century, and with the majority of “third world” countries
gaining so-called independence, Orientalism entered a new, postcolonialist stage, one that
left it with residues of the colonialist heritage, but with altered forms of power. This stage,
beginning sometime after World War II and partly ending in the 1980s, shifted the focus of
the field from direct forms of colonialism and its justification as mission civilisatrice to a
reelaboration and adjustment of the ways in which the “Orient” was now to be seen. It
was owing to a shift from a conception of the modalities of reconstituting and governing it
in effective terms to a strategy of how to deal with it that it now gained “independence”
and presumably the ability to represent itself in the way it has now become reconstituted.
Whether under the colonialist forms of the nineteenth century or the still-hegemonic
influences of most of the twentieth (now cast in terms of globalization), the prevailing
attitude was always one of strength and sovereign power: what Euro-America has said
and done was the norm, the standard and decisive way according to which the world must
be seen and run. This remained the case despite, if not because of, Said’s critique,
although the attitude toward the Muslim world after the rise of Islamist movements was
one heavily colored by a renewed fear of Islam and its “political” (and often cultural and
“religious”) threat. Nonetheless, Orientalism in this latter phase acquired a diversity that is
patently unprecedented. Its narratives and subnarratives have been highly contentious,
this time integrating two varieties of “native” scholarship: dissenting and subversive voices

who, by the nature of things, remain largely in the minority; and an unprecedented
quantity of voices who have, through their ardent liberalism, mostly enhanced Orientalism,
thereby continuing a long line of indigenous scholars who were trained by, and served, the
first colonial Orientalists. The discipline has come to include a vast array of critical
scholarly voices who are otherwise ethnically and culturally embedded within the West and
its dominant academic institutions. This last contingent has emerged entirely out of the
traditional colonialist mode, and tends to shun such a mode in the profession, yet it has
not transcended Said’s critique. In this sense, it remains situated squarely within the same
liberal (and political) boundaries in which Said operated and that he took for granted.
The paradigmatic narratives of this varied tradition thus remain highly politicized,
preoccupied, as it is, with what might be called the relationship of Islam to the West and
the world (the directionality of this relationship being precisely that). Whether sympathetic
or hostile to “Islam” as a “religion” or culture, the concern is with representing it to the
West with a view to equipping the latter with a “better” and “more accurate” way of
“understanding” it. Clearly, a great many Orientalists are no longer sympathetic to their
governments’ policies as carried out in Muslim countries (a stark contrast with nineteenthand early-twentieth-century scholars, notwithstanding the rare, even at times powerful,
exceptions),25 but the general preoccupation remains representation “so that we know
how to deal with Muslims,” although this “dealing” often aspires to a set of attitudes that
show, in good liberal fashion, relatively more respect and tolerance than any preceding
period. But the common denominator of Orientalist academia undoubtedly remains one of
epistemic superiority, which is to say that respect and tolerance come with a dose of
epistemic self-confidence (and often arrogance) that still assumes—consciously or not—
the validity of the Euro-American modern project, especially as it has been guided by the
paradigmatic principles of the Enlightenment.
Integral to “Orientalism Now” (Said’s last chapter in Orientalism) is also a phenomenon
that Said does not address, namely, the rise of a contingent of scholars, mostly of nonWestern ethnic backgrounds, whose task is seen as representing Islam to the West in
favorable terms, with a view to rendering it acceptable to liberal sensibilities. These have
surely been around before Said wrote, but their weight in the field has increased steadily
and significantly during the last three decades, although members of this contingent are
the quickest to level charges of “Orientalism” against others, most particularly against
those who detect in Islam not just an “inferior” quality but especially a “superior” attribute
that has, in their mind, the potential to give rise to a conception of “clash of civilizations.”
It is my argument here that such epistemic self-confidence, as well as the concomitant
corrective measures and apologetic, is neither justified nor sufficient, and that the earlier
they are abandoned the better. The radical crisis of the modern project in Euro-America,
as elsewhere, demands a radical solution, a fact that bears directly on how we should
henceforth study Islam, its “law,” and nearly everything else. At the center of this
argument stand two essential facts: (1) the crises of the modern project are global, in both
causes and effects,26 which is to say that the modern structures productive of the ill
effects have spread, through imperialism and colonialism, to all continents and are
currently found in nearly every country, to one degree or another; and (2) every sector of

ill effect has impacted material and sociopolitical reality in virtually all aspects of existence.
The disappearance of one species, the decimation of a human group, the reengineering of
long-standing cultures, or the pollution or deforestation of one region—each of these has
created chain reactions negatively impacting ecological, psychoepistemic, and social
balance in other spheres. And if the crisis is undeniably common to all, in effect
representing a serious threat to the natural and social commons, then the commensurate
moral responsibility (assumed here to be more binding than any legal or political
responsibility) must be borne by all those who have a say about it. Put succinctly, if the
Other, human and nonhuman, has been the means to, and instrument of, the formation of
imperialist and colonialist modernity, then it is this Other that must be retrieved as the
critical center in the project of transcending modernity. In The Impossible State, I have
suggested some means through which a segment of the human Other may embark on a
restructuring critique of modernity. Here, I offer a complementary critique toward a
reconstitution of the self.

IV
Since states and governments are integral to modernity’s problems, and have generally
contributed to them, it falls to the intellectual traditions of the world to take up the
challenge, and Orientalism is undoubtedly one such tradition that must reckon with the
new realities. Choosing Orientalism is not a privileging act, however; rather, it is an act
that takes it for granted that what is good for the goose is good for the gander. What
applies to Orientalism must apply to all central domains of intellectual inquiry, including
their founding principles, which are identical with the principles on which the central
domains of modernity are founded. What Agamben argued with regard to the panopticon
applies in equal measure to Orientalism: it “is a singular object that, standing equally for all
others of the same class, defines the intelligibility of the group of which it is a part and
which, at the same time, it constitutes.”27 Yet, there is something quite obvious about
Orientalism that makes it a good candidate for representing the other domains, the other
members of the group: its explicitly declared professional preoccupation with the Other.
Thus, what applies to it applies to the others in both the a minore ad maius and a maiore
ad minus.
It is through undertaking the challenge of reconstituting the self in meaningful and
profound ways that Orientalism can transform its inner thought structures with a view to
contributing, however modestly, to pioneering and building a sustainable path for all
humanity, beginning with a due consideration of the Other. If the equivalent traditions in
China, Latin America, and India can chart innovative ways in this direction, as they are
beginning to do, there is no reason why Orientalism cannot find its own way toward such
a goal. This, for Orientalism, is a particularly urgent requirement, keeping in mind two
things: that it has been a contributor, among others, to the dehumanization of the Other
and that environmental “crisis is the product of a culture, originating in Western Europe,
which now dominates the world.”28
Representing, if not encapsulating, what I have called the paradigms of modernity and

the Enlightenment, Orientalism has been defined by a potent doctrine of progress, with an
omnipotent and metaphysically latent concept of linear history. Yet, as a largely liberal
tradition it also lends itself to the characterization of being, in the coinage of Alasdair
MacIntyre, a rational tradition of inquiry, one that embodies the imperatives of the EuroAmerican modern paradigm. In its entirety, and with all its internal disagreements and
divergences across two centuries of its existence, it continues to lend itself to the
definition (again by MacIntyre) that it is an extended argument through time in which
fundamental agreements are defined and constantly redefined in the context of debates
within it and (tacitly) outside it.29 If it does not exhibit on the surface all the features of a
tradition (such as a conception of justice or a particular view of practical rationality), it is
not because these features do not exist in it: they do, albeit in a tacit and unarticulated
manner, for such paradigmatic features as a particular conception of rationality, a doctrine
of progress, a linear notion of history, and a liberal conception of reality (including a latent
theory of justice and ethics) all discretely govern its narratives and internal logic in
structured ways.
As a tradition of rational inquiry, Orientalism directly confronts other traditions of an
equally rational nature but that differ in their conception of rationality (the assumption
being that every tradition has its own version of rational method derived from its own
experience and view of the world, including traditions based on what—as outsiders—we
might characterize as mythological, metaphysical, cosmological, or otherwise).30 These
have been called rival traditions, not necessarily in the sense of incompatibility that bars
dialogue, but rather in the sense of difference that in fact compels these rival traditions to
engage in dialogue with a view to (re)evaluating their own narratives, defending, justifying,
or modifying them as a response to the challenge from another tradition or traditions. In
some cases, a rational tradition becomes associated with political and military power that
overwhelms and eventually destroys a rivaling tradition. An example in point is Orientalism
itself, as it existed and operated in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries in the
lands of Islam. Since Napoleon’s conquest of Egypt, it has come to be conjoined with
military force that ensured its victory during the process, and in the aftermath, of the
institutional destruction of indigenous forms of education and intellectual life (among much
else). But there are other examples of traditions that have been forced to modify their
internal narratives under the intellectual pressure and stress of other rival traditions, of the
sort that MacIntyre studied in Three Rival Versions of Moral Inquiry. It is this kind of
pressure that is at the center of my present narrative.
Before suggesting ways to cope with this challenge, I must note certain difficulties in
MacIntyre’s position with a view to making it useful for my purposes here. It is quite clear
that MacIntyre has ignored the relationship between traditions and power,31 limiting the
conflict between traditions to the challenge of rational inquiry. More a case of
deontological aspiration than an actual description of reality, his account fails to consider
the success of a tradition as a result of sheer raw power, and not necessarily rational
power. MacIntyre’s work on tradition has, for instance, virtually nothing descriptive or
analytical in it that accounts for the demise of the premodern Islamic tradition in its
encounter with Orientalism as the handmaiden of colonialism and imperialism. That

encounter did not involve any rational debate, but was one that took place, as I have just
intimated, only after the fact of initial domination through hegemonic, military, economic,
and political colonial ventures.32 Yet, his account, as I will propose, might be the most
promising prescription for future action if we agree that (1) what all traditions currently
share is a rationally recognized global threat of disaster, and thus a set of globally shared
concerns, (2) this threat ensues from a conception of the world that demands
dehumanization of the Other (as I have defined it globally here), and (3) this situation is
specifically a modern phenomenon (as I have argued throughout the book).
But to modify MacIntyre’s theory of tradition does not necessarily mean that it must be
reinterpreted in light of the Saidian theory of power as adapted from Foucault. As I have
shown, Said’s work on Orientalism remained anchored and defined by a series of
premises and assumptions that reinforce the very modernist and liberal positions that
gave rise to Orientalism in the first place. I have been showing throughout the last four
chapters that Said misunderstands Foucault, failing to take the power/knowledge structure
seriously, and that his concept of the author, including Foucault’s theory of the same, is
deficient, if not virtually nonexistent, and that because of these inadequacies his
understanding of what a discursive formation is continued to labor at the surface. By
contrast, as I have argued, Foucault’s work, however much it remained underdeveloped
concerning the author, continues to be most constructive and extraordinarily fruitful. Seen
within the theory of central and peripheral domains, which have the added advantage of
providing a historical dimension to his mostly synchronic analysis, Foucault’s dynamic
notion of power, knowledge, and author affords exits that replace the foreclosures that
Said created.
Going along with MacIntyre then, I shall assume that rationality itself (as expansively
redefined by him) is one component of power, which would partly bridge the divergence
between his position and that of Foucault. This is so because a rearticulated rationality
would then operate as an integral “tactical” element in the “field of force relations,”
providing ammunition for the subversive discursivity I have been speaking of. In other
words, this rationality would be located within, and as part of, the mechanics of power.
And it is precisely here, in the most unlikely of places, that Orientalism, once refashioned,
can provide an oppositional discourse that facilitates the change needed to deal with the
crises generated by the modern project. In a formal sense, Orientalism occupies an
epistemic position that can allow it to accomplish this task, precisely due to its specific
location in the current systems of knowledge. First, it is, along with anthropology, the most
obvious academic discipline whose declared purpose is nothing other than the study of the
Other, the “Oriental” Other who can now instruct in the art of forming the new self.
Second, it is uniquely equipped with proficient philological tools and direct access to texts
and archives of that Other. In this respect, Orientalism dwarfs anthropology, which on the
whole continues to suffer from a serious deficit in philological talent, although anthropology
has developed a cutting-edge theoretic still lacking in several quarters of the Orientalist
discipline. Third, and related to the foregoing consideration, Orientalism is the single
academic discipline in the Western hemisphere that has access to the “esoteric” and
highly complex philosophical, moral, “legal,” and mystical expressions of the Orient. This,

as I will argue, is both the privilege and the burden of the discipline, the latter ensuing from
the liabilities of Orientalism’s location in a history of colonialism and genocide and within a
larger project that led to the global crises of which I have been speaking.
In the face of the environmental crises, symptomatic of deep structural problems in the
modern project, the need for a reassessment of the central domains is no longer in doubt.
For Orientalism to survive as a tradition of rational inquiry, it must reckon with the
emerging need for an internal critique, one that rationality demands. In addition to the
“Green philosophers” of Euro-America, India, and China, the academic fields of history,
philosophy, environmental science, and even engineering, among others, are currently
undergoing self-evaluation, however meager these efforts have been in relation to the
colossal magnitude of the crises. Entire programs, departments, institutes, scholarly
journals, and much else are being established with a speed that only underlines the sense
of urgency. Surely, the fundamental questions have not yet been asked, and thus real
answers continue to be far from sight, but the severe anxiety that underlined academia for
the past three or four decades is the beginning of a promising development. Orientalism
has not so far picked up on these trends in any remarkable way, which is to say that it has
not yet attained the necessary stage of anxiety. But, as I have intimated, its privileged
epistemic site and vast erudition give it great potential to catch up and perhaps even
provide leadership, precisely because of its proximity and access to the traditions and
experiences of the Other.
During the last three decades or so,33 there have emerged important voices in China
and India that bank on a heuristic retrieval of premodern tradition and religion in an effort
to combat the modern structures of epistemic power that have contributed to the
deterioration and destruction of the natural habitat. They have rejected the modern
Western attitude toward nature and the environment, especially its nonorganicist and
mechanical view that has denuded nature of value as well as of any brand of
metaphysics. Science of the kind that is harnessed with a single-minded ambition to serve
the ends of capitalist ventures and to exploit the natural commons is now regarded as
violent in the extreme, destroying the lives of people, cultures, and sustainable habitats
and traditions.34 They have also rejected the exclusivity of a linear concept of history,
having stressed the need to expand the concept to include what has been called
circulatory history, a rich and fertile notion that converts the modernistic view of history
from a nationalist and thus ideological project into an ethical conception that treats the
Other, now and in history, with appropriate epistemic respect. Most significantly, they
have come to spurn the worldview of fragmented reality, a worldview that has proven its
utter failure to see the interconnectedness of the various aspects of life in the world—
human, animal, and insentient.
The common denominator of Asian environmental movements is their general refusal
to separate ecology, environment, and the physical world, on the one hand, from an
enveloping frame of metaphysical unity, on the other, where the intrinsic value of physical
objects is rationally posited rather than “rationally” proven (just as we presume people
innocent until proven guilty, without having to develop an entire philosophical field to prove
the rationality of this proposition). This is precisely where Euro-American

environmentalism faces a crucial difficulty, for its essentially Enlightenment concept of
rationality has been incapable—as I explain below—of providing the logical and
epistemological link necessary to assign intrinsic value to insentient life.
The failures of Western anthropocentricism and rationality therefore invite further
reflection on the heuristic sources needed to supplement, if not displace, the unproductive
Western search for an exit from the current ecological (and thus epistemological and
hugely political) predicament. Such an exit, however, cannot consist of yet another
“modern” solution to a modern problem. A solution to the crises of modernity cannot be
modern—as I have argued earlier35—in the sense of applying the paradigmatic methods of
the central domains to problems caused by these domains themselves.36 The solution
furthermore cannot be limited to an in situ, localized diagnosis—again a perception that is
the result of a notoriously fragmented modern view of reality. Rather, the diagnosis must
go to the deep structures of modernity, and thus of existence, for it is quite obvious that
an economic problem is never just in or about economics, and a political problem is never
just in or about politics. The core values of the system—political, economic, psychological,
social, and otherwise—must be subjected to scrutiny as an aggregate group of problems,
as a holistic phenomenon. The foundational thought structure needs to be rethought in its
entirety.
The segregation of the political from the environmental, the ecological from the
dehumanizing colonial, remains at the core of proposed modernist solutions, a segregation
patently evident in nearly all Western environmental movements. These continue to speak
of “saving the planet” but they consistently overlook the forces that were responsible, in
equal measure and dialectically, for both environmental destruction and dehumanization.
In speaking of one dimension, all the others must be included, either directly or by
necessary implication. As the African diaspora scholar Zakiyyah Iman Jackson incisively
remarks, the “appeals to move ‘beyond the human’ may actually reintroduce the
Eurocentric transcendentalism this [very] movement purports to disrupt.”37 In
foregrounding the nonhuman as the proper site of analysis, environmental studies tend to
relegate the human, especially the global poor, to the status of moral depravity. Linking
the human and the nonhuman on a structural continuum permits a narrative that actively
interrupts “the creation of deficient and inferior surplus populations that are distinguished
by their monocultural, criminal, patriarchal, homophobic, and anti-environmental
dispositions.”38 The categories of human and nonhuman must therefore indiscriminately
collapse into each other.

V
Thus Orientalists, particularly equipped in the ways I have been describing, may now be
forced to shift direction and develop a new theory—philological or otherwise—for their
study of the subject, a theory that simultaneously presupposes a subject at variance with
that which produced this and other fields of academic inquiry over the last two centuries.
The needed change, it cannot be overemphasized, will have to involve a move from an
extroverted concern to an introverted one. The study of Islam (as of any Other), insofar as

it has been conducted up to this point, has in effect resulted in domination and violence,
notwithstanding the various contributions of individual scholars. In harnessing the Islamic
and other “Oriental”39 heritages for self-constructive techniques and projects, the new
approach will simultaneously convert failed intentions into effective, if not performative,
discourse. This would be introspective Orientalism, a scholarly approach whose goal is
reconstructing the self first, thereby changing its relationship to itself and then to the
Other. This approach involves understanding the ways in which Oriental cultures of
premodernity—in their organicist view of the world and their reflective ways of living in it—
can provide heuristic sources for articulating new ways of thinking the world and of living
in it.
The first task in the study of Islam (and for that matter all other major traditions of
inquiry) is to treat it as a rational project, however much (or precisely because) its
rationality differs from the thinking to which the modern mind has grown accustomed.
Once the internal logic of this tradition is unraveled, the project would make as much
heuristic sense as any other (despite the nonconformity of certain of its derivative features
to modern taste, features we may set aside without prejudice to the general and higher
precepts from which they derive). In light of a certain critical assessment of modernity, this
logic may be deemed normative and readily accessible to Orientalists and others alike.
Max Scheler’s critique of modern life, for instance, can hardly be dismissed as anything
less than modern in its general sensibilities, despite its radical disenchantment with
modernity. Scheler very much echoes the worldview of Muslim jurists or theologians when
he argues that the cosmos contains an underlying ethical order, and that it is integral to its
essence to be connected to a transcendental deity. The cosmos, for him, is a divine order,
a Quranic and cherished Islamic concept par excellence. Because the ordo amoris exhibits
the moral character of the cosmos, humankind is intimately connected to the world in
every way they are able to love. Much like Muslim intellectuals, including jurists and
mystics and a combination thereof, Scheler argues that the heart (Ar. qalb) “deserves to
be called the core of man as a spiritual being much more than knowing and willing do.”40
The Muslim intellectual may add the proviso that “knowing” (‘ilm, as both an activity and
habitus) is effectively constituted by the heart.41
Timothy McCune has perceptively argued that one need not be inclined toward theistic
views or accept any traditional concept of divinity to appreciate, or even accept, Scheler’s
argument.42 If belief is an intellectual argument, as Guénon has averred, then an
intellectual argument can construct belief, as it has always done. For example, the entire
range of Islamic traditions—Quranic, sharʿi, sufi, theological, metaphysical, historical—
rests on this kind of attitude, an attitude that dictates much of what these traditions, in
general and in particular, consider essential on the cosmological, ontological, and
epistemological levels. Likewise, these traditions—the Shariʿa and Sufism no doubt
foremost among them—cannot conceive of the world as anything other than
interconnected, the unity of the cosmos reigning as a supreme doctrine. Stemming from
the idea of ontological design—that everything in the world has an unconvertible and
permanent reason to exist, irrespective of whether its role is subordinate to a higher order
of being or not—emerges the concept of the sacredness of life, human or otherwise. This

is an overwhelmingly foundational concept in the Islamic and other Asian traditions, and it
stands at the core of many principles and norms across the entire span of their doctrines.
Equally pervasive and countermodern is the primacy of human value over material worth
in human relationships. In this worldview, capitalism and instrumentalism are relegated to
a secondary and subordinate status, answering to the diagnosis that in modernity humans
have lost a sense of who they are and what their purpose in life is. In this system of
thought and action, the value of humanity paradigmatically resides in communal love, the
community being the ultimate measure of existence. This is not just a Fanonian concept of
communal restoration; it is a worldview that foregrounds community and communal love in
a cosmological psychology.
For such a view to realize its full potential, it must escape the trappings of what
MacIntyre has called the liberal interminable disagreement, a vast body of discourse that
hovers around the liberal subject but never challenges the very constitution of that subject.
To make my argument in more specific terms, it may be instructive to dwell at some
length on a fundamental issue that illustrates the challenges with which the new Orientalist
in particular and new scholar in general must contend, challenges that go to the heart of
the Distinction and provide a manner of rethinking what it means to engage in scholarship.
More importantly, it is an issue that engages the fundamental question of what kind of
human being a scholar ought to be. In other words, it is with this question that scholars, in
whatever field, must begin, for any other beginning, or no beginning at all, is the surest
way to seal one’s fate as a dead author, one who, in effect, partakes in the very
knowledge and in the discursive formations that not only effaced him as an autonomously
moral and thinking human being but also have caused unprecedented destruction.
To ask such a question is to inquire about the place of the human in the world, an
inquiry that begins with an awareness of the location of the question within distinctly
modern surrounds. As I have been arguing, a fundamental category of modern thought
shaping and reshaping our modernist existence is the mechanical view of the world, a
view that not only distanced human life from the life surrounding the human and
nonhuman environment but also created a sovereign reason that took away value from
life. To ask such a question is to begin with the very concept of “environment” that was
converted by the mechanical worldview from an otherwise complex form of existence—
which encompassed as much cosmology and epistemology as the stones, the trees, and
the air making up that environment—into a merely material object. Environment is all that
surrounds the human agent, and makes that agent in the process, but the crisis within
and challenge to the modern world consist precisely in the recognition of that which has
been excluded from the very processes of thinking, that which is value-laden but has
ceased to have value.
This challenge—summed up in the language of the impossibility of missing what is
unknown—stands at the core of the Schelerian problem, that homo modernus has lost
sight of who and what he is. This problem is not merely physical, material, or even, when
all has been said and done, just environmental. It is conceptual and epistemological in the
first degree, and it is one that dictates the very terms of thinking about the predicament.
The death of traditional metaphysics and cosmology, for instance, has determined the

language of modernism in ways that the death foreclosed on any extramodern or
contramodern critique of the issues raised by the problem. Which is to say that one of the
major difficulties of the modern condition is the inability of its dominant discourses to
transcend their own categories of thought, which is precisely where the challenge for the
scholar lies. It is my argument that an ethical undertaking of redefining the place of the
human in this environment and internalizing this positioning as a moral technological
operation on the self is the starting point for, and end of, any engagement with scholarship
and learning. The following discussion proposes a point of entry that intends to open up
critical space for reassessing the Distinction and the sovereignty to which it gave rise.

VI
In an important article on what she called “the rationality of feeling gratitude toward
nature,” the environmental ethicist Karen Bardsley contends with the Enlightenment
paradigmatic conception of a denuded, mechanical, and disenchanted nature. In this
conception, the feeling of gratitude as a key concept is seen as inappropriate in response
to someone’s unintentional decisions, so that if nature is viewed, as is in fact the case, as
mere inanimate subject matter, even “stupid,”43 then the requirement that we ought to feel
gratitude to it falls apart. Gratitude, in this conception, is called upon when the benefit
accruing to us is motivated by intentionality, and being inanimate, nature cannot choose to
help or harm us. Thus the question that arises for Bardsley is, “Is it rational … to feel
gratitude toward something that has no intention?”44
The core dilemma here, as Bardsley acknowledges, is that the problem of ingratitude is
the preserve of the secularists. People who believe in God or gods do not seem perturbed
by such issues, as premodernity across time and space abundantly attests. Secular
modernity’s failure to organically integrate gratitude into nature and into fellow humans as
integral to its view of the world seems not only unique to it; it also “deprives living without
God of much of its coherence and meaning.”45 While gratitude seems for the theist a
matter of course, for the secularist and atheist46 it is nothing less than a “hopeless
conundrum.” But this conundrum and lack of coherence and meaning may not be a
source of our worry about the atheists, if that is what the atheists have chosen for their
own fate. The worry, rather, stems from the fact that these atheists and secularists often
happen to occupy the centers of political, industrial, and technological power, and that
what they felt and continue to feel about the world has led to actions that proved
disastrous for the rest of humanity.47
Marshaling an impressive array of writings on the concepts of gratitude and gift,
Bardsley frames her analysis in terms of what she calls two foci, one related to the gift
itself and the other to the source of the gift, the supposed “benefactor.” These are two
different elements of consideration, each needing its own analytical attention, although
they are interrelated in ways that make them both necessary for each other in order to
fulfill the sufficient condition of gratitude. Ultimately, on Bardsley’s own analysis,
appreciation for the gift hinges on the gift-giver, the benefactor. The challenge raised with
regard to the latter is that the “benefactor, i.e., nature, cannot have—in the atheist view of

the world—any intentions, and intentions to benefit someone are deemed essential for
feeling gratitude.” To address this challenge, many writers have attributed “something akin
to agency to non-sentient elements of the natural world,” in order to bestow on nature
qualities “similar enough to intentions.”48 One such argument draws on the way we are
said to appreciate institutions, which have no intentions as such but possess “purposes
and functions” as an integral part of their character. Thus, it is argued, one could feel
gratitude to character “rather than [to] conscious intentions.” In the final analysis,
however, Bardsley recognizes the weakness of such arguments, on the grounds that
many people cannot accept that the natural systems “possess anything like good
intentions,” which are prerequisites for a “rational” justification for feeling gratitude.49 The
weakness is such that Bardsley’s philosophical bar drops significantly, leading her at the
end to be satisfied with the absence of “bad intentions” instead of conscious, deliberate,
and proactive ones. Thus, gratitude would be an “appropriate response to undeserved
benefits from sources that (a) do not have bad intentions toward us and that (b) are not
benefiting us as a result of accidental or regrettable aspects of their character.”
All this, however, brings us back to square one, to the initial problem against which
Bardsley has argued. If the natural systems have no bad intentions, then they cannot
have good ones either, simply because they cannot have intentions at all; and the
absence of any intention is detrimental to the argument in favor of feeling gratitude. We
are also back to a dumb nature to which we paradoxically ought to be grateful just on the
grounds that it is sustaining us, accidentally. There is no place in Bardsley’s argument, or
in any secularist argument that I know of, for a philosophical demonstration that the
natural is nonaccidental, that it is a world created, by someone or something, by design.
But even if we were to acquire a sense of gratitude despite this impediment (gratitude
whose force has undoubtedly been significantly diminished by Bardsley’s argument itself),
we would still be showing gratitude to a dumb and stupid entity nonetheless, a stance that
in turn considerably diminishes the rationality of our behavior. Whatever changes the
concepts of human and rationality have undergone in late modernity, they continue to
have the same structure that governed their nineteenth-century predecessors.
It is remarkable that with all her own arguments and the arsenal of arguments derived
from countless other philosophical positions, Bardsley in conclusion frankly admits that
“much more work needs to be done before we can argue that a failure to feel gratitude
toward nature is a moral failing of any kind. Nor has it been proven that gratitude to nature
provides any legitimate grounds for moral obligations to protect natural ecosystems … [or]
to create obligations to act in certain ways.”50 It would seem that the uniquely correlative
and temporal concomitance between Enlightenment reason and modernity, on the one
hand, and systematic and global-scale destruction of natural ecosystems, on the other, is
not sufficient rational reason for Bardsley to conclude that premodern world systems
provided “legitimate grounds” for moral obligations to protect natural ecosystems or to
create obligations on their part to act in ways that did not lead to their degradation and
virtual destruction. We are therefore forced to conclude, on behalf of Bardsley, that the
survival of ecosystems fairly intact until modernity was consummated had no causal
relationship with the ways these systems viewed and lived in the world, and that the

modern concomitance is a matter of sheer accident. Her argument, then, not only begs
the question, leaving us wondering why she would interrogate atheism and its inability to
engender gratitude in the first place, but also betrays the very liberal attitude that
universalizes and distributes moral and ethical liability for the crises that it was largely
responsible for creating.
In Bardsley’s narrative, then, moral obligations have been shown to be unnecessary
and, as a direct result, no modes of conduct can be prescribed for any action of protecting
ecosystems that these moral obligations would have engendered. Put differently, and
unlike, say, the nearly unquestioned technology of the self that demands the sacrifice of
the citizen for the sake of the nation-state,51 the duty to protect nature falls far from a
corresponding course of action or defense of nature—to such a degree that it fails to
engender in the soul or psyche even the conviction that such an action is a necessary,
conscionable duty, whose violation creates in the subject a sense of violation and
remorse. The absurdity arises from a value system that does not think twice about the
utter willingness to have your son or daughter die for the cause of the country in a
Schmittian, violent world of the political, but that remains at best uncommitted to a
psychology of gratitude toward the very world that is sustaining human and nonhuman life.
But Bardsley and other environmental ethicists must contend with a more significant
difficulty than just showing philosophically that gratitude to nature is a rational attitude, an
argument that nonetheless encounters, as we have seen, major difficulties, if not a dead
end. Even if we suppose that these difficulties can be overcome, there remains a colossal
gap between philosophical discourse and actual practice. Gratitude to nature is not just a
matter of philosophy, nor is philosophy, at the end of the day, the only or even major
vehicle for the construction of an attitude that is integral to pervasive social conduct.
Gratitude cannot be and is not limited to philosophical abstraction, as many philosophical
issues are. Nor should it be so, since the issues involved within the scope of gratitude
affect the ways in which humans live on a daily basis, ways that have themselves
contributed to the ecological and environmental crisis and most dangerously to an
increasing thrust of the sovereign structure of thought. In other words, since philosophy,
especially in modernity, can never amount to popular, grass-roots social norms and
values, there remains a significant gap between ideas and intellectual discourse, on the
one hand, and practical ethics, on the other. As the Muslim moral philosopher Taha
Abdurrahman has argued, such gaps are endemic to liberal modernity, giving it the
characteristic of a “civilization of speech,”52 a notion dubbed more diplomatically by
Alasdair MacIntyre liberalism’s interminable disagreement.
Bardsley’s critique and philosophical position, however thoughtful they may be, remain
positioned within liberal discourse, attempting to refine and expand conceptions of
rationality from a posited (and by necessity nonconvertible) liberal position. The scope of
the two foci she identifies is constrained by considerations of gift and benefactor, and how
these may be reinterpreted to engender gratitude to nature. But the constraints ab initio
precluded a reinterpretation, and much less a critique, of the very subject who analytically
stands before the two foci, a subject taken by Bardsley for granted and without adequate
interrogation. Bardsley’s overall argument does not reckon with the quality of the modern

subject and the temporal, “progressive” changes that this subject has been undergoing
through modern time. The evolution of this subject has been characterized by a marked
increase in the subjectivity of the sovereign individual, where freedom to act in self-interest
abnegates a sense of debt, and therefore gratitude, to others, nature included. The
presumption that I do what I do for myself negates the intention to deliberately help or
bestow benefit upon others. This comports with the assumption that individual interest,
which I am entitled to assert and pursue, does not include the component of either debt or
obligation toward others, who themselves, under the same rules, “owe me nothing either.”
And since I do not intend to make my act stand in your service, or result in your benefit,
then I will feel no more gratitude toward you than I expect you to feel gratitude toward me
if one of us, or both, happened to benefit from the deeds of the other. The modern
subject’s capacity to feel gratitude to others is diminishing (rather than increasing)
because the feeling of debt chips away at self-entitlement, a major component in the
constitution of modern subjectivity. In other words, gratitude threatens the notion of the
autonomy of the individual’s rights, if not sovereignty, and takes away the sacred feeling
of self-entitlement. This is to say that Bardsley is entirely silent about the quality of the
subject who stands before the “two foci” she has identified, and without whom these foci
would have no meaning. In the study of gratitude, the subject is clearly more central as an
analytical category than the elements of gift and benefactor, the source of the gift, since
the problem lies therein, if it is not indeed the most central.
The issue for Bardsley, as it has been for liberal thinkers since J. S. Mill, is how to bring
the world to liberalism, but never how to bring liberalism to the world. Which is to say that
the secular-atheist subject in Bardsley’s narrative is not himself the locus of the problem,
for he is the agent for whom the world must be made sense of in accordance with her
rational requirements. This, simply put, is where Bardsley’s position suffers a fatal blow,53
since it in effect entails the violation of the Law of Excluded Middle. It is either that an
atheist agent denudes nature of intrinsic value or that a value-laden nature presupposes a
believing subject; it cannot be both.
By contrast, for instance, the philosophical anthropologist Max Scheler focused his
attention on the subject who needs to change who he is. His argument (not unlike that of
Foucault himself)54 goes to the core of subjectivity, questioning not only who the modern
subject is but also his very knowledge of his own place in the world. For Scheler, modern
man lacks a unified and coherent idea of who and what he is, and even more so lacks a
unified and coherent idea of what he is capable of becoming. That modern man is lost to
himself and in the world represents a function of the disconnection between homo
modernus and the cosmos, which, for him, is an order of existence structured according
to an ethical plan. The problem with modern man is that he lost touch with his inner self,
including the faculty of love and sympathy. Instead, modern man, by which Scheler meant
the “modern Westerner,” has become a homo capitalisticus, a locution that transcends the
meaning of an economic sphere and signifies a state of mind, a way of seeing and
existing in the world. Utilitarian and instrumentalist to the core, the ethos and value
structure of this man has been “marked by an insatiable drive for acquisition and a
prioritization of the two lowest value-ranks: the useful and the agreeable.”55 The structure

of the modern subject, designed by selfish interest, love for material things, and a selfcentered view of the world, has resulted, according to Scheler, in ever-increasing levels of
suffering and estrangement from nature, which has been dominated in systematic ways.
Equally important, trenchant anthropocentrism has created a species that possesses a
partial and limited view of life, reality, the world and nature at large.
What is needed, Scheler argues, is a profound transformation of the subject who must,
in order to accomplish this transformation, alter his interior subjectivity so that the “inner
power” wins over “inferior, non-spiritual, psychological ‘life.’ ”56 The fight within the self is
squarely about inverting, if not subverting, the entire value structures of modernity,
amounting to a revolution not only against how we think but, more importantly, against
who we, as humans, ultimately are. Integral to this revolution is a major adjustment in our
attitudes that have objectified and commodified nature, an adjustment geared toward
compelling us—initially and until it becomes ingrained in us as a second nature—to see
the world as a unity. And this cannot be successfully undertaken without realizing the full
potential of our capacities of love, sympathy, and solidarity, capacities that may
reestablish the desideratum of harmony within life and the world (and capacities whose
absence, as I have discussed in the previous chapter, constituted the sources for selfhatred responsible, inter alia, for genocide).
Yet this harmonizing is not merely a slogan or a discursive claim; rather, it involves
reengineering the self by means of certain technologies of self-cultivation, the
restructuring of interpersonal relations and our relations to the nonhuman world. Harmony
is also intimately tied to this notion of sacrifice: “Suffering is an ontological actuality—
reality, recall, is resistance. Like the Buddha, Scheler offered an insight into essential
existence, namely that ‘one cannot want the one without the other; not love and the
unison (community) without death and pain; not the higher development and the growth of
life without pain and death; not the sweetness of love without sacrifice and its pains.’ … It
is the surrender of the part for the whole, and a lesser value for a higher one, though
without diminishing the importance and uniqueness of each part and value.”57 In short,
Scheler’s phenomenology appears to require a particular technology of the self akin to that
of Buddhism and Islam, but it certainly runs counter to the core of the liberal attitude
toward pleasure and pain. It is a mental technology of the spiritual comportment of the self
that depends on curbing drives and relating the inner being to the larger world and life.
Bardsley’s and Scheler’s positions capture two distinctively different Western ways to
approach the crises that the modern subject is undergoing. However “green” and sensitive
it may be, Bardsley’s is a conventional liberal account of the subject. It assumes a status
quo of subjectivity that merely needs, in a typical liberal fashion, to maneuver
hermeneutically around the problems posed. The subject’s constitution itself is never
interrogated, and no demands are made of it to change its conception of itself, its value
structures and ontological priorities, or its place in, and relationship to, the world. The
result is yet another verbal contribution: a problem is talked about from the side or from
above, but never confronted head-on with root solutions and with a causative diagnosis.
To put it in popular jargon, Bardsley offers a “bandage solution,” typical of how liberalism
has dealt with all other major problems, be they related to poverty, health care, crime,

education, military spending, or political intervention; and ecology, environment, and
dehumanizing colonialism have been and continue to be no different.
Scheler, on the other hand, offers a profound conception of change—and a structural
change at that: the inner layers of the self demand a complete revaluation. Undertaking
such drastic methods is clearly not in liberalism’s order, for any such attempt as Scheler
has offered will per force change both the face and the substance of liberal subjectivity,
and with it the very project of liberalism, which is precisely why the likes of Scheler and
those calling for inverting and subverting values—from Herder to MacIntyre—have
remained relatively on the margins of discourse, having been swept away by
Enlightenment and post-Enlightenment doctrines amenable to liberal predilections (hence
the dominance of neo-Kantianism, the concept of negative liberty, and the consequent
validation of Said’s liberal critique).
However, the reemergence of voices like Scheler’s within the ecological and
environmental movement (as well as within anticolonialist discourses) signals the
insufficiency, if not inadequacy, of the liberal tradition in dealing with the crises in the
natural habitat, and hence with the self as being itself the seat of the problem.58 That is to
say, the required changes are wide and deep, going into the very values of the modern
subject and no less into the very technologies of the self that can reconstitute not only a
new conception of rationality but also, and equally importantly, certain types of ethical
formation.
Scheler’s call for a restructured view of the world’s unity amounts, with hindsight, to a
devastating critique of the fragmented liberal subject who is formed within a narrow
conception of particular competing interests and values of the good life that revolve mostly
around material considerations. It is, in effect, an implicit but powerful attack on the
concept of negative liberty, the political basis of the liberal subject formation. The absence
in this subject of spiritual, metaphysical, and coherent psychological formation59 has
distanced it from its surrounding natural habitat, which, on a different conception of reality,
remains tied to the cosmological background that gives rise to the subject in the first
place.60 This is precisely where the value of traditional world cultures and “religions” might
reside. Since the present and the future offer no guides, these cultures and “religions” can
provide, at least heuristically, a starting point for a revaluation of the place of humans in
the world. In the case of the Islamic—as well as the Chinese and Indian—there is much to
gain by reflecting on the coherent unity of the subject as situated in the cosmic and
metaphysical world.
As a rational stance, gratitude in these traditions is enshrined as an integral part of
living life—hence its indexical importance to my argument. It is not a post eventum
justification or a desperate solution to eminent crisis, but rather a way of conceiving and
making sense of the world and of life as it is lived. A measure of myth is of course always
involved in the process of thought we call metaphysics or cosmology, just as the modern
doctrine of progress, universal reason, and much else modern possess similar myths,
despite all vigorous denials. Gratitude, in other words, is integral to the fabric of thought
and practice, needing no philosophers to instruct people in the art of feeling and living. The
epistemology of its practical ethics is woven through the weft of living life, which is to say

that it is embedded within the substantive benchmark61 of the technologies of the self.
Like Guénon’s, Scheler’s philosophical narrative essentially captures much of what the
Oriental traditions, including the Islamic, have to offer. The overall structure and values of
these traditions represent the substrate of a world of discourse that may be utilized
heuristically for a study of the Orient within the context of the critique of modernity’s
current crises. Such a study—of Islam, Hinduism, and Buddhism, among many others—
holds limited promise and viability as long as it is not informed by the most pertinent and
overarching theoretical concerns of our day, concerns having almost exclusively to do with
self-critique. Orientalism will thus be required to shift the focus of its interests by inverting
the subject for the object, amounting in effect to a new philology centered on what may be
called heuristic historicism; the Oriental traditions will cease to be the locus of revaluation
and reengineering, and will instead stand as the repertoire of thought that will instruct in
refashioning a new Orientalist self. This is another way of saying that Orientalism’s
philological work will constitute the constructive medium through which the sovereign
subject, the homo modernus, can embark on a project of retraining the soul and spirit, in
the process cultivating a new ethical technology of the self that will provide a model, an
exemplarity, for the rest of the Orientalist’s society to emulate. Amounting to a reversal of
function, this operation would no longer be about the Orient, about understanding it so
“that we can deal with it”; it would rather represent an ethically self-centered process of
what Foucault called “taking care of the self,” recovering what has “faded.” There is no
reason for Orientalism and the Orientalist to exist other than to fulfill this purpose. And
once this goal is achieved, the rest, including a truly humane historiography, an
empathetic philological method, and much else that the scholarly apparatus requires, will
follow on their own.
If Orientalism has always been about Europe, as the bulk of Said’s project claims, then
the methods and lessons to be drawn require rethinking, being, after Said, a selfconscious project.62 Yet, this is not to suggest that the Orientalist alone is to bear the
burden of correcting the ills of her society—admittedly an unbearable burden—but the
Orientalist happens, by virtue of her location within the formation of modern knowledge, to
stand at the intersection in which knowledge of the Other is her expertise, par excellence.
As I intimated earlier, if Orientalism was the most obvious bridge through which the Other
was so badly constructed, then it is this bridge that can begin refashioning the self through
a heuristic accessing of an instructive Other. Alien to modernity, epistemic humility, an
antidote to sovereignty, is a much-needed remedy.

VII
Preoccupation with what we call microhistory cannot be validated without reference to,
and an understanding of, the structural and paradigmatic features not only of macrohistory
and longue durée63 but also of an emerging critique whose starting point is the thought
structure that gave rise, among other things, to environmental crisis—crisis, we have
insisted, that is symptomatic of a larger epistemological and therefore ethical deficit (one
that stems from a structure that is designed to operate exclusively within materialist and

political considerations). It might seem to us a perfectly legitimate project of research to
study, say, a ruler’s intervention in market activity during a particular dynastic period, the
economic life of a city, or marriage relations within a particular community. Yet, the
legitimacy of the project rests on a host of broader questions inevitably informed by even
larger philosophical and theoretical considerations. Reducing methodological concerns to
the common modernist assumptions about, say, the role of “state” in the management or
control of the Shariʿa in fourteenth-century Cairo is not only a narrow and highly biased
way of studying history; it also represents a distorted view of reality, both of Islam’s and of
ours. While they seem on the surface acceptable and valid, research projects of this kind
clearly lack theoretical and even conceptual clarity, not to mention intellectual maturity, in
the sense I have been trying to elucidate. They only presume to tell us how things
happened in an Islamic instance (what we call “a particular context”) from a modernist
perspective, the same perspective that is now being critiqued and rejected as the source
of the very crises that humanity is experiencing.
The links between such scholarly assumptions and their deep foundations in the
sovereign Enlightenment structure of thought may be subtle, but they cannot be too subtle
for a scholar with a deep sense of ethical responsibility. Such conventional
historiographical ventures, it must be recognized, are nearly always situated within a latent
context of (oppositional) comparison with a modern (or rather modernist) situation, one
that has driven the question of research in the first place.64 This has been the general
approach of the overwhelming bulk of recent scholarship, as evidenced, among other
things, in the proliferation of studies on women and gender issues “in Islam,” on social and
economic practices within the parameters of “Shariʿa and state,” and on what might be
called a “hero history” that reentrenches (after early forms of Orientalism) the
“civilizational influence” that a master-jurist exercised over an entire legal-moral tradition,
thereby disregarding the dialectical traditions without which no jurist could have been
constructed as such an authority in the first place.65 These topics of research, like
countless others, have no future promise without reckoning with the immediate and critical
questions of the day, those that are increasingly compelling us to interrogate the very
ethical foundations of the premises underlying these fields.
An inquiry of the sort I am proposing will have to contend with a revaluation of the very
questions asked of other traditions, a situation that presupposes the interrogation of their
ethical groundings. An illustrative instance may provide some clarification. Take, for
example, a fairly large body of Orientalist discourse that has been geared, for nearly
three-quarters of a century, to the study of the Quran, the Islamic foundationalist text par
excellence, in the formative period of so-called Islamic law. This early historical phase has
been dominated by a narrative of “borrowings” and “debts” to the preceding cultures of the
Near East, most notably the Greco-Roman, Byzantine, and Jewish. “Islamic law,” also
misnamed “Mohammadan law,” is said to have accumulated such a debt by a wholesale
incorporation, under an Islamic “veneer,” of the former cultures’ institutions and legal
concepts, since the overriding but often undeclared racial assumption is that the
impoverished tribes of the desert-filled Arabia who conquered the entire belt stretching
from Morocco to Transoxiana could not have built an empire with such sophistication on

their own. Through forging an Islamic narrative in the name of Islam’s Prophet, the early
Muslims legitimized and thus domesticated these “foreign influences.” Issues of originality
and authenticity are clearly at stake here, but equally clear is that their implications are to
be located squarely in the project of legitimizing structural genocide.
Yet, this is not the entire story. It remains a focus of intense curiosity that the Quran,
with all its importance to Muslims from the beginning, did not make it to the rank of a
“legal” source, but was instead kept on the side for nearly a century before it was brought
in, as “an afterthought,” to endorse, with a final stamp of approval, the naturalization of
the process of “borrowings.” Seen as a veneer, the Quran then had no real formative
dimension as a creator of normativity, and its performativity in the production of a new
moral subject of the “law” remained unrecognized by Orientalism. Hence the persistent
difficulties that engulfed this scholarship in explaining why the caliphs of Islam, and later its
sultans, never as much as attempted to seize the law, particularly its “legislative branch.”
What is even more striking is that this narrative never reached the stage of asking the
fundamental question: If these rulers never entertained such an ambition, then would the
emerging picture be one of an entrenched concept of rule of law? This stage of scholarly
inquiry was precluded ab initio because the very possibility of asking the question would
have necessarily opened up a whole range of other questions that would ultimately
demolish the entire Orientalist narrative of an arcane and despotic Shariʿa. A Shariʿa
offering a concept of the rule of law that is as robust as, if not more robust than, the
modern Euro-American model not only would diametrically run against the doctrine of
progress and the Western sense of superiority over the “Orient,” but also would contradict
the very cultural and legal discourse that was put in the service of justifying colonialism
and, later, “legal reform” in the Islamic world, one whose effects I have discussed in detail
in chapter 2.66 If the Shariʿa possessed such robust features—the rule of law being, no
doubt, a premiere feature—then why demolish it through an aggressive series of
“reforms”?
The factors that went into making this scholarly myth about the Quran as a veneer and
an afterthought are surely many and complex, but there is no doubt that a general attitude
to religion as primitive and a thing of the past is one of them. This attitude, however, is not
separate from the Distinction, especially in its Is/Ought component, of which a central
proposition is that value cannot be derived from fact. The Distinction stands thus at the
root of modern legal positivism, which cannot articulate the world in any terms other than
through state coercion and interference. Law without a state’s coercive power of
enforceability is no law at all. Hence the impasses suffered by Orientalism in interpreting
the role of the Quran in both constitutional organization and “law’s” formation—as a
substantive body of juridico-moral norms—during the first century of Islam’s history. The
idea that a divine-command ethics can provide the basis for, and drive, a legal system
was posited as both obsolete and irrelevant to any modern construction of legal
normativity. As I have shown with regard to the ab initio ousting of any competing view
from the process of positing the Is/Ought distinction as an exclusive point of view from
which to see the world, here too there was no room for alternatives. There was even less
room for the possibility that a divine-command ethics has a certain heuristic value, with

this having to entail the adoption of, or indebtedness to, another legal culture. For this
exercise, normal as it was for many cultures (including the Islamic in its encounter with
Greek and Indian intellectual systems), would have been seen as chipping away at
Western superiority and its unqualified theology of progress.
Yet it is my argument that the Islamic intellectual debates over the nature of law
continue to have heuristic relevance to modern thinking about modern law’s performativity
as a coercive mechanism producing an externalized subject, rather than one that
presupposes an individual who is operating with internal moral restraints constituted by the
systematic workings of ethical technologies of the self. Depriving the individual of this
eminent potential (brought to the fore by other cultures and their human populations for
millennia) was clearly the work of a domineering and an all-powerful state, one that could
not depend on the moral agency of its subjects to do its bidding in nationalist wars,
conquests, and various forms of oppression. But this deprivation also stems from selfimposed limits within the Western intellectual traditions of modernity, limits having to do
with unquestioned assumptions about such categories as “religion,” divine-command
ethics, and nearly any nonsecularist conception of reality. These categories are seen not
only as unworthy of serious consideration, but also as standing beneath the dignity of
serious scholarship. This is of course epistemic arrogance pure and simple, but it exhibits
all the features of Scheler’s man-lost-in-the-world, one who can no longer conceive of the
possibility that the world is made of countless structures of thought that can provide at
least serious heuristic value.
As one scholar has insightfully argued, the Islamic theological and legal debates
culminate in the fundamentally epistemological view that reliance on divine-command
ethics in norm construction finds its justification in the very limitations that secular modes
of thought impose on reasoning in general and on moral-legal reasoning in particular.
Which is to say that Muslim intellectuals have long before modernity reflected on the
epistemological implications of a secular system of thought, and have judged it as
unsatisfactory, if not harmful (akin to Hinduism’s critique of the Buddhist nastika). The
dominant Ashʿari School, for instance, has found it necessary to resort to revelation-based
ethics precisely because of the inadequacy and limits of individual human experience in
providing any guidelines for the construction of general principles. To avoid the epistemic
implications of this experience, and of all the skepticism that necessarily ensues from it,
an interruption of these experiences was needed, namely, through miracle. In other
words, the miracle is precisely the source of universalizable norms, one that takes away
the arbitrariness and subjectivity of individual and relativist experience. Whereas
mainstream Muslim intellectuals have moved from skepticism, as a distinctly
epistemological impasse, to the absolute necessity of theism, the paradigmatic line of
modern thinking moved from theism to the unavoidability of skepticism.67 In yet other
words, a divine-command ethics, whose theoretical and substantive principles are
elaborated—as I have been arguing throughout—by spatially and temporally dispersed
communities of scholars, was the surest way to install a system of rule of law that was not
subject to any individual or state agency.68 Here, the very concept of miracle that
genealogically formed the basis of the Schmittian state of exception was turned on its

head to generate a rule of law without exception.
This conception is not to be understood, as it has invariably been, to mean that divinecommand ethics must entail theistic tyranny and the absence of individual moral
autonomy. Such an understanding may accurately apply to the ways in which Christian
Europe conducted itself, and against which the Reformation and the Enlightenment
constituted reactions. But this was not what Islam stood for, at least not what the
dominant and mainstream Ashʿari School and generally the paradigmatic duo of Shariʿa
and Sufism theorized and practiced. Aside from a miniscule body of rules directly
stipulated in the body of revelation, God’s justice was the-world-as-his-creation, which is
to say that it was not a specific divine will but one that infused the order of being as
goodness (something quite reminiscent of Scheler’s world-as-ethical-order). The
interpretation of this goodness was left to the moral subject whose rational-intellectual
apparatus would dictate to her, from within her soul, the necessity of the inclination to see
the world as goodness and to act in it as requiring such goodness. This doctrine of kalam
al-nafs presupposes the moral subject, which is to say that before the subject becomes an
interpretive subject, a hermeneutical agent, there exists a moral drive to render
interpretation nothing but an ethical exercise. As I have argued elsewhere, the modern
question as to why be moral did not arise in the same way for Muslim jurists and
theologians.69 Ethics was not a challenge, but a question of how best to put it into
practice.
That legal ethics, the moral law, was indeed articulated and applied in practice by a
temporal-cum-spatial community of scholars that could not itself change the law except
through a case-by-case temporal-cum-spatial interpretive communal effort was indeed
one of the landmarks and most distinguishing features of that civilization. Both the
individual and the “state” would be under the law, and the latter cannot stand above it, as
the modern state does. Note here—at the risk of repetition—that whereas miracle in the
Schmittian-Agambian conception produces what I have called the state of extraordinarity70
(Schmitt’s “state of exception”), in Islam miracle produces a rule of law that cannot allow
for any such exception—much less a state of extraordinarity—to exist.71 There are no
exceptions within the “law,” either in theory or in practice. Yet, the implications of adopting
a divine-command theory extend even beyond the political, for in the very act of making it
a starting point for reflection on the world there lies the profound assumption that this
world is saturated with goodness and that everything in it is made in accordance with an
ethical plan. By contrast, an epistemology that leads to skepticism is bound to land the
skeptic in what Bardsley has called (as we saw earlier) a “hopeless conundrum,” without
this guaranteeing a more robust moral agency than the theist would possess. If anything,
a whole line of philosophical-historical analysis shows the opposite, a line that ranges from
Foucault’s discursive formations to the problem of moral neutrality and Arendt’s banality of
evil and moral agency’s resignation to bureaucratic and other forms of domination.

VIII
There is here much food for thought, although the stupendous army of Orientalists has

not picked up on the significance of these and similar topics of inquiry even after
subjecting the Islamic Orient to study for almost two centuries. It is neither reductionism
nor an overstatement to say that at the source of the failure lies a deep disconnection with
the central importance of individual ethical formation, one that Foucault has famously
declared to be an art that is now “obscure,” having “faded” in the landscapes of
modernity.72 There is no route to understanding the Quran’s role in constitutional
organization and its centrality in the answer to skepticism outside this ethical formation, for
it is this very formation that provides the foundation of critique for assailing the dominance
and performativity of modernity’s discursive formations. Which is also to say that this
understanding is not to be conducted on behalf of the Orient or its Muslims, but rather for
the sake of the Orientalist himself. If anything, she, like all her colleagues in other
disciplines, needs it more than anyone else.
If we assume, as we should, that knowledge is never innocent of the social,
conceptual, material, political, and power networks within which it is cultivated, then
engaging in knowledge production—inter alia the mission and, indeed, raison d’être of the
scholar—comes with a grave ethical and moral responsibility, but one that can no longer
be formed through the liberal tradition or exclusively within the central domains’ discursive
formations. As an instrument of power and one that in modernity stands in dialectical
relationship with it, knowledge is a weapon that can inflict cruel violence, including, as we
have seen, genocide and much else.73 To cultivate it within an ethical framework is to
engage, first and foremost, in a series of self-interrogations about the justifiability of the
very concept of scholarship in the first place: Why, that is, choose to enter into this
domain of production? What forms of scholarship are ethically justifiable and what forms
are not? How can a scholar, through a specific and precisely formulated research project,
partake in ethical self-formation? Which comes first, the material comfort as a sole
consideration or the ethical obligation toward the self and the Other, the “object” of one’s
research? But whatever supposes itself to be an explanation, justification, or
rationalization of the choice of entering into this field does in no way circumscribe or
circumvent the ethical quality of the derivative questions that the scholar asks of the field,
and of what it is that the answers to these questions aim to accomplish.
The prevalent attitude within professional historiography is of course that history is a
field of knowledge, and as such, any question posed within its boundaries is as legitimate
as the next. In other words, who is to say what is a legitimate or valid historical question
and what is not? The entire range of historical space and time is equally open to
investigation, without prejudging the legitimacy of membership qua membership. Only the
results or answers given to the formally posed question are subjected to evaluation as
good, bad, solid, persuasive, flimsy, or otherwise. But as a rule the very questions or
choices of historical topics are never themselves interrogated. No one, to my knowledge,
has ever cast doubt on a historian’s work insofar as the topics chosen for study are
concerned, be they minting practices under the Qing dynasty, the uses and economy of
salt in the New Kingdom of Pharaonic Egypt, the structure of Mamluk armies, filth in
nineteenth-century Paris, the history of mosquitos in the Malayas, or, for that matter, the
conditions of felicity in the speech of a Pennsylvania village idiot. The extent to which this

state of affairs is integral to the modern sovereignty of knowledge has never been a topic
of investigation, much less a serious one.
The nonrestrictive, freely open attitude is largely the function of the foundational
assumption that history is there for us to discover, that its truths are ultimately objective,
and that it is—in a mimesis with the natural sciences (a model that history always
subconsciously aspires, however unsuccessfully, to replicate)—knowable. History, in other
words, is ours, and our knowledge of it is sovereign. If we are the subject, the active
knower, then history is the object, the terrain that our minds chart. Undeniably, the
widespread belief among professional historians is that history and historiography are
cumulative in nature and revisionist along the way, but ultimately destined toward a
teleology, namely, discovering a particular truth about a period, a field or subfield, an
event, a dynasty, an emperor, an economy, or an “issue” in an endless series of “issues.”
Thus while history is commanded by our sovereign knowledge, and we therefore
epistemically own it, it is not really “about us.” Furthermore, this race for the “truth” of
history is also claimed to be self-evident, as an endeavor that is intrinsically valuable and
in need of no prior justification. Knowledge, including historical knowledge, is self-justifying,
since it stems from a sovereign structure of thought, one that has been at the center of
this book’s critical gaze. In an intellectual world in which the Distinction prevails, sovereign
knowledge, the source of so-called intellectual freedom, translates into precisely the kind
of questions whose answers yield the destructive effects of oppression, colonialism, and
genocide. None of these, it must be remembered, would have been possible without
history, and if these are distinctly modern phenomena, as we have seen, then it is the
modern form of history that manifests the problem. Sovereign knowledge is not freedom,
but one that is by definition reckless, violent, and devoid of ethical content, as the history
of modern history amply attests.
The inquisitive freedom afforded by the discipline of historiography, including philology,
furthermore replicates those freedoms propounded in liberal democracies, freedoms
unquestioned as long as they operate, more or less, within both the acceptable norms
within the profession and the forms of knowledge that regulate a particular view of history
(the liberal parallel to these is the sociopolitical order and the knowledge forms governing
capitalist modes of production, forms that in turn determine the perpetually uncertain
teleology of that order). It is, for instance, a canonical truth of professional historiography
to reject any understanding oppositional to its concept of Enlightenment reason that, for
instance, separates between fact and value, a sacred distinction in the very natural
sciences that it strives hard to imitate. It would be an incurable sacrilege therefore to even
gesture toward the possibility that history has, in the main, no other function than to
provide ethical instruction, or that myth and magic are scrutable through their own
structure of rationality.
Such a heresy is inextricably entailed by another pervasive creed that dominates the
very course and content of historiographical practice. Walter Mignolo argues that
modernity’s concept of history is singular, recognizing, that is, a single line of narrative.
When a new development occurs, what existed before it is pushed back into the past,
precisely into “history” and the “historical.”74 This process, pervasively epistemological,

carries with it profound implications, since the very conception of linear, singular history,
coupled with a trenchant theology of progress, always locates the past within the marginal
and less privileged. History is history, less “developed” and thus wholly or partially
primitive, medieval, antimodern, and most importantly irrelevant to the new and modern,
to the “true” expression of “progress.”75 Beginning with Vico and early Nietzsche and
ending more recently with Hayden White and de Certeau, this conception has been
critically interrogated, creating anxiety but little change among professional historians.
Deeply implicated in nationalism and modern state domination, modern historiography and
historical imagination remain implicated in imperialism and colonialism, that is, in the
mechanics of destructive power.76 My analysis of historical and other forms of academic
knowledge throughout this book has in effect shown the same results, with the caveat that
history and Orientalism are extensions of each other, just as philosophy, science, and
economics divide among themselves the labor of conquering the world. History, to play on
one of White’s famous terms, plots violence, and as such it has the selfsame epistemic
structures of Orientalism. By contrast, in its circulatory model—the form that prevailed in
premodern Islam, China, and India—history possessed, as Nietzsche vehemently argued
in another context, a moral and ethical backbone.77 Instead of being an instrument of
building destructive political and national identities, it contained narratives of ethical
instruction (precisely the central themes of classical Islamic history, which stood at no
remove from sharʿi and mystical discourses). Once we recognize that our modern
historiography is plotted in no less mythical and imaginary ways than any other (a thesis
argued forcibly and convincingly by de Certeau, White, and a number of others),78 we will
be on our way to articulating a healthier conception of the value of human and nonhuman
life as embedded in a complex environment not only that sustains this life but also that
instructs us in our “study” of the Other. The study of history, Orientalism, philosophy,
science, and any other field of intellectual inquiry is essentially an exercise in an ethical
self-construction, a technology for ethicizing the self. It is the only teleology that can be
justified on ethical grounds.
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